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There is a coniinuing discussion about the relative merits of

"elitist" versus 'popular" approaches to the development of policy

on the arts. This discussion takes place both within the National

Endowment for the Arts and between the Endowment and the various

executive and legislative agencies providing support for Endowment

activities. Among a number of dimensions of this topic currently

being debated is the question of whether the Endowment should sup-

port arts, related activities that are "demanded" by the general

population, the "popular" extreme; or whether they should support

and promote Only "high culture" activities traditionally associated

with Art, the "elitist" extreme. A cross-cutting dimension is whe-

ther. the Endowment should provide support directly to artists or to

thi institutions which support the artists. Decisions along this

dimension have a direct impact on both the recipient of aid and the

,issue of "popular" versus "elitist" support. Related policy questions

springing from various resolutions to these fundamental issues in-

clude: Which arts activities should be supported, e.g., the estab-

lished arts institutions or newer, smaller organizations? What sup-

port strategy will best fulfill the goals of the Endowment? What geo-

graphi distribution of support best promotes the development of

qual ty cultural activities? What distribution of support best fits

the demands of the target. population, either within the artistic

community or in the general population?

13
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In order to provide a.reasonable solution to such questions, the

debate on these and similar policy issues should be conducted in a

context providing as much information as possible about the probable

consequences of each policy option. For questions focusing on the is-

sues of popular demand for the arts, relevant information would ad-

dress such questions as: (1) What types of arts related activities

are currently pursued? (2) What is the degree and type of participa-

tion in these activities? (3) To what extent is there a desire to

increase participation levels in arts related activities and which .

activities are most in demand? (4), What factors limit the expansion

of activities among those desiring to increase participation, and how

can the Endowment respond to those factors? (5) What are the indica-

tors or correlates of current participation and desire for increases?

(6) How can the basic data suggested in the previous questions be

analyzed to provide long-term information useful to predict trends

and needs in arts related activities? It is this type of policy

question, rather than the merits of more general issues, that is the

focus of this report.

As originally stated, the objectives of this study were: "(1)

to identify the cultural 'needs' of the target population; (2) to

examine the factors that influence those needs; and (3) to develop a

methodology which will permit the Endowment to make practical deci-

sions about the kind of cultural and artistic activities which should

be supported." The geographic target for the study was "the South",

which was defined in terms of thirteen southern states.
1

The body of

1-
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisianna, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky,
and West Virginia 3

A



the report describes a survey conducted to inform the general objec-

tives of the study in terms of policy questions like those listed

above. In the remaining segments of the Introduction the operation-

alization of these objectives is' described and a brief overview of

the data collection methodology is provided.

15
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Conceptual Approach

The general policy objectives were translated into a specific

set of research questions designed to provide direct input for the

policy issues discussed above. These questions included:

1. In what kinds of arts'related leisure activities do members

of the target population engage and what is the extent of that engage-

ment?

2. What is the individual's history of participation in the

various activities?

3. Among those participating in an activity, what were the costs

of participation?

4. To what extent would individuals like to increase their par

ticipation in various activities?

5. What is the perceived availability of various types of acti-

vities?

6. Among those desiring to increase participation, what were

the perceived barriers to actually engaging in the activity?

7. What is the relationship between current participation pat-

terns, the desire for increased participation, and various individual

characteristics?
Nr

8. What is the pattern of 'arts related leisure activity in the

target'area and how is it related to other kinds of leisure activi-

ties?

9. What are the characteristics of individuals who engage in a

particular pattern of arts related leisure activities?



Analytically these basically descriptive questions translate

into information designed to inform the policy issues. Current par-

ticipation patterns can be equated with demand for various types of

activities. Perceived availability and reasons for not increasing

current participation levels, despite an expressed desire to do so,

can provide an indication of action necessary to satisfy certain

kinds of demand. Historicallurrent, and desired participation can

be used to project future demand. Correlates of current and desired

participation can be used to predict participation among other groups

with similar characteristics, for example demographic characteristics.

These and related issues form the substance of this report. However,

prior to describing the data and the results of analyses, it is use-

ful to discuss both the conceptual and methodological development

which led to reporting these particular results.

The Context of Leisure Behavior Patterns

The initial conceptual issue is the context of arts related

leisurebehavior. Given the objectives of the research, one useful

approach was to put arts related activity in the context of all lei

sure behavior.

Theoretically, an individual's leisure choices are made within

the context of all possible leisure activities. This would be true

for a specific activity at a given time and place as well as for a

leisure activity pattern over a longer period of time. .A specific

choice, whether one should go to the symphony or watch a football

game on television, is a function of a number of factors. including

17



one's affective reaction to both, the cost, social pressures (e.g.

family interest), physical barriers, immediate disposition (mood)

and more permanent psychological characteristics. Thus, a particu-

lar decision, e.g. attending the symphony, is variable depending on

the profile of those factors each time that choice is available.

Leisure behavior over a period of time is the result of a largenum-

ber of systematic exclusions, i.e., some people never watch football

games or go to symphonies, a substantial amount of implicit decision--

making, i.e., most of the possible choices are never considered and

m?ny of the chosen alternatives are a function of habit and specific

polition decisions, and a specific choice based on both current and

long-term considerations.

This very general model of leisure choice behavior suggests that

any attempts to analyze demand for leisure activity should approxi-

mate this broad context of choice behavior. Thus, in trying to iden-

tify the level of demand for arts related leisure participation in

the South, one should examine the position of non-arts activity as

well. With such an approah it is possible to determine not,Only

that some individuals would like to attend more symphony concerts,

but that they have an even greater desire to watch football games;

and that given a choice between the two there is a greater likelihood

that the latter would be chosen. Expressed from the perspective of total

population, a larger propOrtion of the population will attempt to in-
.

crease football attendance. This perspective provides a more real-

istic image of the leisure choices people are making, therefdre bet-

ter information for guiding policy decisions.

713



Identifying Demand for Participation

A second conceptual issue is haw to identify demand. r..ihe ap-

proach taken here is that the kind of demand of greatest interest is

that which is above and beyond current participation levels. The

desire for increases in participation level6 is the best indicator,

in the positive direction, of how people are likely to change.current

patterns. Similarly, the perceived barriers to increasingparticipa-

tion-are the best indicators of what type of policy would be likely

to allow (encourage) people to actually increase their participation

levels.
2

There are other commonly used approaches to this problem. The

most popular is to identify those stable individual characteristics

which are associated with high levels of current participation, then

project further participation based on aggregate changes in the level

of those characteristics. The most commonly used predictors are

socio-economic and demographic characteristics (e.g. income level,

education level, age, sex, occupation, etc.). Two types of projec-

tion are possible. First, one can predict changes in the aggregate

level of demand based on changes in the SES and demographic makeup

of a specific grographic area. Such a model assumes the temporal

2The same logic could be applied to cases where individuals de-
crease their levels of participation, i.e., if the reasons for the de-
crease were understood and could be addressed in some policy, it is
theoretically possible to reverse the trend. While knowledge of in-
tended'limitations to future activity would be helpful, the implica-
tion of attempting to change it is probably beyond the scope of inter-

. est for most government agencies. However, the ability to predict
such changes would provide useful information about future overall
levels of participation.

8
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stability of relationships between the behavior and the characteris-

tics. Second, it is possible to predict participation levels in a

given area on the basis of known SES/demographic characteristics;

i.e., one can project that relationships identified in one area are

valid for other areas.

A theoretically more comprehensive approach is to attempt to

"explain" leisure choices in terms of psychological and/or sociolo-

gical models of behavior choice. Previous research on leisure beha-

vior has examined questions of personality determinants, social pres-

sures, the relationship of leisure to work situations, need fulfill- .

ment, and environmental determinants. Certainly it will be one of a

combination of these models which will eventually provide the most

useful explanations and predictions about leisure, and specifically

arts related behavior. However, research in this area is generally

its infancy and relevant data are extremely difficult to obtain,

especially for large populations.

One more specific approach combines elements of expressed desire

for participation, the initial model discussed above, with previous

participation gpatterns in an attempt to project future participation

on, an aggregate vel. This approach makes some emperically based

assumptions aboutthe role of previous participation in future choice.

Of particular interest are leisure behavior choices as functions of

experience, habit, familiarity, and inertia. In terms of change, the

interesting questions focus around factors associated with changing

the historic patterns.

9



Barriers to Increased Participation

As used here; barriers are those factors which prohibit individu-

als from increasing their participation in activities where such an

increase is desired. Thus, the lack of availability of a particular

activity is a barrier only to those who want to increase their parti-

cipation level in that activity and cannot. A further restriction in

the use of this concept is that barriers are considered to be exter-

nally imposed. Availability, cost, distance, quality, facilities,

handicaps, and family interest are considered external because they

are perceived attributes of the activity or external:situation which

could be modified externally. The lack of time or preference for

other activities are functions of individual preferences in the alloca-

tion of time to leisure activities. The only barrieris in the minds

of the individuals, who, through their current participation pattern,

have already made preferences explicit. The significance of this

difference lies in the implication of barriers in determining what

kinds of intervention policies might be used to satisfy the desire to

increase participation. If cost is a barrier, it might be reduced.

If travel distance is a barrier, tours could be supported. If prefer-

ence is cited, the only change can come from within the individual. 3

3Or through a manipulation of those preferences which is probably
neither poSsible nor desirable.
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Patterns of Leisure Activity

Part of our understanding of leisure behavior is informed byan

examination of activity patterns. Some previous research has focused

on how various types of activity cluster together across all indivi-

duals.4 This research sysc.ematically presented pattern information

that had previously had only intuitive or partial empirical valida-

tion. Other research has focused on the.pattern of support for vari-

ous types of leisure activity. 5
This research provided a grounded

basis for many of the descriptive hypotheses presented in the present

report.

Research in both of these areas has provided substantial descrip-

tive information on what leisure activity patterns are and useful

theoretical suggestions as to how leisure activity choices are made.

The latter contribution has focused on the similarity of types of

activities pursued by most people., Individuals who attend symphony

concerts are more likely to attend operas. People who play basketball

are more likely to attend baseball games or watch sports on TV.

'These patterns suggest that people make conscious choices about-the

kind of leisure activity they will pursue and that these choices have

some substantive consistency.

'4
See, for example, Bishop, Doyle W., "Stability of the FactOr

Structure of Leisure Behavior: Analyses of Four Communities," Journal
of Leisure Research, II, No. 3 (1971), pp. 160-170.

5
Prime example are Americans and the Arts,: A Survey of Public

Opinion, N.Y. Associated Councils for the Arts. 1975, and Schliewen,
Rolf E, A Leisure Study - Canada 1975, Ottowa, Canada, Arts and Cul-
ture Branch, Dept. of the Secretary of State, Government of Canada,
1977.
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Other pattern-oriented research described various predictors of

activity selection, usually SES and demographic variables, and sought

to develop hypotheses to explain behavior from these correlational

results. For example, the positive association between education

level and attending symphonies can be interpreted as an influence of

more education and wider social exposure on the perception of appro-

priate 'leisure activities and our ability to understand complex

classical music. Unfortunately, the research needed to demonstrate

those causal relationships has yet to be conducted.

While all of this work is important and, in varying degrees, will

be replicated in the research reported here, there are a number of

other approaches to analyiing patterns of leisure activities which

show as much or more promise for improving our understanding of

choices made and our ability to provide programs which will meet",

varying needs. There are three approaches to the analyses of leisure

activity patterns which have received only minimal. attention in the

past. Two examine c.ctivity and demand patterns from the perspective

of grouping behaviors or attitudes (similar to those discussed above).

The third looks at different dimensions of leisure activities, focus-

ing on activity level and place of participation rather than the sub-

ject of the activity.

Clustering Individuals with Similar Activity Patterns:

Ear_ier research looked at patterns of activities. The present

research examines groups of individuals with similar activity patterns

23
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in an attempt to identify: (1) the nature of patterns which are simi-

lar and the size of the groups who have similar patterns; and (2) ways

in which groups with similar patterns differ from other groups in the

population. Results of these analyses should help policy makers in

focusing their programs to appropriate subgroups using a relevant

strategy.

Historical Activity Patterns:

In most social research the single best predictor of behavior is

past behavior. The choice of leisure activities is not an exception

to this rule. But beyond predictive power, an individual's leisure

activity history has substantial theoretical interest. The role of

habit, previous exposure, early training, and changing status may all

be reflected in an historical description of participation levels.

While the data available here are not comprehensive, they provide

sufficient information to warrant a'thorough search for potential con-

tributions to both theoretical and policy objectives. Of particular

interest is a description of new versus continued participation and

comparisons of new participation across individual and types of acti-

vities. These analyses may provide the clearest indicator of rela-

tive change in participation levels.

Alternative Dimensions of Leisure Activity

Thus far the discussion has been directed toward examining parti-

cipation in specific activities or groups of activities and has not

introduced other dimensions of leisure activity. As part of the
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conceptual development of this work, two other major cross-cutting

dimensions have been examined. They are activity level, character-

ized by a dichotomy of active and -massive participation, and activity

location, again dichotomized into home and away from home.

Activity Level: Passive participation exists when the participant is

`the receiver or observer of the output of other people or structures.

Watching TV, going to a concert and reading are examplbs of passive

participation. Doing the activity is active participation. It in-
,-

cludes such leisure activities as painting, playing an instrument.

jogging and playing with your children. Descriptively, it would be

necessary to know if there are groups'of individuals who have dis-

tinctive active or passive leisure activity patterns, if these pat-

terns cut across art and non-art activities, and if appearance in a

distinctive pattern on this dimension is indicative of other indivi-

dual characteristics. Conceptually it may be Possible to develop

grounded hypotheses about the causeof appearanceiin a particular

pattern from an examination of the patterns and their correlates.

From a policy-making perspective, the results of these analyses

could provide valuable insights into approaches most effective in
4

reaching particular kinds of audiences or groups of people.

k

Activity Location: Another question with broad implications is where

people Pursue leisure activities . As the most geneial level this di-

mension may be dichotomized into home or away from home. Patterns of

potential interest are those involving people who spend most oftheir

leisure time with home activities versus those who pursue their

14
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leisure away from home. Also, the pursuit of arts related activities

in home versus away environments has significant implications for

policy decisions. °

The combination of active/passive, home/away and arts/non-arts

activities provides a substantial potential for analysis in terms of

policy-related issues. There are four types of leisure behavior pat-

terns possible in dichotomizing the first two dimensions as the fol-

lowing figure portrays:

t I

Home

Away

Figure 1.1

Active . Passive

art

non-
art

art

non-
art

art

non-
art

art .

non-
art

,.,

Identifying individuals in each category and subsequently determining

r-if there are any other characteristics associated with category mem-

bership can be extremely useful both in understanding how leisure oat-
,

terns de.veloo,and in designing policies which can be directed toward

specific subgroups in the populatiOn.

Adding the additional dimension of art and non-arts activitijs,

depicted within the cells, focuses the policy directly toward the

poicy interests of the Endowment. As a case in point, older ptople

with a desire to increase arts related activities, tend to be home

15
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oriented., In order to reach this audience a different approach is

needed than might be appropriate for younger more away-oriented

individuals.

While the data available in this study do not permit a compre-

hensive examination of these issues, substantial effort has been put

into providing basic analyses and policy oriented information which

could be used as both practical input and to support further research.

Methodological Approach

Leisure Activity Categories

The foregoing discussion of policy and conceptual issues describ-

ed in the framework for developing both a methodological approach for

collecting relevant data and the subsequent analyses of those data.

The following will briefly describe the methodological appi-bach used

in operationalizing those issues so that relevant data could be col-

lected.

Because the selection of arts related leisure activities is made

within the context of the entire range of potential leisure activi-

ties, an attempt was made to approximate that spectrum in the design

of the data collection instrument.6 A list of about 150 leisure

activity categories was collapsed into a "manageable" list of 45 cate-

gories covering all types of leisure activities. These activities are

divided into two basic categories conforming to the primary objectives

6The questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix A.
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of the study. The first type, arts related activities, consists of

22 categories which roughly conform to the divisions within the

National Endowment for the Arts.
7

(See Figure 1.2.) The remaining

23 categories represent all other types of leisure activities. It is

evident in this division that non-arts activities are far more.col-

lapsed than are the arts related activities. This reflects the focus

of the study and the desire to obtain as specific information as

practical for making policy decisions. At the same time non-arts

categories are narrow enough to permit useful comparisons of activity

patterns including both types of activities.

-I.

7
Numbers to the left of activities represent the order of pre-

sentation in the questionrAire.

2
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Figure 1.2

Leisure Activity Categories Used in the Study

Art-Related Activities

17. Going to symphony
or chamber
concerts

Home /`Active/
Away Passive

A

18. Going to an opera A

13. Going to choral
concerts A

25. Singing in or
playing for a
chorus, choir, or
other singing
group

14. Going to jazz
concerts

16. Going to folk/
ethnic concerts
or festivals

A

A

P

P

A

P'

Non-Arts Activities

Home/ Active/
Away Passive

4. Watching regular TV
programs day and
night except sports
and news

21. Listening to radio
broadcasts of all
other music

22. Listening to
recordings

15. Going to rock or
country and western
or rhythm and blues
concerts

H

A

19. Going to fairs and
carnivals A'

P 28. Going to the movies A

24 Playing, an instru-
ment in a group or
for your own enter-
tainment or taking
music lessons H/A A

10. Painting, drawing,
making sculpture,
doing graphic art,
taking photographs
(as art) or making
films yourself H/A A

11. Doing crafts ' H/A A

12. Taking art classes
in painting,
sculpture,
graphics, film, or
crafts

,

A A

6. Watching sports on
TV or listening on
radio H

32. Going to watch
sports in person A

35. Playing competitive
sports A

37. Jogging, weight
lifting or other
exercise program

33. Camping, hiking,
backpacking, hunt-
ing, fishing, etc. A

18
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P

P
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Figure 1.2 (Continued)

Leisure Activity Categories Used in the,Study

Art-Related Activities

30. Going to a ballet
or modern dance
performance

Home/ Active/
Away. Passive

A

31. Going to a folk
dance performance A

26. Going to theater
performances A

27. Acting in plays
or musicals, per-
forming in.a dance
group, taking
lessons in either,
or providing behind
the scene support A

. Writing novels,
stories, plays or
poetry,. or taking
classes in writing H/A

7. Visiting painting,
graphic arts, pho-
tography or sculp-
ture exhibits A

8. Vising craft
exhibits A

9. Touring buildings,
etc., for design or
historic value or
visiting history,
science or techni-
cal museums

20. Listening on radio
or watching on TV
classical music,
opera or dancing

A

Non-Arts Activities

40. Picnicking, visits
to parks, zoos,

P nature walks, or
driving a car for
pleasure

42. PlaVaig with your
children

P

P

Home/ Active/
Away Passive

A

H

A

A

36. Playing indoor acti-
vities or games with
friends and/or
family H/A A

41. Visiting with
friends or family

A members, writing
letters, talking to
friends on the phone,
etc. H/A A

A 34. Going to church or
doing other church-
related activities A A/P

P

P

P

44. Playing with pets

1. Reading (fiction,
books, periodicals,
and non-fiction)

5. Watching news and
infokmation programs
on TV or reading in
newspapers and news/
magazines

43. Do-it-yourself acti-
vities or hobbies

45. Sitting and thinking,
H P day-dreaming

3O
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S.

Figure.1.2 (Continued)

Leisure Activity Categories Used in the Study

Non-Arts ActivitiesArts-Related Activities

23. Watching perfor-
mances of jazz on
TV or listening
on the radio

29. Listenint to radio
broadcasts, your
own reordings or
watchilii;TV pro-
ducti64:of plays
or poetry

Home/ Active/
Away Passive

H

H

3. Taking classes or
attending lectures
on art history,
literature, etc.,
or belonging to a
literature club A

P

Home/ Active/
AWay Passive

38. Charity, volunteer,
social service, or
political organiza
tion activities. A

39. Fraternal organiza-
tion or club
activities

20
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The other dimensioris of leisure activity were incorporated into

the development of categories and subsequent analyses. These were:

(1) Home/AVay; and (2) Active/Passive. The Home/Away dimension is

relatively straight forward with avbiguities occurring only for acti-

vity categories that could be done in either locality. Active/Passive

participation follows the definition presented above. Activity cate-

gories are distinguished on these dimensions in Figure 1.2. There are

14 Home and 25 Away activities. Six are indeterminant. There are 19

activity categories defined as Active and 25 defined as Passive, with

one indeterminant.

Participation and Desire. for Increased participation

Operationalization of the various conceptual and polity issues

for purposes of data collection was accomplished by constructing a

set of basic questions which were answered for each of the 45 activi-,

ty categories. The data matrix created by this approach provides a

relatively complete overview of past, current, and future desires.for
8

specific leisure activities. The following issues are addressed:

(A) Perceived availability of each activity in the vicinity of

each respondent;

(B) General level of childhood (younger than 13) participation

in the activity:

(C) Adult participation history;

8 APPENDIX A, Parts I and II
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'(D) Level of participation during the past year;

(E) Desire for increased participation;

(F) Barriers to increased participation;

(G) Cost of participation during the past year (for relevant

activities);

(H) Distance traveled to participate in each relevant activity

during the past year; and

(I) Tne person(s) most often participated with.

Additional questions were asked about\handicaps which would limit lei-

sure participation, the total amount of leisure time available, and

vacation time. Finally, information on individual SES and demographic

characteristics were collected.

Data Collection Procedures

Data were collected in a self-administered mail survey of a pro-

bability sample for the 13 southern states.
9 Initial contact was made

by telephone and those agreeing to cooperate were sent questionnaires

in the mail. A. total of 3,196 questionnaires were delivered to poten-

tial respondents and 1,684 were returned completed 10 Thus, the sample

. for analyses reported here is 1,684.

While the return rate of 52.7 percent is generally considered

good for a general population survey of this length, follow-up pro-

cedures were initiated to estimate bias in the results. These

9
See APPENDIX B

procedures.

10
tee APPENDIX B

for a detailed description of sampling and survey

for a detailed description of returns.
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procedures consisted of follow-up telephone interviews of 298 indivi-

duals who did not cooperate with the initial request for cooperation

and 302 individuals who failed to return completed surveys after

agreeing to cooperate. In addition, weighting was used to correct

for biases in the proportion of respondents in four major demographic

variables, income, education, race, and sex.11 The weighted results

are within +1.3 and -2.6 percent of the 1976 population Values across

20 categories of the four variables. Thus, in this regard the sample

is very close to the population it represents.12

The original telephone interviews used a small sample of ques-

tions,from the original questionnaire. The results of these inter-

views indicate that the general survey may slightly underestimate the

amount of arts related leisure activity participation, although it is

extremely difficult to develop a precise indicator of the degree of

error which may exist.13 Generally, the results of the mail survey

seem More'stable than the telephone results,which seem to fall with-

in expected ranges.

If the return rate for the mailed survey had been close to 100-per-

cent for a sample of 1,684, it would have been possible to estimate

11_
'The weighting results in a much larger reported N for the sam-

ple in much the same way that finding a lowest common denominator
oparates._ Thus the weighted N used for most analyses is 66071. N's
used in Tables reflect weighting and are very large. The best estimate
of sample N is the proportion times 1684, but even this is somewhat
misleading because of the weighting which has taken place.

12
See APPENDIX C for a description of the weighting approach and

results.

13ti_ 4esults of the follow-up interviews are reported in detail in
APPENDIX D, along with a more detailed discussion of the problem of
bias in returns.
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the amount of sample error to be within ± 2.4 percent at the .05 level.

The lower return rate could increase that error rate substantially. 14

However, the weighting procedure will reduce error the to non-response

bias insofar as (1) responses are related to the corrected variables

(a condition demonstrated in the results chapters) and (2) the propor-

-tions of variable categories in the returned sample are different from

popultion values toward which they are being adjusted. As the analy-

sis narrows to focus on subpopulations, the level of error increases- \

because sample size is smaller. Thus, in Chapter 4 we discuss only

those people who indicated a desire to increase participation which,

for some activities, may reflect only 200 of the survey respondents

(disregarding weighted N's). In these instances one must be careful

in interpreting small percentage differences. Results in Chapters 2
15

and 3 focus on total sample results and are therefore more reliable

and capable of revealing much smaller population differences. A dis-

cussion of the differences between "important" and "statistically

sigrlificant" differences is presented in Chapter 2, and reminders are

Inserted throughout as the cell sizes change for different analyses.

14Using
techniques suggested by Cochran (Sampling Techniques, New

York: John Wiley, 1977, pp. 359-363) confidence limits could be as
high as ± 20.percent. However, while the techniques used to calculate
these limits are precise, the assumptions made about a specific data
set are much less precise and other factors must be considered, for
example, weighting and other error estimates like follow-up interview
results. See APPENDICES C and D.

15-T-he exceptions to this rule are the analysis of differences
between clusters (in both chapters) and the analysis of individuals
with a strong desire to increase participation.
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Presentation of the Survey Results

The results of a survey of this magnitude cannot be completely

described in a single report. In this report we shall focus on four

major factors of the data: (1) a description of basic answers to

questions about current participation, desire to increase. participa-

tionand barriers to the desired increase; -(2) the historical antece-

dents to current and desired leisure behavior; (3) the patterns of

leisure behavior and styles of leisuie participation; and (4) socio-

economic and demographic predictors of current leisure behavior and

leisure activities which people desire to increase.

Each chapter follows,essentially the same organizational structure.

Chapter 2 first describes the general levels of current participation

for all desired activities. A structural analysis is then performed

which first describes how activities are grouped together in the entire

population and then describes groups of individuals who exhibit similar

leisure activity patterns (clusters). The leisure activity structural

analyses then proceeds to a description of the historical patterns of,

leisure participatiOn and finally describes SES/demographic predictors

of both individual activities and clusters. Chapter 3 follows precisely

the same format in presenting results of individuals' expressed desire

to increase participation in various leisure activities. Finally,

Chapter 4 describes the barriers identified by those wanting to increase

participation. This chapter first describes the general selection of

barriers, then the relationship of historical ane current participation

to barrier selection, and finally the relationship of SES/demographic

25
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variables to barrier identification. This basic text and accompany-

ing tables are followed by 12 technical appendices and detailed tables

referenced throughout the text.

37
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Many of the primary objectives of this report concern the desctip-
,

tion of participation rates for arts related and non-arts leisure acti-

vitie. In the earliest stages of development a number of descriptive

"hypdtneses", based on earlier research and "commonrknowledger about

certain types of leisure behavior, .were formulated and used as guides

for the developmerit of the questionnaire. The purpose of these

"hypotheses" was to ensure that certain :sic information was included

in the survey and to pfbvide a.basis for comparing the results of

this study with earlier surveys and with some Of our commonly-held

beliefs about leisure behavior in general and arts related leisure

behavior in particular.

While the results presented-in this report are not centered

around these "hypotheses", several of them do provide a useful point

of departure for our descriptiin of current leisure participation. in

the South. Among the more general predictions were: (1) that arts

related activities would trail non-arts activities in terms of level

of participation and in the level of demand for increased participa-

tion (Chapter 3); (2) that participation and desire to increase par-

ticipation would be related to SES and demographic characteristics,

particularly education, age, and income; (3) that individuals living

in smaller communities would have lower participation'in arts related

activities and lower demand for increased participation; (4) that

race would be related to the types of activities chosen and interest

in increasing participation; (5) that occupation groupings would pre-

dict leisure choices; (6) that the identification of barriers to

increased participation would be related to certain SES and demographic

. 39
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characteristics, e.g. that distance would be more likely to be a bar-

rier in smaller communities, that crowds would be a larger barrier

among the elderly, and that cost would be a more important barrier for

the poor (Chapter 4); and (7) that the best predictor of future beha-

vior would be past behavior. Our report does not focus on these

"hypotheses" specifically, but each is addressed in some way in this

and the following two chapters. Not unexpectedly, each is also sup -

ported to a greater or lesser degree. This support does not provide

significant new insights into leisure participation and demand pat-

terns in the South, but it does show the commonality of leisure par-
,

ticipatidn across the whole country and it adds greatly to the

credibility of the overall results-of the survey.

The remainder of this chap er will provide'a aetailsed description

of current reported leisure participation patterns in the South. We

shall proceed from general participation levels-to the patterns of

leisure participations to the historical and SES/demographic predic-

tors of current leisure behavidr.
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General Participation Levels

General participation levels for each leisure activity group

have been aggregated in two ways. The first, shown in TABLE 2.1, is

to identify the number of different people who have participated in

an activity during the previous 12 months. This approach does not take

into account the level of participation of each indiQidual. The

second approach, used in TABLE 2.2, includes the level of participa-
,p

ition by showing the average number of hours n a week or times in a

year that respondents have partincipated in the activity. While these

results are based on the same set of responses, the relative differL.

ences'in participation levels, based on rankings of activities for

each approach, show ificant variations.

Arts related activities are listed on the first pagelof TABLE

2.1. As shown here, activities, with the lowest participation rates
A

are acting and performing (5.3%) and going. to an opera (5.7%}.2 At

oso
the othek extreme, participation in arts related activities approaches

50% for. listening or the radio or watching on TV performances of

classical music, opera or dancing (49.6%), visiting craft exhibits

(48.7%); and touring buildings or visiting museums (47.6%). Overall,

larger prbportions of the people in the South are likely to have par-

ticipated in passive arts relatyd activities (27%) than in active

pursuits (19%).

'This ordering(of activities will be used in all subsequent tab-
les mhich list all leisure activities.

2Short names for activities are used in the text. Full descrip-
tions are contained in the questionnaire (APPENDIX A).
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Arts types, grouped on the basis of divisions within the National

Endowment for the Arts, also show some interesting differences. Dance

activities - going to ballet (9.3%) or folk dance (8.5%), performance (8 %.)

or performing in a dance, group (5.34)3 are clearly tne least popular types

of activities. On the other hand, visiting art and craft exhibits (visual

arts) or museums, and watching /listening to music (classical or jazz)

or theater on the TV/radio (media) are the most popular arts related

activity types.

The second page of the TABLE provides a remarkable contract. Only

five of the non-arts related leisure activities were pursued by less

than 50% of the population during, the previous 12 months. Five activi-

ties were pursued by over 80% of the population. Several interesting

comparisons to arts related activities are possible. For example,

more people watch sports in person (52.4%), or play with pets (50.1%),

than engage in any single arts related activity. Media related acti-

vitieslike watching regular television programs (89.3%), watching

sports on TV (75.84), and cbtaining news and information through TV,

newspapers and news magazines (93.1%), command an enormously larger

audience than do arts related media events such s classical Music

(49.6%), jazz (35.5 %) and theater or poetry (38.1 ) in the same media.

All of these contrasts are presented somewhat more simply in the

ranking shown in the right-hand column of/ each page. From these rank-

ings it is clear that non-arts related activities far outweigh the

3
This last figure includes acting ind related activities

as well.
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TABLE 2.1

Proportion of Individuals Participatingdn Each
Leisure Activity During the. Previous Twelve Months

% Participating
in Last 12 Months

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. wveGoing to an opens.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

16.5
5.7

'40.4/
21./0

L2.5
18.1

17.1

Ranking of %
Participation

38
44
23
33

39
35

36

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture, 26 . 2 30
doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts. 37.7
12. Taking art classes in painting, , 9.0

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballot or modern dance 9.3
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 8.5

26. Going to theater performance. 25.6,
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing 5.3

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or 16.8
poetry, or taking lasses in writing.

7. Visiting painti4, graphic arts, photo- 33.7 28
graphy or Ipture exhibits.

8. Visiting ft exhibits. 48.7
9. Touringduildings, etc. for design or 47. 6

histortilue or visiting. history,
scion e or tecylrestf museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV 49-e
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23.- Watching performances of jazz on TV 35.5
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own 38. 1
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

25
42

41

43

31
45

37

si3. Taking uses or attending lectures on

art hi ry, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

20
21

19

27

24

11.5 40
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TABLE'2.1 Continued

% Participating Ranking of
in Last 12 Months % Participation

4. Watching regular TV programs day 89.8 3

and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all 85.2 4
other music.

22. Listening to recordings. 76.9 7
15. Going to rock or country and western .ae 35.8 26

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 62 .7 14
28. Going to the movies. 7 0 . 9 12

6. Watching sports on TV or listening 75.8 9
on radio.

. 32: GOing to watch sports in parson. 5 2 . 4 16
35. ,,,Playing competitive sports. 2 3. 3 3 2
37. Jogging; weight lifting or other 4 6 . 4 .2 2

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking, 5 6 . 9 15
hunting, fishing, etc.

xi:40. Picnicing;visits to parks, zoos, nature 78 .0 6
walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your-children. 50.1 18
36. Playing indoor activities or games 6 7 . 5 13

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family 9 2 .4 2

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on tha phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other 7 4 . 1 10
church-Mated activities.'

44. Playing with pats. 52 . 1 - 1 7

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals, 8 2 . 2 5
and nonfiction). .

5. Watching news and information 93.1 1
programs orkTV or reading in

-., niwspepen and newsmagazines.
43. Golit-yourielf activities or hobbies. 7 6 . 9 7
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 71.6 11

38. Charity, volunteer, social servica, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

29.8 29

20.8 34
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the arts related activities in terms of the'number of people who en-

gage in each activity. These rankings may help to mask any biases

which could have developed as survey respondents attempted to put

their best collective foot forward in answering the questions presen-

ted in the-survey: i.e., they tend to overshadow any possible biases

due to the "social desirability" of responding positively to questions

about arts related participation. Only one of the arts related

activities, listening.to or watching clastical music or dance on radio

or TV (ranked 19), falls into the top 20 of All leisure activities.

TABLE 2.2'presents results in terms Of the amount of each acti-

vity pursued.. Because some activities, such as painting, are pursued

regularly, respondents were asked to describe their participation

levels in terms of the number of hours in an average week over the

0 past year. Other activities, such as attending symphony concerts, are

more periodic. Consequently, respondents were asked to present parti7

cipation levels in terms of the number of times the activity was pur-

sued during the past 12 months. Thus, TABLE 2.2 has two sets .of actiw-

vity levels And rankings, both presented as mean (average) values.

The reader whould be careful in attempting-to compare activity, levels

across the different measurement techniques because they represent an

entirely different approach.
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For the six arts related leisure activities measured in average

hours per week, none is pursued at a level above two hours. As was

true when the number of participants was considered, the most popular

activity in this group was a passive, at-home activity: listening to

radio broadcasts, or watching TV productions of classical Music,

opera or dancing (1.95 hours per week). The second most popular was

pursuing plays or poetry through radio, recordings or on TV (1.78

hours per week). The four other active, but largely home activities,

measured in this way were pursued at an average of about one hour or

less. In contrast, the single most popular activity was watching

regular television programs which occupied the people of the South

an average of almost 15 hours per week. This figure does not

include sports, information (news)" or arts related television viewing.

The second most popular activity was listening to the radio, which

took up an average of over nine hours per week. 4
Various news/

4This figure in particular should be interpreted very carefully
because radio listening tends to be an activity which is often combin-
ed with other activities, both leisure and non-leisure (e.g. driving
to work or doing housework). For the same reason the total average
hours per week for all activities,' just over 87 hours, is not a real-
istic figure for determining how much leisure time is available. A
figure of about 55 hours, obtained in the answers to a more direct
question on this issue is probably much closer to an overall popula-
tion average. This figure contrasts with an average 45 hours report-
ed as working time. The difference between 55 and 87 can be, accounted
for in terms of overlap activities; e.g. radio listening, and what we
feel may be a slight inflation of activities with low participation
levels. This exaggeration occurs when an activity pursued only a few
times 'in a year may be given an arbitrary weekly score of one hour or
1/2 hour rather than be completely ignored because there wasn't a more
accurate way to include it in the answer. On the average, it appears
as though respondents tried to include all activities they pursued ra-
ther than eliminate some which were pursued relatively infrequently.
This measurement problem is the reason that both number. of participants
And level of participation are reported.
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17.

16.

13.

25.

14.

16.

24.

10.

11.

12.

30.

31.

26.

27.

2.

7.

8.

9.

20.

23.

29.

3.

TABLE 2.2
Average Level of Participation for Each

Leisure Activity.During the Previous 12 Months

Mean *
of Hours
Per Week

Ranking
of -Hours
Per Week

Mean #
of Times
Per Year

Ranking
of Times
Per Year

Ming to symphony or chamber concerts. .49 15
Going to an opera. .09 21
Going to choral concerts. 3.37 5
Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

. 79 22

Going to jan concerts. .38 17
Going to folk/athnic concerts or

festivals. °

16

Playing an instrument in a group or . 90 21
for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic an, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

1.09 18

Doing crafts. 8.23 2
Taking an classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

.52 14

Going to a bellet'or modern dance

performance.
.22 18

Going to a folk dancing performance. .19 19

Going to theater performance. .89 12
Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support..

.18 20

2-
Writing novels, stories, plays, or .57 23
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.

graphy or sculpture exhibits.
1.28 11

Visiting craft exhibits. 2.11 7
Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

2.02 8

Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

1.95 15

Watching perfOrmances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

2.37 6

Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

1.78 16

Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, litiratun, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

.59 13
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.
TABLE 2.2 Cont.

Average Level of Participation for Each
Leisure Activity

4.

21.

22.

Witching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

Listening to radio broadcasts of all
other music.

-, Listening to recordings.

Mean #
of Hours
Per Week

14.73

9.38

4.57

Ranking
of Hours
Per Week

1

2

8

Mean #
. of Times
Per Year

Ranking
of Times
Per Year

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
I.

1.60 9

19. Going`to fairs and carnivals. 1.45 10
28. Going to the movies. 6.56 3

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

3.92

32. Going to watch sports in person. 4.96 4
35. Playing competitive sports. . 91 20
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
1. 68 17

33. Camping, hiking, back-puking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
9. 37 1

40. Plonking, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a ow for pleasure.
2 . 5 0 s 12

. .

.42. Playing with your children. 6. 18 4
38. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
2. 08 14

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

5.60 6

34. Going to church Of doing other

churchrelated activities.
3.11 11

44. Playing with pets. 2.17 13

1. Fielding (fiction books, periodicals,
and nonfiction).

5. 6 3 5

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reeding in

nampepon and news/magszines.

7 . 8 2 3

43. Gaitfourself activities or hobbies. 5. 0 4 7
45. Sitting and thinking-datdreaming. 3.37 10

X. Charity, volunteer, social service, or . 9 3 19
Political orgenifetion sctivitits.

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

. 4 7 2 4
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'information seeking activities took about eight hours per week. All

of these activities are passive and done large?.y at home. Among

active leisure pursuits,. playing with children (6.2 hours), visiting

with friends and family (5.6 hours) and do-it-yourself activities

(5*hours) were most popular. The rankings again show the relatively

low level of arts related leisure activities.

Among activities measured in terms of the number of times the

activity was pursued in the previous year, the pattern is similar.

Despite containing a predominant nuiriberof such activities, arts re-

lated purSuits occupy only one of the top four rankings. This one

exception to the general rule is doing crafts, which ranks second with

an average of 8.2 times per year per respondent.
5

This compares with

camping, hiking, etc., which was done an average of 9.3 times per year.

Ten other arts activities w re pursued less than one time per person

in the past year.

Taken together; the two TABLES lust described present data which

seem to verify descriptive hypotheses presented during the develop-

ment of this research which predicted that non-arts activities would

dominate both the number of participants and the time devoted to

leisure activities by the total population in the South. These results

also parallel findings in similar studies of leiSure activities when

5 There was considerable difficulty in determining whether to pre-
sent this activity in terms of hours per week or times per year. The
high variances in the distribution of antwers reflects this difficulty.
It seems Unlikely, however, that given the average of 8.2 time per
year and even assuming eight hours of participation for each time, that
doing crafts would have been substantially different than painting if
the question had been answered in hours per week and averaged,Rver the
entire sample. In our example, 3.2 g 8 = 65.6 hours per year, divided
by 52 weeks, equals approximately 1.26 hours per week.
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considered from a statis. perspective. ,Later analyses will addrePs

the issues of growth among the various leisure activities..

One exception to the general rule was the strong position of

crafts.
6

While the set of activities which constitutes what we have

called "crafts" does not dominate other more popular leiPure pursuits,

it does seem to have a relatively large role in the leisure pattern

of the South, both actively and passively. Opera and dance, on the

-other hand, are very lightly pursued leisure activities.

The perspective taken in the analysis to this point is compara--

tive. This perspective obviously makes arts related activities ap-

pear to occupy an inferior position. The same figures, interpreted

in an absolute framework, may take on an entirely different character.

Thefact that about 1/4 of the population in the South reported hav-

ing been to a theater performance in the last 12 months or a third

having visited an art exhibit or almost 1/2 having visited a craft

exhibit may-be-taken as an indicator of the strength of the arts in

the South. It is difficult, however, to attach meaning to such fig-

ures in the absence of contrasting indicators such as previous history

or participation levels in other parts of the country. The former

'comparisons will be made at a later point in this report. The latter,

will have to await later, more comparable data than are currently

available.
7

6An apparent exception is attendance,at choral concerts. However,
later analyses will show that much of this activity is closely related
to church activities rather than as purely art related pursuit.

7Comparisons across different surveys, conducted at different
points in time, using different procedures - pa;ticularly different

'

ways of asking questions - are always tenuous., It is tempting to take
a study like Americans and the Arts to draw sweeping comparative
generalizations. While the reader is free to db such analyses, they
will not be pursued here because we feel they be more misleading than
helpful.
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The Structure of Participation

The general participation levels for individual activities pre-

sented in the first two tables provide useful information about the

relative and absolute position of arts related leisure time utiliza-

tion. However, these descriptions do little to increase our under-

standing of the selection of leisure activities and the context in

which such selections are made. This understanding can be informed

by examining participation data in two.ways.

First, the overall association of participation in different

subsets of leisure activities can suggest how people view and select

activities to fill leisure time. Previous research on leisure acti-

vity, particularly "audience studies", suggests that people .may

have specific interest areas.8 Thus, knowing that individuals at-

tend symphony concerts means they are more likely to attend ballets,

operas and the theater. But there is little evidence suggesting

overall patterns across all possible leisure activities. Describing

this pattern and discussing its implications for understanding the

selection of leisure activities is the objective of the first part

of the structural analysis.

Second, within overall patterns are groupings of individuals who

exhibit similar activity patterns. The overall pattern shows general

trends in the total population, but does so at the expense of infor-
4'

mation about people whose activity pattern cuts across these basic

groups. There are presumably individuals who attend both symphonies

and football games, just as there are people who focus on only a

8
For example Andreason, Alan R. and Russell W. Belk, Consumer

Response to Arts Offerings: A Study of Theater and Symphony n Four
Southern Cities, February, 1978, and Dimaggio, Paul, Michael Useem
and Paula Brown, The American Arts Audience: Its Study and Its
Character, Cambridge, Mass.: Center for the stuay-Ta Public Policy, 1977.
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single major activity type. Once all leisure activities have been

reduced to basic dimensions, using a statistical technique called

factor analysis, it is possible to identify the specific patterns ex-

hibited by groups of individuals in the population. Using another

process, called cluster analysis, ten different groups of individuals

each exhibiting a highly similar leisure activity pattern, have been

identified. The distribution of individuals across these groups pro-

vides direct information about the polpillarity of'each set of activities.

Subsequent analysis of differences between these groups along other

dimensions, e.g. demographics, will provide further data on the

characteristics'and possible explanations through existence of parti-

cular activity selections.

The Factor Structure of Leisure Activity in the South

Ten-Factor Solution: Factor analysis is a mathematical technique for

resolving a "set of variables linearly in terms of a small number of

categories of 'factors.'"9 In this instance the input-to the analysis

is a correlation matrix showing the degree of association between the

amount of time spent on each activity during the previous year.
10

9
Harmon, Harry H., Modern Factor Analysis, Chicago, IL. Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1960, p. 4.
10

In order to provide a common base for this analysis, activities
measured in terms of "times per year" participation were converted to
hours. This conversion was accomplished by arbitrarily assuming that
the average participation took about 4 hours. Thus, if a respondent
said that she/he attended'a symphony concert 8 times during the prgvi-
ous year, the total"participation was 32 hours. 'Activities measured
in hours per week *re simply multiplied by 52. While this technique
certainly produced some individual inaccuracies, its overall impact,
using a correlational analysis, probably did not bias results. This
is because the,eorrelation technique measures relative changes in the
level of activity across subjects rather than absolute values. It is
also more intuitively satisfying than using data based on two different
scales.

7
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All of the 45 activity types are included in this analysis. The cor-

. relation matrix, showing the degree of association between each pos-

sible pair of activities, is reproduced in Appendix F. The specific

objectives of this analysis were two-fold. First, it is important to

determine if the structure of leisure activities in the South follows

expectations based on theoretical considerations and prior research.

Both the theoretical and the empirical. approaches suggest the grouping

of substantially similar activities, such as the arts or sports.

Second, in order to perform more important analyses for this study,

describing groups of individuals with similar activity patterns (the

cluster analysis), it was first necessary to reduce the number of

variables into smaller meaningful sets of activity categories.

A variety of solutions to the problem of identifying the appro-

priate number of factors was tried before settling on the ten-factor

solution presented here.
11 The eigen values and proportion of ex- '

plained variance for each factor in the ten-factor solution is present-

ed in TABLE 2.3.

11The principal components technique as presented in the PAS-1
program of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS);
(Nye, et al. New York: McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 1975)
was used in this analysis. Initial analyses used an eigenvalue of I
(see Harmon, Chapter 9) as the rotation cut-off point. This produced
a 15-factor solution accounting for 52.9% of the total variance. The
ten-factor solution cut off at an eigenvalue of 1.16 accounting for
41.1% of the .variance. While the former solution might normally have
leen343resented, the facts that: (1) the additional factors did not
add significantly to the sqbstantive understanding of the results;
(2) the 15- and ten-factor solutions had nine common factors; and (3)
the subsequent cluster analysis routine would accommodate only ten
variable's; Led to a decision to present that solution. The additional
factors suggested by the 15-factor solution are described on pages 45
and 46. Varimax rotation was used in both analyses.
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TABLE 2.3

Eigen.values and Proportion of Variance
Explained for the Ten-Factor Solution
of the Factor Analysis of the Level

of Participation During the Previous 12 Months

Eigen
Value

Proportion of
Explained Variance

1. Performing Arts Attendance 4:15 10.0 %

2. Popular Low Energy Entertainment 2.14 6.1

3. Visual Arts 1.78 4.0

4. Home-Oriented Active Pursuits 1.61 3.6

5. Television 1.55 3.4
.11101.

6. Sports 1.34 3.0

7. Active Music 1.31 2.9

8. Folk Activities 1.26 2.8

9. "Undefined" 1.22 2.7

10. Religion and Religious Music 1.16 2.6



Factors, major item loadings and a brief discussion of each

factor follow: 12

Factor I - Performing Arts Attendance

Item

Going to an opera (18)
Going to a symphony or chamber concert (17)
Going to theater, erformans (26)
Visiting (art) exhibits (10)
Going to a (dance) performance (30)

Loading

.65

.60

.51

.43

.37

This factor obviously describes that facet of leisure time associated

with passive away from home arts related activity. It provides a

verification of previous research showing that individuals- engaged in

one type of arts related activity often engage in others. Of special

interest is the absence of high loadings of active and home arts rela-

ted activities on this factor. There appears to be a difference

between the active and passive arts participator and between those who

pursue their arts activities t home and away from home.

Factor II - Popular Low Energy Entertainment

Jtem Loading

Listening to all types of popular
music on radio (21) .57

Listening to records (22) .53
Visiting friends, etc. (41) .48
Going to the movies (28) .45
Day-dreaming (45) .42

This factor is comprised of primarily passive and popular kinds of

activities. Outside of television, itemight be described as a kind

of typical American leisure activity dimension. The focus is low

12A complete reproduction of loadings on all factors by all,acti-
vities is provided in APPEUDIX F.
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,
cgt and somewhat media oriented. Activities are generally indoOr,

low energy and slightly oriented to music.

Factor III - Visual Arts

Item Loading

Visiting (art) exhibits (7) r,
...,=...)

Visiting craft exhibits (8) __, .48
Touring buildings and visiting

history or technical museums (9) .41
Painting, etc. (10)

.
.35

Taking art classes (12) .30
Doing crafts (11) .27

The visual arts weight very heavily in.the passive aspects of this

faCtor and are important as active elements for the three items with

somewhat lower loadings. Visiting historical and technical museums

is part of the visiting exhibits focus of this factor. However, the

three lesser loading items indicate a relatively strong relationship

between doing and observing the visual arts.

Factor IV - Home-Oriented Active Pursuits

Item Loading

Do-it-yourself activities (43) .43
Writing novels, poetry, etc. (2) .41
Picnicking, visiting parks, etc. (40) .37

While the three items loading highest on this factor are somewhat in-

congruous substantively, they have a common bond in their orientation

toward individually active leisure pursuits. The somewhat low load-

ings indicate that the activities probably do not often occur to the

exclusion of other activities. Playing with children and visiting

friends and relatives also have moderate loadings (.32 and .29) on

this factor. All five items give the factor a decidedly family/home

orientation, although the active (versus passive) focus remains the

45 5
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overwhelming element. Individuals exhibiting this pattern are "doers'

in a home environment.

Factor V - Television

Item Loading

TV and newspaper information (5) .74
TV and radio sports (6) .42
Regular TV programs (4) .42

Despite the diversions of newspapers and radio in these items, it

seems clear that this factor is one of-the most substantively unidi-
?

mensional in this analysis. It is oriented heavily toward the most

popular aspects of _television viewing, prime-time programs, news and

sports.

Item

Factor VI - Sports

Loading

Playing competitive sports (35) .62
Jogging, etc. (37) .42
Going to watch sports (32)' .27
Playing indoor games (36) .28

This factor portrays a generally active focus on sports. In addition

to the four items listed, a more moderate (,.24) loading exists for

watching. sports on TV.

/Factor VII - Active Music

Item

Playing an instrument (24)

Singing (25)

Loading

.70

.37

While containing only two items, which rais_s some questions about

its reliability, this factor represents a clear indication of a dis-

tinct group oriented toward taking an active role in-music. One

moderately loading item, going to symphony concerts (.27), extends

Si
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the strength of the tie to music although it :is passive rather than

active.

Factor VIII - Folk Activities

Item Loading.

'Going to folk/ethnic festivals (16)
Going to a folk dance performance (31)
Going to fairs and carnivals (19)

.46

.43

.37

Moderate loadings on these activities reflecting folk related and some

traditional family oriented activities make up the eighth factor. The

factor'is oriented toward passive participation and away from home

activities, thereby seeming to indicate folk activity as entertainment.

Factor IX - "Undefined"

Item Loading.

Theater and poetry on TV or radio (29) .59
Attendi rock or C&W concerts (15) .31
Listenin to popular music on radio (21) .23

Factor IX is one of those observed behavioral phenomena 'that almost

defies classification.' Watching Hamlet (one of the examples used in

the item) does not seem to be conceptually related to attending rock

or country and western concerts. On the other hand, listeninr:, to

popular music on radio and attending popular music concerts do exhi-

bit the kind of substantive connection which might be predicted.13

This pattern may reflect a crossover between traditional "high cul-

ture" activities and popular culture. A significant gro in the

131t iIt is interesting to note that both the eight- and 15-factor
solutions show a very similar factor, combining the three activity
groups found here. Thus,, this result is not 'a fluke of, the particu-
lar rotation solution used, but something reflecting a distinctive
behavioral pattern. It has been suggested that somewhat ambiguous
wording in item 29 could be one explanation for the appearance of the
"undefined" factor. The confusion would arise in an interpretation

which perceives listening to radio of any type. However, given the
context of the item it is difficult to imagine that a large number of
respondents would make this interpretation.
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population may perceive "high culture" through the media while,get-

ting popular culture "live". A second possible explanation is that

this factor reflects actual leisure behavior and may be indicative

of cross pressures in the selection of leisure activities. A mar-

ried couple, for example, can have differing leisure interests but

engage in similar behaviors reflecting, both interest areas. Another

possible explanation centers around availability. Popular concerts

are often available where live preientations of plays or poetry

readings are not available. Thus, live entertainment needs are met

with popular music concerts and other needs are realized through

television and radio.

Factor X - Religion and Religious Music

Item Loading

Attending church (34) .51
Singing in chorus or

other group (25) .35

Attending choral concerts (13) 30

This factor clearly identifies a group interested in church and

church. related musical activities. Although moderate loadings indi-

cate the probable absence of a large group dediCated to these pursuits,

the pattern does reflect a distinct chuich oriented leisure pattern.

This solution, ten-factor, to the structure of leisure activi-

ties is probably indicative of a diverse set of forces which influ-

ence the activities people actually pursue. While there are tenden-

cies showing a kind of substantive grouping of activity patterns,

these patterns are not very strong. The influence of cross-pressures,

such as family differences, availability and other barriers to
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participation probably play a large role in reducing the "logical"

consistency of the patterns. Another factor is the probable existence

of a significant number of people who have diverse leisure interests.

Our earlier example of someone who attends both football games and

symphony concerts may be indicative of a relatively popular pattern

of leisure activity. The "cluster analysis" to be described,below

will provide further evidence of the existence of this mixed pattern

of leisure activity.

The 15-Factor Solution: The further breaking out of participation

factor lting from rotating 15 factors in the analysis helps to

identify Six distinct groups of activities, but does not contradict

the 10-factdrisolution. Nine of the 10 factors appear in the 15-

factor solution as well. The additional factors identified in the

larger solution serve to highlight smaller groups of activities which

show both substantive and behavioral logic. The new factors are:

1. A do-it-yourself factor consisting of the crafts and
' do-it-yourself items. This factor seems to identify
activities that may define hobbyists rather than
craft artists.

2. A literature factor consisting of-writing #nd taking
classes or belonging to a literature club Items.

3. A literate artist factor whose adherents seem to dis-
tinctly reject popular culture activities like popular
music concerts and fairs and carnivals. The highest
positive loadings occur on the reading, and taking art
classes and visiting art exhibitions (although the
latter items have only very moderate loadings).

4. This sports factor includes attendance at-sports
events (a passive activity) and a combination of
active outdoor activities (camping, hiking, etc.). As
distinguished from the previous sports factor, this
factor seems to identify the football watching/hunting
enthusiast stereotype.
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5. This is a service factor which loads on two items;
charity and similar activities, and fraternal or-
ganization membership. It seems to be high on
active and away from home dimensions.

6. The final distinctive factor in the 15-factor solu-
tion is another difficult to characterize grouping
of picnicking, etc., watching jazz on TV, and lis-
tening to or watching classical music on radio 6-Fly.
This factor may identify people who have families, and
who can only afford musical entertainment in the home.

Despite providing some distinctive activity groupings, the addi-

tional factors identified in the larger solution add little to the

"explained" variance - accounting for an average of 2.3% each.

The conclusion that activity patterns show a general substantive

cohesion, but that other reasons play a large (if not larger) role in

the actual selection of leisure behavior seems to remain valid. How-

ever, the structure of leisure activities, while showing general pat-

terns across the population of the South, t distinguish speci-

fic patterns of leisure activity for lation subgroups. ThA is,

it does not answer questions about w many people pursue which type

or types of activities. In the h_xt section, a technique called

cluster analysis will be used to translate the structure of leisure

activities described above into-groups of individuals with similar

activity patterns.

Population Subgroups with Similar Leisure Activity Patterns

Cluster analysis is a statistical technique which groups indivi-

duals who have similar patterns across a group of variables or

charactristics, i.e., it is used "to spearate objects into groups such"

that each object (individual) is more like other objects in its group
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than like objects outside the group."
14

This approach assumes no

prior Information on group definition.

Because of computer program limitations it was not'possible to

analyze all of the 45 leisure activity groups used in the survey. For

this reason the previously described factor analysis was used to re-

duce the 45 groups into 10 independent factors made up of activities

with related participation patterns. Each survey respondent was then
15

assigned a score (factor score) which indicates the degree to which

the individual's leisure activity pattern corresponds to that repre-

sented by the factor. For example, a high score on factor I, Perfor-

ming Arts Attendance, indicates that the individual extensively parti-

cipates in performing arts attendance leisure activities. A low

score indicates low participation. The cluster analysis identifies

people with similar factor scores on one or any combination of the

factors. Results presented below will show groups with both narrow,

single factor, activity patterns and broad, two or more factor, acti-

vity patterns. Because the specific program used, the Howard-Harris

Heirarchial Grouping Routine, was limited to 10 groups, that is the

number identified here. Coincidentally, the-objective criteria nor-

mally used in limiting the number of clusters created would have pro-

duced a ten-cluster solution as well. Our intent to identify as

many clear and distinct leisure behavior patterns as possible. As

14
Green, Paul E. and Donald S. Tull, Research for Marketing

Recessing, 2nd Ed., Englewood Cliffs, J:N., Prentice Hall, Inc. 1970.

A more detailed narrative description of the cluster analysis program
used in this report is presented in APPENDIX L.

15
Factor scores are a function of an individual's response to eachof the items in the analysis. The more the respondent's pattern of

responses is like the loadings on the factor the higher the factor
score. If the individual has a different set of interests, the factorscore will be iota.
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will be seen in the results presented below, at least one result of

the limitations of the analytic techniques was an inability to speci-

fically identify a substantively coherent leisure activity pattern of

a significant proportion of the population. This may have been the

result of limitations in the analytic techniques, particularly the

need to use factor analysis to reduct the number of variables (thereby

losing specificity), or it may be an accurate presentation of a large

number of leisure activity patterns which are so diverse that they

show none of the expected patterns. However, whatever may be happen-

ing in the general cluster, the more specific clusters represent

relatively stable groupings of individuals who do have definite

leisure patterns in common.

TABLE 2.4 provides the basic results of the cluster analysis.

ValUes in the table show mean factor score values for the group on

each of the ten factors. A higher positive value indicates indivi-
p

duals in that group participate in the activities associated with the

factor. 1..alues near zero indicate less participation in those acti-

vities, while negative values indicate extremely low or no participa-

tion. The second cluster, for example, has a high value (centroid)

for factor I, Performing Arts Attendance, and for no other factor.

This indicates a group with a fairly concentrated leisure participa-

tion pattern directed toward this type of activity. They are relati-

vely homogeneous in this pattern. Cluster 3 has a very high value

for factor VII, Active Music, and somewhat loWer values for factors

I, II and X. This group seems to have a somewhat broader based

activity pattern which centers on active participation in musical

leisure pursuits.

TABLE 2.5 presents descriptive titles for each of the clusters
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Clusters*
(In tile
order
formed)

TABLE 2.4

CLUSTER CENTROID VALUES FOR
EACH PARTICIPATION FACTOR

FACTOR (BY NUMBER)

I II III 'IV V VI VII VIII IX X

1. -.17 -.23 -.14 -.27 -.29 -.10 -.04 -1.4 -.09 -.10

2. 3.36- -.34 .0 -.28 -.20 -.14 .02 .04 .08 .22

3. 1.32 .89 ,..16 .21 -.32 -.32 5.26 .16 -.16 1.00

4. -.12 -.13 ..1..07 .04 1.29 -.16 -.09 -.09 -.09 .09

5. .33 .67: .Q6 .67 .18 .39 -.18 -.33 4.72 .33

6. -.20 .15 .37 .04 .41 2.57 .20 -.04 1.62 .17

7. .30 .02 2.12 .13 .14 .06 -.35 -.06 .12 .49

8. .00 p.67 .04 .65 .16 .25 .12 -.10 .08 -.41

9. .35 .10 .08 -.07 -.11 .25 -.11 1.73 .09 -.10

10. -.24 .21 -.14 .68 -.10 -.17 -.09 -.09 .06 .04

*Values show mean factor score for group on each factor.
nearer zero indicate the group participates little in the spe
activity group. Higher positive scores show participation.
tive scores show more extrete non-participation. Underlined
those which were used in defining (naming) the cluster.
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Short Name Cluster

TABLE 2.5

Participation Clusters

Proportion of
the Population Active/ Home/
in Cluster* Passive Away

1.

2.

3.

.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Undirected 50.5%

Performing art
attendance

2.7 A

Active music/
performing arts

1.1 A H/A

Television 11.1 H

Plays/poetry on
radio, records and

1.1 H/A

TV; popular music

Active sports 3.2 A H/A

Visual arts 4.9 P/A A/H

Home media, family
and friends

3.1. P/A H

Folk I 5.9 P

Active individual
and family activities

15.9 A H
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along with the proportion of respondents in each cluster and a

characterization of the luster on active/passive and home/away

dimensions. Nine of the ten clusters, accounting for just under half

of the sample respondents, are characterized by relatively definite

activity patterns. Individuals in the first cluster, however, do not

demonstrate a pattern strongly related to any of the factors. This

group probably consists of individuals who have an extremely varied

activity patterns, i.e., they don't do anything a lot. The negative

values (TABLE 2.4) show areas where they are even less likely,to be in-

volved, e.g. home oriented active pursuits (-.27) and television (-.29).

The second cluster is a relatively small group (2.7%) whose

leisure time focus centers on attending performing arts activities,

e.g. symphonies, opera, theater, and dance. This group then is

passively and away from home oriented.

The third cluster has a much more varied pattern which centers

on, active music, singing or playing an instrument, as well as.per-

forming.arts, religious music.and some family/home oriented activi-

ties. This pattern emphasizes active participation somewhat more and

includes both,home and away from home activities. A comparison of

the second and third clusters reveals an interesting distinction

between two types of people likely to attend performing arts activi-

ties; one being passively interested and the other showing a more

active orientation.

The fourth cluster shows a substantial group in the population

(11.1%) who seem largely devoted to watching television in their

leisure time. The interesting aspect of this group is more the

absence of other factors than the value of the centroid.
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The fifth cluster is very small, 1.1% of the sample, and has a

leisure pattern which is heavily devoted to the ninth factor which

was so difficult to define in the earlier analysis. The second and

fourth factors, both oriented toward home and family type activities

are also related. One might characterize the people in this cluster

as most likely to spend their leisure activities at home with family

and friends, but taking occasional nights out in/the form of popular

music,concerts.

A slightly larger proportion of the population (3.2%) falls into

what is best characterized as the sports cluster (cluster 6). The

individuals have high mean factor scores on the active sports (compe-

titive sports, jogging, etc.) factor with apparently few outside

interests. A notably low mean value exists for the visual arts

factor (-.37).

The seventh cluster is best described in terms of an orientation

toward the visual arts. This group is distinguished from the arts

oriented groups who focus on performing ails and active music. The

,three clusters (2, 3, and 7) accounting for 8.7% of the population,

make up the arts oriented segment of the population. With the excep-

tion of the third cluster, which is primarily oriented toward play-

ing musical instruments or singing in groups, there is little cros-

sing.between art dimensions - performing, visual arts, and active

participation.

° Another small group (3.1%) in the population is composed of

those primarily oriented to home media entertainment, but not includ-

ing television. Listening to radio and records are the major items.
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Going to the movies and visiting friends are others. There is also

an indication of some time spent pursuing active oriented activities,

e.g. do-it-yourself and writing.

Almost six percent of the population shows a relatively strong

adherence to "folk" related activities. These activities include

folk and ethnic fedtivals, folk dance performances, and fairs and

carnivals. While a group with, this orientation might be expected,

its isolation from other groups is not an obvious outcome.

The final cluster is composed of individuals moderately oriented

toward active home and family leisure pursuits. These include do-it-

yourself, writing, playing with children, and picnicking. This group

includes a significant proportion of the population (15.94) and is

interesting primarily because of its apparent close relationship to

the first (and largest) cluster and a moderate negative inclination

to participate in arts related activities. However, the writing and

do-it-yourself emphasis suggests a creative dimension in this parti-

cular pattern. Taken together these non-media non-arts oriented

groups comprise almost two-thirds (50.5% and 15.9 %) of the total

population of the South. Of course, one must be careful not to read

too much into this finding. The negative relationship to arts acti-

vities does not mean that these groups never attend symphonies,

visit art exhibits, or paint. A more reasonable interpretation is

that they do these activities only sporadically and with perhaps a

very wide variety of motivations.

Not surprisingly, the largest specifically oriented leisure

activity group are those who watch television (cluster 4). Perhaps
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more surprising is the second largest focused group, those interested

in folk activities (cluster 9, 5.?%). The arts oriented groups

(clusters 2, 3, and 9) comprise 8.7% of the population which may be

interpreted as high or low depending on the perspective one wants to

assume. Clearly, these are not the only people who participate in

arts related activities. They are, however, the group which probably

Comprises the "hard core' of arts enthusiasts. It is interesting to

note that arts related activities are pursued by three distinctive

groups, one primarily focused on performing arts, one primarily

focused on visual arts, and one (a small 1.1% of the population)

exhibiting a more eclectic approach to arts activities.

In the next Section we examine cluiter membership in terms

socio-economic and demographic predictors. These analyses may help

us to understand how the "hard core" arts enthusiasts differ from

individuals interested in other areas and those ,with no particular,

focus in leisure activity selection.

Prediction of Cluster Membership: The analysis presented here seeks

to identify differerices based on patterns of leisure activity. With

the exception of the large "undirected" first cluster, each of

these groups represents a unique pattern of leisure time utiliza-

tion; as such, it is a series of choices which are more representa-

tive-of a leisure style than is a single leisure choice. The

"undirected" cluster itself describes about half the population of

the South in terms of an eclectic pattern of leisure behavior.

Thus, comparison of clusters across individual demographic or socio-

economic indicators provides a clearer picture of the relationships
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and possibly impact of these factors on leisure behavior choices, 16

TABLE 2.6 shows differences between men and women on cluster

membership. The most dramatic difference is on cluster 1 where 54.5%

of the men and only 40.4% of the women are members. This suggests

women are significantly more likely to have a focused leisure activity

pattern. Virtually all of this difference is found in a reversal of

their proportions on cluster 10, where individuals also have a some-

what general leisure orientation'but tend to focus on home and family

oriented activities. Both groups seem not to be art oriented. As

expected, men are more likely to be sports oriented (cluster 6) and

women are more oriented toward the visual arts, choral music and

church(cluster 7).. The remaining clusters are relatively balanced.

Thus, while sex plays apredictable role for two small clusters,

differ_ences on the large clusters (1 and 10) are somewhat more diffi-

cult to explain beyond the expected home6role for women.

The impact of age is somewhat predictable based on intuitive

expectations of individual activities (TABLE 2.7). Increasing age is

associated with greater proportions in passive type activity patterns.

In cluster 4, television, there is a relatively steady increase from

the youngest to the oldest categories. Similarly, sports involvement

(cluster 6) decreases with age. Two special patterns occur on

clusters 1 and 8. In the former it is the youngest group which is

least likely to exhibit the "undirected" pattern. For the latter

16 These analyses are not causal. They are suggestive of possible
causal relationships. Their greatest value is in identifying leisure
patterns for significant segments of the target population
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TABLE 2. 6

Participation Cluster Membership
by Sex

1.

2.

3.

Undirected

Performing Arts Attendance

Active Music /Performing
Arts

male

54.4%

1.2

2.2

female

40.4%

2.2

0.9

4. Television 12.2 12.8

.'5; Plays/poetry on radio, records
and TV; popular music

2.3 1.5

6. Active sports 5.6 1.7

7. Visual arts 2.4 6.0

Home media, family and friends 3.3 3.9

'9. Folk/Fair 6.6 6.4

10. Active individual and
fathily activities

9.8 24.,3

5
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TABLE 2.7

Participation Cluster Membership
by Age

18 -29 30-39 40-49 50-64 65 ±

1. Undirected 36.5 % 47.0 % 55.1

2. Performing Arts Attendance 1.4 2.4 1.5

3. Active Music, Performing 2.2 1.8 1.2
Arts

4. Television

5.. Plays/poetry_on radio,
records and TV; popular
music

6. Active,, sports

7. Visual Arts

5.8 13.0 13.6

2.6 0.8 2.6

7.6 2.7 1.3

3.5 3.3 4.6

I

,
8. Home media, family and

friends
9.0 2.4 1.5

9. Folk 7.8 6.6 6.3

I 10. Active individual and 23.5 19.8 12.4
family activities

1

a

I

1

1

72

61,

% 57.8 % 45.5 %

0.5 3.7

0.1 0.7

19.3 16.4

0.7 2.7

0.9 0.4

6.1 4.7

0.0 0.5

4.7 6.5

9.8 19.1



N.

cluster, it seems to be the younger group which is more likely to

have a focus on home media (popular music or radio; listening to

records) and more traditional features like movies and visiting with

friends. This could be a function of lack of money or it could be
4P

influenced by other characteristics of the group.

There is also a U-shaped function in cluster 10. Individuals in

this cluster are somewhat undirected, but do show a slight focus on

home active type leisure patterns, including writing, do-it-yourself

activities and playing with children. It could be that the oldest

.group focuses most heavily on the do-it-yourself aspects,
17

while the

younger groups focus more on children. Unfortunately, there is no

way to directly test this hypothesis.

'TABLE 2.8 shows the distribution across groups differing on the

number of children in the family. There are, .somewhat surprisingly,

few significant differences associated with the number of children.

While some changes do occur, they do not form a steady trend following
see,

the number of children. The only large difference occurs in cluster

10 where playing with your children is, one of the important activities

in the factor. Here the expected difference between those with and

without children does-occur. Differences in clusters exhibiting

distinct home/away differences which may be thought to be related to

the number of children a family must care for, do not occur.

Some differences are related to race (TABLE Z:9). Blacks are

'YS
significantly more likely than Whites or others to belong to the

17
See TABLE 2.29 on the proportion of retired people who pursue

do-it-yourself activities.

1
8The "other" group constitutes about 4% of our sample.
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TABLE 2.8

Participation Cluster Membership
by Number of Children

none one two
three

or more--"--

1. Undirected 46.2% 42.6% 52.3% 40.1 %

2. Performing Arts Attendance 2.6 1.5 2.2 0.9

3. Active Music, Performing 2.6 .0.1 1.0 0.2
Arts

4. Television 12.5 13.8 7.6 15.7

5. Plays/poetry on radio, records
and TV; popular music

2.7 1.0 2.8

6. Active sports 4.2 4.5 2.2 3.2

7. Visual Arts
I 4.0 3.0 3.5 3.3

8. Home media, family and
friends

4.5 4.5 2.4 2.9

9.-Oolk 6-.2 5.2 7.7 5.7

10. Active individual and 14.6 23.8' 19.7 25.0
family activities
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TABLE 2.9

Participation Cluster Membership
by Race

black . white other

1. Undirected 40.2% 48.1% 35.1%

2. Performing Arts Attendance 1.5 1.8 0.8

3. Active Music, Performing 0.4 1.7 0.5
Arts

4. Television 20.9 11.6 6.5

5. Plays/poetry on radio, records
and TV; popular music

4.5 1.6 0.0

6. Active sports 2.8 9.9

7. Visual Arts.. 0.8 4.6 10.4

8. Home media, family and
friends

4.5 3.7 0.0

9. Folk 7.2 6.1 12.3

10. Active individual and family
activities

14.4 17.9 24.4
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television cluster (20.9% to 11.6% to 6.5%). In a similar pattern

Blacks are more likely to engage in arts related activities through

the media (cluster 5). These clusters are similar in that both are

oriented to home type activities. Following this pattern, Blacks

are much less likely than Whites to fall into the visual arts cluster

(7) which is an away from home pattern. Sports (cluster 6), particu-

larly active sports, is one pattern where Blacks are more likely to

appear and in which there is an away from home orientation.

In genera14,Blacks are the lowest, participants in arts-related

clusters (thougIi!not necessarily in arts because of the large undi-.

rected group) and highest in clusters with a home orientation.

TABLE 2.10-seemS to accent the question of availability. Clusters

2, 3, and 7, all tarts-oriented and away from home, show relatively

steady decline* ps.",comMunity size becomes smaller. One factor in

this lack of cpncentrated (as oppOsed to undirected) arts participa.

tion in smaller-,communities could be insufficient opportunity to pur-

sue such activities.19 This interpretation is supported by the high-

er proportions of.small town and rural residents who appear in the

undirected cluster. A similar pattern occurs in the sports cluiter,

which is oriented toward competitive sports.

Differences across religitis affiliation are marked if not readily

explainable. (TABLE 2.11) Those professing no religious affiliation,

for example, are much more-likely to be in the "undirected" (cluster 1)

or unusually directed20 (cluster 9) groups. Those who claim other than

19
Although other factors, like education levels and historical

patterns are surely involved.

20
The combination of popular music concerts, television and per-

forming arts.



TABLE 2.10

Participation Cluster Membership
by Community Size

100,000-
500,000+ 499,999

10,000-
99,999

2,500-
9,999 rural

1. Undirected 41.4% 46.1 % 45.1% 51.1% 51.2%

2. Performing Arts Attendance 3.7 2.2 1.8 0.3 0.5

3. Active Music, Performing 3.7 1.0 1.2 0.0 0.6
Arts,

4. Television 13.0 10.1 14\4 12.3 13.0

5. Plays/poetry on radio,
records and TV; popular
music

2.6 0.2 1.5 2.8 2.7

6. Active sports 5.0 3.7 3.7 1.4 2.3

7. Visual Arts, 5.1 6.2 5.5 1.8 2.6

8. Home media, family and
friends

3.0 6.7 5.1 1.2 1.9

9. Folk, 6.0 5.5 5.1 10.3 6.0

10. Active Individual and
family activities

16.5 18.3 16.5 18.9 19.1

7
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TABLE 2.11

Participation Cluster Membership
by Religion

1. Undirected

2. Performing Arts Attendance

Catholic

41.4%

2.1

Protestant

47.8%

1.3

Other

32.3%

16.5

3. Active Music, Performing 0.4 1.6 1.8
Arts

4. Television 12.2 13.8 4.4

5. Plays/poetry on radio,
records and TV; popular music

2.9 1.8 1.1

6. Active sports 4.1 2.5 15.8
1

7. Visual Arts, 5.3 4.2 3.2

8. Home media, family and
friends

3.5 3.4 8.0

9. Folk, 4.9 6.3 2.4

10. Active individual and
family activities

23.2 17.3 14.4

Weighted Sample Percentages 14.3 78.3 2.7
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None

55.3%

0.4

0.0

0.6

0.0

2.9

4.7

7.8

14.9

13.3

4.7
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dominant Catholic and Protestant religious affiliations are more

likely to appear in either the performing arts or sports clusters.

These groups, "none': and "other", are at most minority positions,

however, and differences between the major groups are generally

small.

In the earlier analyses treating one activity at a time, there

were distinct patterns which usually showed higher proportions of

participants among those with more education. The present analysis

differs in that it shows distributions within education groups reading

down each column which are then compared across the groups (comparisons

are then made across rows). Thus each education level has high and

low proportions and figures do not (cannot) increase across groups

as they did previously. Differences reflect differences in activity

groups or styles of leisure activity. In this context there are

several notable differences associated with education level.

TABLE 2.12 shows interesting distribution differences for those

exhibiting the "undirected" leisure pattern. It is the most dominant

pattern in all groups, but is much more likely to occur among the

lowest education group (52.9%) and the two highest groups (56.5% and

72.8%). The middle groups are all below 50%. The differences in

this cluster are accentuated for the lowest education group when the

other less directed cluster (10) is included. Almost 77% of the 8th

grade group falls into these two clusters. In contrast to cluster

one however, the tenth cluster shows a steady decline in the propor-

tion of participants as education level increases, i.e., more highly

educated individuals are less likely to exhibit the active family/

home pattern than those with less education. At the risk of over-
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TABLE 2.12

Participation bluster Membership
by Education

grad
8+ not some 4 year post

to 8th grad HS grad HS college college grad PhD

1. Undirected 52.9% 42.6% 45.3% 47.6% 44.4% 56.Ek 72.8

2. Performing Arts 0.2 0.6 0.4 1.3 9.4 4.0 6.1
Attendance

3.

4.

Active Music,
Performing Arts,

Television

2.2

9.0

0.0

20.4

1.4

12.9

2.4

11.6

2.8

8.3

1.2

7.3

0.0

0.0

5. Plays/poetry on. radio
recores and TV;
popular music

6.1 4.2 1.9 1.0 0.5 - 0.0 0.0

6. Active sports 0.0 1.5 3.9 4.8 2.4 4.2 6.6

7. Visual Arts, 2.2 2.0 3.1 4.9 10.6 5.6 7.2

8. Home media, family
and friends

0.0 3.0 4.5 3.7 0.7 1.8* 0.0

9. Folk 3.4 6.4 7.8 4.2 7.3 7.6 7.3

10. Active individual 24.0 19.4 18.9 18.5 13.7 11.6 0.0
and family
activities

%



interpreting the data, it appears that the more educated groups are

more likely to pursue away from home activities, to include the un-

directed cluster, while less highly educated are more likely to stay

home. The similarity in proportion on cluster 1, for high and low

categories, probably refelcts a lack of concentration in a particular

area rather than high similarity in the particular activities chosen.
-.-

Among more specifically directed clusters there are distributions

which support this interpretation and Others which reflect expecta-

tions related to the individual activity analysis. Cluster 5, for

example, shows that the lowest two education groups are more likely

to pursue the media arts,) popular music activities, than are indivi-

duals with more education. Similarly, the active music cluster has

uneven, but not regularly patterned, participation across education

levels. This may reflect the potential for both at home and away

pursuit of this activity and the religious orientation of the pattern.

In contrast, the other two arts-oriented patterns, performing arts

(2) and visual arts(7), do show education level distinctions. Both

are more likely to be pursued by the three and four highest education

category individuals than by the lower groups. Both categories are
f

more likely to be pursued away from home. It is possible to general-

ize, therefore, that arts oriented activities are more likely to be

pursued at home by lower education groups and away from home by

higher education groups. This pattern may reflect differences in in-

come (the away activities are generally more costly), attendance

habits developed in college, longer participation histories resulting

from differences in parents' level of education (which tends to be

SI
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intergenerationally related), or some combination of these factors.

Some support for the impact of income is provided in TABLE 2.13.

There is a slight association between income level and membership in

cluster 2, performing arts, and a similar, though uneven reldtionship

in cluster 7, visual arts. In the latter group the smooth trend is

broken by the particularly high membership in the $8,000 to $10,000

income group (8.3%). Among home oriented arts related activities

the pattern across income groups is generally irregular. Probably

the clearest reflection of an income/education association appears

in cluster 10, where membership proportions generally decrease with

increasing income (following the education pattern).

The final analysis in this series looks at differences across

groups in different occupational categories. This analysis permits

comparisons both of the various occupational groups and the three

general groups, including "housewives", "retired persons" and

"students". TABLE 2. 14presents these results and this breakdown pro-

vides some interesting distinctivesatterns not present of suggested

in previous results-

The proportion of persons in the "undirected" pattern varies

widely across occupation groups with the largest proportion (73.9%)

among "farmers" and the smallest (37.9%) among "housewives". For

"housewives" the low proportion in this leisure pattern is somewhat

offset by a high proportion (31.3%)'who belong to cluster 10 (the

active family/home pattern), which is also somewhat ,.ndirected.



TABLE 2.13

Participation Cluster Membership
by Income

to 5000
5001-
8000

8001-
10000

10001-
12000

12001-
15000

15001-
20000

20001- over
30000 3000

1. Undirected 33.4% 42.8% 35.8% '46.5% 46.0% 51.0% 55.0% 54.4
. -

2. Performing Arts 1.4 0.4 1.6 0,8 0.7 1.8 1.8 5.9
Attendance

3. Active Music, 2.1 1.2 0.0 1.3 2.7 0.7 1.1 3:2
Performing Arts,

4: Television 17.0 14,1 13.7 10.5 7.7 14.9 10.9 10.8

5. Plays/poetry on
radion, recotds and

4.2 1.4 0.0 5.5 1.1 0.8 1.5 1.3

TV; popular music

6. Active sports 1.8 2.4 2.3 2.9 4.4 2.7 5.0 4.3

7. Visual Arts 1.4 4.1 8.3 5.0 3.4 4.0 5.3 6.7

8. Home media; family
and friends

2.9 6.9 5.0 2.8. 2.9 3.0 3.3 1.4

9. Folk. 7.1 6.8 6.1 7.4 9.0 7.7 3.2 5.0

10. Active individual ,28.7 20.2 27.2 17.2 22.0 13.3 12.8 7.0

and family
activities
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TABLE 2.14

Participation Cluster Membership
by Occupation
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1. Undirected 54.3 % 50.7 % 46.3 03.9 % 43.6 % 37.9 % 42.6 % 44.3

2. Performing Arts 3.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 3.9 1.8 1.0 3.2
Attendance

3.

4.

Active Music,
Performing Arts,

Television

3.3

-79.2

0.0

10.5

0.6 0.0

15.2 9.9

3.4

14.5

0.9

12.3

0.0,

28.3

2.3

3.3

5. Plays/poetry on
radio, records and

0.0 0.2 5.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.3 3.7

TV; popu3r music

6. Active sports' 4.7 2.2 3.9 0.0 4.9 2.0 0.0 6.1

7. Visual Arts, 4.7 6.4 1.1 0.0 1.1 6.6 4.0 4,9

8. Home media, family
and friends

2;4 3.8 6.6 0.0 7.4 1.9 0.9 7.3

9. Folk 7.9 5.1 8.1 5.8 E.9 4.5 3.1 9.8

10. Active individual, 10.3 19.9 13.1 10.4 14.3 31.3 17.8 15.0
and family.
activities

%



A second very noticeable pattern occurs in the television cluster.

While most occupation groups pursue this activity with more or less

similar frequency, for retired persons over one quarter (28.3%) have

television watching as their major leisure pattern. In contrast, it

is the dominant pattern for only 3.3% of the students.

Arts related clusters also have interesting differences, although

at much lower participation rates. Relative differences across occu-

pation groups are much higher, however: The performing arts

pattern seems to be the domain of three groups, professionals (3.1%), 21

service workers (3.9%), and students (3.2%). "Housewives", with 1.8%

in this cluster, seem to represent the probable distribution of their

husbands split between professional-and other occupation groups. The

relative differences within the cluster are reflected in the fact that

more than three times as many professionals and service workers are

likely to be in this cluster as sales and clerical workers, blue

collar workers, or retired persons. Virtually the same pattern exists

for a second arts related cluster, active music, performing arts, and

religious music (cluster 3). While the educational and probable in-

come distributions may partially explain the higher membership rates

among professionals in these clusters, the explanation for service

workers is less obvious. Even such alternatives as social association

21In this analysis the white collar workers were separated into
two groups, professionals and sales and clerical. Diffe.ences between
these groups in several clusters demonstrate the efficacy of this di-
vision. Conceptually, the distinction is based on educational and
social status differences between groups based on doctors,,lawyers,
professors, accountants, and engineers, on the one hand, and salesmen,
businessmen and office workers on the other.
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patterns and status for professionals do not seem to be relevant for
22

the service workers.

The media arts, popular music, home/family activity, cluster (5),

which represents the third arts related cluster, has a very different

pattern. For this cluster the highest participant group is the blue

collar worker (5.0%). After students, retired persons are also promi-

nent. This pattern is consistent with lower education and income

levels found in earlier analyses of this cluster. The students could

belong to the cluster both because of their interest in the arts and

their much higher i terest in popular music.

The final arts elated cluster, visual arts, choral music,

church (7), provides still another variation. For this cluster it is

sales, and clerical workers, and housewives, who have the highest pro-

portions of participants (6.4%-and 6.6% respectively). Professionals

(4.7%) and students (4.9%) follow, but are almost equaled by retired

persons (4.0%). Service workers (1.1%), blue collar workers (1,1%)

and farmers (0.0%) are the low groups. At least part of the, explana-

tion for this pattern is the somewhat eclectic character of the acti-

vities in the cluster. The combination of visual arts, choral music

and raligion admits a variety of individuals who might be unrelated in

a more narrowly defined activity group (as is true for the indivi-

dual'activities that constitute this cluster - see TABLE 2.29. Far

example, high housewife membership may be attributable to craft

activities. The fact that visual arts are largely cost free activi-

ties is another factor which could induce broader participation.

22 This category includes cleaning workers, food handlers, health
workers, personal service workers, and protective service workers. In
terms of real jobs, maids, janitors, cooks, bus boys, waiters, order-
lies, dental assistants, bell boys, barbers, hairdressers, firemen,
policemen, etc.
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However, prior' to proceeding to the analyses of individual acti-

vities, we shall examine individual activities in terms of social and

historiCal patterns of participation.

4'

Social Participation Patterns

The questionnaire pursues three additional aspects of current

participation: (1) the cost of participation (where applicable); (2)

the distance traveled to participate; and (3) the social structure of

participation (i.e., with whom the respondents do the activity). Re-
_

sponses to the first two questions showed a considerable amount of

variances and also a significant Number of non-responses. This may

indicate a lack of reliability im\the answers. Until a more careful

analysis of these data is possible and corroborating data are com-

pared, it was decided to present the simple frequency distribution

on both cost and distance traveleu (APPENDIX G) without comment.

Responses to the question on "person(s) most often participated

with", on the other hand, were much more frequently and apparently

reliably answered and data are presented in TABLE 2.15. Generally,

the pattern of social participation follows expectations for activi-

ties where such preconceptions are most feasible. For example. read-

ing is anactivity pursued alone by over 87% of the popu tion; so

are writing (77.8%) 4day-dreaming (94.9%). J
Among arts related activities there are several interesting and

non-obvious patterns. For example, performing arts activities pqr-

sued using media (radio, TV, records) are done alone for a signifi-

cant plurality of the participants (from 44.8% to 4'7.6%) . This may

8 7
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be a reflection of the fact that radio, in particular, is often a

secondary activity done in conjunction with other things, e.g. doing
-L

housework or driving to work (alone)., It also forms a contrast to

attendance at events presenting similar live entertainment where

spouses and friends comprise the largest,groups.

Only two of the arts related activities have pluralities as

family activities. They are "going to choral concerts (33.2%) and

touring buildings and museums (35.9%).- Museum visits are a tradi-
,

tional family activity. Choral concerts are probably family related

because of the strong relationship with religious activities. There

are also several arts related performance activities which are not

family (as opposed to spouse) or children, oriented. These are at-

tending symphony or chamber concerts (a total of 15.2%), jazz con-

certs (14.5%), theater performances4a.-5%), and ballet (21.9%). -

Actually, no a\ts related activity is children oriented. Opera, with

9.7%, is the highest in this entire group.

Some other activities are friends oriented. Among these are

singing or playing in a chorus (44.2%) and acting (47.4%). These

are of interest because they are active participation leisure pur-
,

suits that are not spouse oriented. Other similar active pursuits,

like painting, crafts, or playing an instrument seem to be primari-

ly (over 50%) solitary activities.

There are ,no distinctions over all activities between arts and

non-arts activities with regard to social participation patterns.

Childrencomprise a small percentage of the focus of all activities

(except playing with children). Other activities are mixed. Active
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TABLE 2.15
Distribution of Social Participation
,Pattern for Each Leisure Activity

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera. '

13. Going to choral concerti

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, chair,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk /ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

alone fairtily spouse children

17.1 11.7
19.1 20.7
13.9 33.2
24,,.5 18.0

15.9 9.2
15.2 24.7

60.7 4.0

10. Painting, drawing, making,sculpkre, 56:7 14.8
doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts. 7 2 . 3 2.6
12. Taking art classes in painting, 5 3 . 7 2. 6

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance 22.1 15.2
performance.' ,

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 1 8 . 8 21.8

26. Going to theater performance. 6 . 1 11.7
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing 2 5 . 8 4.5

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or 77.8 0.9
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting; graphic arts, photo-

grephy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.

9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching-en TV

duties) music, opera, or dancing.
23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio. .

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

1. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

18.7 21.4

15.3 23,7
11.5 35.9

47.6 20.4

44.8 17.6

46.6 20.9

54.8 2 . 5

78 8 9

1

friends

9.6 3.1

7. 0 3 . 7

8.8 5. 7

26.9 6.7

26.3 5 .3

40.6 3.8
17.3 5.0

4.9 0.2

33.4 4.1 33.7
25.1 9.7 25.4
22.0 4.1 26.9
11.6 1.8 44.2

24.3 5.7 44.9
25.8 5.0 29.3

6.9 5.2 23.3

23.5 4.4

23.8 6.9
25.6 4.0

23.6 2.9

26.3 1.9

24.3 3.7

7 . 0 2 . 7

l

15.7

14.5
29.1

29.1

27.7

37.8
47.4

16.3

32.0

30.3
2 3 0

5.6

8.3

4.5

32..9



TABLE 2.15Cont.

alone family spouse children friends

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
20.2 42.7 26.4 4.4 6.3

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
47.1 22.8 17.8 3.6 9.1

22. Listening to recordings. 42.6 23.8. 21.6 3.5 8.4
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
6.2 11.2 31.8 3.1 47.6

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 4.4 46.3 18.6 7.9 22.9
28. Going to the movies. 6.6 24.6 35.8 6.1 26.9

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

21.8 .32.4 27.3 4.2 13.8

32. Going to watch sports in person. 11.2 22.9 29.2 7.1 29.6
35. Playing competitive sports. 15.2 10.7 7.1 3.3 63.6
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
66.0 5.3 ,7.6 2.1- 19.0

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting; fishing, etc.
10.7 35.6 .19.5 5.6 23.5

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

yolks, or driving a car for pleasure.
9.2 44.8 21.7 4.8 19.5

42. Playing with your children. 19.1 48.9 11.4 19.0 1.6
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
4.5 28.0 18.9 , 6.2 42.4

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

24.1 37.5 19.9 4.0 14.5

34. , Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.

15.8 48.1 20.8 5.7 9.6

44. Playing with pets. 52.9, 24.7 12.8 6.6 3.0

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals;
and nonfiction).

87.1 .,

i

2.5 6.3 3.7 0.1

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

25.7 32.9 '35.5 1.5 4.5

43. 0o-it-yourself activities or hobbies. 75.4 7.4 11.2 1.8 4 . 4

45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 94.9 2.3 I 2.0 0.3 0.6

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.

47.4 6.7 12.5 1.5 31.6

39. Fraternal drgenization or club

activities.

45.2 3.9 9.4 0.6 40.8
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(as opposed to passive) pursuits are generally individual oriented,

i.e.performed alone. Notable exceptions are the social outdoor acti-

vities like camping, etc., and picnicking, etc.

Historical Participation Patterns

.,The foregoing discussion has focused on leisure activity during

the 12 months prior to anawerihg t.e questionnaire. Further questioas

were also asked about participation at earlier times. Specifically,

the fact of participation in each activity was pursued for the period

between the 18th birthday and one year prior to receiving the

questionnaire, and prior to the 18th birthday as well. Analyses of

these historical participation patterns may suggest several different

types of useful information. First, the historical pattern is likely

to be suggestive of future participation. Second, the historical

pattern can suggest the degree to which some activities are less than

annual pursuits. Third,, the pattern reveals the proportion of "new"

participants in each leisure activity. Finally, it is possible to

infer declining activities by examining previous, current and new

participation levels (although this may be the most tenuous of exten-

sions). The following three tables provide data relating to each of

these types of information.

TABLE 2.16presents results of historical participation-levels

broken into four distinctive (not overlapping) periods - Before 18;

After 18, cutnot.in the past 12 months; last 12 months, but not since 18

(the new participants); and Xtoth since 18 and last year. The third and

'fourth columns constituted the previous 12 months' participants in each

activity.
91
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Numbers equal percentages of those who answered positively in each
'Zr

historical participation category. Before 18 participation was de-

fined in a separate question so individuals can appear both there and

in one of the other three columns, depending on whether they partici-

paged just as adults or as adults and as "children".

Following are observations about these historical patterns which
.

seem particularly noteworthy. Many other combinations and breakdowns

are also possible.

Eight of 22 arts related leisure activities on the first page of

the TABLE show higher proportions of the population participating

before their 18th birthday than after.. The largest differences occur

in active pursuits like playing an instrument, singing or acting.

Childhood lessons and high school play experiences often seem to be

left behind. In fact, with the exception/of going to choral concerts

(an activity related to church activities) all of the eight are ac-

tive pursuits probably closely associated with school (activity

numbers 13, 25, 24, 10, 12, 27, 2 and 3). Similar situations exist

for non-arts activities -like going to fairs and carnivals, going to

movies, playing competitive sports, jogging; etc., camping, etc.,

playing indoor games, and similar active pursuits. A conclusion

which may be drawn from the results is that people move in the direc-

tion of passive activities as they get older.

A second notable finding is that adult participation generally

does not greatly outstrip childhood participation (net). That is,

only slightly moke people participate as adults than did so as child-

ren. This suggests a powerful influence of childhood participation
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TABLE 2.16
*

Historical Participation for All Activities

i.

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or Other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

las art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting, '
sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet nr modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on thi radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

. recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry,

3. Taking classes or attending lecture! on

art history, literature, etc., orbelonging

to a literature club.

..

After la
but not

Before 18 in 1 year

25.8 13.4
11.9 11.9
51.0 14.3
42.1 12.1

19.7 11.6
23.2 11.2

36.4 9.3

33.5 10.9

41.4
20.3

14.1

15.9

36.4
27.2.

12.7
- 11.8

10.0

10.5

19.0
10.4

32.9 14.1

36.9 , 14.5

39.9
50.9

46.8

38.2

39.3

10.2
14.2

8.9

8.6

10.1

29.0 14.4
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Last year
but not
since 18

Both since
13 and last

year

3.1 10.4
1.5 2.7
6.5 29.0
1.9 12.6

3.0 6.7
4.5 10.1

2.5 11.3

5 . 2 16.2

5.6 28.9
.....-J 2.7 4.5

2.5 5.4

2.3 4.7

5.1 17.0
1.3 2.5

1.9 9.2

5.8 22.4

9.3 32.8
9.9 31.0

10.4 32.8

5.7 27.4

7.2 26.9

2.6 5.9



TABLE 2.16 Continued

Before

After 19
but not

18 in 1 year

Last year
but not
since 18

Both since
18 and last
year

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

72.3 3.7 6.5 73.0

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

85.7 4.2 5.9 72.5

22. Listening to recordings. 7 6. 8 1 6 . 5 6. 9 6 4. 1

15. Going to rock or country and western 43.0 15.6 7.9 22.7
or rhythm and blues concerts. -.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 87.0 27.6 11.1 41.7
28. _ Goin, to the movies. 85.9 16.4 7.2 57.8

6. Watchir; sports oi. IV or li:tening
on radio.

6 4. 9 5. 8 5 . 6 6 4 . 3

32. Going to watch sports in person. 74.7 21-2 7.4 40.2
35. Playing competitive sports. 54.7 18.2 2.3 16.4
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

6 0. 5 14.3 6 . 6 3 5. 9

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, stc.

72.9 18.5 6.3 44.7

40. Picnicing, visit.% to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for plaaiiira.

86.6 8.7 8.8 65.9

42. Playing with your children. 1 0 . 1 4 . 7 4 5 . 2
36. Playing indoor activities or games

withfriends and/or family.
8 0. 7 13.2 7 .2 5 5 . 1

41. Visiting with friends or family

members', writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

92.8 3.1 5.0 81.4

34. Going to church or doing other

church-relatid activities.

88.8 16.6 6.3 60.2

44. Playing with pets. -63.8 9.6 4.2 44.0

1. Reeding (fiction bocks, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
86 . 9 7 . 7 7 .7 6 7 . 2

. 5. Watching news and information 7 7 . 5 T 2. 7 - 6. 1 7 9. 7
programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

..

43. Doit,yourself activities or hobbies. 7 2. 8 6. 0 5. 5 6 5. 2
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 8 1 . 8 3 . 5 4. 6 6 6. 3

i
38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or 33.0 16.1 4.9 20.7

, political organization activities. r!-
39. Fraternal organization or club 21.5 11.5 3.3 14.4

activities. ,

*The careful reader will probably notice that the sum of current acti-
vity (column 3 and column 4) does not always equal current participa-
tion as presented in TABLE 2.1. This is because 2 different questions
were used in constructing the tables. TABLE 2.1 uses question D
(APPENDIX A) which asks about levels of current participation. TABLE
2.16 uses question C, which asks about historical participation. Dif-
fering response rates for these two questions accounts for most of the
small differences (APPENDIX E)., Some may also be attributed to the
small proportion of the sample who just turned 18 ana would therefore
answer the,2questions somewhat differently for some activities.
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0'

in later participation (a suggestion which is more directly tested

in the longitudinal configuration of these data presented below).

Comparing the second and fourth columns provides a contrast of

earlier with present participation levels. Ten of the 22 arts re-

, lated activities show what appears to be a strong staying power in

that continuous participation (column 4) is greater than earlier par

ticipation (column 2). These activities are numbers 13. 24, 10, 11,

7, 8, 9, 20, 23, and 29. Playing an instrument, painting and visit-

inv art exhibits are moderate in this pattern, while the remainder show

a stronger relationship. Some of the strongest in this group involve

media participation (e.g. listening to classical music, jazz or theater

and poetry on radio or TV) which suggests availability may be a factor

in the pattern. Some activities, like going to an opera, acting, and

taking classes, are distinctly periodic - obviously done at somewhat

long intervals. This conclusion is drawn from the high ratio of

column 2 to column 4 for these activities.

Another interesting set of results are thpse which define "new"

participants. A new participant is defined here as someone who is

participating for the first time since age 18 (column 3) or as an

adult. Clearly, activities like visiting craft exhibits (9.3%),

touring historic buildings and museums (9.9%), and watching or listen-

ing-to classical music on_ TV or radio (10.4%) have gained relatively

a6herents in the past year than going to an opera (1.5%),

symphony (1.9%), acting (1.3%) .and writing (1.98%). epart of this

difference may reflect changes ix. availability of th,. former acti%.

ties. Another part may bo. due to a general :11creasinginterest, e.g.

in the craft area.
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Looking at a different ratio, column 3 to column 4, suggests

another interpretation of the results. This ratio provides a new

participant to steady participant comparison that is more indicative
4

of the rate of change. For example, the three activities with the

greatest proportion of "new" participants, 8, 9, and 20, nave leSs

than a .3 ratio of new to continuing participants, while for opera

the ratio is greater than .5. This means that about one quarter of

the opera viewers in the South were seeing it for the first time in

their adult lives. Similar high ratios of new viewers exist for go-

ing to jazz concerts (45%), folk concerts (45%), taking art classes

(60%), going to a ballet (46%), going to a folk dance performance

(49%), and acting (52%). This contrasts very markedly with n,.1-arts

related activities (second page of the table) where the highest pro-

portion of new participants is about :30 (popular, concerts). It is

therefore possible to argue that while the non-arts activities still

enjoy a substantial lead in overall participation, the proportion of

new participants in arts related activities seems much ,higher.

Another c:mtrast of the arts and nonarts activities is that the

:atter are consideralily lass likely to have significant oroperticns

of drop-outs, i.e., those vhc participated as adults. i_ut not in the

past year. Competitive sports i& the only activity where the number

of previous participants exceeds the aumber of current

Charity and volunteer work, and fraternal organization membership

come close. For arts related activities such periodic participation

is, as was su gested above, the rule-
,

A more etailed breakdown of historica'. participation patterns

; would inclu e distinctions which longitudinally describe participa-

*.
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tion from childhood through current adult participation. When child-

hood participation is divided into three levels (none, little, and

high participation), and previous adult and current participation are

dichotomized, twelve independent historic participation patterns are

x-formed. These are represented in TABLE 2.17. They range from absolute-

ly no participation (#1) to participation in all three periods (#'s

8 and 12). Cross tabulating responses to questions on childhood par-

ticipaticin and adult participation (columns IB and IC in the question-

naire, APPENDIX A) provide an empirical picture of these pattern

distributions in TABLE 2.18.

In TABLE 2.18 the following participation patterns will be the

focus of the present analysis:

1. Pattern one (column 1) which shows the proportion of
individuals who have never participated in the activity.

2. Pattern three (column 3) which shows the proportion
participating in this activity for the first time dur-
ing the past year.

3. Patterns five and nine (columns 5 and 9) which show the
proportion who participated during their youth, but not
afterward.

In addition, the significance of patterns 3, 5, and 9 is more clearly

seen when contrasting patterns are controlled. For example, new

participation (pattern 3) iS better understood in the context of total

participation and the impact of childhood participation is more clear

when the two group's, those who subsequently participate and those who

do not, are compared. For this reason two simple ratios have been

developed. The first of these is the impact of youth participation

ratio, which is formed by dividing the proportion who participated

during childhood (prior to age 18) and not subsequently (patterns 5

97
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TABLE 2.17

Historical Participation Patterns of
Leisure Activity

a'rticipated Participated ParticipatedPattern before 18 between 18 years old within last
Number years old and one year ago year

0

0

0

0

L

L

L

L

H

H

H

H

1

I 0

I I

I 0

I I

I 0

0 I

I I

0 = no participation

I = participation .

L = low participation

H = high participation
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TABLE 2.18

Historical Participation Pattern for
All Leisure Activities

Historical Patterns
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 66.4 4.6 0.6 2.6 6.3 8.2 2.1 6.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 1.0
18. Going to an opera. 79.8 6.2 1.1 1.0 4.0 5.4 0:4 1.5 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1
13. Going to choratconcerts. 42.1 2.0 1.8 3.1 7.8 10.4 4.4 17.8 1.3 L.9 0:3 7.1
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir, 55.2 1.2 0.3 1.1 12.7 6.0 0.7 4.2 5.5 4.9 0.8 7.2

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts. 73.5 4.1 1.2 1.6 4.9 7.1 1.8 4.2 0.3 0.4 0.0 1.0
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals. 68.8 3.4 1.8 2.8 5.4 7.5 2.7 6.8 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.5
24. Playing an instrument in a group or for 62.2 0.6 0.5 0.4 8.8 5.5 1.1 3.9 6.0 3.2 0.9 7.0

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture, 60.1 2.5 1.7 2.2 6.4 7.1 3.3 9.7 1.1 1.4 0.0 4.3
doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts. 46.5 3.1 2.0 7.0 5.7 8.5 3.2 15.0 0.7 1.0 0.3 6.8

co
co

12. Taking art classes in painting, 72.7 4.7 1.0 1.3 7.1 6.2 1.4 2.5 1.2 0.9 0.3 0.7
sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance 79.2 3.8 1.5 '1.4 2.7 6.3 0.9 3.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 78.2 4.2 0.4 1.3 4.0 6.1 1.9 3.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0

26. Going to theater performances. 52.9 5.5 1.2 4.1 5.5 12.5 3.5 11.1 0.5 1.0 0.4 1.9
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing 71.1 1.1 0.3 0.3 13.2 8.2 0.6 1.6 1.6 1.1 0.3 0.6

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

63.7 2.4 0.4 0.7 9.6 10.5 1.1 6.1 1.5 1.3 0.3 2.4
2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo- 50.5 4.2 2.4 6.0 6.4 10.0 3.4 15.1 0.5 0.3 0.7 1.3
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits. 42.3 3.7 4.2 9.9 5.1 6.4 4.6 20.1 0.3 0.0 0.5 2.8
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or 37.5 4.1 2.7 4.9 7.0 9.5 6.6 22.8 0.5 0.6 0.6 3.4

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.
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TABLE 2.18Continued

1 2 3 4 5

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV 43.6 1.8 2.1 5.6 i 3.6
classical music, opera, or dancing. -1,

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV 53:8 1.4 1.9 4:7 4.3
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own 49.1 3.7 2.2 5.7 5.9
recordingior watching TV productions
of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

65.7 3.7 0.5 1.1 9.4

4. Watching regular TV programs day and 10.9 0.9 1.9 14.0 3.2
night except sports and'news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all 11.5 0.6 0.1 2.1 3.6
other music.

22. Listening to recordings. 16.9 1.2 1.0 4.0 2.8
15. Going to rock or country and western 47.0 4.3 1.8 3.9 6.1

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 10.9 0.7 0.5 0.8 6.2
28. Going to the movies. 12.3 0.7 0.6 0.5 3.9

6. Watching sports on TV or listening 19.8 1.5 1.9 11.9 3.6
on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person. 21.2 1,7 1.0 1.4 7.4
35. Playing competitive sports. 43.7 1.2 0.1 0.3 12.5
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other 33.3 1.0 1.7 3.4 7.2

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking, 22.5 1.5 0.7 2.4 5.3
hunting, fishing, etc.

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature 10.5 0.7 0.6 1.7 4.4
walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

6.5 7.5 20.3 0.8 0.5 0.8 6.9

7.1 3.3 18.4 0.1 0.1 0.4 4.3

6.1 4.7 16.9 0.7 0.3 0.3 4.3

9.2 1.3 2.6 2.0 1.6 0.8 2.2

1.9 2.6 20.6 2.7 0.9 2.0 38.4

2.4 4.2 22.6 3.0 1.2 1.5' 47.8

3.7 4.7 24.7 2.9 1.6 1.2 35.5
10.4 ,5.3 14.0 0.7 0.8 0.8 4.9

22.7 8.6 29.2 2.4 4.2 2.0 11.6
9.4 4.5 28.7 2.4 6.3 2.0 28.6

3.9 3.1 29.3 0.9 0.4 0.7 23. 1

15.6 5.0 22.8 2.7 3.9 1.4 16.0
9.5 1.2 7.3 6.8 7.5 1.1 8.9

10.0 4.0 18.7 2.7 3.3 0.9 13.7

12.0 4.2 19.3 2.7 5.0 1.4 23. 0

6.0 6.5 37.9 1.7 1.9 1.7 26.3
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TABLE 2.18 Continued

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games 16.7 1.0 0.3 1.2 6.0 9.5 5.5 30.6 1.8 2,7 1.4 23.3with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family 5.7 0.1 OA- 1.4 1.4 1.4 3.3 27.2 3.4 1.6 1.7 52.7members, writing letters, talking

to friends-on the phone, etc.
34. Going to church,or doing other 9.2 0.1 0.7 1.0 4.1 7.0 2.7 13.7,, 3.7 9.2 2.9 45.5

church-related activities.
44. Playing with pets. 32.0 1.1 0.5 2.7 7'.3 5.8 2.0 21.8 2.9 2.8 1.7 19.5

1. Reading (fiction bOoks, periodicals, 1 0'. 1. 0. 5 0.4 2.1 4.3 5.3 5.3 20-.0 3.1 1.8 1.9 45.1
and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information 7.4 0.5 1.4 13.2 2.5 1.2 2.5 25.3 1.7 1.0 2.1 41.2
programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. 0o-it-yourself activities or hobbies. 18.5 1.1 0.8 6;7 3.9 3.6 3.6 32.2 1.0 1.2 1.0 26.2
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 17.4, 0.1 0.0 0.7 6.2 3.1 3.5 43.5 1.9 0.3 1.2 22.2

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or 51.9 6.2 1.6 7.2 5.4 8.9 3.0 8.8 0.9 0.9 0.4 4.7political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club 656 5.6 1.6 5.7 4.0 4.6 1.5 5.3 1.1 1.3 0.3 3.5activities.



and 9) by the proportion who participated both during their youth

and adulthood: 5+9 . The higher the value the lower
5+6+7+8+9+10+11+12

the impact of youthful participation. This ratio is presented in

TABLE 2.19.

The second ratio is designed to show the relative contribution

of new adult participants. It is formed by dividing new participants

(pattern 3) by total participants during the past year:

3 . The higher the ratio the greater the impact of new
3+4+7+8+11+12
participants or the larger the relative growth from new adherents in

that activity for the previous year. This ratio is presented in

TABLE 2.20.
23

Column 1 on TABLE 2.18 shows clearly that arts related activities

have been pursued less than most non-arts related leisure activities.

Only going to pop concerts (47%), doing charity or volunteer work

(51.9%), playing competitive sports (43.7%), and belonging to frater-

nal organizations (65.6%) compare to arts related activities in terms

of the proportion of the population which has never participated.

Any "advantage" associated with previous participation in determining

subsequent participation is therefore greatly reduced for the arts

related activities. Some of the arts activities are clearly pursuits

enjoyed by a very small proportion of the population. Opera, jazz

concerts, painting, etc. classes, ballet, folk dance performances,

and acting have all been completely ignored by over 70% of the popu-

23
There are several other ratios which could be developed to show

various aspects of the pattern of historical participation. Because
the primary focus of this report is not to present a historical analy-
sis, these will not be described here.



lation of the South. In contrast, none of the arts activities exhi-

bit the kind of historical universal participation enjoyed by televi-

sion (89.1%), going to fairs and carnivals (89.1%), picnicking, etc.

(89.5%), and listening to the radio (88.5%).. The most "popular" arts

related activities are going to choral concerts (closp.ly associated

with church attendance, 57.9% participation), visiting craft exhibits

(57.7%), and touring buildings and going to' museums (62.5%).

The third column of TABLE 2.18 shows the proportion of the popula-

tion participating in each activity for the first time. Among arts

activities the highest new participation rates are exhibited for those

activities which are the most universally pursued in general. The

largest single group is the 4.2%,new participants visiting craft

exhibits. Others ranging from 2.0% to 2.7% are painting, listening to

plays and poetry, visiting art exhibits, and touring buildings and

museums. With the exception of painting, all of these are passive

activities. At the opposite extreme are several active pursuits,

writing, playing an instrument, singing and acting, all of which show-

ed a .5% or less increase in new participants.

In comparing the arts and non-arts activities it is interesting

to note that the range of proportions is very similar. If anything,

the arts related activities show slightly greater proportions. How-

ever, the generally higher participation rates among non-arts

activities allow less opportunity for this type of change to occur.

Patterns 5 and 9 show the extent to which individuals who parti-

cipated in activities during their youth failed to do so during adult-

hood. The outcome shows similaritie4kto earlier results in that the

10'd
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most common activities falling into this pattern are active leisure

pursuits like singing, acting, writing and playing an instrument.

This is true for both low and high early participation groups, although

it is somewhat less extreme for the latter group. For non-arts rela-

ted activities a similar pattern prevails with regard to active

pursuits.

In the aggreate, results for arts related and non-arts activities

may be compared by using mean (average) values for each group. -Among

those with little childhood participation the mean values of adult

nonparticipation are relatively close, 5.62 for the arts related and

4.8 for the non-arts. As might be expected the results for high 'child-

hood participants are much lower, i.e., if you did it a lot when you

were young you were less likely to stop as an adult. However, there are

notable differences between art's and non-arts activities. The former

group has a mean percentage of 1.1, while the latter has a mean percen-

tage of 2.30, more thin twice as high. Extensively participating in

arts related activities prior to the 18th ,birthday seems to have a much

greater -impact than similar patterns in non arts activities.

A final relevant observation from TABLE 2,.18 relates to the out-

come of, pattern 12, continuously pursued activities. There is no arts

related activity in which more than 7.2% of the population hai con-

tinuously (during all three stages used in this analysis) engaged. In

contrast, there are only three non-arts activities in which less than

7.2% of the population has continuously-engaged. Arts related activities

tend to be picked up later in life and pursued more intermi.Etently than .

other activities.



The question of the'impact of preadult participation is examined

again in TABLE 2.19. The figures in this table show the ratio of

those who did participate before age 18 to those who currently parti-

cipate- The higher the ratio the less the impact of early.partici-.

pation. It is clear in looking over these numbers that early engage-

ment in arts related activities has a lower overall impact than is

true for non-arts activities. (Compare figures on the first page of

the table to those on the second page..) One factor explaining this

phenomenon is that many early arts activities were mandatory. Art

and music classes in school and obligatory musical instrument learn-

ing would be prime examples. Acting, or more probably dance lessons,

is another activity usually much more popular fcr the young than for

adults. These activities account for a significant proportion of the

notably high values. A second factor is the previously mentioned fact

that the high general level of participation in non-arts activities

permits less variability in cross-pattern comparisons.

Another factor in operation.. here could be the relative "cost' cf

doing each type of activity. Many of the arts activities have various

kinds of costs associated with them that are not present for many non-

arts activities. For example, going to concerts or other professional

events is generally expensive. A review of the non-arts activities

will'show that going to pop concerts and sporting events (where an

entry fee may be required) has a ratio more similar to arts events

(like concerti and ope;as) than other non-arts activities. Similarly,

many non-arts activities with the lowest ratios are relatively cost-

less. Prime examples are TV, radio, records, reading, and visiting
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friends. Transitioning to (adult participation in these activities'

requires very little effort.

Our final extension of the historical pattern analysis involves

a further look at the question of new adult participants. The New

Participation Ratio (TABLE 2.20) is simply the proportion of current

participants who had never participated prior to the last year. The

ratio is designed as an indicator of growth not promoted by historic-

.,
al patterns. Generally\ arts related activities show a higher pro-

portion of the kind of participation, although differences are pri-

marily between ranges of 1% to 3% for non-arts activities and 4% to

9% for arts related activities. These kinds of differences would be

expected given general participation levels discussed earlier.

However, several very striking individual activity findings are

in evidence. Fully 27% of all individuals attending operas in the

South during the year prior to responding to the survey had never

attended an opera before. At a somewhat lower level, 19% of those'

attending ballet or modern dance performances had also never parti-

cipated in these activities before. These and several other examples

not as dramatic would seem to be the result of three different kinds

of influence. First, participation in all of these activities has

never been very high. This provides a larger pool of individuals who

fit in the category of non-attenders. Second, the availability of

many of the activities in this group is sporadic. Except in major

1 fk



TABLE 2.19

The Impact of Pre Adult
Participation Ratio

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in pr playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

.26

.35

.18

.42

.26

.23

.22

*.16

.41

.20

.26

.16

.54

.34

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo- .18
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits. .14
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or .15

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV .09
classical'music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV .12
or listening an the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own .17
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

.39
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TABLE 2.19 Continued

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

.08

.07

.07

.16

.10

.07

6. Watching sports on TV or listening .06
on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person. .13
35. Playing competitive sports. .35
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other .16

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing, .11
hunting, fishing, etc.

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature .07
walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children. .10
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
.0441. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other .09

church-relstedictivities.
44. Playing with pets. .16

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals, . 08
and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information .05
programs un TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. 0o-ityourself activities or hobbies. .06
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. .10

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or .19
political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club .24
activities.
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TABLE 2,20

New Participation Ratio

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opara.

13. 'Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene suppcirt.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.

9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums. .

4.

.04
. 27
. 05

. 02

.12

.12

. 04

.08

. 06

. 11

.19

. 06

.05

.08

.04

. 0&

. 10
.07

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV .05
classical music, opera, or daniing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV . 06
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own .07
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures an

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

.06 .112
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going -to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping,,hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zcios, nature'

walks, or (riving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

TABLE 2.20 Continued

. 02

.00

.01 ,

. 06

.01

.01

. 03

.02

.01

.04

. 01

.01

.00

. 00

. 01

. 01

.01

. 02

.01

.00

. 06

. 09

13 '_Lk) )
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cities, operas are only infrequently available. 24 The same is true

for dance performances. Classes in arts related areas are only

recently becoming generally available for adults who have completed

their formal education. .Thus, it would not be surprising to find

significant numbers=of first-time participants. Finally, there is

the notion that these activities are recently becoming more popular.

That is, something is causing people to seek out these activities in

ever increasing numbers. This "change" in leisure patterns is attri-

buted to a number of factors, including generally higher education

levels, more people with more money, especially in the South (all of

the activities which show high new participation rates are relatively

expensive), and a brbadening of horizons in the South due to an

influx of northerA immigrants and increased communications. Unfor-
.

ttinately, there is no way to test any of these propositions with the

data available in this study, 25
but it is possible to evaluate

general participation levels for these and all other leisure acti-

vities in terms of many of the basic demographic and socio-economic

' variables.

24
The issue of availability has not been directly pursued in the

body of this report. This is because the measure of availability is
self report and there was no procedure readily available to sort
genuine level of opportunity from informatipn gaps'that could lead to
a perception of unavailability. While we will alude to issues of
availability in later discussions, particularly in Chapter Le: on
barriers,to increased participation, the only general reference to
questions on perceived availability is reptirted in APPENDIX 3 using
answers to question IA from the auestionnairre.

25 While it is theoretically feasible to examine the group of
individuals defined as new participants in terms of'socio-economic
and demographic characteristics, the small number of individuals in
theie groups, even though they are important for the particular acti-
vities, present methodological problems which cannot be resolved with
the present data. Future research in this area should .certainly
address-this important question.
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Overall, the results of the historical analyses provide useful

information on the development of current leisure activity patterns

and some insight into how those patterns are likely'to change. How-

ever, the analyses oresented here are far from complete in this regard.

Much more work should be done on questions of why some childhood pat-

terns persist and others do not, and on what drives people to new

pursuits in situations where no previous history of participation

exists. In the next section some further steps are taken to confirm

some of these questiohs as we undertake to examine the relationship of

socio-economic and demographic variables to leisure activity participa.
tion levels.

6'
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Demographic and Socio-Economic Predictors

of Individual Leisure Activities

As in the preirious analyses, the relationship between leisure

activities and the available demographic and socio-economic predic-

tors will ze examined here. An activity-by-activity description

across each predictor variable will be presented. This analysis

-, will permit-identification of relationships between the predictor

and a particular activity or type of activity. Previous research

has demonstrated a number of relationships between participation in

certain types of leisure activities and membership in certain social,
41*

economic and demographic subgroups. 26
Our objective here is to de-_

termine if these relationships are true for-the population being

studied here. In addition, the comprehensiveness of our list of

leisure activities will permit comparisons across activities that

have not been possible in much of the previous rese

The demographic predictor variables used in these analyses in-

clude: sex, age, number of children, race, and community size.

Socio-economic factors are: education level, income level,and

occupatilm: These variables constitute a more or less standard set
1,4

of predictlip whiCh appear in most of the previoup literature and,

to a greater or lesser degree, have been found to be related to par-

ticipation in certain types of leisure activities.
27

Our focus will

26
Americans and the Arts, 2 cit., Schliewen, 22.1. cit.,

Robinson, John P., How Americans Use Time, New York, Praeger, 1977.

27/t is not our intention to provide a detailed comparison of the
present findings to other research on this subject. Since the objec-
tive of the study is to proyide a useful summary of descriptive and
"marketing" information, such comparisons, though interesting, are
not called for in this report. Interested readers can refer to basic
references and make their own comparim.
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be on the extent to which this creates distinctions, in terms of

population subgroups, between arts related and non-arts activities

or between types of arts activities.

TABLE 2.21 shows differences in participation by sex. Overall,

there seem to be few important differences in the proportion of men

and women who participate in each activity. 28
However, there are some

rather large differences in two particular types of activities. Among

the arts related activities, crafts seem to be female oriented: The

differences are nearly 20 percentage points higher for women for both

doing crafts and visiting craft exhibits. Some small differences

exist for other arts activities as well. Women are more likely to

attend choral concerts (by 8.4 percentage points), take art classes

(by 7.5 percentage points), and listen to or watch classical music on

radio or TV (by 8.6 percentage points) than men. Men are slightly

more likely to watch jazz or listen on the radio (by 8.3 percentage

Points). Other differences are minimal.

28
The evaluations "important" or "significant", etc. are used sub-

jectively. No test of statistical significance has been applied to
these tables. This approach was taken for two reasons. First, the
weighted data produces an N of over 66,000. Almost any difference would
be "statistically significant" using that number, and calling'differences
as small as 2 or 3% "significant" does not add to our understanding of
what the data are saying. Second, more reasonable interpretations may
be applied by simply reviewing the results and subjectively estimating
what size difference could lead to some kind of change in policies or
programs. Of course, there is obviously room for disagreement in these
interpretations. Readers are free to make their own interpretations
baSed on complete data presented in the tables.

It is not possible to reduce these figures back to the original
sample'size of 1684 because the porportional results are weighted.
Multiplying percentage responses by 1684 would produce only approximate
subsample numbers. To provide approximations of sample sizes for vari-
able categories TABLES will include a weighted proportion of the total
sample at the end of each category.

1r
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TABLE 2.21

Proportion Participating in Each Activity
During the Previous 12 Months by Sex

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16.. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or
festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the Scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7 Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

.historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. diming on radio or watching on TV

classics( music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.
29. Listenhig to radio broadcasts, you: own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

tart history, literature, etc., or beaming
to g literature club.

$.3

male

15.0
4.6
35.8
18.3

14.0
16.5

16.2

female

17.8
6.6

44.2
22.7

11.5
19.5

17.6

26.6 25.5

25.5 ,

4.7 N,
47.1
12.2

6.8 11.3

8.2 8.8

25.6
4.3

26.0
6.2

13.9 19.0

33.1

38.6
50.2

45.1 .

40.4

34.2

56.8
45.3

53.7

32.1

35.6 40.2

10.8 11.9
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TABLE 2.21 Continued

4.

21.

22.

15.

19.

28.

6.

32.

35.

37.

33.

40.

42.

36.

41.

34.

44.

1.

43.
45.

38.

39.

Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

Listening to radio broadcasts of all
other music,

Listening to recordings.

Going to rock or country andwestern
or rhythm and blues concerts.

Going to fairs and carnivals.

Going to the movies.

Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

Going to watch sports in person.

Playing competitive sports.

Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, tithing, etc.

Picnicini, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

Playing with your children.

Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.

Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.

Playing with pets.

Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).

Watching news and information

progams on TV or reading in

newspypers and news/mageInes.

Go-ityourself activities or hobbies.

Sitting and thinking - daydreaming.

Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.

Fraternal organization or club ,
activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

-"N

male

90.2

87.0

77.3
38.9

61.7
72.0

85.4

60.7
32.8
47.1

66.4

79.9

47.2
69.61.

90.7

73.2

54.3

79.7

94.3

75.8
69.4

27.9

25.4

46.3

female

87.8

84.0

76.8
33.9

64.5
70.5

68.4

45.7
15.8
46.1

49.3

76.9

52.9
66.2

94.0

74.6

50.5

84.3

92.2

77.3
73.3

31.4

17.3

52,9



Among non-arts activities, sports are the primary distinguish-

ing activities. Men are significantly more likely to watch sports

on TV (85.4% to 68.4%), watch sports in person (60.7% to 45.7%), play

competitive sports (32.8% to 15.8%), and camp, hike, fish, etc. (66.4%

to 49.3%). Interestingly, the difference does not exist for the group

of activities 'which may be characterized as exercise. Men are also

higher in belonging to fraternal organizations (25.4% to 17.3%).

While the sports differences were expected, the differences in pro-

portions of who participated in fraternal or club activities were

less expected. Men are apparently more organization oriented than

women.

Differences across age groups show much more distinctive patterns.

For many activities there is a linear age-related change in the pat-
.

tern of participation. TABLE 2.22 presents these results. Among

.A.
arts related activities there are at least two types of patterns. At

the most general level, there is a tendency for arts related activi-

ties to decline with increasing age. This is true for 8 of the 22

arts activities on the first page of the table. For all of these

activities the pattern is progressively down for each change in age

group. These eight activities are singing, etc., jazz qpncerts,

folk/ethnic kOncerts, playing an instrument, painting, etc., going to

a ballet, visiting craft exhibits (though not doing crafts), and

taking art history classes, etc. Two possible explanations are: (1)
-.

that these activities are done less by older-groups because they are

more difficult with increased age; and (2) the particular activities

are ,a function of age cohort rather than age per se. For example(



younger people are more oriented toward jazz than are older groups.

(However, they don't seem to be more oriented toward listening or

watching on TV and radio (activity # 23). The former explanation al-.

so has some problems. Visiting craft exhibits drops off, which might

be attributed to the rigors of age, but going to operas actually in-

creases with age and visiting art exhibits remains roughly the same.

gianges in more active pursuits, ]ike playing an instrument,

taking art classes, acting and writing have a slightly different pat-

tern in which the greatest changes occur between the two youngest

groups and them somewhat levels off.fo;,,the remaining groups. The

most likely explanation for this phenomenon is that many individuals

in the younger groups are still college age (19-22) and participation

probably drops significantly at this point. Participation in these

active pursuits could well be a part of classroom requirements as

well as purely leisure activities.

In addition to attending operas, one other-activity seems to in-

crease with age, listening to or watching classical music on radio or

TV.

While there are several activities in which participation rates

change with age, they do not seem to be related to getting old, i.e.,

becoming physically incapable of engaging in the activity. More

likely explanations are cohort differences and education patterns.

Among non-arts activities the pattern showing a reduction in

activity levels is somewhat more prevelant (14 of 23 activities) and

considerably more pronounced (i.e., the percentage drop is generally
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TABLE 2.22
Proportion Participating in Each Activity

During the Previous 12 Months by Age 4

Age Groups

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for yoUrtiwn entertainvntor taking
music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

18-29 30-39 40-49

18.4 16.1 13.9
5.3 6.4 6.6

35.6 42.6 45.7
26.7 21.3 20.8

20.2 '11.9 7.5
22.6 17.1 15.2

24.7 16.2 13.4

38.4 25.6 22.0

37.6 40.8 39.6
13.4 6.6 6.8

11.3 10.3 7.2

9.3 9.7 8.4

27.8 25.7 21.6
9.3 4.0 2.4

29.3 13.5 11.2

7. Visiting painting, graphic arty, photo- 37.5 38.2 32.3
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits. 51.0 55.5 48.6
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or 48.7 53.7 45.4

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV 45.5 46.4 52.3
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV 40.7 32.4 24.4
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own 39.1 36.6 31.1
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., ortelonging

to a literature club.

17.3 11.4 8.9

122.
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50764 65+

14.9 17,3
4.9 5.2

, 41.6 40.7
14.1 12.9

9.8 4.2
16.7 12.2

9.9 8.4

16.6 11.3

34.0 35.9
6.4 5.8

6.7 7.1

5.3 10.0

22.9 29.4
2.1 3.7

6.2 10.4

27.2 29.2

44.6 38.1
46.8 40.4

53.4 56.7

37.9 38.1

36.6 47.5

6.9 5.9



TABLE 2.22 Continued

18-29 30-39

4. Watching regular TV programs day 94.0 87.0
and night except sports and news.

21. listening to radio broadcasts of all 95.1 87.6
other music.

22. Listening to recordings. 89.1 82.7
15. Going to rock or country and western 5 7. 4 3 7. 9

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19.. Going to fairi and carnivals. 7 5. 5 6 8. 4

28. Going to the movies. 9 3 . 3 83.8

6. Watching sports on TV or listening 7 5 . 6 78.2
on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person. 6 4 . 0 5 4 . 3

35. Playing competitive sports. 4 2 . 5 2 3 . 4

3T. Jogging, weight lifting or other 6 5.0 4 9 . 2

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking, 7 0 . 9 64.9
hunting, fishing, etc.

40. Picnicing, visit: to parks, zoos, pature 8 7. 4 8 3 . 7

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
4 0 . 2 7 4. 6

36. Playing indoor activities or games 85.8 70.9
with friends and/or family.

41. Visiting with friends or family 95.6 95.3
members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other 70.1 72.1
church - related activities.

44. Playing with pets. 61.6 56.8

1. Raiding (fiction books, periodicals, 88.5 82.8
and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information 95.5 95.1
programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and newsmagazines.

43. Go-ityourself activities or hobbies. 77.1 7 7. 6
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 84.9' 78.3

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or 2 3 . 7 41.4
political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club 1.6 .16.9
activities.

Weighted sample 33.0 13.8
percentages

123
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Age Groups

40-49 50-64 65 +

85.1 86.3 85.8

89.2 78.9 60.5

76.2 68.7 50.0
2 9. 9 19.8 12. 0

63.7 49.1 43.3
69.5 44,.3 38.8

7 8 . 1 7 7 . 4 6 9 . 6

58 . 8 4 2. 0 2 6 . 8
15.4 7 . 4 6 . 2
3 9 . 8 2 8. 3 2 9. 3

55.9 41.0 31.3

7 5. 8 6 8. 9 6 4. 0

71. 3 41.4 31.0
66.7 50.7 44.9

90.3 89.8 87.3

76.5 76.3 81.3

45.5 45.6 37.5

81.0 78.8 73.1

96.0 89.7 86.7

8 2. 0 7 3. 4 7 6: 5

65.2 59.$ 53.1

33.4 29.4 25.1

18.9 29.9 29.5

15.5 20.9 11.7



greater). While it is still possible to offer alternative explana-

tions, the pervasiveness of most of these activities in all life

stages (in contrast to the selectivity of the arts activities) and a

tendency toward more active pursuits, seem to suggest that these

charges are largely a result of a general slowdown in activity levels

often (if not correctly) associated with aging. Only two of the

activities on this list increase with age - going to, church and fra-

ternal activity. As was seemingly true for the arts related activi-

ties, these differences could be the result of age cohort rather than

aging.

A resolution of this question would require the reconstruction

of earlier activities by age cohort. The data available from this

study provide an incomplete indicator if prior-to-18 patterns are

used as indicators of earlier age cohort patterns. Data showing

these patterns is presented in TABLE 2.23, Across all activities the

level of participation prior to age 18 is higher for the younger

groups than for the older groups. There are some exceptions, most

notably for opera, ballet, theater, folk dancing performances, charity/

volunteer work and fraternal organization membership. In these cases

the trend is downward until the oldest age group, when a.reversal

occurs. For the first five activities (the arts related activities)

this outcome may be the result of geographic settlement patterns,

i.e.', the over-65 group should have a significant number of retireds

from other parts of the country, particularly in the northeast and

north central states, who had different childhood experiences than

those born and raised in the South.

124
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Al
general, the data in this table support the hypothesis that

historical participation patterns (the cohort explanation) do have

some bearing on later participation rates. Later occuring factors,

such as lower availability may also impact on the historical cohort

pattern causing the results which occur for activities like attending

an opera. 29

The number of childrenfrpe,,e family would seem to provide a natural

barrier for participating in many types of leisure activities (TABLE

2.24). The barrier-like impact of children seems to be in operation

in seven of the 22 arts related leisure activities. Five of these,

going to symphonies, operas, ballets, and theater and art exhibits

represent the same type of formal away-from-home activity. It is

Ithis type of activity, with associated costs of baby sitters or extra

tickets, which would be most expected to be impacted by the presence

2,9 One data incongruency should also be noted. The television
watching pattern (TABLE i.23) shows a relatively large proportion of
individuals (37.7 %) 65 years old and older who say they watched TV
before they were 18 years old. This number seems high even given
some limited availability in the 1930's. It is possible that this
figure is indicative of other over estimates of early participation
among this age cohort, although the remaining data seems to fall
within expectations based on patterns established for the other age
groups. Unfortunately, there is no way to evaluate the reliability
of answers for other non-technical activitiesfor the oldest group. .

Even an argument that the question was misinterpreted is not convincing
because the remaining results for the question seem generally to fit
expectations concerning the likely behavior of older respondents.
On the other hand, among arts related activities there are similar
upward trends for this age group in certain unexpected areas. It is
possible that there is a tendency among older respondents to over
estimate participation in particular types of leisure activity.

111.4.41 r.:
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TablE) 2.23

Proportion Who Participated
in Each Activity Prior to Age 18

By Age Group
Years Old

18-29

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to cho,ral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festitials.

24. Playingan instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) ()making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.
12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going toa folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, Stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting; graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings orwatching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art hirfory, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

aN

31.3
13.4

' .53.3
54.5

25.6
29.6

47.7

48.2

48.5
33.4

15.2

15.7

42.8
32.9

54.1

49.8

49.6
57.2

48.9

42.2

49.4

40.8

30-39 40-49 50-64 65 +

29.0 20.8 20.7 22.1
10.7 9.3 9.9 15.3
54.4 52.0 44.7 45.5
41.3 40.1 30.7 30'.1

23.2 16.6 12.9 14.1
23.9 16.1 17.6 25.6

35.0 29.0 27.0 29.2

30.6 30.5 22.0 19.3

37.8 39.6 35.7 39.6
14.5 12.9 12.2 16.4

15.3 9.9 10.2 19.1

17.4 19.0 11.7 19.8

33.0 28.6 31.3 43.4
26.0 23.0 21.7 28.7

A-
32.8 18.6 16.2 - '22.5

40.0 28.2 24.5 27.6

42.2 33.3 31.3 30.5
59.9 46.1 42.8 39.2

49.6 45.8 44.9 40.7

36.2 32.4 40.7 36.5

40.8 31.7 29.6 34.9

26.4 21.5 22.8 21.5



4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sporti and news.

Listening to radio'broadcasts of all

. other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

8. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

Going to watch sports in person.

0- Playing competitive sports.

Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,
c

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing litters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to 'church or doing other

church-related activities.

44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or raiding in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. 0o-it-yourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

mill,

Table 2:23 Continued

I

18-29 30-39 .40 -4.9 50-64 65 +

95.8 89.7 65.1 42.6' 37.7

96.9 91.1 37.4 83.4 47.6

91.0 84.8 76.7 67.1 43.7
65.6 47.1 36.8 22.4 19.9

95.8 90.9 91.5 ,78.4 69.1
97.4 93.4 86.4 73.5 62.7

77.5 "74.2 65.9 50.2 40.0

86.4 77.9 73.0 64.7 58.8
71.1 55.6 47.3 47.4 32.9
79.8 65.2 51.3 44.6 38.6

J.-N.
85.3 79.1 67.2 613.0 53.8

95.6 89.7 87.1 78.7 70.2

93.9 84.2 31.3 71.0 57.0

96.7 95.1 96.6 38.9 79.8

91.1 90.4 93.7 86.6 78.3

72.6 68.0 59.5 58.0 48.7

95.2 37.3 86.7 84.9 68.1

91.0 87.9 78.4 64.5 43.5

79.0 71.2 75.7 70.2 '58.7

34.1 35.5 31.0 28.1 34.3

22.3 21.3 21.1 18.7 25.7
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TABLE 2.24

Proportion Participating In Each Activity
During the Previous 12 Months byNumber of Children

17. Going to symphony or chamber concern.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes inpainting,

sculpturergraphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Goilig to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dines group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking cleats in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.

9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

none one two three or more

20.9 15.8 .. 12.3 8.7
8.2 5.9 4.2 3.4

39.9 44.1 43.9 36.6
18.9 20.8 25.2 18.0

15.6 10.4 8.9 14.6
21.3 -16.7 15.5 18.9

19.0 14.2 16.3 13.9

- 27.1 22.6 30.2 25.1

42.2 35.8 38.1 _45.8
8.3 6.2 9.8 13.4

12.3 8.7 8.0 6.2

11.9 4.9 6.8 12.5

34.8 18.1 19.9 21.8
7.6 3.5 3.5 1.6

21.8 12.5 12.4 20.0

40.1 28.2 33.8 30.9

48.7 52.2 52.2 50.3
-50.1 44.3 47.E 49.5

50.9 49.0 43.4 47.5

40.8 31.6 31.1 33.1

36.9 39.4 33..7 39.5

13.1 10.1 11.1 10.6
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4. Watching regular TV-progrems day

and night except sports and news.
21.' Listening to radio broadcasts of-all

other music.

22. . Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhthin end blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. GNIg to the movies.

6. Watching sports onAr listening
on radio.,

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exordia program.
33. Camping, hiking, back- packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends end/or family.
41.- Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends an the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV sor nading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreeming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternel organization or club

activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

.

TABLE 2.24 Continued

none one two three or more

92.3 83.4 875 9i.2

86.5 86.4 91.9 87.0

82.1 79.4 82.5 75.8
37.6 34.6 36.1 37.7

56.4 68.9 71.6 75.4
66.4 74.9 85.6 81.2

79.7 75.7 74.6 73.5

51.1 54.5 60.3 56.6
21.0 21.4 26.1 23.0
46.6 49.7 49.1 39.5

53.9 57.3 64.0 63.0

77.2 82.4 85.5 83.8

25.2 86.1 87.7 88.3
64.4 73.0 76.1 71.6

96.1 93.9 95.0 95.8

73.3 74.7 81.1 75.4

55.1 55.2 48.4 55.1

86.9 82.1 81.7 84.5

95.0 91.3 93.5 97.7

79.4 77.5 75.6 87.3
74.6 72.1 77.1 71.8

28.0 26.4 38.7 40.7

26.1 13.2 19.7 15.4

41.9 22.9 23.3 11.9.
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of children.
30

Acting, etc. has a similar pattern. So does watching

or listening to jazz on TV or radio, but the same explanation does

not apply. Other arts related activities show similar, though less

pronounced patterns.

Six of the arts related activities have distinctive U-shaped

functions. For these activities, going to jazz and folk/ethnic con-
,

certs, folk dancing performances, doing crafts, taking art classes,

and writing, there is a decrease in the proportion of people engaging

in the activity with the presence of the first child, but a subsequent

increase in the proportion of. participants with the third or larger

number of children. One possible explanation for the pattern is that

by the third child it is possible to have a "built-in" baby sitter,

the eldest child. _Another possible explanation is that some of the
4

activities in this group, like doing crafts, taking classes and writ-

ing are daytime activities done

writ-

,,.

w1 childrdn are in school. How-

ever, this explanation does not apply to going to jazz or folk/ethnic

concerts.

With minor exceptions, similar patterns do not apply to non -arts

activities. Most of these activities seem more nearly equal across

all family size groups. The most pronounced pattern, for four activi-

ties, actually shows an increase as the number of children increases.-

30
This pattern is not sustained in the analysis of most important

perceived barriers to participation (Chapter 4). Parents are less
likely to cite children as the major barrier to away-from-home passive
arts related activities than they are for at-home active pursuits. Al-
though these results are not really contradictory, they do provide an
interesting basis for speculating about "real' versus attributed
reasons' for not increasins participation levels.
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These are going to fairs and carnivals, going to the movies, picnick-

ing, etc., and charity, volunteer activity. The first three of these

activities are logically related to doing things with children and

families, thus providing one possible explanation for the patterns. 31

Specific differences in leisure participation for racial groups

are presented in TABLE 2.25 Before discussing outcomes for the table

it will be useful to describe some general characteristics of the

variable. Proportions of Whites and Blacks have been weighted to

approximate population distribdtions (see APPENDIX D). A weighting

procbdure was also used for education level. However, the procedure

could not provide an education by race weight, i.e., each weighted

yariabl.: was treated independently. For this reason the results of

the survey still show what is probably an educational bias among Black

respondents. This bias would be in the direction showing Blacks with

a somewhat higher education level than is probably true for the

southern Black population as a whole. This issue is being raised

hare because some of the results in TABLE 2.25 may be affected by the

potential bias. These results contradict expectations given results

on TABLE 2.27 (Education by Proportion Participation) and information

31
One data anomoly is that 25.2% of those with no children

living at home report playing with their children. This is probably
caused,by the fact that many divorced people still play with their
children even though they do not live together. In addition, some
respondents may have interpretted the question to mean play with any
children.
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TABLE 2.25
Proportion Participating in Each Activity
During the Previous 12 Months by Race

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Gull to, choral concerts.
-25, Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculptiire,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Going crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or r roviding behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plws or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

Black White Other

10.6 ,17.3 18.6
-7.1 5.3 .8
58.7 38.5 28.1
35.6 19.1 16.1

27.2 10.4 16.9
14.3 17.8 35.7

16.1 16.8 22.7

23.9 25.7 39.4

27.2 39.5 24.6
7.6 9.3 5.5

5.9 9.3 . 19.2

3.8 9.3 6.5

22.3 26.6 21.6
6.4 4.7 14.2

21. 3 15.2 34.8

21.7 35.6 33.3

32.8 '51.1 46.8
35.0 49.6 49.7

55.1 48.1 - 64.3

56.8 32.9 36.7

39.6 37.7 42.9

13.6 10.5 23.2
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TABLE 2.25 Continued

Black White Other

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

88.2 89.3 84.2

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

76.6- 86.4 87.3

22. Listening to wordings., 77.3 77.0 78.9
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blue concerts.

26.9 37..4' 39.3

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 66.0 62.7 68.7
28. Going to the movies. 64.5 71.7 82.6

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.
71.9 77.6 62.4

32. Going to watch sports in person. 50.6 52.4 59.9
35. Playing competitive sports. 21.5 22.3 42.9
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
43.6 46.0 67.9

33. Camping, hiking, back-puking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
35.5 59.5 70.5

40. Picnicing, visits to perks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving s car for pleasure.
73.3 74.0 79.3

42. Playing with your children. 66.9 47.7 54.9
36. Playing indooractivities or games

with friends and/or family.
60.6 68.6 77.4

41. Visiting with friends or family

mtmbeis, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

84.1 93.7 94.4

34. Going to church or doing other

chureholatod activities.

88.6 72.2 83.4

44. Playing with pets. 36.1 55.1 44.5

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

end:nonfiction).
69.2 84.0 87.8

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

92.0 93.5 92.0

43. Ocityourielf activities or hobbies.
tt45. Sitting and thinking-day-druming.

69.8
72.0

77.9
71.8

77.1
65.3

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
40.7 28.3 30.3

39. Fraternal organization or club 21.3 20.4 25.0

Weighted-sample
percentages

12.0 83.3 4.2
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on education among the total population of Slacks,and Whites in the

South. A specific example is a slightly higher porportion of Blacks

than Whites who attend an opera during the past year. Given the

strong relationship between education and opera'attendance (TABLE

2.27), the 7.8% Blacks who attended an opera are probably more highly

educated than the average Black in the South. Other activities may

reflect this same bias when participation in the activity also

associated with education level. The reader is therefore cautioned

to use TABLE 2.27 as a reference when interpreting results of TABLE

2.25.
32

A second note on this table relates to the configuration of the

"other" category. This category is made up of two groups. The first

is Asian-Americans or orientals'who comprise .8% of the sanple. The

second is a nationality group rather than a race and is-made up of

"Spanish origin - Mexican-American, Cuban-American, and Puerto Rican"

individuals. This group is 3.4% of th sample. Because these groups

were so small (a total of 71 respondent ), they were combined in this

analysis. Obviously, the higher proportion of the litter groups makes

results shown in the table more descriptive of that group than of the

oriental group. Our' description and analyses will proceed with these

factors in mind.

Despite any possible educational bias in these data, it is clear

32
The same possible bias may also have the effect of reducing the

representation of real population differences. If Blacks generally
are less well educated results for TABLE 2.16 might be under repre-
senting Black-White differences. What these results would represent
are racial differences among more equally educated groups - a kind of
built-in control.



that there are significant diffe'rences in leisure activity participa-

tion levels among Blacks, 14hites and Orientals /Hispanics. For arts-

related activities, Whites are more likely to attend symphonies, do

crafts, go to a ballet or folk dance performance, visit art and craft

exhibits, and tour buildings, and 'museums; a total of seven activity

grQups. Blacks, on the other hand, are more likely to attend choral

concerts, sing in a group, go to jazz concerts, and watch or listen

to jazz on TV or radio, four different activities. The remaining

activities are relatively equally enjoyed by both population groups.

The observed differences among arts related activities follow somewhat

predictable if not stereotypic patterns. Whites seem to be more

oriented toward the classical arts, while Blacks are more likely to

pursue "jazz" and choral activities. Blacks and Whites show rela-

tively equal participation levels for most active pursuits, playing

an instrument, painting, etc., taking painting classes, acting,

writing and taking art history and literature courses.33

Among non-art activities, there are nine activities where notable.

differences exist. Blacks show higher participation for playing with

children, going to church, and charity and volunteer work; all active

pursuits. Whites show higher participation levels for listening to

the radio, going to pop music concerts, camping, hiking,-etc., play-

ing with pets, reading, and do-it-yourself activities. These six form

a mixture of active/passive and home/away activities. It is diffi-

cult to draw conclusions from the differences because most do not

33 Keeping in mind a possible educational bias.



represent reversals, but only large differences. The strong orienta-

tion of Blacks to singing and choral music and dance are two arts re-

lated areas which may merit special consideration in policy develop-

ment, although as earlier analyses have shown, the choral and singing

activities are also related to religious/church activity participation.

Another potential factor in the selection of leisure activities

is the
%
size of the community in which individuals live. Differences

related to community size may be directly attributed to two types of

faCtdrs. First is the issue of availability. Even in an era of road

companies, outreach programs, and high-speed travel, there are a large

number of smaller towns and rural areas that do not provide oppor-

tunitiestunities to participate in a large number of different activities.

Second is the iisue:of the individual's previous history of participa-

tion. Again, in smaller and middle-sized towns, an earlier lack of

availability could have led to low participation and an absence of

the participation habit (described in the earlier section on histor-

ical patterns). Thus, even with new availability of many leisure

activities, the absence.of previous opportunities can influence cur-

rent participation choices and rates.

TABLE 2.26 has results for 10 community size categories. While

there are no perfect patterns, directly following community size,

there are several arts related activities which seem to be generally

related to community size. Symphony and opera attendance, jazz

concert attendance, ballet and folk dancing performance attendance,

writing and, visiting art exhibits are all more likely to be done by

those living in larger communities. With the exception of writing,

lqtri)
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WIMMINI

TAME 2.26 .

Proportion Participating in
Each Activity During the
Previous 12 Months
by Community Size more than

1000000
500000-
999999

Catmunity Size Groups

10000-
.49999

2500-
9999

rural
farm

rural
not
farming

100000-
499999

50000-
99999

suburb
500000
or more

suburb
100000-
499999

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 20.8 23.5 22.2 17.7 21.6 16.4 24.9 9.7 4.9 8.4
18. Going to an opera. 9.1 11. D ( 9.1 4.1 7 : 0 2.4 5.1 1.5 2.6 6.6
13. Going to choral concerts. 41.4 31.7 36.2 3 5.0 45.0 33.1 50.2 45.0 39.3 v41.525. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.
16.3 21.1 18.1 20:7 22.6 23.3 20.2 16.8 25.7 2519

14. Going to jazz concerts. 22.6 15.0 16.1 17.3 15.1 5.6 15.6 14.3 3.2 .3.3
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals. 26.9 27.9 15 :7 19.9 15.1 12.4 19.9 20.3 11.5 16.024. Playing an instrument in a group or for

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

18.1 24.0 15.4 22.7 15.8 21.3 18.6 9.1 13.9 17:4

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs
37.4° 26.0 30.5 21.6 26.8 29.7 30.8 23.3 23.,9 .16.5

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts. 36.3 41.0 36.8 29.3 33.8 52.3 40.0 40.4 32.1 42.9

Ls)

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.
11.6 11.4. 9%7 8.1 10,5 8,5 10.5 5.7 6.5 0.9

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.
21'.5 15.7 9.3 16.5. 14.7 11.8 7.9 5.0 0.6' 4.3

31. Going to a fat dancing performance. 17.2 10.3 9.'7 9.2 , 8ct6 4.8 8.3 9.8 5.5 3.5
26. Going to theater performances. 43.0 33.3 .30.6 27.7* 34.1 3L.7 22.5 12.9 /14.227. Acting in plays.or 'musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

-3.9 11..0 6,2 3..4 -`10.3 5.9 6.4 3.5' 2.8 3.1

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.
22.1 30,6 18.5 14:3 2.5.9 14.6 19.8 1 2. 10.4 9.6

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.
52.8 45.3 40.6 t 3.. T 42.5 32.3 39.0 -31.5 ,15.1 21.5

8. .Visiting craft exhibits. 54.8- 47.7 56.0: 491 55.8 55.1 47.8 47..9 35.9 44.79. Touring buildings, etc. for design or
historic value or visiting histori,
science or technical museums.

"52.3

tz,

52:3 36.0 48-. 61.3 61.4 46.9 41.4 37.0. 41.7

137. 13,



TABLE 2.26 Continued

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.
23. Watching performances of ian on TV

or listening on the radio.
29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry. .

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

4, Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.
21. Listening to rube broadcasts of all

,other music.

22. Listening to recordings. '
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

13'J

Community Size Groups

more than
1000000

500000-
999999

100000-
499999

50000-
999999

suburb
500000

or more

suburb
100000-
499999

10000-
49999

2500-
9999

rural
farm

rural
not
farming

52.2 50.4 49.3 58.9 41.7 54.2 51.3 53.3 46.6 42.7

45.6 37.2 38.3 35.0 ,4V0 32.4 39.9 29.4 30.9 29.0

39.7 41.4 46.7 41.9 34.4 36.9 46.7 33.6 27.5 29.7

9.1 17.6 12.1 13.2. 18.7 7.2 11.6 9.8 6.5 13.0

90.2 92.2 89.2 .87.9 89.2 86.6 92.3 88.2: 87.3 88.6

91.7 77.1 88.4 81.7 89.4 91.2 84.9 88.3 83.2 85.1

81.8 82.0 81.7 74.1 77.8 83.,1 80.0 76..1 70.0 74.3
42.0 40.3 38.8 38.3 43.8 36.4 31.2 33.1 31.4 38.0

63.0 65.8 60.4 63.6 46.4 70.7 62.7 68.5 62.1 72.2
79.1 77.0 75.8 67.3 86.0 86.3 68.6 68.9 59.1 68.6

73.2 82.4 85.2 74.4 75.7 76.3 75.2 77.1 76,8 74.8

61.0 55.7 54.5 50.9 56.7 56.9 54.0 54.0 46.1 45.9
28.8 27.7 23.5 32.6 22.1 25.2 20.2 23.5 18.4 22.7
58.9' 55.2 50.3 43.5 57.5 47.2 45.5 36.6 40.7 45.7

66:3 55.8 54.7 53.0 64.1 66.1 49.3 55.7 64.6 56.2

83.2 74.6 83.1 75.6 78.3 82.5 79.4 .79.0 71.6 84.0



0

TABLE 2.26 Continued Carmunity Size Groups

ruralsuburb suburb
more than 500000- 100000- 50000- 500000 100000= 10000- 2500- rural not,
1000000 999999 499999 99999 or more 499999 49 999 9999 farm farming

42. Playing with your children. -49.4 45.1 37.2 48.6 48.7 49.8 48.6 56.0 61.3 61.7
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
75.1 79.4 69.6 63.7 68.4 72.4 69.3 63.5 60.1 68.0

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

98.8 91.7 93.9 86.9 r 94.1 -97.7 93.6 87.7 92.6 95.2

*34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
69.3 70.2 73.7 67.1 71.0 72.8 72.9 77.3 78.,6 90%.9

44. Playing with pets. 62,9 43.9 54.8 48.5 55.7 49.1 48.7 47.0 53.2 60.0

1. Reading (fiction trod:, periodicals,
and nonfiction).

85.5 95.5 85.9, 84.1 88.8 94.2 82.5 82.9 70.3 73.2

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

97.5 92.4 94.7 90.9 97.0 100.0 94.5 95.4 89.7 88.8

43. Doityourself activities or hobbies. 82.3 77.1 76.9 72.7 75.1 85.1 77.9 79.6 74.5 81.0
45. Sitting and thinking- daydreaming. 73.6 77.6 77.4 71:5 80.6 77.9 69.4 72.9 64.3 65.8

Charity, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

35.8 33.2 23.8 30.2 31.0 25.6 31.3 35.8 21.2 30.5

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

16.1 21.2 22.9 24.0 ,19.1 23.3 28.5 20.2 14.1 19.0

Weighted sample
percentages

6.8 6.7 15.0 9.5 6.6 4.2 14.8 11.8 14:2 10.4

141 142



all of ,these are, away- from -home activities whose availability might

be higher in larger cities. The remaining arts related activities

favor active p'articipation and media presented activities which also

support the availability hypothesis.

One activity, singing, shows a slight tendency for higher parti-

cipation in smaller communities. This result is complementary to the

higher proportion of smaller community members who pursue church

related activities. The relationship of choral and church activities

was discussed earlier in this chapter. The only other leisure acti-

vity for which there is generally higher participation levels in

smaller communities is playing with children.

Other non-arts activities which are more likely to be pursued in

larger communities are reading, watching or reading news, day-dreaming,-

going to watch sports in person, and jogging, etc. None of these

activities seems particularly oriented to larger cities, although

several are more likely to,be pursued by individuals with higher

education (TABLE 2.27). These are reading, watching or reading news,

jogging and day-dreaming. This distinction'is important because

'there is a slight positive relationship between community size and

education level.

Three socio-economic variables were also considered. The first

of these is education level (TABLE 2.27). Education shows the highest

number of associations of any of the predictor variables. A total of

14 of 22 arts related and 14 of 23 non-arts related show a positive

relationship between level of education and the proportion of indivi-

duals in each education group who participate in the activity.

126 143,



That is, the higher the education level, the more likely the activity

will be pursued. While-these are not all perfect relationships, i.e.,

there is not necessarily an increase for each education group on each

activity, the pattern is strong enough to suggest that,education level

is the single most important of the SES/demographic predictors. In

general, more people"with higher education participate than those with

less education. This is true for active and oassive arts related acti-

vities and for those activities done at home as well as those done away

from home. A similar pattern is true for non-arts activities.

While the overall pattern shows increases across all education

groups, there are distinctive patterns within activities relative to

where the major break in the trend occurs. For example, a major

break in symphony attendance occurs Latween high school grad (10.4%)

and some college (24.5%). Another large jump occurs between those

with post graduate attendance (32.6%) and Ph.D.'s (52.7%).34 For

opera attendance, on the other hand, the largest single difference

is between some college (5.9%) and college grads (12%). The major

difference on attending choral concerts is between those with les.s

than an 8th grade education (23.9%) and those with an 8th grade edu-

cation (42.3%). Similar patterns exist for other activities. There

is, however, no obvious pattern across all activities.

As a standaYd explanation for the large impact of education

level, it is usually argued that as education increases: (1) indivi-

duals expand their leisure horizons, learn about a wider variety of

34
Although the Ph.D. category is quite small.
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TABLE 2.27
Proportion Participating in Each Activity

During the Previous 12 Months by Education Level

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

'13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in orplaying;for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz,concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

. graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science of technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or limning on the radio.
29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3.. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

8+
not

to 8th grad

grad
some 4 yr post

HS grad HS college college grad PhD

6.1 10.7 10.4 24.5 26.1 32.6 52.7
2.2 4.3 2.5 5.9 12.0 16.7 17.4

2 3.9 42.3 41.1 39.0 47.1 46.5 50.5
12.3 25.0 22.3 20.2 23.1 12.2 15.2

'2.2 10.7 10".'6 15.2 15.6 25.6 12.7
8.9 21.0 15.7 17.9 25.3 27.8 14.7

5.3 34.9 14.1 23.4 21.5 22.5 19.5

14.4 22.1 25.0 28.2 36.8 23.1 48.4

24.2 34.9 38.4 41.5 36.4 47.2 33.7
2.5 10.4 7.4 12.7 12.4 6.3 21.5

2.4 3.4 6.0 8.8 26.2 24.5 16.1

5: 5 6.7 7.2 7.6 14.7 17.7 12.2

12.0 14.2 21.4 18.4 44.1 58.9 51.4
2.2 5.0 3.9 4.9 11.0 7.3 3.8

6.9 17.2 11.6 27.0 23.3 21.9 26.3

11.1 23.2 26.9 42.1 56.5 64.8 81.4

17.6 40.4 49.6 51.7 67.6 61.8 78.9
23.9 38.3 44.6 51.4 70.7 71.7--88.9

42.2 46.6 47.9 44.9 63.6 66.3 78.3

29.6 31.6 33.7 35.0 42.1 56.5 50.2

28.8 34.7 32.7 43.2 52.3 52.4 83.2

2.2 11.2 5.7 16.8 28.4 16.9 25.8
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, .
4. Witching regular TV programs day

a6d night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

odmusic.
22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhithM and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
.,.;

on radio.
32. Going to watch sports in person.
35.. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to perks, zoos, nature
- walks, or driving* car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
38. Playing indoor activities or games

with birds and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, att.

34. Going to chlirch or doing other

church - related activities.

44.- Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction bckiks, periodicals,

ind nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

Programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

4. 0oityourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service,or .
political organization activities.

° 39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

TABLE 2.27 Continued

to 8th

80.4

71.2

61.4
15'.1

58 . 4

8+
not
grad

91.6

78.8

6 6 . 9
3 3 . 7

61.3

grad
some 4 yr post

grad HS college college grad PhD

89.6 87.4 91.1 91.8 96.1

88.4 88.6 91.7 88.0 91.4

7 9 . 9 81.5 83.9 88.1 84.8
*3 9 . 0 4 0 . 1 28.5 43.8 14.2

6 3 . 7 6 6 . 3 6 9 . 1 5 4 . 6 3 8 . 5
38.2 5 8 . 3 73.5 81.7 81.7 .70.2 93.7

57.4 6 6 . 7 7 8 . 1 7 9 . 1 83.9 87.1 91.4

3 0 . 8 4 6 . 1 5 0 . 3 6 0 . 4 60.5 73.3 69.0
9 . 7 15.7 2 2.. 9 2 8 . 8 23.9 35.8 52.3

25.7 41.2 44.6 53,9 57.1 56.1 62.7

40a 44.6 58.4 64.3 65.4 64.6 83.0

6 0 . 0 7 0 . 2 81.2 8 4 . 3 78.9 82.9 95.3

44.0 52.2 55:9 49.0 44.6 42.3 40.7
3 5 . 0 5 8 . 2 69.1 79.1 76.2 75.8 90.0

7 9 . 2 8 9 . 0 9 4 . 2 9 6 . 1 96.2 ,93.4 100.0

7 2 . 3 7 7 . 8 7 4 . 2 7 3 . 0 80.7 69.1 62.5

3 0 . 9 5 2 . 9 5 0. 3 6 3 . 9 51.9 59.1 51.6

5 4 . 8 7 2 . 6 8 4 . 1 9 0 . 3 95.2 54.9 93.7

7 6 . 1 9 2 . 6 9 5. 3 9 4 . 8 98.0 96.3 100.0

7 2 . 6 71.8 77.8 79,5 85.2 79,0 88.0
4 9 . 8 6 6 . 6 72.-2 76.8 83.7 85.8 56.5

12 . 2' 17.1 3 0 . 2 3 3 . 0 40.0 48.6 70.6

8.2 20.5 18.0 20.0 39,6 27.5 47.7

7.2 15.1 40.8. 19.7 9.1 7.3 0.9



leisure activities, and subsequently engage in more activities; (2)

exposure is accompanied by a broader intellectual framework which

presumably would lead individuals to pursue a wider variety of acti-

vities; and (3) income increases, which permits the selection of a

greater variety and more activities. There is probably some truth

in all of these explanations, although our data do not permit testing

the hypotheses directly. It is clear, however, that education is far

from the only or even a dominant explanation for participation in most

activities. While there is a tendency to increase. activity with edu-

cation level for a wide variety of activities, differences, even be-

tween highest and lowest levels, are often marginal. This is especi-

ally true for non-arts activities where most participation levels are

well above 50% even for the lowest groups. For arts related activi-

ties the relative explanatory power of education may be somewhat

stronger because the relative increases are much higher. For example,

Ph.D.'s were eight times more likely to attend symphonies and slightly

less than eight times more likely to attend operas than those with

less than an 8th grade education. In cases where such differences

exist, it seems as though the socialization power of the educational

experience, if not its intellectual broadening role, Must be a power-

ful factor in subsequent leisure activity selection. Later analyses

of the demand for increased participation in each activity and the

reasons for riot increasing activity levels' provide further evidence

on this question.

While income, or more accurately the absence of money, is often

cited as a reason foi not participating in a variety of leisure
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activities, the first order comparisons across income groups presented

in TABLE 2.2e show little of the expected cost orientation toward

activity selection. For no activity is there.a consistent increase

in the proportions participants as income increases. Instead, there.

seem to be thresholds where large increases.in participation rates

occur after substantial stability across lower income groups. For

example, the top two income groups, over $20,000, are substantially

more likely to attend symphonies than are individuals in the lower

groups, under $20400. Similarly, in only the top income group has

more than 5% of the population attended an opera during the past year.

The same pattern exists for attending ballets, folk dancing perfor-

mances, and the theater among the arts related activities which are

normally assumed to have some kind of cost or,admission price.

Two somewhat more consistent patternsocdur for visiting art

exhibits and touring buildings and museums, for these activities are

generally associated with low cost. The patterns could reflect

association between income level and both education and community

size. Finally, among the arts activities, there is a tendency for

increases in the rate of using media-to pursue plays and poetry among

those who earn more money.

For the remaining leisure activities a similar kind of pattern

exists. Only one activity, charity, volunteer work, shows a fairly

linear increase as income increases. Others change in blocks just

as the arts related activities did. Going to fairs and carnivals and

going to the movies, for example, have a large increase at the,$8,000

per year breakpoint. Both are cost activities. On the other hand,



TABLE 2.28
Proportion Participating in Each Activity

During the Previous 12 Months by Income Level

5000
to

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 13.0
18. Going to an opera. 4.6
13. Going:to choral concerts. 38.7
25. Singing in or playing fora chorus, choir, 20.7

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts. 9.8
16. -Going to folk/ethnic concerts or 21.0

festiVals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or 13.3
for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture, 27.8
doing graphic art.taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Going crofts. 31.0
12. Taking art cleats in painting, 11.2

sculpture; graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to libelist or modern dance 9.2
performance.

31. Going to afolk dancing performance. 8.3

26. Going to theater performance. 20.1
27. Acting in pays or musicals, performing 6.4

in a dance Fours, taking lessons in either;

or providing 'behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or 18.5
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting peint4, graphic ass, photo- 22.5
PION or 'capture exhibits.

IL Visiting craft exhibits. 38.3
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or 36.0

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV 47.5
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV 36.6
or listening on the radio,

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own 34.5
-recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking clams or attending lectums on 9.5

3

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature Sub.

5001- 8001-
8000 10000

9.5 17.8
'2.5 3.7
38.1 39.2
23.9 21.0

12.8 20.9
15.2 15.4

16.4 22.9

18.8 30.7

30.2 49.5
6.4 11.7

5.7 4.6

4.0 2.8

19.5 13.3
2.2 7.9

16.2 24.7

25.2 33.5

37.1 52.7
36.7 46.4

52.2 52.1

39.6 32.0

35.8 30.8

8.1 13.1
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Income Level

12000 15'000 20000 30000 3000
10001- 15001- 20001- Over

13.2 13,.0 13.9 21.7 ,- 32.5
3.5 4\.0 5.2 4.1 17.1

37.7 424
\

48.8'. 35.3 45-.
25.4 22 8 17.9 13.5 23.4

8.5 13.4 10.7 10.0 17.4
17.0 21.8 18.0 16.9 22.0

20.4 19:7 11.8 16.5 18.7

18.3 23.3 28.1 3 6.2 23 .
-

38.5 364 43.3 42.2 35.
5.3 5i.7 9.0 12.4 9.8

,19.3 4.3 6.7 10.1 25.

11.3 6.2 11.2 9.4 14.

27.6 13.9 23.1 32.0 44.9
5.9 4.6 - 3.9 4.1 7.

14.9 17.8 14.6 13.2 21.

28.0 30.2 39.1 41.5 54 .

45.2 49.7 61.5 . 56.5 53.2
35.4 53.0 52.1 66.1 63 .

39.9 49.3 54.2 3t. 3 48 .

35.1 36.9 30.7 38.0 40.4

40.0 33.7 40.9 44.3 47.

;

11.2 '12.6 8.5 '12.9 15.2

14



4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
21. Listening io radio broadcasts of all

other music.
22. Listening to recordings.
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm end blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Gracing to the movies.

6. Welching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

32. Going to vetch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting ur other

USW* program.
33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

`hunting, fishing, etc.
40. .Plcnicing, visits to perks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

4Z Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
,

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.
34. Going to church or doing other

church-refated activities.

44. Playa awithpets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

. programs oft TV or reeding in

newspapers and nrws/magezines.

43.. Do-lt-yourself activities orhobbies.
45. littingend thinking-dardruming.

#
Chanty, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activitin.

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

TABLE 2.28 Continued

to 5001- 8001- 10001-
000 8000 10000 12000

12001-
15000

15001-
20000

20001- over
30000 30000

86.1 86.8 90.7 90.1 89.7 94.0 94.0 85.1
70.7 85.6 87.5 87.5 89.7 91.1 91.1 89.6

67:8 78.2 72.9 71.4 78.6 82.9 83.7 85.832.3 37.2 35.0 31.6 42 ..6 39.2 35.0 33.1.

57;8 56,4 70.2 57.4 72.4 66.3 63.9 60.2
48.6 67.21 79.3 73:4 79.5 73.6 81.3 81.1

4

55.6 67.1 79.2 82.5 80.9 83.4 86.1 84.7
3026 42.3 50.6 42.1 54.8 62.3 65.9 74.1
16.7 13..9 24.5 25.7 .23.8 29-0 28.3 25.438.4 45.3 44.6 41.8 45.4 5d.7 54.0 51.5
46.2 41.6 '55.3 56.8 6.3.0 63.6 69.6 68.0
64.7 75:3 86'. 2 74.0 85.5 82.4 35'. 7 82.5

38.6-48.4 50.9 44.6 59.8 60..7 54.2 52.351.8-62.6 69.4 60.1 74.7 76.9 75.2 79.3

88.7 93.2 92.7 88.5 94.2 97.7 94.3 96.6

75.7 66.1 77.0 71.4 76.1 80.8 68.1 80.0

48.0 52.6 50.7 47.8 57.6 55.9 51.7 55,2
72.8 77.4 82.7 31.6 89.5 86.3 87.9 91.5

83.0 90.2 97.5 97.2 96.7 97.7 96.0 97.0

72.0 68.9 85.1 78.5 76.2 82.9 85.2 7 8 . 0
65.9 68.5 74.6 77.3 76.2 77.7 75.8 72.9
15.7 20.9 28.6 29.9 26.2 32.3 39.2 48.7

14.3 11.0 18.9 15.5 22.3 27.0 27.2 29.9

15.1 13.2 9.8 8.7' 12.1 17.3 11.8 12.1
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watching sports on TV breaks at the same point. There is no similar

breakpoiht for watching regular TV programs, so this .is probably not

the point where TV ownership or availability decreases. Watching

less sports increases sharply at the $8,000 point, but then decreases

again before continuing the climb. Jogging and other exercise pro-

grams seems to be more popular in the upper three income-groups,

although the difference is not great. Camping, hiking, etc. shows

a steady increase in participation with income, while playing indoor

games breaks at two points; between the first and second groups and

-between the fourth and' fifth groups ($12,000 per year).

On a more general level, the following observations about the

role of income are relevant. First, higher income is usually indica-'

tive of higher participation rates for all activities. This pattern

was true for education groups as well. Since .many activities are
,

relatively costless, it seems likely that income is indicative of

other characteristics and attitudes as,Well as an ability to "afford"

\
more leisure activity. The measure used in this table is of propor-

. ;

tion of the population who partidipate in each activity, not the

amount of participation, at each income level. This could mean that

wealthier peo2le'engage in more activities, but -do not necessarily-_

have or take more leisure time. This interpretation is supported by

some of the findings on,leisure clusters reported below.

The second general observation is that the pattern of lowest

proportional participation by the lowest income group among non-arts

activities is not true for arts related activities. Only one activi-
,

ty, visiting art exhibits, "has lowest partitipation among those with

i
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incomes of $5,000 or less. One possible explanation for this distri-

butign'is the higher percentage of students in the low income g(oup.

This subgroup is more likely to participate in arts related activi-

3
ties and somewhat less likely to pursue the more traditional activi-

ties which fall into the non-arts area. Another partial explanation

is'the potential youth of the subgroups. The historical analyses

suggested that younger individuals are more likely to have participa-

ted in arts related activities prior to their eighteenth birthday and,

;.therefore, may have a stronger motivation for the arts-related

activities '(than older, wealthier, but historically less active indi-

viduils).

The final socio-economic variable considered in this phase of the

analysis is occupation.' All occupations were divided into the seven

,groUPS appearing'in TABLE 2.29.35 Unlike education and income, a
-v

hierarchy of occupation is difficult to identify. Groups like house-
.

wives, retired persons and students defy any hierarchical categoriza-
.

tion. Even groups like white collar include occupations with widely

differing educational and income levels. Thus, groups will be com-

pared, in distinct categories each with special characteristics that

make it different but not necessarily "higher" or "lower" than other

..groups.

4

For 19 of the 22 arts related activities "students" have the

highest participation rates. The exceptions are "doing.crafts", where
.4

housewives have by far the highest participation rate (50.4%), and two

35
These categories follow Bureau of the Census division of occupa-

tions. They are described in detpil in'APPENDLX I.

152
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TABLE 2.29.
Proportion Participating in Each Activity

During the Previous 12 Months by Occupation

Occupation Group

217. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts. .

25. Singintin or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

,24. Playing an instrument in i"group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater perfornfancre.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

geaphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or winching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

white
collar

blue'
collar
e

20.6 10.6
8.1 1.3

39.0 39.4
18.6 23.2'

13.7 13.9
21.3 14.1

17.0 13.7

27.7 25.7

36.4 29.7
8.0 3.9

11.2 4.5

9.6 6.6

30.3 17.6
5.7 1.3

16.0 12.1

41.2 23.0

54.3 36.5
54.5 38.7

52.1. 39.4

39.1 36.9

38.7 35.0

11.9 7.1

house- re-
farm service wives tired students

12.3 10.4 32.2
4.1 2.3 11.7

41.4 39.6 .52.1
19,4 11.4 37.6

6.9 3.6 23.9
13.6 10.9 26.6

12.8 ,, 5.1 48.8

0.0 16.2
10.4 6.3
28.7 37.4
49.3 26.2

9.0 16.7
25.3 26.2

12.8 17.7

32.1 34.9

18.1 29.5
0.0 6.3

0.0 15.3

5.8 11.0

20.7 23.5
0.0 5.6

2.5 19.9

21.8 31.4

31.2 35.4
40.3 42.4

54.7 60.97

53.9 42.0

44.0 41.5

21.8 10.6

lvv
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19.3 11.4 46.8

50.4 34.0 35.9
13 2 4.1 17.4

7.2 4.6 17.7

. 4.5 7.0 19.4

19.6 24.9 43.4
2.6 2.7 21.7

13.6 9.1 48.6

28.3 27.6 4.9.8

55.8 38.9 59.6
47.1 , 33.9 57.5

51.2 50.8 50.1

26.8 35.2 34.8

33.9 42.0 51.9

8.1 3.1 33.8



4. . Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

21.. Listening to radio broadcasts of all
other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

U. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.

35. Playing competitive sports.

37. Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, im,

40. Picnicrng, visitito paiks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36..... Playing indoor activities or. games

with Minds and/oefamily.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.
34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.

44. 'Playing with pets.

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
S. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magaziries.

43. Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies,
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

U. Charity, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

33. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

TABLE 2.29 Continued

white
collar

blue
collar farm service

house- re-
wives tired students

88.1 92.0 88.1 82.8 87.8 89.0 96.9

.9 0 . 6 89.7 94.5 82.9 82.4 64.7 92.0

81.0 78.9 91.9 76.8 / 2.6 54.0 92.9
37.8 45.7 43.7 37.2 24.1 14.0 60.3

62.1 67.7 83.0 71.7 63.8 49.2 70.2
78.4 76.6 61.8 72.6 63.6 34.0 92.9

82.7 79.4 87.6 69.3 65.1 74.1 79.1

60.0 57.2 55.7 54.3 38.2 26.3 '1.2
24.0 34.0- 14.5

,,
19.5 9.9 5.,0 3.8

53.3 41.5 35.4 36.9' 43.8 18.6 72.5

62.7 64.5 52.1 53.0 47.8 32.6 78.0

81.0 81.5 76.P 82.9 76.8 61.5 88.5

48.0
76.1

37.2
66.8

92.4
71.7 09(3...57

63.2
63.5

33.4
49.1 il.g

94.1 91.9 96.9 87.7 92.7 90.9 97.3

71.7 74.6 86.2 76.6 /4.8 78.3 73.3

53.7 53.5 42.2 53.3 48.3 39.9 65.4

86.8 78.6 74.7 81.1 82.4 68.9 92.8

95.9 94.0 87.6 9j.4 89.8 92.4 95.1.,
-

76.5 76.2 80.0 66.9 81.6 83.2 77.6
75.5 68.8 68.8 74.2 69.3 53.6 89.7

32.6 26.9 27.7 36.5 32.2 21.8 , 28.9

23.5 1.3.1 18.1 19.9 16.1 36.0 26.9

36.3 15.5 1.5 5.2 23.5 '8.3 8.5

15,4
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media oriented activities, listening to or watching on radio/TV

classical music and jazz. However, some of this participation is

probably more classroom than leisure oriented. Subsequent movement

into regular jobs seems to produce changes in those patterns.36

Other patterns are difficult to identify. Retired persons are

generally less likely to engage in the active pursuits (just as older

individuals in the earlier analyses of age differences). They are

less likely to be in the lowest participation levels for the home/

media oriented activities. "Housewives" are very craft oriented, with

more than 50% both doing crafts and visiting craft exhibits. They

are not, however, more likely to be media oriented (TV, radio, etc.)

than other occupation groups, i.e., they are not necessarily stay-at-

homes. With the exception of crafts and singing/choral activities,

"housewives" do tend to trail white collar workers (both male and .

female) in participation in the other arts related activities.

Service workers are very mixecUin terms of their relative parti-

cipation levels across all arts related activities. They are more

likely than white collar workers to sing, go to jazz and folk/ethnic

concerts, paint, go to ballet or folk dancing performances, write and

use the home media for arts activities. They are less likely to do

passive visual arts activities, attend classes, do crafts, and attend

symphonies or operas. Blue collar workers generally have lower parti-

cipation rates for arts related activities, but not always. As

36 Although the earlier historical discussion suggests that a
changing trend (upward) in youthful participation in arts related
activities may be a factor in higher rates for this younger group
of respondents, i.e., it's not only the classroom.
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suggested above, there is little overall pattern in arts related par-

ticipation levpls based on occupational group differences.

Non-arts activities are much like arts activities in that students

are generally more likely to participate in all activities (even watch-

ing TV) and retired people arausually least likely to be participants.

Some interesting exceptions to this rule show farmers with the highest

proportions going to fairs and carnivals, playing with theit children,

and going to church (alamily'oriented activities), 37 and retired

persons with the highest proportion pursuing do-it-yourself activities.

Some collapsed category analyses, using the active/passive and

home/away dimenpions, were done in an effort to identify underlying

pa'tterns, particularly to search for differences in the main occupa-,
'a

groups% To a large degree, these analyses confirmed individual-,. -

activity patterns, i.e., when one group had a higher overall partici-
.

pation tate, the rates on active, passive, home, and away activities

were also likely to be higher.38 A ratio of mean percent perticipa-

tionin- active pursuits over percent participating in passive pursuits

proVides some interesting, if not unexpected, results across occup'a-

tion groups fOr arts related activities. All groups have higher

average participation rates for passive activities than for active

//pursuits. However, this ratio is highest for retired persons and

/ white collar workers (2.0 and 1.52 respectively) and lowest for college

37
Farmers, however, comprise only 1.5% of the weighted sample.

38
Comparisons were made using group mean participation rates for

each activity which fell clearly into one of the groups.



e
TABLE 2.30

Active to Passive Participation Ratio for

Arts Related Activities by Occupation Group

.Average Percent
for Passive

white
collar

blue
collar farm service

house-
wives retired students

Activities 28.97 21.64 24.50 27.82 24.05 22.37 37.87

Average Percent
for Active
Activities 19.00 15.66 19.27 20.01 18.76 11.11 36.69

Active to
Passiv'e Partici-
pation Ratio,' 1.52 1.38 1.27 1.39 1.28 2.01 1.03
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students (103). (See TABLE 2.30.) These results reflect the general

dominance of passive over active participation proportions in all

groups but the students. For other demographic socio-economic vari-

ables the pattern across groups is similar. Younger people are more

likely to have a high ratio. Of course, analysis is conducted on

grouped data' using conceptually developed groups. .This participation

pattern created in these groupings are not necessarily reflecting how

people divide their time.

Summary/Condlusions

The foregoing analyses have presented a description of leisure

activity patterns in terms of both individual activities and clus-

ters of individuals who exhibited similar leisure activity patterns

over the past year. The analyses have included the historic pattern

of participation as well as descriptions based on various individual

characteristics. Four general conclusions seem possible:

(1) Arts related activities still trail non-arts activities by

a wide margin in terms of the proportion of .individuals who have en-

gaged in the activity during the past year and in terms,of the propor-

tion of leisure time devoted to the activities, although the somewhat

broader categories used for non-arts activities may attenuate that

conclusion.



(2) Historical participation patterns are very important in

current participation patterns, particularly for arts related

activities where earlier participation, especially prior to age 18,

are among the best predictors and seem to offer the greatest poten-

tial for explaining adult behavior in leisure activity selection.

(3) Most people pursue an undirected leisure activity pattern,

with no particular small group or set of activities dominating. As

far as the present data permit, the most reasonable explanation for

this seems to be the availability of specialized activities,

historical patterns, and a general habitual pattern of leisure

activity which is not focusdd or intensive. To pursue this inter-

pretation, it appears that people may "fall into" leisure activities

rather than pursue them with special purpose. Many people may have

a variety of "interests" which they pursue only occasionally. The

remainder-of the time they stay home dividing time between TV,

family, friends and some do-it-yourself pursuits. These are always

the available leisure activities. This interpretation is obviously

extended beyond available results and requires further testing using

more detailed data. r

(4) The single best socio- economic or demographic predictor is

education level, with regular differences associated with increasing

education, especially in the arts related activities. Other SES/

demographic characteristics "explain" other participation differences

but the pattern is varied. Particular surprises in this regard are

the failure of income level to account for greater differences,

especially between activities and clusters that usually have notable

,....,..
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cos ,differences:

All of these analyses need further explanation and additional,

more directed data for verification. The clustering of individuals

into actDity types or styles seems to have the'greatest potential

in this regard. We need to know much more about the undirected

groups who constitute more than half of the population in the South.

If we assume that the individuals in the directed clusters are the

"hardcore" participants in each ofthose areas, it is the undirect-

ed group that-will provide the greatest potential for increased

activity. In the next chapter, we examine the qUestion of leisure .

for increased participation in terms of specific questions on that

subject asked of all survey respondents.



CHAPTER 3

DER6ND FOR INCREASED PARTICIPATION

IN LEISURE ACTIVITIES

16'1



As part of our goal to examine the demand for increased parti-

cipation in leisure activities, respondents, were asked to specify

the extent to which they would like to increase their level of parti-

cipation in each of the forty-five activity groups. A four-point

,response scale was used to identify the strength of the demand. The

range of this scale was from 0 (would not like to increase participa-

tion levels) to 3 (one of the four or five activities would most like

to increase). This chapter will be devoted to describing and analyz-

ing the responses to this question. The analysis will proceed in the

same sequence used in the previous analysis of current participation

patterns. First, we will describe demand for increased participa-

tion in specific activities. Second, we will look at the pattern of

increased demand by using factor and cluster analyses as described in

Chapter 2. Third, an historical analysis, looking at demand for

increased participation in terms of previous participation history

will be presented. Finally, individual demand patterns

will be examined in terms of socio-economic and demographic

characteristics. Before presenting these analyses, however, a brief

description of the logic for this particular approach to examining

demand is in order.

There are obviously many ways to look at the question of how to

identify future demand for leisure activities. The approach used in

this study was driven by two primary considerations. First, there

was a strong interest in change from current levels of participation.

Second, the strength of the desire for change was thought to be a

major factor in determining the probability for changes in behavior.



1

The former factor is crucial because one of the objectives of the

study is to identify ways to reduce barriers to increased participa- 1

tion. 1
An assumption in this approachis that, other thihgs,being

equal, participation levels will remain relatively constant from one

year to the next if barriers are not withdrawn. This ignores, for

the moment, such factors as changing population characteristics and

values regarding leisure activities. While projections based on such

factors are valuable, 2
they ignore specific problems and reasons for

not increasing participation levels in a population with current SES c

.s=

characteristics. There is also an implicit assumption, in the absence

of longitudinal data, that the nature of the future demand will look

much like current demand and that solution to future demand problems

will lie, mostly in increasing availability. It is obvious that there

are many other problems involved in increasing participation levels

that may be solved by entirely different kinds of intervention

-appro4ches (policies). Our intention is to identify some of these

prdblems.

Second, there is always difficulty in translating expressed

interest or desire into action. Thus, simply asking respondents if

1
Specific barriers will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2
Of course, such projections are also possible using data collec-

ted in this study. If it is assumed that the relationship between
particular socio-economic and demographic characteristics is constant,
it is possible to project changes in aggregate consumption based on
changes in the population distribution of the characteristics.
However, such projections are based on a static model. The avail-
ability of longitudinal data could help to reduce the severity of the
assumption by providing a test of assumptions about changes in the
relationships between the leisure behavior and the characteristics.
But even this approach assumes consistency in the direction of the
change and ignores numerous other factors which could influence lei-
sure activity choices.

1 630
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they are interested in participating more, or in a new activity, will

produce many more positive responses than subsequent behavior changes.

Poi this reason the survey was designed with an opportunity for indi-

viduals to specify degrees of desire to increase participation. We

assume that a simple expression of interest in increasing participa-

tion., will lead to behavior changes in relatively few cases. On the

Other hand, a strongly expressed desire has a higher probability of

being translated into behavior changes (although it is still not

ossible to translate the strong desire into a specific probability).

The analyses in this Chapter deal with both levels of desire to in-

crease participation in particular leisure behaviors or patterns of

behavior. The following chapter attempts to relate the intensity of

desire for increase in participation with specific reasons for not

having done so in the past.

General Demand for Increased Participation

The most general demand can be expressed in terms of the propor-

tion of individuals who express some interest in increasing their

participation in each leisure activity. This demand estimate is pre-
,

sented in TABLE 3.1. The most useful analysis of this table is in

comparative terms. Initially the most noticeable feature of the

table is that the rankings (column 2) fall into two very distinct

groups: Thoie activities with relatively higher demand, the non-arts

activities; and those activities with lower demand for increased 2ar-

ticipation, the arts related activities. Thus, demand for increased

participation follows current participation. This result suggests a

J'



TABLE 3.1

Proportion of Individuals Indicating Desire
to Increase Participation

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

-0 10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballot or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance. °
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking limns in either,

or providing behind thiscene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, ordancing.

23. Witching performances of jazion TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings OT watcfiin j TV productions

of plays or.poitry.

3.. Taking classes or attending)ectures on

art history. literature, etc.,'or belonging

to a literature club.

% who desire
increase

in participation

ranking of
number who

desire increase

21.2 35
15.1 43
32.2 23
21.9 34

18.7 38
22.2 33

30.3 24

34.6 20

46.5 9

26.7 26

18.0 39

19.9 3,7

38.9 18
15.1 43

17.8 40

34.5 21

39.3 17
45.4 ltl

23.2 30

17.0 41

22.9 32

20.4 36
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TABLE 3.1 Continued

% who desire ranking of
increase number who

in participation desire increase

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

. 15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

,19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to witch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sport:.

37. Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

25.3 27

33.4

41.3
41.3

22

14
14

40.9 16
56.8 5

24.5 29

48.0 8

24.9 28
44.3 13

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking, 62.0
hunting, fishing, etc.

40. Picnicihg, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children. 38.4 19

36. Miffing indoor activities or games . 4 4 .4 12

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family 5 6. 4 6

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to chugror doing other 5 1 . 6 7

church-related activities.
2 3 . 0 3144. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals, 6 1 . 5 3

and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information 4 6. 0 10
programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.
*4o

43. Do-it.yourself activities or hobbies. 5 7. 6 4

45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 16.0 42

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or 29.9 25.
political organization activities.

39, Fraternal organization or club 14.0 45
activities.

2
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strong relationship between what people are doing now and what they

would like to. do more of in the future. It also suggests that high

levels of participation in particular activities is not a sign of

satiation. Clearly the percentages of those desiring increases in

many of the non-arts activities indicate that much of the demand

comes from those who are already participating. This relationship

was already examined in the last chapter and will be explored further ,

in the present chapter in the context of direct comparisons of past

leisure behavior and demand for increased levels of activity.

In more concrete terms, in 14 of the 23 non-arts activities more

than 40% of the population would like to increase their level of

participation. This same level of demand is achieved in only two of

the arts related activity groups, doing crafts (45.5%) and touring

buildings and museums (45.4 %)., The highest bevels of demand occur

for active outdoor activities, like camping, hiking, hunting, picnick-

ing, visits to parks, etc., and for do- it- yourself' activities. The

one exception to this trend is reading., The orientation toward

active pursuits is in slight contrast to current behavior, which is

more oriented toward passive leisure pursuits.

The trend to favor increases in active pursuits is less evident

in arts related activities, where only two of the five activities

with the highest proportions desiring an increase are active (doing

crafts and painting, etc.)

There are, of course, several other useful ways to examine

patterns and interpret results. One important approach is sto compare

the proportion who desire an increase with the proportion who already

'15016
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participated in'the past year. This comparison'shows that in 16. of

the 22 arts related activities more people desire a9 increase than

currently,participa e. This is true for Only 4 of the' 23 non-arts

activities. (Compar TABLES 2.1 end 3.1.)

In another approach the desire for increased participation for

arts related activities may be viewed independently from other acti-

vitie., From this perspective it is possible to argue that not less
)

.

than 15% of the population desires some increase in, their level of

participation for every arts related activity. Even allowing for

sample error and a tendency to inflate responses to questions like

these, 3
this represents a substantial interest in this broad cate-

, gory of leisure,activities.

There are lso several interesting results within the arts area.

For example, fiVe of the six activities with the highest proportion

desiring an increase in participation are visual arts (going to the

theater is the exception). Two.of these activities are active (paint-

ing and doing crafts) and three are passive (visiting art exhibits,

visiting craft exhibits, and touring buildings and museums). Da cing

events, musical activities, and media performances (radio and TV) Of

, the arts are the three groups least likely to have high desire for

increased participation.

A somewhat more precise breakdown of the demand for increased

participation is presented in TABLE 3.2. This table shows the pro-

portion of the population expressing small, moderate, and strong

3
Inflated results may be a consequence of the "social desirability"

of many of the arts related activities.
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TABLT 3.2
Strength of Desire to Increase Participation

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, chair,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or
festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

las art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or craftn,.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing.novels, stories, plays, or, )
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting pointing, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
- 9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.
23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

in Each Activity

% with % with
small moderate
desire desire

% with
strong
desire

ranking of
activities on
basis of % with
strong desire

12.5 5.3 3.4 32
8.7 -3.6 2.8 35

19.0 7.5 5.7 22
11.5 4.6 5.8 20

11.7 4.2 2.8 35'
15.9 3.8 2.6 38

10.9 8.6 10.8 10

14.6 11.6 8.4 14

20.4 14.2 11.9 8
13.0 7.3 6.3 18

11.1 4.3 2.7 37

13.3 5.2 1.4 45

20.6 11.3 7.1 15
6.7 4.0 4.4 29

9.0 4.3 4.6 27

22.6 8.1 3.8 31

24.9 9.5 5.0 25
27.1 12.2 6.2 1,9

13.9 6.3 3.0 34

10.8 4.4 1.8 43

14.4 6.2 2.4 40

13.4 4.4 2.6 38
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4.

1.

22.

15.

19.

28.

6.

32.

35.

37.

33.

40.

42.

36.

41.

34.

44.

1.

5.

43.

45.

38.

39.

TABLE 3.2 Continued

Strength of Desire to Increase' Participation
in Each Activity

ranking of
% with % with % witli activities on
small moderate strong basis' of % with
desite . desire desire strong desire

.,

Watching regular TV programs day 17.6 5.6 2.1 41
and night except sports and news.

2 listening to radio broadcasts of all 20.2 7.8 5.4 23
.other music.

Listening to recordings. 22.5 12.5 6.4 16

Going to rock or country and western 20.9 11.2 - 9.2 13
or rhythm and blues concerts.

Going to fairs and carnivals. 26.2 10.3 4.5 28

Going to the movies. 28.4 16.4 12.0 7

Watching sports on TV or listening 13.7 5.9 4.9 26
on radio.

Going to watch sports in person. 25.0 13.8 9.8 12
Playing competitive sports. 11.9 7.2 5.8 20
Jogging, weight lifting or other 21.5 12. 1' 10.7 11
amiss program.
Camping, hiking, back-packing, 20.7 18.5 22.8 1

hunting, fishing, etc.

Raking, visits to parks, zoos, nature 32.3 19.2 11.3 9
walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

Playing with your children. 11.2 10.5 16.8 2

Playing indoor activities or games 27.0 12.2 5.1 24
with friends and/or family.

Visiting with friends or family 27.7 16.0 12.5 6

members, writing lama, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

Going to church or doing other 22.3 15.2 14.1 4

church-rilated activities. .
.

Playing with pets. 14.5 5.2 3.3 33

Reading (fiction books, periodicals, 32.5 13.9 15.1 3
and nonfiction).

Watching news and information 27.6 12.0 6.4 16
;minimum TV or reed* M
newspapers and news/magazines.

Do-ityourself activities or hobbies. 24.8 18.8 14.1 4

Sitting and thinking-day-.d laming. -'4 10 . 0 4.0 2.1 41
_, j

Charity, volunteer, social service, or 19.8 6.1 4.0 30 .

political organization activities.

Fraternal organization or club

activities.

8.8 3.5 1.7 44

.
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desires to increase oarticipation in each activity. This distinction

is important for the reason discussed above (i.e., as an indicator of

the likelihood of behavioral change) and because it shows some inter-

,eg,ting differences in the level of desire for increase within activi-

ties. Of particular interest is the difference between small and

moderate desire, on the one hand, and strong desire on the other.

The ranking of the proportion with strong desire for increasing par-

ticipation provides an overall perspective on changes from TABLE 3.1.

Among arts\related activities, playing an instrument (24 to 10),

painting, drawing, etc. (20 to 14), taking art classes (26 to 18) and

going to the theater (18 to 15), show substantial increases in their -

relative positions. Touring buildings and museums and visiting craft

exhibits, on the other hand, show a substantial decline (11 to 17 and

17 to 25 respectively).

Over all activities there is still a substantial difference

between the arts related and non-arts leisure pursuits. The mean

percentage with strong desire to increase participation for arts re-

lated activities is 4.79,.while for non-arts activities it is 8.7.

' Camping, etc. is still the area where e strongest desire for in-

crease exists. However, other areas, like picnicking, etc., have

shown a major decline. These changes suggest an interesting distinc-

tion between those activities for which there is a general, though

not particularly intense desire to increase activity levels and those

which are most likely to have adherents with a strong desire to in-
4

crease participation. Among arts related activities, playing an
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instrument, painting, and taking art classes exhibit such a pattern.
4

Among non -arts activities, intensity of desire seems to be highest

for camping, etc., playing with your-children, going to church, and

do-it-yourself activities. These differences may reflect a more

realistic probability that a particular activity will be increased

in subsequent months depending on the reasons for not increasing par-

ticipation levels in the past.

Viewed from the other side, for some activities the largest

group desiring an increase have only a small desire. This group might

be Opected to be least sincere and least likely to pursue their
.

expreised desire. Activities with a high ratio of individuals with

a small desire include going to symphonies, going to folk concerts,

vipiXing art exhibits, touring buildings and museums, and the three
-'14(

r4f194TV arts related activity groups. One interpretation of these

results is that several of these activities (specifically, attending

symphony concerts,- art exhibits and going to museums) fall into a

"should do" set of activities. These are activities which many people

may feel an obligation to pursue because of social or other external

pressures, but which are not really within the scope of personal

interests. Some evidence supporting this interpretation is provided

in Chapter 4 where reasons for not participating are examined. To

anticipate somewhat, a major distinction among these reasons is

between those that suggest real barriers, e.g. availability, distance

A
'The pattern was determined by using a ratio of those with strong

desire over those with small or moderate desire. Any value above .3
is considered to show strong desire for that activity group.
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or cost, and those which are indications of personal preference, e.g.

"don't have the time" and "like to do other things more." More reli-

ance on the latter group would be expected among those expressing only

a small desire to increase participation or among those who are feel-

ing an external obligation to identify a desire to increase some

socially desireable activity group.

The Structure of Desire for Increased Participation

The techniques used to identify the structure of desire for in-

creased participation are the same as those used to describe the

structure of current participation. The initial step used factor

analysis to define the major dimensions of leisure activity in the

population. This analysis shows the kinds of activities that are

likely to be associated in the minds of people making choices about

changing their current leisure activity patterns. The second analy-

sis grouped individuals who identified with the same factor or fac-

tors, the cluster analysis. This analysis describes groups of indivi-

duals who are similar in the kinds of changes they would like to make

in their leisure activities. It does not provide a picture of final

desired activity distributions because the initial level of partici-

pation is not controlled. Thus, an individual who attended a few

visual arts activities in the past, but who had a strong desire to

increase activity in that area, could be in the same cluster as some-

one who had extensively participated in visual arts activities and

has a strong desire to increase participation. As used here, the

analysis was designed to focus on the change or increase in participa-

tion levels rather than on participation pattern changes. The question

0
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of pattern change is addressed in the next section of this chapter

which examines the issues of historical development of leisure par-

ticipation and desires.

The Factor Structure of Desire for Increased Participation 5

,TABLE 3.3 shows Eigen values and proportion of explained variance

foreach of the ten factors used in he solution to be described here.

Unlike the analysis for current participation, the ten-factor olu-

tion was the logical choice for the rotated solution, primarily be-

cause it met the most commonly used criterion for selecting the number

of factors to be rotated, i.e., rotate all factors whose Eigen value

equals or exceeds 1.0. The total variance accounted for by the ten

factors is 55.3%, which is substantially higher than was true for the

current participation factor analysis using the ten-factor solution. 6

As subsequent description will demonstrate, the factors themselves

seem to have more logical tightness than was true for the participa-

tion factors. This may reflect people'S ability to put more order in

the selection of things they would like to do than was possible in

the selection of leisure activities they actually pursue. 7
This

5
The correlation matrix used to construct this factor analysis is

reproduced in APPENDIX F.
6
Although the 15-factor solution accounted for almost 53% of the

total variance.
7
Logic, in this context, means the degree to which activities seem

to fit together substantively and functionally. Some primary examples
include: visual arts activities; performing arts activities; sports
and outdoor activities, home versus "away activities, and active versus
passive activities. Groupings such as this seem to be in conflict with
a model of a leisure activity Renaissance man, who would seem to be
located in the undirected cluster in the previous analysis.
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TABLE 3.3

Eigen Values and Proportion of Variance
Explained for the 10-Factor Solution.
in the 'Factor Analysis of the Level
of Desire for Increased Participation

for All Leisure Activities

Factor

P

Eigen Value

1 9.27

2 3.82

3 2.09

4 1.87

5 1.68

6 1.45

7 1.25

8 1.23

9 1.16

10 1.05

it
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Proportion of
Variance Explained

20.6

8.5

4.6

4.2

3.7

3.2

2.8

2.7

,;-

2.6

2.3

Total = 55.3
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explanation corresponds to a general model of leisure behavior which

assumes that current behavior is a function of a set of real barriers

which limit the desired behavior of many individuals. In a policy.

mode, this model would suggest that the removal of these barriers

would lead to changes in behavior in the direction of expressed desired

participation. It will be left tothe reader to decide whether this

substantive tightening of the factor results suggests particular types

of policy changes.

Factors, major factor loadings and a brief discussion of each

factor follow:"

Factor I - Performing

Items

concert

(26)

Arts Attend4nce

Loadings

Going to a symphony or chamber
Going to an opera (18)
Going to theater performances

(17)

.)

.73

.70

.58
Going to a ballet or modern dance (30) .59
Watching plays or poetry on TV or

listening on radio or to records (29) .53

This factor is very similar to the first factor in the attendance

analysis. It represents the majority of the performing arts atten-

dance activities included in the list of leisure activities. Some

of.the other items which have somewhat lower loadings on this factor

include: visiting art exhibits (.49); listening to or watching

classical music, etc. on radio or television (.49); taking classes
,

on art history or literature (.44): and going to folk dance perfor-

mances (.42). The close relationship of the items in this factor

corresponds to a widely observed behavioral outcome which shows a

tendency for people to engage in a variety of performing arts leisure

activities. It is...also a very passively oriented factor, which has
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/--)
no activities in which the participant is performiricl the arts related

activity. The factor reflects what is probably relatively common mind-

set linking many of the more commonly done arts activities. That it

is more true in people's minds than in their behaviors is demonstrated

by the strength of the factor in this context as compared to the

behavioral context of the last chapter. That it is purely a passive -e

approach to arts activities may have important policy consequences.

Factor II - Mass Media - Television

Items Loadings

Listening to radio broadcasts of all other
music (all types of popular music) (21) .62

Watching regular TV programs (4) .58
Watching news programs or TV and reading

newspapers and news magazines (5) .50
Watching sports on TV or listening on radio (6) .48

The items in this factor reflect another type of passive leisure acti-

vity interest, primarily home and media oriented. Two activities

with somewhat lower loadings, going to fairs and carnivals (.42) and

going to the. movies (.38) represent an away from home aspect in this

factor. Listening to records (.41) is another weaker at-home item.

The presence of a factor of this type seems to indicate a substantial

and genuine interest in the pursuit of this type of leisure activity

pattern in the face of a wide variety of alternatives. It may also

represent a way of pursuing leisure activity as much as or more than

indicating the context of that activity, inasmuch as television, radio

and the movies provide a wide variety of content alternatives which

are implicit in the activity categories. The main focus of passive

home activities is not, however, diminished by the existence of

contradictory, but much weaker, items. Thus, the factors can

represent at least two ways of thinking about leisure behavior,

one content oriented and the other process (in the sense of

delivery system) oriented. The dimensions are not necessarily

1'77
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independent. One factor can have both. Factor I, for example, has

a definite content orientation, performing arts, and it has a deli-

very system orientation, attendance at events away from home. Subse-

quent factors have a mixture of process orientations within a single

content area. These differences reflect what was earlier called

leisure activity styles. These styles seem to be more apparent in

the selection of areas in which to increase activity (attitudes or

propensities to action),than they were in actual behavior (current

participation patterns). This approach will receive further explan-

k ation as'subsequent factor and, particularly, the cluster analyses

are described.

Factor III - Visual Arts

Items Loadings

Painting, drawing, etc. (10) .72
Taking art classes (12) .68
Doing crafts (11) .57
Visiting craft exhibits (8) .57
Visiting art exhibits' (7) .47

This factor is substantively a clearly visual arts activity group.

Tt is more oriented toward the practitioner; i.e., people who want

to do art more, but also has a passive component. There is a strong

association between wanting to do more of all of the visual arts, and

a somewhat weaker association between doing and wanting to observe

visual arts exhibitions.

Factor IV - Sports

Items

(36)

Loadings

Playing competitive sports (35)

Going to watch sports in person (32)

Camping, hiking, hunting, etc. (33)
Jogging, weight lifting, exercise (37)
Playing indoor activities or games

161.1
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.62

.58

.50

.46

.44



In terms of the desire for increasing participation levels, the vari-

ous types of sports and outdoor activities seem to be related in

people's minds. Thus, the distinction between playing competitive

sports and watching sports, on the one hand, and outdoor activities,

camping, etc., on the other, which is made in current behavior does'

not carry over to the selection of activities in which to increase

participation levelstz, (See Factor IV in Chapter 2.) Neither does

there seem to be much distinction between active and passive sports

activities.

Factor V - Family Oriented 7.articipant Acqvities

Items Loadings

Visiting with friends or family members, etc. (41) .56
Picnicking, visits to parksl"etc. (40) .56
Do-it-yourself activities-' (43) .48 IC

Going to church or othei church activities (34) .48
Playing with your 01.dren (42) .47

As was true for Factor this factor seems to identify not only a

set, of leisure, pursuits that exhibit a kind of ,substantive "fit", but

it also represents a style of leisure activity. Although some of the

language is pore contemporary, e.g. do-it-yourself, the pattern of

activities in this factor is representative of what might be thought

of as traditional American small town leisure behavior. The orienta-

tion is to the 4mily and friends. There is no indication of a use4

.Of or need for outside supporting institutional or media structures,

such as television, concert halls, theaters or sports arenas. Only

N
the church seems to provide that kind of external institutional sup-

port. The fact that these desires for increased participation is not
4

conceptually.surprising, since it is to identify the framework from
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which they might originate. The fact that such a pattern emerged

from the survey data, i.e., in the minds of the respondents, is some-
.

what surprising in ah era of mass media and entertainment events.

Perhaps this factor is indicative of a back to the basics perspective

which is more directly represented in people's desires than in their

actual behavior.
8

Factor VI - Participant, Music
. .

I,tems Loadings

Singing or playing in a grow (25)
Attending choral concerts (13)
Playing an instrument' (24)

.73

.50

.46

An additional item which has a.very low loading (.22) on this factor

is perhaps as suggestive of its meaning as are the higher loading

items. This item is "going to church". As was the case for current

participation, the activities involving active engagement in musical

interests are at least partially tied to religious interests. As

these activities are oriented in this'factor, they seem singularly

unrelated to the other music oriented items usually associated with

"high culture". Thus, other than the religious orientation, we are

able to say little about the nature of the pusical,ac4vities people

would like to pursue.

Factor VII - Jazz

Items Loadings

Attending jazz concerts (14) -4
Watching jazz on TV or listening on the radio (23) .69

mo,

8
Although his factor has a somewhat less intense counterpart in

Factor IV of the current behavior analysis.
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The jazz factor is direct and uncluttered by other types of leisure

activities. The absence of other items in this factor suggests two

kindsof people, jazz fans and not jazz fans; however, there are pro-

bably not very many of the former. The jazz factor did not appear

in the ten-factor solution for current participation, but it did ap-

pear in the 15-factor solution.

Factor VIII - Service

Items Loadings

Fraternal organizations (39), '.50
Charity, volunteer, social service, etc. (38) ,,.49
Going to church (34) .35

Though composed of only two primary activity items, this factor

identifies an important service organizational aspect of leisure time.

It shows an independent interest on the part of some people in what

has often been described as an organizational propensity in the

American population. Since much charity and volunteer work and an

important part of the fraternal organizations are church affiliated,

it is not, surprising to find going to church as a related activity.

Factor IX - Folk Music

Items Loadings

Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals (16) .48
Going to folk dance performances (31) .41
Going to rock or country and western or

rhythm and blues concerts (15) .37

As one proceeds through the list of factors it is clear that each

suceeding factor is weaker, i.e., the items show lower inter-relation-

ships (loadings). However, the logical consistency of the items, in

terms of their substantive relationships, is still apparent-in the

final four factors produced in -his analysis. This was much less true



for factors created on the basis of current participation behavior,

where the logical relationship of itms-_11 some factors was much less

obvious (Factor IX, for example).: ,Thdlk music factor listed

above is an example of a logically tight, but somewhat weak factor.

One might have predicted that the pursuit of the activities in this

factor would be related in many people's minds. The eakness of the

d'//wfactor probably results from the intervention of ther items in the

list of activities in which there is a desire to increase participa-

tion, i.e., these activities seem to be infrequently the only or major

leisure pursuits.

Factor X - Museum and Exhibition Attendance

Items Loadings

Touring buildings and visiting museums (9) .39
Visiting craft exhibits (8) .24
Visiting art .exhibits (7) .23
Going,,to choral concerts (13) .23

This factor is another of the weak, but fairly logically consistent

factors.. Its consistency comes from the similarity of attending a
*0-4

variety of visual (passive) exhibitions, which seems to be an impor-

tant element in the arts related leisure patterns of many people.

The tendency is weak, however, which is probably again indicative

of the failure of this factor (or pattern of activities) to be fr'ee

. of other activities in both the minds and behavior of the respondents.

This suggestion will be tested in greater detail when groups of

individuals are identified in the cluster analysis.

Generally, the factors extracted on the basis of desire for in-

creasing participation in the various leisure activities show greater

internal logiCal, cohesion than thoSe produced in the current partici-
_
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pation analysis. This cohesion is based on a substantive similarity

of the items with highest loadings on the factors. It seems to indi-

cate that the kind of logic which might be used to relate various

activities conceptually is relatively widespread in the southern popu-

lation and that it is applied to thinking about what people might like

to do if it were not for other factors (real or self imposed).

Despite this difference, there are several similarities between the

two analyses. Three of the factors from each analysis are almost

identical (I-I, and VI-IV). Four others, IV-V, VI-II,

VII-VI and VII-IX, show enough similarity in the items with high load-

ings to be considered essentially the same. The remainder are

different. The factor analysis of desired increases is also notable

because a total of six of the factors were predominantly arts related

(I, III, VI, VII, IX and X). While this does not demonstrate the

dominance of 'Irts related activities, it does show considerable cate-

gorical thinking regarding the arts. This categorization suggests

that people do not think about a general Art, but that they break up

these activities into units that make sense to rem and appeal to

their leisure interests. Given this way of thinking about art, a

promotional strategy which attempts to foster interest in all arts

related activities at one time would not seem to have much chance for

success. Another aspect of these six factors is that only two, visual

arts and participant music, are oriented toward active participation.

This also suggests different promotional approaches. However, a final

judgment on approaches appropriate for diffe.rent population segments

must await the cluster analysis which can regroup some of the activity

factors into the same population subgroup.

.1sa
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4,/de

Population Subgroups with a Desire to Increase Similar Leisure

Activities

prOcedures used in this analysis are exactly the"

same as those followed in, the analysis of current participation. The

cores which are blustered are the factor scores for each respondent

on each of the ten factors desc> d above. A high factor score in-

dicates the individual would like to increase participation in the

areas with high factor loadings (the items used to describe the fac-

tor). Lower loadings indicate little or no such desire. The cluster

analysis groups individuals with similar high and low factor scores

across all ten factors.

Basic results for the cluster analysis are presented in TABLE 3.4.

The centroid values Tresented irthe table are the mean factor scores

for that group on each factor. Higher positive values indicate that

individuals in that group show a desire to increase their participa-

tion in that leisure activity area. Higher negative scores indicate

that few (if any) of the group members are likely to have an interest,

in increasing participation in thoie areas. 9
Clusters with a single

high value, such as 5, and 6, identify groups that are "special-
or

ized" in their desires for increasing leisure activities. Those
4

groups with several high positive values, such as 8, are indicative

of individuals who would like to increase, activity in,peveral areas.

91t does not indicate that individuals in the cluster have not or
do not participate in the activity area, only that they do not wept to
increase their participation.
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TABLE 3.4

Cluster Centroid Values for Each
Participation Increase Factor

Clusters* I II III

Factor

IV

(By Number)

V VI VII VIII IX X

(In the .1
order
formed) 2

-.34

2.10

-.27

-.06

-.37

0.45

-.48 -.60 -.15

-.04

-.12

-.46

-.07

-.35

-.08

-.35

-.14

-.04-.42 .13

3 -.52 1.40 -.31 .61 .28 -.22 -.23 -.13 -.01 .01

4 .30 .43 .07 .31 -.13 .04 2.50 -.09 -.03 -.01

5 .13 -.17 .17 .28 .40 2.40 -.16 .01 .02 .08

6 .09 -.18 1.75 -.11 -.04 -.15 -.16 -.08 -.21 -.06

7 -.42 -.23 -.14 -.40 .92' -.09 -.15 .17 -.13 .03

8 1.31 1.53 .27 .18 .39 .54 .15 1.90 .84 -.08

9 .38 -.22 .40 .21 .02 -.50 -.06 -.in 1.17 .65

10 L.19 -.39 -.29 ,1.15 -.02 -.19 -.16 .97 -.29 -.04

*Values show mean factor score for the group on each factor.
Values nearer zero indicate the group participates little in the
specified activity group. Higher positive scores show partici-
pation. Higher negative scores show more extreme non-participa-
tion. Underlined values mark those which were used in defining
.(naming) the cluster.

1-613
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Those clusters with no high positive values, such as 1, define groups

of indiyiduals with no specialized interest in increasing participa-

tion levels. These individuals could have little desire to increase

any activity or their desires for increased participation may vary

widely with little or no pattern (in terms of the factors identified

in this analysis). The higher negative values, as in clusters 1, 3,

7, and 9, seem to indicate singular lack of interest, on the part of

cluster members, in increasing participation in the activities identi-

fied by those factors. Thus, in this general form the TABLE shows a

variety of patterns for desired increases in activity levels, ranging

fr^m very specific interests to very general (or perhaps no) intersts.

TABLE.3.5 provides more specific definitions of the clusters,

the proportion of the pokulition in each cluster; some indication

of its orientation to, the two basic participation dimensions described

in the last chapter (Active/Passive and Home/Away). Each cluster will

be discussed in turn.

As wasrthe case for current participation levels, the largest

single cluster is made up of individuals with little or no specific

substantive focus in their desire for increasing leisure activity

levels (cluster 1). However, this should not be interpreted as the

absence of specific interests. This cluster may be composed of

several subgroups who (1) actually do not have any focused interests,

either currently or in terms of their desires for increasing leisure

activity levels, (2) have very focused current participation patterns,

but who do not carry the same pattern into their desire for increasing

participation, or (3) are generally satisfied with current participation



TABLE 3.5

Desire for Increased Participation Clusters

Short Name Clustbr

1. Lack of specialized
increased participa-
tion interests
(undirected)

Proportion of
the Population
in the Cluster

29.3%

-0
Active/
Passive

Home/
Away

2. Performing arts
concerts

6.0 Passive Away

3. Home media (TV, radio,
records) and sports

9.1 Passive Home

4. Jazz 5.6 Passive H/A

5. Participatory music,
religion

5.6 Active A/H

6. Visual arts 9.4 A/P A/H

7. Family-(non- arts,, non-
sports) centered

13.5 Active A/H

8. Service/performing
arts/TV

3.0 A/P A/H

9. Popular/folk/visual
arts exhibits

7.4 Passive Away

10. Sports/outdoor 10.6 A/P Away
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patterns, whether general or focused, and have little desire for

increases. While there is no specific positive orientation, this

group seems to be particularly uninterested in sports and family

centered activities. A somewhat less negative attraction exists for

visual -and performing arts activities. There is interestingly no

.positive orientation which can be expressed in terms of the ten fac-

tors identified in these analyses.

The second cluster, accounting for approximately 6% of the popu-

lation, consists of ate individuals who are particularly interested

in increasing their level oe'participa-tion in performing arts activi-

ties. This group is oriented toward performing arts which are passive

and take place predominantly away from hOme. While they are not the

only cluster with some interest in-the performing arts, they do consti-

tute a cluster with almost exclusive interest in the specific activity

group. This suggests a stronger potential, for their actually folibw-

ing up on these desires if conditions (the absence of barriers) per-

mit. Substantively this cluster is very similar to the performing

aftsclusterwhich appeared in the current participation analysis.

The major difference is that this cluster is more than twice as large

as the participation cluster. In other words, there are significantly

more people who want to increase their participation in this focused

area than who are currently engaging in this set of activities as a

focused pattern.

The third cluster, home media, is made up of individuals who would

like to increase their participatiOn in television, radio and record

listening activities to the exclusion of almost all other activity

groups except sports. This group, constituting 9.1% of the respondents,



is substantively closely related to the television cluster among cur-

rent participants, but draws only 10.5% of its members from that

group. 10 Thus, it is made up of individuals whose actual participa-

ion pattern varies greatly, but whose interest in increasing parti-

cipation lies predominantly in the area of home media activities.

Individuals interested in increasing their participation in jazz

related activities comprise the fourth cluster and account for 5.6%

of the respondents. While smaller than most of the other clusters,

this group is surprisingly large given the narrow band of activities

they tend to focus on. Again, the variety of possible current parti-

cipation bases from which the cluster might be drawn offers one poten-

tial explanation for the cluster. Ih addition to individuals whose

only substantive interest might be in jaZz related activities, there

10This figureis taken from TABLE 2 in APPENDIX J, which showl a

cross tabulation between the clusters%representing current participa-
tion and the clusters representing desire for increased participation.
The tabulations are presented in two tables, one permitting prediction
of desires from current participation and the other set up to permit
prediction of current participation from desires. The relationships
are not meant to be causal, but only suggestive of possible interest-
ing correspondence across the clusters.. The variety of potential pat-
terns existing within clusters and the large numbers of undirected
individuals in the current participation cluster analysis are indica-
tive of difficulty in establishing significant relationships. However,
the-results of the cross tabulation do provide some interesting in-
sights into he complexity of attempting to understand desire for
increased participation by using current participation patterns. They
also show, as suggested by the figures used in the text, how specific
foci in desire for increasing participation are not necessarily a
function of current participation. Later results, relating historical
participation patterns for specific activities to desire for increasing
participation in the activities will show a contradictory trend, i.e.,
that the-best predictor of demand for future increase is past partici-
pation. This seemingly paradoxical outcome highlights the difficulty
involved in finding an appropriate procedure for grouping leisure beha-
vior.
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are probably many who may be satisfied with all other aspects of their

leisure activity pattern and would like only to see an increase in jazz

related activities. Still, this group is highly focused and the sub-
,

sequent analy'sis of barriers to participation may provide a clearer

picture of the reason for the existence of the cluster.

The fifth cluster, also comprising 5.6% of the respondents, is

participatory music and religion. The relationship between singing

or playing and going to church exsts both in the current pattern of

leisure behavior and in the perceptions of individuals desiring to

increase participation levels. Because of this connection, there may

be some question as to the "arts" nature of the musical part of the

activities which make tp the cluster. While singing (either as an

individual or in some kind of group) and playing an instrument are

clearly stinctive art forms, their association with religious acti-

vity provides a different connotation and Pro Ably a different policy

implication. The present dAa do not permit separating the religious

musical orientation (e.g. singing in a church chorus) from non-
,

religics participation (e.g. a choral society or a popular music

group). The fifth cluster has one additional distinguishing feature.

It is one of only two clusters which is exclusively active participa-

tion oriented. (The other is family oriented activities considered

below.)

The sixth cluster represents-a much more clear arts related

activity group, visual arts. With 9.4% of the respondents in this

cluster, it is roughly 3 times the size of the current participation

cluster with the same substantive focus. These clusters are similar
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in another way. Both include active and passive visual arts (in

contrast to the performing and musical arts clusters, which are separ-

.ate). The visual arts cluster is also the largest of the focused

arts related clusters. As such it represents the area of single

greatest demand among the arts.

The seventh cluster is distinctively non-arts in orientation.

Rather, it is a family and friends oriented group of activities whose

members are distinguished by the absence of an entertainment medium

in their desire for increases in leisure activities. Actitivies de-

sired by this cluster include picnicking and various other outdoor

activities, visiting with family and friends, going to church, do-it

yourself activities, and. playing with children. Absent are most of

the leisure and entertainment structures that characterize the other

clusters. There is no television or other medium, there are no concert'

halls, museums or sports arenas req fired, and there are no performers t....

11
1 ,

required. The pattern might be characterized as a 19th Century

country pattern when virtually all of the structure had to be provided

by the participants. As an expression of the desire for increased

activity it could represent individuals who desire to return to the

"simple ways".

A second interesting aspect of this cluster is its size, 13.5%

of the respondents.' It is the second largest group and the largest

1
lObviously

structures. The
for thiq cluster.

no set of activities is comple free of supporting
church, for exam 1e, provides a upporting structure

However, structures her are minimal.
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group with a focused set of activities. It is also by far the larg-

/ est group oriented toward active participation. As we examine the

socio-economic and demographic correlates of cluster membership (Dater

in this chapter) the size and possibly some of the intellectual

support for this selection will become more obvious.

The eighth cluster is a small group (3%) interested in increas-

ing participation in service (charity, political, fraternal, etc.)

performing arts attendance, and watching television.

The image this group brings to mind is that of the older socialite

with an interest in charity concerts and slowing down the pace of

leisure activities. This image is partially the result of earlier

analysis of current participation which showed serviibe,activities

and an inclination to watch more television: to be related to age.

Performing arts and regular television viewing seem somewhat

incongruous except when the performing arts aspect of this cluster is

interpreted as part of a service orientation, rather than a "real"

interest in the arts. HopsDally, some of this speculation can be

vindicated in the subsegue.lt analysis of tLe predictors of activity

sclection.

Tbs. ninth cluster represents a '.)road spectrum of what might be

called art related entertainment activities. The primcy art.: rela-

ted activities for this group are folk music (from Factor IX) and

visual arts (from Factor X). They'are combined With popular music

concerts and visits to historic buildings and museums (Factor X) to

identify a group that seems to be seeking the more popular passive .

arts related activities ray from home. One Might expect this group
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to be well educated and somewhat younger than average. This group

also represents, to some extent, the broadly based arts entertainment

style that has been suggested in previous research that found a con-

nection between attendance at different types of arts related events.

Not included here, however, are the performing arts which have been

the basis of much of the previous analysis. Whether a leisure

activity Renaissance man (sic) is described in this cluster or is

hidden in the first (undirected) cluster is difficult to determine

from available information. It is clear that this 7.4% of the re-

spondents generally have a broader range of arts related leisure

activity interests than individuals in the other clusters.

The final cluster identified in this analysis is much more direct

and less complicated. It consists of those individuals (10.6%) whose

interests in increasing leisure activity is-oriented toward sports

and active outdoor interests. Neither its appearance nor its size is

Surprising given the current popular emphasis in these areas. However,

while this group is the third largest cluster, it certainly

falls far behind the combination of arts related clusters in terms of

the proportion of individuals desiring to increase their activity

levels.

In summary, the basic difference between the desire for increased

participation and current participation groups is the degree to which

the former analysis identifies highly focused and substantively con-

sistent demand patterns. The large "undirected" group (50.5%) in

the current participation analysis is reduced to less than thirty

percent in the analysis of desire for increased participation. There

is a strong urge to over interpret these differences. This 'urge
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takes the form of a "rational" explanation which argues that the

greater substantive consistency of the increased desire clusters is

the result of an opportunity to pick and choose activities in a logi-

cal manner.- This opportunity is not available for current behavior

because of many intervening factors which prohibit individuals from

enjoying the activities they would really most like to do. While

these cluster analyses reveal many interesting aspects about the

pattern of leisure activities, they do not provide incontrovertible

support for the "rational" argument. As was mentioned above, there

are several paths to each increased participation cluster. There are

also factors, like satiation, which might drive currently high parti-

cipators away from desiring increases. Finally, there is the simple

element of choice which is often not "consistent" in the sense we

have been using it. Many of these factors will become more clear as

we proceed with the analysis of correlates of leisure activity choice

and barriers to increased participation.

The second significant difference in the two-cluster analyses is

that a much larger proportion of the total population is in focused

clusters than was true for the analysis of current participation.

Most of these individuals would seem to be drawn from that group

defined as undirected in their current participation patterns. How-

ever, this is not really the case. While most clusters have as their

largest single source individuals who were in the corresponding parti-

cipation cluster, this pattern does not account for a majority of the

cases. The desire to increase cluster may have 75% of its membership

drawn from other substantively unrelated participation clusters. See

APPENDIX J for a cross-tabulation of cluster membership.
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In ten clusters described in this analysis, five can be

described as arts related. These five account for 34% of the total

total respoftdents, compared to 14.6% under the current activity

analysis. It is clear that there are substantial and focused

interests in increasing arts related activities. The sources of

these demands, in terms of socio-economic background differences

and previous participation levels will be the topic of the next

sections of this Chapter.

Predictors of Cluster Members'ip:

This section will be devoted to a discussion.of the socio-

economic and demographic characteristics of clusters of indivi-

duals who had the same pattern of desire for increasing leisure

activities. It identifies styles of. desired increased participa-

tion. Earlier we pointed out some of the difficulties that our

approach to desire for increased participation presented-when

attempting to group individuals. Chief among these was the fact

that, on its face, an indication that somewone wanted to increase

participation in an activity told us nothing about their previous
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pa;ticipation history, i.e., they may never have participated

before or they may have been very heavy participators. However,

the historical analysis will suggest that the best predictor of

desire'to increase participation in a particular activity is past

participation. In this analysis we would like to determine if

there are relationships between membership in a cluster and other

group characteristics. This is of particular importance as a

potential contributor of policy decisions which are intended to

impact on participation levels because, if subgroup differences

are identified, policies may be much more highly focused than

would be true in the absence of such information.

TABLE 3.6 provides a comparison of, cluster membership by sex.

There are two kinds of comparisons of interest in this, and the re-

maining TABLES in this analysis. The first is the simple difference

between each of the categories. The second is a comparison with

similar groups identified in the analysis of current participation.

While our main interest is in the former, we will 'note important dif-

ferences in the latter as they occur.

_The largest relative differences in this TABLE occur in clusters

2, 6, and 10. Cluster 2 is the performing arts cluster and women are

twice as likely to appear here as men. While a similar ratio occurred

1



TABLE 3.6

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Sex

1. Lack of specializea increased
participation interests (undirected)

*2. Performing arts concerts

3. Home "media (TV, radio,
records) and sports

4. Jazz

5. Participatory music,
religion

6. Visual arts

7. Family (non-arts, non-
sports) centered

8. Service/performing arts/
TV

9. Popular/folk/visual arts
exhibitS

10. Sports/outdoor

male femalek

34.0 29.3

3.0 6.2

14.0

7.8 4.6

4.1 7.8

3.0 12.4

11.7 16.7

2.8 3.5

4.6 7.3

15.0 4.2
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for current'participation, the percentages were only one third as

large (TABLE 2.6 ). The second major difference occurs in the visual

arts cluster (6) where four times as many women as men appear. Other

arts related clusters also favor women (see clusters 5, 8 and 9).

Only the jazz cluster, among the arts related groups, favors men.

On the other hand, and as expected, the sports/outdoor cluster

(10) strongly favors men. The TV/popular media/sports cluster (3)

also has a higher proportion of men than women. In general, this

TABLE supports the stereotype that men are more likely to be oriented

toward sports and television, and women are more likely to be orient-

ed toward the arts.

TABLE 3.7, presents clusters subdivided by age categories.

Several results suggested by the individual activity analysis are

made somewhat clearer in this TABLE. First, membership in the un-

directed cluster is positively related to age. Younger people in the

South are much more likely to select a specific focus for their in-

creased participation desires than are older groups. This TABLE

suggests that as one gets older, desire for increased participation

becomes less focused and more generalized (although away-from-

family or sports activities)

Second, it is the three-older age groups which are more likely to

desire increases in the performing arts area i.e., they constitute

a larger part of the dedicated audience for the performing arts.

This result is common to audience studies as well, However, it does

not follow the pattern in the analysis of clusters based on current

participation (TABLE 2.7). In that instance there was no relation-:

ship between age and cluster membership.
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TABLE 3.7

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Age

18-29 30-39

1.. Lack of specialized
increased participation
interests (undirected)

14.4% 23.6%

2. Performing arts 3.2 3.3
concerts

3. Home media (TV, radio, 16.2 11.8
records) and sports

4. Jazz 10.9 6.2

5. Participatory music, 10.6 4.3
religion

6. Visual arts 10.9 12.1

7. Family (non-arts, non-
,

sports) centered
9.7 19.7

8. Service/performing 1.7 3.2
arts/TV

9. Popularifolk/visu 1 7.8 5.5
arts exhibits

10. Sports/outdoor 14.8 10.4

100 % 100 %
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40-49

40.0%

50-64

46.7%

65 +

55.3%

5.9 7.1 6.2

8.9 6.0 5.3

4.6 1.6 2.6

4.1 3.0 0.3

5.5 5.0 2.8

14.6 15.3 17.7

6.7 2.8 3.7

5.0 7.8 1.5

4.8 4.6 4.6

100 % 100 % 100 %



Third, younger people are more likely to be members of the TV/

popular media/sports cluster and the sports/outdoor cluster. This,

of course, is not at all a surprising result. Nor is the fact that

the jazz cluster has higher membership among younger groups.
,-...

Fourth, both the active musical participation and visual arts

clusters are more likely to be chosen by younger than older persons.

This reflects earlier findings that young people are more likely to

chooSe active pursuits in both the arts related and non-arts activi-

ties. It does not, however, reflect current participation patterns

as described by clusters. There participation, in these areas, broad-
,

ly defined, is much more free of age differences. The trend would

seem to be toward an increasing number of young people focusing on

these types of activities.

Arts related activity clusters fall into three groups based on

age differences. Those desiring increases in performing arts. areas
_-

are likely to be somewhat older. Those focusing on active music,

visual arts, or jazz are likely to':be yOunger. And the remaining

arts related clusters (8 and 9) do not seem to be age determined.

The number of children in the family also predicts membership

in some of the clusters (TABLE 3.8). Individuals with no children

or one child are significantly more likely to be in the undirected

cluster. This finding contradicts the previous table where

younger people, who are less likely to have more than one child, are

the least likely to be in the undirected cluster. For current parti-

cipation, membership in the undirected cluster does not seem to be

influenced by number of children.



TABLE 3.8

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Number of Children

1. Lack of specialized
increased participation
interests (undirected)

2. Performing arts
concerts

3. Home media (TV, radio,
records) and sports

4. Jazz

5. Participatory music,
religion

6. Visual arts

7. Family (non-arts, non-
sports) centered

8. Service/performing
arts/TV

9. Popular/folk/visual
arts exhibits

10. Sports/outdoor
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none

32.1

7.2

8.9

6.2

5.6

8.6

10.5

2.7

7.6

10.6

2u

one two
three

or more

32.9 20.4 22.2

4.9 3.2 2.0

8.3 13.6 12.5

4.9 2.6 4.5

6.5 10.5

8.8 1 -3.4 4.5

16.9 21.4 22.9

2.1 3.0 6.4

6.7 5.9 6.1

8.1 10.4 8.4



Being in a cluster in which individuals focus their desires to

increasepatticipation on the performing arts is related to the num-

ber of children in one's family also. The greater number of child-

ren, the'less likely is a focus on the performing arts. This finding A

conflicts with the results for current participation in performing

arts activities and, to some degree, with 'the results for desire to

increase individual performing arts activities. In the latter case,

these results provide an instance of the difference between indivi-

duals choosing a specific activity and a group which focuses its

desires on a set of similar activities. Membership in this cluster

characterizes a desire "style" which is apparently more common without

-children even if current attendance is not.

TV/popular media/sports and family centered activities are both

clusters whose membership is more likely to be drawn from among those

with two or more children. The activities included in these clus-

ters are generally more child oriented than is true for mostof#the

other clusters, although each cluster represents a different approch

to child related activities. Both clusters are characterized by the

absence of arts related activities and thus suggest a significant

proportion of the children in the population represented by this

sample (35.4% of families with three or more children) will have pre-

adult histories relatively free of arts oriented activities, unless

they are prOvided outside the family. Carrying this argument some-

what further, despite the fact that six of the ten clusters show a

definite arts orientation, only 34% of_the families with two or more

children belong to these clusters.
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There are also substantial racial differences in the clustering

of ,,individuals with similar patterns of desire to increase participa-

tion (TABLE 3. 9). Whites are more likely to be in the performing,

arts, family active, pop/folk/visual arts shows, and sports/outdoor

clusters. Blacks appear in significantly greater numbers in the jazz,

active music, and service/performing arts/TV clusters'. The jazz and

active music clusters follow results for individual activities. The

service/performing arts/TV cluster seemsalmost uniquely Black (or '

perhaps ethnic minority since the "other" category - made up primarily

of Hispanics and Orientals is'very similar to Blacks in this cluster)

with only 2.1% of the whites fitting into the cluster versus 9.2% of

the Blacks. On the other hand, the sports/outdoor cluster has what

would be surprisingly few Blacks given common assumptions about

Blacks and sports activity.

Among the more focused arts related activities, Whites are more

likely to belong to the performing arts cluster, while Blacks are more

likelytto belong to clusters focusing op increasing participation in

jazz related and active music leisure pursuits. Both the active music

and performing arts differences are in contrast to cluster membership

for current participation in which Blacks and Whites have approximate-

ly equal proportion4l membership. The-implication is that despite

current participatio patterns, many Blacks would much rather focus

on the active music a tivities and some Whites would rather focus on

performing arts Inter stingly, the groups are equally represented
"t
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TABLE 3.9

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Race

1: Lack of specialized
increased participation
interests '(undirected)

2. Performing arts
concerts

3. Home media (TV, radio,
records) and sports

4. Jazz

5. Participatory music,
religion

6. Visual arts

7. - Family (non-arts, non-
sports) centered

8. Seryice/performing
arts/TV

9. Popular/folk/visual
arts exhibits

10. Sports/outdoor
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32.3 31.5 25.5

.2.3 5.0 6.7

' 7.6 11.0 12.0

11.3 5.3 5.5

13.6 5,0 8.6

6.8 8.4 7.8

. 15.1 11.9
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2.4 6.5 9.0
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-in the undirected cluster.

The analysis of individual activities suggested that the most

important community size differences in the desire to increase parti-

cipation levels occurred between rural areas and very small towns on

the one hand, and most larger communities (cities and suburbs) on the

other. Where differences occur, the results in TABLE 3.10 suggest a

similar pattern for clusters of individuals. The exception is the un-

directed cluster to which large city residents are much less likely
12

to belong than all other groups. The three clusters where signifi-

cant differences across community size categories do appear are per-

forming arts, jazz and family activities. In performing arts the

asmall town and rural population and consi a rably smaller than is true

for larger communities; i.e., fewer people in these communities are

less likely to focus their desires to increase leisure participation

levels on these activities. A similar pattern exists for jazz. At

the other extreme, a substantially greater proportion of the rUhl

people are likely to focus their desire for increased participation

in active family pursuits. The sports/outdoor cluster has a steady

decrease from highest interest among large city residents to lowest

among rural residents.

TABLE 3.11 examines religious differences in cluster membership.

This predictor was included because of some distinctive cultural dif-

ferences traditionally associated with membership in one of the major

12Community size groups-were collapsed for this anal sis. The
two largest city groups were combined and their suburbs were included.
,The rural categories were also combined. Collapsing was done because
of the absence of differences in the individual activity analysis.
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TABLE 3.10

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Community Size

500,000+

1. Lack of specialized 21.9%
increased participa-
tion interests
(undirected)

2. Performing arts
concerts

3. Home media (TV,
radio, records)
and sports

4. Jazz

5. Participatory
music, religion

6. Visual arts 7.6

7. Family lnon-arts, 14.6
non-sports) centered

100,000-
499,999

32.8%

7.4 4.6

9.2 11.0

6.4 7.5

8.9 5.8

-8. Service/performing 2.8
arts/TV

9. Popular/folk/visual
arts exhibits

10. Sports/outdoor

Weighted sample
percentages

8.4

11.0

2.1

5.3 7.2

15.9 9.6

20.1 19.2
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10,000-
99,999

2,500-
9,999 rural

31.1% 40.9% 31.7%

6.8 1.9 1.7

9.5 12.3 12.5

7.3 5.1 3.2

4.3 4.4 7.0

8.4 7.2 9.0

12.5 10.7 21.8

5.0 2.8 3.0

7.0 7.8 4.6

8.3 6.9 5.7

24.3 11.8 24.6



TABLE 3.11

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Religion

Catholic Protestant Other None

1. .Lack of specialized
increased participa-
tion interests
(undirected)

29.0 32.3 21.7 27.1

2. Performing arts
concerts

6.0 3.7 15.0 11.4

3. Home media (TV, radio,
records) and sports

12.1 10.5 13.5 9.7

4. Jazz 4.0 5.2 3.5 20.4

5. Participatory music,
religion

4.7 6.1 17.9 4.9

6. : Visual arts 10.0 7.9 12.9 6.2

7. Family (non-arts,
non - sports) centered

10.9 16.0 6.4 5.5

8. , Service/performing
arts/TV

3.6 3.4 2,4 1.2

9. Popular/folk/visual
arts exhibits

7.6 6.2 4.2 3.0

10. Sports/outdoor 12.2 8.9 2.- 10.4
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1

u

religious groups (Protestant and Catholic) in the South. These dif-

ferences focused around Catholic centers in French and Hispan!c areas

and Bible Belt Protestant denomination in most of the rest of the

South. While many of these traditional divisions have been diluted

by population migrations, there was still a strong potential for their

influence to appear in the selection of leisure activities. For this

reason religious preference was included in this analysis. As

TABLE 3. llshows, the major differences do not distinguish Protestants

from Catholics, but separate both of these groups from the two other

categories - those holding "other" religious preferences and those

with no religious preference. Performing arts, jazz, visual arts,

family-centered and popular/folk/visual arts shows clusters all exhi-

bit this pattern to some extent. Factors which have historically

distinguished Protestants from Catholics, e.g. level of education,

also do not seem to be in operation because those differences asso-

ciated with education do not appear in this TABLE.

TABLE 3.12 shows the strong influence that education level does

seem to play in cluster membership. Lower education is strongly re-

lated to membership in the undirected cluster.' More than half of

those with up to an eighth grade education exhibit this pattern in

their choice of which activities to increase. Slightly more than a

third of those who completed the ninth grade through high school are

in this cluster, while less thari 25% of all individuals with at least

some college are in this group. In contrast, there is a strong

positive relationship between education level and membership in

cluster 2 (performing arts attendance). While education was a pre-

dictor of both performing arts attendance and desire to increase

191
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TABLE 3.12

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Education

1. Lack of
specialized
increased
participation
interests
(undirected)

2. Performing
arts concerts

3. Home media
(TV, radio,
records) And
sports

4. Jazz

5. Participa-
tory music,
religion

6.- Visual arts

7. Family (non-
arts, non-
sports)
centered

8. Service/per-
forming arts-
TV

9. Popular/folk
visual arts
exhibits

10. Sports/out-
door

8+ not
to 8th grad

56.2 35.9

1.7 2.1

8.4 11.9

2.2 4.3

4.8 '8.9

2.2 6.4

19.3 17.3

2.2 4.2

2.8 5.8

0.2 3.1

192

HS grad
some

HS college

grad
4 year
college

post
grad PhD

33.2 24.5 22.7 21.8 18.1

2.0 5.4 10.5 16.1 17.0

12.8 10.6 7.3 2.6 2.5

4.9 7.3 7.4 10.5 15..

6.9 4.0 6.1 3.2 0.0

7.0 10.2 12.1 10.7 12.

16.5 12.2 9.7 4.4 3.

2.9 3.7 4.0 1.2 0.0

5.5 7.2 6.9 14.6 1.:

8.4 14.8 13.3 15.0 29.
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attendance, the relationship was not nearly as clear as it is for

cluster membership. Those individuals with a singular focus on

increasing participation in the performing arts area are far more

likely to have at least some college. Only slightly less than 2% of

the high school graduates and below fall into this cluster, while

approximately 10% of those with some college are in this group. A

similar, though not quite as strong, pattern exists for the jazz and

visual arts clusters. Three other clusters with some arts related

activities (5, 8, and 9) do not have a similar pattern (current par-

ticipation clusters) for performing and visual arts also have much

weaker relationships.

Two other clusters have strong education associated patterns.

Family-centered activities cluster membership is negatively related

to educatioh - lower education groups are more likely to have larger

proportions of indiViduals interested in increasing participation in

this area. Membership in the sports/outdoor cluster, on the other

hand, is positively related to education level.

The diverse factors which seem to influence the potential impact

of income on leisure choice operate in the realm of cluster member!-

ship as well. (TABLE 3.13) Patterned differences across individual

clusters are extremely difficult to isolate. For three clusters (2,

7, and 10) there seems to be a substaAtial difference between the

two highest income groups and the remainder of the groups. 'People

earning more than $20,000 per year are more likely to appear in the

performing arts and sports/outdoor clusters and less likely to appear

in the family-centered activities cluster.



TABLE 3.13

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Income

Lack of specialized
increased participa-
tion interests
(undirected)

to 5000-
5000 8000

31.n 34.3

2. Performing arts 2.7 2.9
concerts

3. Home media (TV, 10.0 9.2
radio, records)
and sports

4. Jazz 5.1 11.3

5. Participatory 13.0 1.4
music, religion

6. Visualarts 4.2 8.7

7. Family (non-arts, 18.9 15.7
non-spdrts)
centered

8. Service/performing 6.0 3.6
arts/TV

9. Popular/folk/visual 3.1 9.5
arts exhibits

10. Sports/outdoor 5.9 3.3
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8001- 10001- 12001- 15001-
10000 12000 15000 20000

21.9 31.6 31.9 34.1

0.4 3.4 3.1 4.7

17.7 10.8 11.8 11.5

9.3 0,1.5 2.8 4.9

5.3 7.4 6.3 4.7

12.3 7.2 10.0 7.3

17.3 17.8 14.1 14.5

5.3 1.7 4.5 2.

5.7 6.8 6.6 5.7

5.0 11.8 8.8 10.3

20001- ov(
30000 300(

26.4 33

6.7 10

9.7

6.5

6.9

10.7

9.5

0.9

7.9 8.

14.8 15.



The final table in this section examines the relationship between

cluster membership and occupation (TABLE 3.14). As was done in the

previous analysis of occupation and cluster membership, the white col-

lar category was separated into professional and sales and clerical

groups. he division reveals some additional interesting differences.

Membership in the performing arts cluster consists largely of

professionals, sales and clerical, retired persons and students. In-
,

terestingly, housewives, apparently regardless of education or income,

are not likely to desire to increase their participation in the per-

forming arts. Increasing participation in jazz related activities is

also distained by farmers, who are joined this time by retired per-

sons and housewives. Increasing participation in the visual arts is,

on the other hand, most popular among farmers, housewives and service

people, and least popular with retired people. The remaing occupation

categories are closely grouped.

Among clusters with a more marginal relationship to the arts,

active musical participation and church has greatest interest among

service people and students, and at least among farmers and retired

persons. Service, performing arts, and television (cluster 8) is

most popular among retired people. This follows from the finding

that both service and television related activities were more likely

to be pursued by older people. Finally, the popular/folk/visual arts

shows cluster is most favored among professionals and least among

farmers and blue collar workers.

Students are the group most, likely to have focused ddsires to

increase participation. Only 11.5% of this category are in the
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5.

6.

1 7.

8.

9.

10.

TABLE 3.14

Increased Participation Cluster Membership
by Occupation

Li
0

Na

O

4.4
O
P

Lack Of specialized
increased participa-
tion interests
(undirected)

29.8 23.8

Performing arts
concerts

7.9 5.0

Hme*media (TV,
records)

d sports

4.4 15.0

Jazz 6.7 8.0

Participatory
music, religion

6.0 3.8

Visual arts 7.1 8.5

Family (non-arts,
non - sports)
centered'

11.3 18.0

Service/performing
arts/TV

3.1 0.9

Popular/folk/visual
arts exhibits

10.1 5.6

Sports/outdoor 13.7 11.6
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29.5 47..1 36.3 34.7 52.7 11.5

0.1 0.0 1.9 3.2 5.4 6.8

20.4 29.2 3.5 6.5 5.5 12.6

6.3 0.0 6.6 3.6 1.1 16.1

4.6 0.0 11.9 5.9 0.4 15.8

7.1 12.4 10.0 12.3 4.0 7.3

15.7 5.8 14.9 21.4 12.2 2.9

4.4 0.0 3.1 2.4 5.4 4.0

2.9 0.0 6.8 7.2 6.1 4.0

9.6 5.5 5.1 2.7 7.1 19.0
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directed cluster. Retired persons, with 52.7%, are at the opposite

extreme. Sales and clerical workers are generally like professionals

in their cluster membership, except for a substantially greater like-

lihood of being in the TV/popular media/sports cluster (3). Blue

collar workers are predominantly in three clusters, undirected (29.5%),

TV/popular media/sports (20%), and family centered activities (15.7%).

Housewives are most likely to be in the undirected, family centered

activities, and visual arts clusters. The latter is at least parti-

ally a reflection of the desire for increased participation in craft

related activities.

Comparing clusters developed in terms of desire to increase par-

ticipation with substantively similar clusters based on current par-

ticipation (TABLE 2. 14 shows patterns which are remarkably similar

across occupation groups. The argument that previous participation

is the best indicator of future desire to increase participation fits

the occupational categories. In the next section} the historical

patterns are examined in detail.
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Historical Participation Patterns az, Predictors of the Desire for

Increased Participation

In many areas of social science research the best identified pre-

didtor of future behavior has been past behaviOr. In the last Chapter

the relevance of this pattern was described for current participation ,1

levels. In this Chapter we are interested in describing the best

predictors of the demand for increased participation levels and in

this section we will begin-by examining the extent to which previous

behavior is a predictor of expressed interest in increasing participa-.

tion. Essentially, are the 'people who want to do an activity more the

ones who are already doing it or those who have not been doing it in

the past?

As discussed in the beginning of the Chapter, the analysis of

desire will be described on two levels. The first is a general inter-

est in increasing participation and the second level is a strong or

high desire to increase participation which is much more likely to

reflect the real likelihood of a behavior change. Because we have no

way to validate this assumption, both levels will be described in the

following.analysis.

MIME 3.15 shows, for each activity, the proportion of the popula-

tion who express a desire to increase their level of pa4tici ion

for each of the four historic participation patterns. The pa terns

are: (1) those who, as adults, have never participated in the acti-

vity before; (2) those who have participated in the activity only in

the previous 12 months; (3) the steady participators who have

-
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participated both during the past year and prior to that time; and

(4) those who participated prior to 12 months ago, but not within

the past 12 months.13 For arts related activities (the first page

of the TABLE), the pattern across all four historical categories is

virtually the same. With four exceptions, going to choral concerts,

singing, going to a ballet and watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio, those distinctly least interested in in-

creasing activity levels are individuals who have never participated

in the activity (first column) and those most interested in increas-

ing activity are those who are regular participators (third column).

The other two groups` gilE between the extremes with new participants

generally more likely than old participants to want to increase their

participation levels: The pattern of non-arts activities is very

12
The reader should keep in mind the relative proportion of the

population being considered in each of the categories. Adult non-par-
ticipants is the smallest group for the non- -arts activities where some
participation has been achieved for most people in most activities.
For arts related activities non-participation is sometimes 50% or
more of tht total population. First time participants are also a
very small group for all activities. Current participants and pre-
vious participant levels vary widely with the activity. All figures
reported are. for weighted data and will be treated as representing
the total population of the 13 southern states. See TABLES 2.1 and
2.7 for references on historical participation levels by activity.

As an example of the sample size mathematics of this situation,
consider the following hypothetical case: If 40% of the population
has never attended a symphony and 10% of this group would like to,
the potential increase in the proportion of the population attend-
ing is .1 X .4 or .04 (4%). If 20% are steady participators and'60%
of these individuals would like to increase participation, then at
least .2 X .6 = .12 (12%) of the population subgroup would like an
increase. For the current sample, using unweighted data these percen-
tages represent about 67 and 202 respondents respectively. Taken as
representative groups, these figures are probably reliable. Any

question would arise if these groups were further subdivided, e.g.
what is the educational makeup of the 10% non-attenders who would like

to increase participation. Such an analysis wopld divide a group of
about 67 into seven categories and might tend tb be very unstable.
We will keep the reader aware when analyses head close to situations
like these.
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TABLE 3.15

Desire toIncrease Participation By
Previous Activity Pattern

17. Going to sym-phony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to thuter performance.,

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or prolliding behind the sans support.

2. Writing n

Poetry,

stories, plays, or

r taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry. .

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belong-tg

to s literature club.

% non-
partic.
who desire
increase

% new
partic.
who desire
increase

%' steady
partic.
who desire
increase

% old
partic.
who desire
increase

10.2 46.9 62.2 43.2
9.5 57.7 65%8 37.0

18.1 53.9 53.2 32.0
11.9 63.6 58.6 38.6

11.4 48.6 51.3 42.8
15.3 33.4 53.0 35.9

r'" 20.1 74.2 75.6 47.8

23.5 57.2 68.1 42.9

26.8 70.2 73.8 55.3
20.1 . 55.9 68.7 48.8

12.0 65.3 60.7 32.1

14.9 35.0 63.1 36.6

24.5 56.5 72.6 48.7
12.3 43.2 52.9 25.-8

10.0 49.3 56.1 30.4

37.9 43.3 54.1 50.5

24.2 50.6 56.5 44.5
29.8 60.2 62.0 48.9

13.8 31.7 36.3 15.7

8.9 36.2 32.6 9.9

11.6 29.5 41.5 31.8

15.1 39.2 52.4 32.0
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news. -

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. --.,aingto rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs an carnivals.--
28. Going to the mov

6. Watching sports on or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in perion:

33. Playing Competitive sports.

37. Jogging, Wight lifting or other
exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing;

hunting, fishing, etc.
0 40. Intnicing, visits to parks, zoos,'naturs

yolks, or driving a car for pleasure.

N

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34.' Going to church or doing other

church - related activities.

44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfietion) ",
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and naws/migszints.

43. Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies.

45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

. i

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

TABLE 3.15Continued

% non-
partic.
who desire
increase

% new
partic.
who desire
increase

% steady
partic.
who desiie
increase

% old
partic.
who desire
increase

1908 33.2 25.3 36.3

25.0 28.6 35.7 35.1

27.2 37.3 46.5 43.3
23.3 -72.2 68.3 48.3

30.4 50.9 - 50.8 29.4
36.0 65.2 67.3 39.5

12.0 29.3 29.4 19.1

28.1 ,- , 64.0 63.8 41.9
11.7 44.7 69.7 27.6
25.2 63.4 62..7 47.4

30.6 79.7 81.5 60.6

47.2 68.4 66.5 58.6

11.3 70.8 63.2 19.1
25.9 60.5 53.7 31.0

50.1 52.7 57.8 48.9

31.9 57.1 59.3 41.5

11.4 38.7 34.8 13.5

35.7 70.2 68.5 49.7

32.6 57.5 46.5 66.6

33.5 62.4 66.1 55.4
11.7 23.8 16.8 23.7

7.7 36.6 33.1 22.0
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similar, but with a somewhat larger number of exceptions.

By combining the categories somewhat differently, a slightly

different perspective may be otained. For all arts related activi-

ties the proportion of individuals who participated in the last 12

months who want to increase future participation is far higher than

for those who did not participate in the last 12 months. In most

cases for both arts and non-arts activities the proportion of steady

participants who want to increase participation is more than 50%.

This result seems to have no correlation with absolute participation

levels, i.e., the proportion desiring an increase is not dependent

on the proportion who participated in the last year. 1

This apparent close association between previous participatiOn

and desire for future increases in participation seems to be inde-
-

'pendent of the structure of both current participation and the desire

for increased participation described in the last Chapter and the

previous section of this Chapter. APPENDIX J shows that while there

is some correspondence in group membership between current participa-

tion and desired increases, most of the members of substantively

similar clusters do not belong to both clusters. The clusters show

different types of patterns than the historical single activity

analysis.

Given this similarity of pattern, the interesting differences

on this TABLE occur within historic categories and across activities.

For example, almost 38% of those who have never visited an art exhib-

it'expressed a desire to do so in the future. In constrast, approx-

imately 10% in the same historical category wanted to go to a

symphony, an opera, a jazz concert, or write novels, stories, plays
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or poetry. Among steady participants, over 70% wanted to increase

playing an instrument, going to the theater, and doing crafts, while

less than 50% wanted an increase in media perfOrmances of classical

music, jazz or plays and poetry.

For non-arts activities the patterns and relationships are simi-

lar, though less pronounced. Some differences are evident, however.

Although therdis relatively little difference in the proportion of

steady participants who desire to increase their activity level,

across. all non-arts activities, there are Substantially higher pro-

portions of non - participants in non-arts activities who would like

to increase their participation than is true for arts related acti-

vities (an average of 24.7% for the non-arts activities and 17.3%

for the arts related activities).

This difference indicates somewhat greater interest among non-

participants for the non-arts activities. It might be explained by

the overall popularity of the non-arts activities and social pres-

sures that might imply. It will be explored further in the next

Chapter when we examine the reasons cited by each group for not in-

creasing participation.

TABLE 3.16 shows the same comparisons for those individuals who

indicated a very strong desire to increase their participation in

each of the activities. 14

It should be noted that the proportion with a very strong desire
to increase activity levels is quite small in some instances, particu-
larly among new participants in arts related,activities (see TABLE 2.7).
This could make specific examples somewhat unreliable, but it should
not detract from the reliability of overall patterns. This analysis
will focus on the general patterns, leaving readers free to draw what-
ever conclusions they feel are warranted about individual activities.
The larger the average proportion, across the four categories, the
larger the N on whibh conclusions can be based and the more reliable'
Conclusions are likely to be.
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TABLE 3.16

High Desire to Increase Par-O.cipation By
Previous Activity Pattern

fe,

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. . Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festiials.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2.% Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or.

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions .

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art hiitory, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

% non-
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

% new
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

% steady
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

% old
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

1.9 4.4 12.0 4.8
1.9 0.0 16.0 6.0
4.0 8.4 8.7 4.7
2.9 22.0 18.2 8.2

1.4 19.5 13.% 2.2
1.8 0 . 0 7.9 4.1

6.0 35.1 36.6 12.9

3,8 22.7 21.7 9.9

4.4 21.6 23.8 11.4
3.5 23.4 26.9 14.0

2.2 0.6 9.4 3.3

1.0 0.0 2.3 5.1

4.4 6.2 16.2 7.3
3.6 11.8 24.4 5.5

2.4 13.4 22.8 3.1

2.0 2.8 7.7 5.6

2.5 8.1 6.7 8.0
3.3 9.4 8.4 8.3

2.0 0.3 4.8 5.1

1.2 4.8 3.2 0 . 0

1.7 2.6 3.4 3.4

1.8 0.6 12.9 3.0
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TABLE 3.16 Continued

% non-
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

% new
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

% steady
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

% old
partic.
with high
desire for
increase

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

4.8 0.0 1.4 8.1

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music:

7.9 2.1 4.6 13.3

22. Listening to recordings. 5.4 0.4 7.1 9.3
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

5.6 18.8 16.5 5.8

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 4.1 6.0 5.9 1.9
28. Going to the movies. 9.6' 14.1 13.8 7.2

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

1.8 2.1 6.2 7.0

32. Going to watch sports in person. 6.7 31.2 14.6 4.6
35. Playing competitive sports. 1.4- 9.2 23.7 4.2
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercist-program.
4.3 12.2 18.4 10.1

Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
8.8 20.3 36.4 14.1

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

calks, or driving a car for pleasure.
9.2 10.7 11.6 13.3

42. Playing with your children. 4.6 36.2 27.9 6.1
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.

3.2 4.4 7.0 1.0

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

11.8 8.3 13.1 11.7

34: Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.

7.a 16.5
15.7,14

7.4

44. ,,Playing with pets. 1.3 8.0 4.7 3.6

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and ncinfictionl.
3.3 8.7 ., 19.7 7.4

5: Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magszines.

6.3 1.6 5.8 36.5

43. 0o-it-yoursalf activities or hobbies. 6.1 16.9 16.5 16.2
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 1.0 8.3 2.3 0.0

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

1.0 7.0 4.1 1.0
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The overall pattern is quite similar to that of the previous

table. In general, the lowest proportions with a high desire are

among those who have not participated before. The highest propor-

tions are generally among adults who have shown steady participation.

Again, the pattern is not nearly as consistent from the non-arts

activities as it is for the arts related activities. Similarly, those

who have participated within the past year, both new participants and

steady participants, are generally more likely to express a high

desire to increase participation levels than those who did not par-

ticipate.

Individual percentages in each category are much lower for all

groups, which is just another way of saying that there are fewer peo-

ple with high desire than with just .some desire to increase partici-

pation in any activity. There are some activities which show substan-

tially larger proportions of individuals with a strong desire to in-
_

crease participation. Six of the arts'related activities have more

than 20% of the steady participants who desire an increase in the high

desire category. They are: playing an instrument; painting, etc.;

doing crafts; taking art classes; acting in plays, etc.; and writing.
15

Interestingly, all of these are active leisure pursuits. These acti-

vities represent the greatest probability for increases in actual

participation assuming other outside factors (e.g. barriers) do not

intervene. Increases in participation among those who have not

previously participated are least likely. Thus, prior to examining

the impact of specific barriers on previous failure to increase par-

ticipation the most fruitful market for anyone wishing to increase

15The first four of these show similarly high proportions among
new participants as well.
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participation in those six areas, or in any of the arts related

areas, seems to be among those individuals who are already parti-

cipating. This conclusion is based purely on the strength of desire

among different histOric participation groups. If current partici-

pation were the only factor in leisure choice decisions, then it

would look much more like desired participation with only personal

preferences intervening. As we shall see in the next chapter, such

preferences.do account for a large share of the failure to change

current patterns and therefore provide a basis for discounting the

preferences expressed here.

A similar situation exists for non-arts activities. Those with

the highest proportions having a strong desire for increase are usual-

ly active leisure pursuits (competitive sports, camping, etc., and

playing with your children). The particularly strong trend for in-

creased participation in active pursuits, for both arts and non-arts

activities, was not evident in the previous analyses. While it does

not diminish the importance of desire for increases in other areas,

it does highlight the specific areas which seem most likely to show

increases in,the coming years provided external barriers do not pro-

hibit fulfillment of those desires.

The final table in this Section (TABLE 3.17)shows the strength

of desire for increased participation in terms of current participa-

tion levels. Six columns are presented for each activity. The first

shows the percentage of individuals who did not participate in the

activity'during the past year who would like to increase theAr-parti-

cipation. The second column shows the percent in this group with a
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TABLE 3.17
Desire for Increased Participation by Level of Participation During the Previous 12 Months

% with 0
particip.
who have
any desire

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,
or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals.
24. Playing an instrument in group or for

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

Doing crafts.

Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performances.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,
or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo
grap hy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

% with 0
particip.
who have
hi desire

% with
moderate
particip.
who have
any desire

% with
moderate

rticip.
who ave
hi desire

% with hi % with high /-
particip. participation
who have who have
any desire high desire

14.3
12.6

1.9
2.5

44.4
*

7.6 64.4
56.6

13.9
7.9

18.0 3.0 51.9 9.1 58.9 12.5
12.9 2.7 54.0 11.1 59.0 29.1

14.1 1.7 50.9 3.5 51.2 15.2
16.9 1.7 45.7 7.3 46.2 5.6
21.0 6.1 71.2 29.5 78.9 37.5

24.2 4.1 60.7 18.7 73.5 25.8

30.4 4.9 72.7 21.2 76.1 36.4
23.1 4.6 55.3 17.2 64.9 26.0

13.7 2.0 * * 59.9 8.9

17.1 1.5 * * 51.5 1.2

30.0
12.7

4.4
3.4

58.6
*

9.1
*

72.4
57.9

21.1
23.9

10.7 2.2 43.3 8.6 59.8 20.9

25.5 2.0 43.0 4.4 43.8 10.4

22.8 2.0 52.2 6.2 72.7 14.6
32.1 4..0 57.9 8.2 66.5 9.5
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% with o
particip.
who have
any desire

TABLE

% with 0
particip.
who have
hi desire

3.17 Continued

% with
moderate
particip,
who have
any desire

% with
moderate
particip.
who have
hi desire

% with hi
particip.
who have
any desire

% with high
participation
who have
high desire

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV
classical music, opera, or dancing.

12.8 2.2 32.6 3.5 38.7 5.3

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV
or listening on the radio.

7.5 1.1 30.0 2.7 47.5 4.7

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own
recordings or watching TV productions
of plays or poetry.

13.1 2.1 39.4 2.2 36.5 4.4

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on ,
art history, literature, etc,or belonging
to a literature club.

17.3 1.8 30.8 19.9 48.1 5.8

Nso
4. Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.

15.5 2.9 26.4 1.8 27.0 2.8
to 21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
17.2 2.0 33.9 3.7 46.0 12.0

22. Listening to recordings. 22.3 6.S 45.2 4.6 55.8 14.3
15. Going to rock or country and western

r. rhythm and blues concerts.
26.3 4.4 67.6 13.5 69.7 24.9

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 26.0 1.2 44.8 5.4 63.7 9.128. Going to the movies. 31.0 5.6 67.0 13.7 69.0 17.8
1.

4 6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

10.1. 1.4 24.3 4.2 tkr- 46.9 13.1
32. Going to watch sports in person. 29.7 5.1 65.0 13.3 63.4 17.035. Playing competitive sports. 13.3 1.8 62.0 15.0 64.7 23.437. Jogging, weight lifting or other .

exercise program.
27.3 6.4 63.3 11.4 65.3 22.8

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
37.7 8.7 81.3 30.9 77.1 43.1

40. Picnicing, visits to park:, zoos, nature
walks, or driving car for pleasure.

47.1 10.6 65.7 9.8 73.7 18.7
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42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends On the phone, etc.
34. Going to church or doing other

. churchrelated activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading ifiction books, periodicals,
and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. Doityourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking - daydreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer; social service, or
political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

*In instances
participate at all
showed only 0 and
who attended an op
because only 5.7%
participation for

J-

% with 0
particip.
who have
any desire

12.5,
24.9

39.3

32.5

8.9

34.7

25.7

. 35.3
9.5

23.8 ,

TABLE 3.17 Continued

% with 0
particip.
who have
hi desire

4.8
1.8

14.2

8.4

1.8

4.5

6.0

7.4
0.8

3.4

8.5 1.0

% with
moderate
particip.
who have
any desire

% with
moderate
particip.
who have
hi., desire

% with hi- % with high
particip. participation'
who have who have
any desire high desire

43.5
12.4

61.4' 22.9 71.3
54.1 4.8 52.7

57,6 10.9 58.6

58.8 13.6 52.2

29.1 3.0 55.0

68.5 16.5 63.8

46.5 5.8 51.4

66.0 14.3 58.2
16.8 2.1 26.1

43.8 3.2 44.9

31.0 4.4 38.9

18.7

21.0

9.3

20.0

9.1

22.9
4.9

10.6

4.3

where the participation rate was very low, i.e., most respondents did not
, the mean rate was very low and results brokenctutrtin standardized terms
high participation rates. In the case of oper4 y.46r example, respondents
era only once in the previous 12 months were clOwsidered in the high group
had done this activity. For this reason therc is no middle level of
the activities marked with an *.



nigh desire to increase participation. The third column has the per-

centage with moderate participation during the past year who would

like to increase participation. The fourth shows the proportion of

this group with a high desire to increase participation. The fifth

column shows the percent with high participation during the past year

who would like some increase in participation. 16
The sixth column

shows those with high participation during the past year who also

have a high desire to increase participation in the future.

The pattern across categories (columns) is vary regular for al-

most all activities - arts related and non-arts. Among non-partici-

pants, a weak desire to increase activity is much more likely than

a strong desire (columns 1 and 2). Among participants, the propor-

tion having some desire to increase activity levels is usually

slightly higher for the high participant than for the moderate parti-

cipant (column 5 is generally a little higher than column 3). FOr

arts-related activities this is true in all but one case, item 29.

These two groups have by far the highest percentage with some desire

for an increase. Individuals with high participation during the past

year also have substantial proportions with a high desire for in-

creased activity (column 6). Again, among arts activities there is

only one instance where the proportion with high desire is not high-

er among high participants than among moderate participants.

16High
participation is defined as the participation rate greater

than 1/2 standard deviation above the mean participation ratio for all
respondents. Moderate participation is defined as the rate above 0
and up to 1/2 standard deviation above the overall mean rate.
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Similarly, moderate participants are more liekly to have a high

desire for increase than non-participants. As was previously shown,

it is among the active leisure pursuits that the largest proportions

are likely to have a high desire.

It is not only last year's participants that seem likely to

contribute most to future participation levels, but those whose

participation was highest in the previous years as well. The contri-

bution of those who have not participated in the past year is likely

to be very small. In addition, the majority of these figures, for

arts-related activities, suggest that satiation is not a strong

barrier to future demand. Figures in column 5 suggest that the

majority of individuals in the.high participation category would

like to participate more. The next important question, then, is why

they don't do it. Prior to examining the impact of specific barriers

to increased participation; however, we shall currently examine some

of the possible socio-economic and demographic predictors of desire

to increase participation.
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Demographic and Socio-Economic Predictors of

the Desire to Increase Individual Leisure Activities

The description of predictors of desire to increase participa-

tion will fdllow the same outline used in the analysis of current

participation. We will look at individual activities in terms of

how individuals in the various categories differ in their desire to

increase participation levels. These analyses will use the same

eight socio-economic and demographic variables examined before.

The analysis will be extended by examining bbth the overall desire

to increase participation and those individuals with a strong desire

to increase participation. Thus, there will be two tables for each

of the SES/demographic variables.

The focus of this analysis will be on identifying population sub-

groups with greater or lesser desire (likelihood) to increase parti-

cipation. These results can suggest both the groups more likely to

20'
increase participation and the groups on which to focus if increased

participation is a goal of policy actions. Where relevant, compari-

sons with the results' for current participation levels will be made

as well.

TABLE 3.18 shows differences in the desire to increase participa-

tion by sex. Whereas participation rates for most activities were

similar for men and women (TABLE 2.21), the desire to increase parti-

cipation is generally much greater for women among arts-related

activities than it is for men. Among non-arts activities men exceed

women in their desire to increase sports activity and women are more

2 1,e 3 3



TABLE 3.18

Percent Who Desire to Increase Participation
By Sex

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to,folk/ethnic concerts or
festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,
- doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking,lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
.9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

male female

16.6 24.6
10.5 18.8
24.9 38.1
17.8 25.2

19,9 18.9
18.7 24.2

29.4. 30.7

23.4 43.5

30.9 58.6
18.7 32.7

10.9 23.7

14.9 23.7

32.2 44.0
11.8 17.7,

15.2 19.9

28.2 39.2

20.8 54.0
40.9 48.8

20.0 25.3

19.0 15.7

19.6 25.2

15.6 24.1
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TABLE 3.18 Continued

male female

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

28.8 22.1

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

35.4 31.8

22. Listening to recordings. 41.7 41.1
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
i

41.4 41.5

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 39.3 42.4
28. Going to the movies. 54.7 58.8

6.- Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.

,,
34.4

58.9

16.5

39.5
35. Playing competitive sports. 34.4 17.4
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
45.6 43.5

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
69.8 55.7

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
60.6 64.7

42. Playing with your children. 38.4 38.5
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and /or family.

43.5 45.0

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.

54.9

45.2

5

56.9

44. Playing with pets. 26.6 20.1

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
58.6 63.9

5, Witching news and #tecmation

programs reading in

newspaperi d magazines.

49.5

1

42.7

43. Do-it yourself activities or hobbies. 55.6 58.9
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 17.1 15.0

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
25.8 33.3

39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.
17.0 11.3

Weighted sample
percentages

45.0 55.0
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likely to want to increase church and service (charity, volunteer,

etc.) activities.

Of 22 arts related activities, at least eight percent more women

wantto increase participation in 13 of the activities. In only two

activities, jazz concerts and watching jazz on TV or listening on the

radio, are more men likely to want to'increase their activity levels

and these differences are very small. Of particular interest are

activities like painting, going to folk dance performances, going to

the theater, and touring buildings and museums, where women are sub-

stantially more likely to desire an increase while participating at

an equal or even lower rate than men.

Sex based differences for individuals showing a strong desire to

increase participation differ slightly, but are generally in the same

direction (TABLE 3.19). 17 For non-arts activities there are more large

17
Comparisons of groups on the basis of expression of a high/

strong desire to increase participation creates one of those situations
where the reader should be careful of reliability problems related to
sample size. Percentages presented in TABLE 3.10, for" example, are
based on weighted"data. Therefore, reported N's are still very high
(2% of the weighted sample represents about 1,200 responses) but the num-
ber of survey respondents on which that figure is based is much smal-
ler, about 35. Further, the data reported in this and subsequent
TABLES are presented as a percentage of the subgroup being considered,
making the cell N even smaller. To counter these problems we have not
subdivided these cells. In addition, the analysis is based on compari-
sons of proportions of large sample segments, thus the relevant statis-
tical test for differences, for example, would be of proportional
differenbes between men and women, based on sample N's of about 600 to
800. Such a test would require a proportional difference of about five
percentage points to be "statistically significant" at the .05 level.
Most of the differences we have been describing as relevant are much
higher than that.

In comparisons of smaller groups, say across educational cate-
gories, where N's may be as low as 200, a difference of 10-12 percen-
tage points would be required to achieve "statistical significance".

(Continued...)
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differences between women and men. *Men are still more likely to have

a strong desire to increase sports related activities. However, wo-

men are substantially more likely to have a strong desire to increase

movie attendance, picnicking, etc., reading, and do-it-yourself acti-

vities. It is interesting to note that there is no pattern to these

differences. They involve home and away, passive and active, and

family and non-family leisure pursuits. They also do not involve

activities which women currently do substantially more than men.

Among arts related activities there are seven in which less than

2% of the men have a strong desire to increase participation. There

are only three for women. (One of these is common to both groups -

going to folk dance performances.) Men still lead in their desire to

increase jazz related activities, but there are fewer other activities

where women show a substantially stronger desire to increase activity

levels. Craft related activities and painting are still much more

highly fivored by women than men, but others like touring buildings

and museums, taking art classes and going to symphonies, exhibit vir-

17(Continuation...)
As the'responses move toward the extreme, i.e., away from 50-50, the
test becomes more powerful and somewhat smaller differences are sig-
nificant. Another factor that adds to the interpretability of the
-results is a trend across all categories, which is suggestive of
impact of the independent variable even when simple two-category com-
parisons are not "statistically significant". Now that we have tested
the patience of even the most thorough reader, our point is that data
interpreted across categorical differences for all leisure activities
should not be dismissed because cell sizes appear to be small. The
analysis done here has taken account of these problems and compari-
sons discussed are generally well within standard statistical signi-
ficance tolerances. In instances where N's are too small' or individual
differences too extreme, trends are used instead of individual compari-
sons.
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TABLE 3.19

Percent With Strong Desire to Increase
Participation by Sex

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in Or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group,

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to,folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

musk lessons.

male female

3.5
1.6
4.8
4.4

4.0
1.9

10.9

3 . 4

3.7
6.3
7.0

1.9
2.8

10.9

10. hinting, drawing, making sculpture, 4.5 11.1
doing griphic art, taking photographs

(Isar.) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts. 6.3 16.1
12. Taking an classes in painting, 3 . 1 3.8

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Goi to a bo'llet or modern dance 0, 1 . 0 4 .0
perfrrarcei

31. Going to a dancing performance. 0 . 8 1.9

26. GOing to ter performance. 4 . 0 9.4
27. Acting in p iys or musicals, performing 2.4 5.8

in a dance up, taking lessons in either,

or providiirg behind the scene support.

2./ Writing nrivelt, stories, plays, or 3 . 5 5.1
poetry, orltaking classes in writing.

-
minting,, 7. Visiting graphic arts, photo- 3.0 4.2

graphiAculpture exhibits. :
.

;8. Visiting craft exhibits, 1.3 7.7
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or .. 5 . 0 6.9

historic value orilibling history,

science oftechnical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

C

1.8

2.3

1.7

3.7

1.4

2.6

2.4 2.4
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4:

21.

22.

15.

19.

28.

8.

-

32.

35.
37.

33.

40.

42.

38.

41.

34.

44.

I.

'5.

43.

45.

'39.

39.

TABLE 3.19 Continued

male female

Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

1.7 2.2

Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

4.4 6.0

Listening to recordings. 6.0 6.5
Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

9.0 9.1

Going to fain and carnivals. 3.2 5.2
Going to the Movies. . 7.5 15.6

Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.
8.1 2.2

Going to watch sports in potion. 12.7 7.2
Playing competitive sports. 8.8 3,4
Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
12.6 9.3

Camping, hiking, back- packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
25.3 20.8.

Plcnicing, visits to perks, zoos, nature-

walks, or driving s car for pleasure.
7.7 13.9

Playing with your children. 16.4 17.2
Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
4.0 5.8

Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friehds on the phone, etc.

9.3 15.3

Going to church or doing other

church-reletsd activities.
11.8 16.1

Playing with pets. 2.7 3.5

Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).

%WWI news snd information
programs on TV or reading in .

wallows and news/magazines.

12.0

6.2

17.3

6.3

Do-it-youreelt activities or hobbies. 10.9 16.2
Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 3.3 0.8

Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
3.1 4.5

Fraternal organization or club

activities.
2.8 0.5

Weighted sample
percentages 45.0 55.0
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tually no differences. It is possible to conclude from these results

that while women are still somewhat more likely to express strong

desires for increasing a number of activities, the differences that

existed at the general desire level are not nearly as strong. However,

if estimates of the sex of new participants were to be made from these

data, at least eight of the activities would probably have a strong

dominance by women. Furthermore, for seven or more activities we

would expect to see very little, if any, increase in maleparticipa-

tion. Such prediction's, however, are being made without the benefit

of knowing the reasons for not increasing participation in the past.

TABLE 3.20 shows the proportion of each age group who desire to

increase their participation in each activity. As was true for cur-

rent participation, there are many activities for which* desire to

increase is related to age. For thirteen of the 22 arts related ac-

tivities there is a significant drop in the proportion who desire to

increase participation as age increases. Six of these activities,

singing, going to jazz concerts, playing an Instrument, painting,

visiting craft exhibits, and taking classes in art 'history, have the

same pattern for desired-participation increases as they had for cur-

rent participation. This finding fits the historic influence pattern

found in the previous section. For the remaining seven activities,

doing crafts, taking art classes, going to a ballet, going to the

theater, writing, visiting art exhibits, and watching jazz on TV, the

age associated decrease in the proportion desiring an increase is not

found in current participation patterns. (See TABLE 2.13.) For the

r--"'
remaining rts related activities the age associated differences
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r

involve only specific groups and do not show a trend across all age

groups. Acting, for example, is an activity where 18- to 29-year

olds are far more likely to desire an increase than any of the other

groups.

The most notable diffe-ance among those with a strong desire to

increase participation is that age is inversely related to active arts

related leisure pursuits. A second part of this relationship is that

the only activities in which more than 10% of the group has a strong

desire to increase participation are the active pursuits and that

this occurs generally among the younger age groups. The examples are

playing an instrument, painting, doing crafts, and taking art classes.

(See TABLE 3.21.) Thus, other things being equal, the activities

which seem most likely to have actual participation increases are the

active pursuits with a younger audience.

A similar trend exists for non -arts activities, although it is

not nearly as strong, i.e., there are passive activities whidh also

have substantial proportions (more than 10% of the group) among the

younger age groups, with a strong desire to increase participation.

Overall, age is not as strong a predictor of either general de-

Sire to increase participation or strong desire to increase participa- r

ion as sex. There are trends, however, which show that, for certain

/types of activities, as age increases the desire to increase partici-

pation decreases. This finding parallels results for current parti-

cipation levels. These results suggest that (1) increasing age leads

to less interest in changing current patterns, particularly among

active pursuits, and/or (2) there are differences in the interests of
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TABLE 3.20

Percent Who Desire to Increase Participation
For Each Alge Group

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Sonia to choral concerts.

25, Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or tither singing group.

14. Going tolazz concerts.

16, Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festive. Is.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking an dames in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballot or modern dance

perfirmanca.
31, Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting paintino graphic arts, photo-

graphy orsculpturs exhibits.

11. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical musAms.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV
or listening on thi radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

18-29 30-39 4049 50-64 65 +

23.0 19.1 20.9 18.6 20.3
14.9 13.6 15.6 13.8 18.5
30.3 36.3 32.6 32.6 25.1
30.7 19.6 19.4 15.7 10.8

33,1 16.6 10.8 10.5_ 7.9
25,7 21.0 21.3 16.6 18.5

,.

4 7. 3 2 7 . 4 21.8 19.7 11.2

45.4 "0.1 26.7 22.2 22.1

55.9 52.4 44.7 33.1 31.6
36.8 27.5 21.3 17.7 15.3

23.2 17.4 17.7 12.1 11.3

21-.0 19.6 22.2 19.8 11.7

42.9 37.7 36.5 37.3 31.4
27.4 9.4 10.5 6.9 7.2

25.4 1 6 . 9 12.8 - 11.2. 12.9

45.8 37.2 31.2 26.6 17.2

43.3 41.0 39.5 35.9 28.1
52.2 43.5 42.0 41.0 38.9

24.8 19.4 22.4 23.3 23.0

23.8 15.2 13.6 13.4 11.5

24.2 18.4 23.9 21.5 24.1

23.8 21.4 2 1 . 9 15.5 14.0
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TABLE 3.20 Continued

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-64 .65 +

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

27.8' 20.4 27.5 26.1 20.9

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

42.2 35.3 31.6 22.7 24.7

22. Liitening to recordings. 51.8 42.2 35.8 35.1 25.0
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

64.9 45.2 36.7. 22.3 10.7

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

58.3
76.1

35.8
60.5

34.7
53.3

26.7
4-1.6

31.4
26.4

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.
28.8 21.9 28.3 21.5 17.5

32. Going to watch sports inperson. 58.9 52.5 45.4 38.7 30.4
35. Pliying competitive sports. 47.1 25:3 15.6 7.4 3.4
37. Joggi, weight lifting or other 65.6 49:4 40.5 22.9 17.3

, exercise program.

33.. Camping, hiking, beckpacking,

hunting, fishing, sic.

79.5 68.5 59.8 45.7 34.0

40. Picnicing, visits to perks, zoos, nature

walks; or driving a car for pleasure.

75.4 68.0 56.3 55.1 43.1

42. Playing with your children. 33.3 62.6 47.8 28.9 21.3
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.

58.3 50.0 35.2 34.8 24.6

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

65.4 55.7 53.0 54.5 40.5

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.

51.2 52.4 46.5 54.3 52.5

44. Playing with pets. 36.0 20.6 18.2 11.7 15.1

Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
- 72.8 64.1 57.7 52.7 45.1

, 5, Watching news and informetion

programs on TV or reading in
53.3 43.6 44.0 39.1 42.9

nayspapini and news/magazine:.
431 Owityourself activilits or hobbies. 63.7. 60.8 61.4 51.3. 37.6
45. Sitting and thinking - daydreaming. -.21.7 13.1 15.2 11.5 11.9

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
35.3 31.8 27.1 25.1 23.3

39. Fraternal organization or club 11.8 12.2 14.0 18.8 12.6
activities.

Weighted sample 33.0 18.6 15.5 20.9 11.7
percentages
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TABLE 3.21

Percent .With Strong Desire to Increase
Participation By Age

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

-festiials.
24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

las artVor making films Yourself.
11. Going crafts.

12. Taking an classes in painting, e,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts:

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to *homer performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft-exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.
23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

olisttning on the radio.
29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to_a literature club.

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-64 65 +'

5.5 1.0 2.2' 3.8 3.0
3.2 0.5 3.2 3.5 3.7
4.7 5.4 10.2 3.0 3.2
8.6 6.2 5.2 1.5 1.1

5.0 3.1 3.4 0.6 0.0
3.2 3.5 2.7 0.7 1.5

19.3 10.0 5.6 3.7 4.5

12.4 8.7 7.8 2.5 4.6

.-

16.6 13.7 12.4 6.2 4.9
10.9' 7.6 4.5 2.4 0.6

3.2 1.2 .2.4 1.6 2.3

0.8 1.7 2.4 1.9 0.9

9.3 4.6 4.2 4.6 8.9
8.1 2.6 0.4 1.0

,.

.3.4

6.6 3.2 4.5 2.9 2.9

5.5 2.2 4.7 2.6 1.4

5.8 , 4.4 5.8 4.6 2.1
6.5 6.2 5.1 4.4 7.5

*I

2.8 2.6 1.4 2.7 6.2

2.0 1.1 4.0 0.2 2.8

2.4 2.0 4.1 1.2 1.6,

3.2 1.3 3.9 1.7 1.6

2 1
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TABLE 3.21 Continued

18-29 30-39 40-49

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
1.2 3.1 2.9

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other musk.
8.2 7.7 3.6

22. Listening to recordings. 9.9 6.5 5.7
15. , Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
16.6 9.9 6.1

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 7.4 2.3 4.4
28. Going to the movies. 18.0 14.7 8.5

- 6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.
4.8 6.0 5.7

32. Going to watch sports in person. 12.I3 12.0 9.6
35. Playing competitive sports. 1.9 6.3 3.6
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
18.8 13.3 9.5

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
31.5 27.8 20.6

40. Picnicing, visits to pail's, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
15.1 13.6 10.8

42. Playing with your children. 17.2 32.3 17.9
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with Wends and/or family.
5.6 7.7 3.7

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letter, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

14. 5 16.1 9.3

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
13.6 16.8 13.8

44. Playing with pets. 3.7 3.9 3.6
1. feeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
17.8 18.3 16.7

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

riasvapioers and newsmagazines.

5.9 7.8 8.7

43. 0o-ityourself activities or hobbies. 15.2 19.3 16.0
45. . Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 3.1 2.2 2.0
38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
4.0 3.0 5.9

39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.
1.5 1.8 1.1

Weighted sample
percentages

33.0 18.8 15.5
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50-64 65 +

1.6 2.1.

0.8 4.0

3.0 1.9
2.6 0.7

1.4 3.0
5.3 5.5

4.3 3.2

6.2
0.7
3.3

6.2
0.9
0.1

12.8 9.4

5.9 7.3

7.6
4.0

6.9
1.8

9.8 11.4

10.0
0.3

2.8

2.6

20.g

1r

5.9

S.9
1.3

3.0



older and younger groups of individuals, i.e., the age cohort is

indicative of a particular style of leisure behavior. Unfortunately,

our data do not permit a critical test on this issue.

One reasonable sounding hypothesis about choice in leisure beha-

'vior is that having children inhibits participation in certain types

of activity, specifically 'activities which inliolve going to places

where children are not normally in attendance; such as concerts.

Assuming that such a participation barrier existswould lead one to

predict that individuals with more children (or at least one child)

might* be more likely to want to increase activity in those areas.

-TABLE 3.22 does not support this line of reasoning. To some degree

it even shows the opposite to be true, i.e., there is less desire to

increase participation among those with more children. Going to

symphony or chamber concerts is the best example. People with child-

ren are not more likely to desire to increase participation in areas

where children arc normally thought to be a hindrance. There are,

in fact, surprisingly few activities, either arts related or non-arts,

\for which there is a substantial difference between individuals with

no children and one or more children. A possible explanation for

these results lies in the interpretation of the question. It is

possible that some respondents answered this question assuming that

children were still a barrier to increased participation,'i.e., the

Answers did not reflect "pure desire". While this explanation may

.apply to some respondents there are also other somewhat less contriv-

ed possibilities. For example, people with children may indeed

change their interest patterns, possibly to fit their family

2.16
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situations. Thus, those with children simply might not be an, in-

terested in concerts, not because children are a "barrier", but

because they have modified their desires to fit family or other types

of needs.

A similar irregular pattern exists for arts related activities

when strong desire to increase participation is examined. While

there are differences, e.g. larger prOportions with strong desire

to go to symphony concerts and operas, among those with no children,

and greater proportions with strong desire among those with three or

more children to sing in a group, go to folk concerts, or folk dance

performances, and increase media provided arts related activities,

they seem to show no regular pattern or overall trend (TABLE 3223).

Although it is. certainly possible to invent hypotheses to fit each

instance of difference across groups, this does not seem to be a

very fruitful undertaking since it is not possible to test these

hypohteses in this context.

Among non-arts activities a different situation prevails. For

13 of 23 activities there, seems to be a strong relationship between

the number of children in the family and the proportion of individuals

likely to have a strong desire to increase participation. In all of

these instances the relationship is positive, i.e., the more child-

ren, the larger the proportion. Activities exhibiting this pattern

are varied and the level of strong demand is also varied. Activities

include: watching regular TV, listening to popular music on the

radio, listening to records, going to popular music concerts, going to

fairs and carnivals, going to the movies, jogging or other exercise,

24i27



TABTA 3:22

Percent Who Desire to Increase Participation
By Number of Children

17. Going to symphony or chamber cnncerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

ft:filial:.
24. Playing an instrumint in a group or..

for your own entertainment or taking
music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or`making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance.group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.
8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.
13. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.
29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

none

25.8
17.0
27,2
20.6

22.0
27.0

30.9

one two three or more

20.1
12.9
33.7
22.1

18.3
13.0
39,8
23.8

15.8 16.6
14.6 23.7

.222 34.0

34.7 29.0 42.3

46.5 42.4 '57.4
27.2 22.8 33.1

21.1 23.0 20.5

25.2 12.6 21.6

45.7 32.3 35.6
17.6 12.8 14.3

19.3 12.6 16.4

37.2 29.6 37.0

39.4 39.5
47.0 46.8

25.2

19.2

24.5

21.5 20.3

41.9
45.4

18.1

11.3

20.5

12.9
14.0
40.7
32.7

17.9
23.2

30.4

42.6

58.2
30.2

20.2

18.4

36.8
14.8

21.9

39.6

50.0
49.3

26.4

20.1

26.8

22.6 25.9
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to thi movies.

1Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.

37. Jogging, weight lifting orother
exerciva progrim.

33-. Camping, hiking; backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
38. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and /or family.

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

churchraleted activities.
44. Playing with pets.

t. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reeding in

newspapers and newsmagazines.

43. OrFityouresif activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

TABLE 3.22

none

Continued

ow. two three or more

25.2 23.4 25.3 26.7

27-.1 32.9 36.2 39.8

42.3 39.3 41.0 48.1
41.3 39.1 48.6 49.5

37.4 44.8 42.5 49.5
51.1 60.9 68.4 64.9

24.1 23.2 23.8 26.9

45.8 48.6 54.8 52.7
24.0 20.7 27.5 27.3
43.4 43.8 54.3 51.7

60.3 64.1 72.8 72.0

59.6 64.4 71.4 70.6

19.4 54.9 72.3 76.4
44.8 39.8 52.3 54.2

55.7 55.5 58.9 68.1

50.1 50.7 54.9 63.7

24.7 19.2 17.7 24.0

63.8 63.6 68.3 60.7

49.4 35.9 45.7 53.2

57.2 59.9 63.6 71.3
13.9 13.0 14.5 17.5

28.3 27.4 33.6 37.3

14.8 8.0 16.9 16.7

41.9 22.9 23.3 11.9
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TABLE 3.23

Percent With Strong Desire to Increase
Participation By Number of Children

17. . Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts. .

26. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

18. Going so folk/ethnic concerts or

*this's.
24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Pointing, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making thins yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking an Classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

..-30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

28. Going tolheeter performance.
27. Acting in play or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.
8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classics! music, opera, or dancing'.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking class or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc.. or belonging

to a literature club.

none one two three or more,

4.8 1.8 2.5 2. 2

3.7 0.7 1.4 1.3
4.5 6.5 7.5 7.3
3.9 3.5 6.7 13.6

3 . 0 2.1 2.0 2.8
1.8 2.3 2.9 4.7

12.1 4.7 10.1 11.6

9.1 7.2 13.0 8.6,

10.8 12.0 17.0 14.4
6.9 5.0 9.2 4.9

4. 1 1.4 1.7 2.5

5.0 1.4 0.9 0.9
It

6.4 5.0 6.8 6.5
5.0 2.7 5.1 8.1

6 . 2 2.1 5.7 5.6

5. 1 2.4 4.1 4.5

4.0 7.9 5.4 4.1
7.0 6.9 7.9 3.8

3.6 1.4 3.0 4.1

1.5 1.1 1.5 3.8

3 . 1 1.7' 1.5 3.4

1.5 1.2 5.1 2.0
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TABLE 3.23 Continued

none one two. three or-more

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and newt.
1.6 1.1 2.2 5.7

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
3.7 2.8 7.7 11.5

22. Listening to recording& 7.5 3.2 5.9 11.2
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
8.9 5.6 9.4 14.6

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 2.7 4.2 4.7 8.3
28. Going to the movies. 9.2 13.2 12.0 21.5

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
cn radio.

4.7 4.4 7.7 3.6

32. Going to watch sports in person. 10.9 10.7 9.0 10.8
35. Playing competitive sports. 6.7 4.7 3.8 8.4
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program:
8.0 9.6 15.1 14.6

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, stc.
23.2 23.6 27.0 31.6

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
6.3 14.8 16.6 17.0

42. Playing with your children. 5.9 25.5 38.0 30.9
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
2.6 7.9 3.8 9.9

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

9.0 14.0 11.8 17.5

34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.
9.6 14.9 18.7 21.6

44. Playing with pets. 3.9 1.8 2.9 5.6

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
17;1 15.4 15.6 11.9

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and nevn/megszines.

5.4 4.7 7.8 9.8

43. Goityourself activities or hobbies. 11.0 16.3 19.9 24.0
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. . 0 2.2 2.2 0.9
38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
f 4 . 1 5.4 5.7 2.1

39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.
1.3 1.9 2.8 0.5

Weighted sample
percentages

41.9 22.9 23.3 11.9
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playing competitive sports, camping, picnicking, etc., going to church,

watching or reading news, and do- it- yourself activities. The pattern

itself is somewhat varied. In some instances there is a distinctive

difference between the group with most children and all others, as

in watching regular TV. In others, the pattern involves a different

break point, or no break .point at all (a steady increase across all

groups). While it is clear that the number of children in the family

has some impact on the strong desire to increase participation in -.

these activities, it is again not clear just what the influence might

be. If it were a general desire to "get away from the kids", then

why these particular activities should show the pattern and not the

others is unclear. On the other hand, there is neither a substantive

nor empirical (as defined in the factor and cluster analysis earlier

in the Chapter) connection among the activities where the pattern

does occur.

Racial differences in the desire to increase participation are

examined in TABLES 3.24 and 3.25. For arts related pursuits there

are six activities for which the proportion of Blacks who desire to

increase their participation is significantly greater than the propor-

tion of Whites who want to increase.participation. (TABLE 3.24)

There is only one activity where the reverse is true,, attending sym-

phony concerts. The six activities in which Blacks are more interes-

ted in increasing activity levels are: going to choral concerts,

singing in a group, going to jazz concerts, writing, watching jazz on

TV or listening on the radio, and taking art history classes. In the

cases of jazz related activities, singing, and choral concerts, these

9 )
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differences reflect similar differences in current participation

rates. (TABLE 3.25) With the exception of attending symphony con-

certs, activities in which Whites currently participate at signifi-

cantly higher rates do not show a similar correspondence (with Whites

being more likely to have a desire to increase activity levels).
'k

Generally, Blacks are more likely to say they would like to increased

activity levels across all arts related activities.

This general finding is true for non-arts activities as well.

In seven of nine activities where there is a significant difference

between Blacks and Whites, Blacks are more likely to desire an in-

crease'in participation than Whites. Again, the activities are varied

(going to fairs and carnivals,.watching sports on TV, watching sports

in person, playing with your children, going to church, and charity,

and volunteer activities) and it is difficult to define a pattern in

the differences between the two groups.

The same comparison made for strong desire to increase partici-

pation follows a similar pattern except that the activities show even

larger differences,18 i.e., the Blacks are much more likely to have a

strong desire to increase participation than Whites. (TABLE 3.25)

In addition, there are two activities which were not on the first list,

visiting art exhibits and listening to classical music on radio or TV.

These results suggest that the potential for significant increases in

Black participation in several activity areas, provided there are not

environmental barriers which prohibit such changes. The activities

where changes are most likely, however, are active pursuits which may

18
With the exception of taking art history and literature classes

where the ratio remains about the same.
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TABLE 3.24

Percent Who Desire to Increase Participation
By Race

17. Going to symphony or chamber concern.
18. ,Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

18. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festiials.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, draWing, making sculpture,

doirig graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Dohig crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

28. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.

9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,
science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classlud music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking claises or attending lectures on

art history, literature, et., or belonging
to a literature club.

black

12.6
14.8
57.4
39.2

28.3
20.9

37 . 1

48.0
31. 1

30.8 29.3 44:9

18.9

13.2

40.3
19.5

26.8

36.9

36.2
44.0

white other

21.7
14.5
28.7
28.7

17.4
20.8

33.6 45.9

45.6
25.1

17.3

20.4

37.9
13.6

15.8

39.0
44.8

34.2
20.0
'32.2
38.7

22.1
42.8

53.0
42.3

28.5

25.8

52.7
31.2

32.8

33.3 48.0

51.7
59.9

27. 21.0 48.2

8 . 9 15.1 26 . 7

26.1 22.1 26.8

.33.3 17.8 35.0
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TABLE 3.24 Continued

black white other

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sportand news.
33.8 23.6 33.5

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
33.3 32.7 48.9

22. Listening to recordings. 44.8 40.1 60.2
15. Going to rock of country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

28.5 43.2 46.5

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 48.1 38.7 69.7
28. Going to the.movies. 60.6 55.9 70.4

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.
32.7 22.9 34.7

32. Going to watch sports in person. 55.8 47.0 43.6
35. Playing competitive sports. 30.3 23.9 35.6
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

45.4 43.5 62.5

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, atc.
40.5 64.4 78.3

40. `Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
63.6 62.7 65.7

42. Playing with your children. 49.9 36.5 47.0
Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or twilit.
39.8 45.2 42.9

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, Writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

59.8 5 6 . 4 50.1

34. Going to church or doing other

churctwelated activities.

64.2 4.9.8 54.0

44. Playing with pits. 22.3 22.8 31.0

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
56.6 62.2 65.2

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV orreeding in

newspapers and nowshmozines.

48.3 45.1 53.0

43. Do-ityourself activities or hobbies. 55.4 57.6 61.8
45., Sitting and thinking - daydreaming. 19.2 15.3 21.3

3$. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.

44.5 27.9 30,9

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

18.4 13.0 18.0

Weighted sample
percentages

12,0 83.8 4.2
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TABLE 3.25

Percent With Strong Desire to Increase
Participation By Race

17. Going to symphony or chamber concern.
18. Going tran opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

_ 25. Singing in or playing fora chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

18. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for yOur own entertainment or taking

music Isom

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

28. Going to theater performante.

27. Acting in play! or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7.. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.

9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club. .

black

2.7
2.7

20.4
17.4

10.0
4.7

11.8

white

3.4
2.7
3.7
4.1

2.0
2.1

10.5

other

7.8
5.7
1.5
8.6

0.0
2.4

16.1

10.8 7.7 11.8

13.7
3.9

2.2

1.0

5.9
4.6

.4 .6.5

11.6
6.8

2.7,

1.5

6 .

4.1
.4

4.0

/ 8.4
1.5

4..0

2.0

13.0
8.0

6.6.

7.5 3t1 4.4

7.8
4.9 1.5t
6.0 Z.0

7.,5. 2.0 6.3

6.5 1 . 3 .0.0

3:9

3.9
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.'
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country Intl western

or rhythm and blues concerts:
19. Going to/airs and carnivals..
28. Coins to the movies. .

O. Watching sports on TV or listening
ti on radio.

32. Going'to watch sports in person,
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other 4

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, (Ming, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, of driving a tailor pleasure.

42. Playing with your children:
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Viiirng with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34.' Going3o church or croica other

church-41*W activities.
44. Playing with pets.

.Reading (fiction books, periodical's,

and noqfictionl.
5. . Watching (remand information

prOgremeon TV or reeding in

-newspapers and news/.magazines.

43. Dityourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking - daydreaming.

e

be

3$: Chirity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

utilities.

Weighted sample
percentages '

TABLE 3.25 Continued

black white other

5.1 1.5 3.6

13.1 4.3 1.7

13.6 5.1 9.8
8.2 9.3 8.2

13.5 3.1 3.1
16.7 11.8 1.6

7.1 4.5 5.3

10.6 9.7 6.6
7.5 5.6 5.2

11.7 10.7 9.9

14.7 24.3 17.1

18.4 10.3 7.2

24.9 15.8 15.4
7.9 4.7 2.0

13.9 12.9 3.5

.29.2 12.6 4.6

4 . 4 3.0 2.2

12.2 15.4 14.0

8 . 5 5 . 6 11.7

19.4 13.3 8.6
1 . 2.1 1.3

11. 3 2.9 2.2

4 . 2 1.2 0.0

12.0 83.8 4.2
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be least susceptible to any attempt at outside manipulation, i.e.,

policies which are designed to encourage participation or reduce the

effect of barriers.

Similar patterns exist in the now:arts activities. There is a

suggestion in this pattern, for both arts and non-arts activities,

that having or indicating (in response to a questionnaire) a strong

desire to increase participation may be a characteristic more likely

to be exhibited by Blacks than Whites. This is particularly true for

activities in which Blacks are already strong participators, such as

jazz related activities, singing in groups, going to choral concerts,

playing with children, and church activities. It may indicate a

stronger tie for Blacks to their current leisure activity pattern than

is true for the White population of the South. This question will

be discussed further when we examine cluster membership.

In terms of current participation patterns, community size was

hypothesized to impact on leisure choices in two ways: first through

the availability of certain types of activities; and second, through

the attitudes of people who chose to live in those communities

(particularly with regard to small town and rural communities versus

large cities and their suburbs). In TABLE 3.26 it is possible to

develop an indirect indicator of the latter concern. If desire for

increasing activity levels can be assumed to be independent of

availability, the distribution of leisure for increases across

community size provides a rough indicator of differences in attitude. 19

19
The availability hypothesis can be at least partially tested

in our examination of barriers to increased participation presented
in the next chapter.
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TABLE' 3.26
Percent Who Desire to
Increase Participation for
Each Coimunity Size Group

17. Going io symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,
or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals.
24. Playing an instrument in a group or for

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

jas art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performances.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taki,.g lessons in either,

or protiding behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

25

Carmunity Size Groups

more than
1000000

500000-
999999

100000-
499999

50000-
99999

suburb
500000
or more

suburb
100000-
or.moxe

10000-
49999

2500-
9999

rural
farm

rural
not
farming

30.5 24.2 25.4 26,1 16.7 16.4 30.1 16.1 10.9 13.0
27.7 20.1 15.1 18.8 85.7 6.3 22.1 7.6 9.8 8.7
25.0 30.5 27.2 32.8 29.9 23-2 40.4 28.1 39.2 33..4
22 t 1 31.1 18.5 19.2 24.1 17.3 22.0 1,6.4 24.8 26.2

27.3 22.5 21.8 20.2 16.2 19.8 21.2 18.0 12.0 11.6
31.3 25.5 18.0 25.7 18.5 18.7 25.7 19.6 18.6 15.8
37.1 40.1 34.6 34.2 34.5 28.1 33.5 20.2 21.6 25.9

39.5 31.3 33.2 40,1 35.3 30.8 38.7 29.0 29.3 38.5'

46.6 42.2 46.7 51.3 44.9 46.7 474-5 38.2 41.0 55.0
32.4 25.6 32.6 30.5 34.4 22.7 34.8 13.1 18.8 22.5

31.0 22.7 16.4 22.3 18.3 12.6 22.9 12.4 10.4 14.0

26.3 21.8 15.4 23.3 20.2 27.7 24.4 ].2.7 16.5 19.5

51:6 41.9< 41.6 40.9 48.7 37.4 49.4 32.5 21.6 32.1
18.9 25.9 16.1 14.0 12.4 13.0 14.2 9.5 14.7 13.1

19.4 19.9 17.9 26.2 16.g 8.9 23.0 15.1 14.3 14.4

42.0 39.8 32.8 4012 43.8' 32.6 41.1, 29.0 23.3 27.6

34.5 33.5 44.2 40.8 A
39.9 35.2 43.1 35.3 35.2 42.8

38:1 48.9 48.0 51.6 47.7 37.9 48.9 41.8 '39.5 45.9
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TABLE 3.26 Continued

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, liter tura, etc., or belonging
to a literature club

4. Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.
NI 21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all
.p.,

0 other music.

22. Listening to recordings.
15. Going to rock or country and western

for rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive snorts.

37. Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

2':,1

Cammunity Size Groups

more than
1000000

500000-
999999

100000-
499999

50000-
99999

suburb
500000
or more

'suburb
100000-
or more

10000-
49999

2500-
9999

rural
fare:

rural
not
farming

28.9 25.0 25.4 24.6 22.7 23.8 24.1 24.1 14.4 20.6

18.4 12.2 21.4 18.6 15.5 11.5 19.1 17.4 14.4 15.4

24.4 27.0 25.2 26.4 23.7 20.0 28.4 16.4 11.4 26.2

29.2 21.6 15.6 24.5 23.7 12.9 26.9 18.4 19.0 12.3

16.1 22.2 21.8 27.3 20.4 16.3 2e.3 25.1 29.7 32.7

23.2 36.1 33.1 37.9 28.0 27.3 34.0 33.0 36.1 38.8

39.7 45.3 42.9 48.9 48.8 38.0 45.3 39.1 29.5 42.1
43.4 36.4 39.6 46.5 41.8 49.8 40.5 39.8 43.2 39.4

31.0 49.4 41.4 47.2 39.5 38.5 38.3 38.4 40.7 44.7
59.8 69.3 57.9 52.9 59.7 57.7 56.4 56.5 49.3 61.3

25.6 2t5.8 21.4 21.8 27.6 17.7 27.5 24.0 26.9 27.4

50.2 57.2 43.2 46.5 56.5 49.4 54.5 51.3 42.5 44.6
27.5 36.4 32.0 31.7 24.6 21.4 21.4 19.9 16.8 24.4

50.9 59.9 46.4 47.8 53.7 44.8 47.5 38.4 31.0 41.3
71.4 66.9 62.1 60.7 71.3 68.1 58.7 57.3 58.4 66.2

57.3 69.0 64.5 57.4 70.6 57.0 67.3 64.2 58.4 64.3



TABLE 3.26 Continued

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on.the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. Doityourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

263

more than
1000000

500000-
999999

100000-
499999

COMMUnity Size Groups

50000-
99999

suburb
500000
or more

suburb
100000-
or more

36.1 35.6 30.3 42.7 34.1 42.8
48.5 62.5 43.1 50.2 54.4 34.9

47.7 63.8 52.0 53.3 60.6 53.8

56.4 43.7 43.7 48.5 46.1 41.6

27.6 25.4 22.0 24.3 25.3 10.3

63.4 62.8 67.6 65.6 74.7 66.1

49.1 44.3 46.9 51.6 46.5 42.6

56.4 61.8 55.8 54.9 68.8 52.4
17.2 18.5 16.1 23.7 19.1 17.8

32.6 43.7 32.7 32.9 34.2 19.1

12.3 15.6 13.8 16.4 9.3 7.7

6.8 6.7 15.0 9.5 6.6 4.2

10000- 2500-
49999 9999

36.4 32.4
48.4 37.5

60.5 51.8

53.0 54.6

21.7 21.0

68.9 51.8

52.5 38.6

63.1 46.4
14.9 12.5

29.4 26.0

18.1 7.2

14.8 11.8

a

rural
farm

rural
not
farming

46.9 50.9
38.0 36.7

58.6 60.3

60.1 62.5

26.2 21.7

55.7 47.8

41.8 45.1

57.1 61.7
15.2 11.3

19.9 33.9

12.7 21.4

14.2 10.4



In TABLE 2.26 we saw current participation patterns in which indivi-

duals from smaller towns and rural areas were less likely to parti-

cipate in eight different arts related activities. These were pri-

marily activities involving attendance at a concert or performance

of some type. One of the inferences drawn was that the lower attend-

ance could be related to lower availability. TABLE 3.26 has a verb

similar pattern on the question of desire to increase participation.

Going to symphonies, operas, jazz concerts, ballets, folk dance

performances, attending the theater, and going to art exhibits are

all activities which people in larger communities are more likely to

want to increase than people in smaller or rural communities. If

experience (historical participation pattern) is an important factor

in the desire to increase participation, these findings fit expecta-

tions. People in smaller communities just do not have the same

interest in those types of arts-related activities. Whether the

lesser interest is a function of no previous experience or a proces

of self selection (if they were interested in these'things they

wouldn't live in these kinds of communities) is not determinable

from available ata. These data also highlight the absence of strong

pressure from these areas for an increase in the availability of this

type of arts related activity, i.e., individuals from small towns and

rural areas seem less likely to care about the availability of these

acitvities.
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There are several activities for which demand is somewhat higher

in the smaller towns and rural areas. These include going to choral

concerts, singing in a group, watching regular TV programs, playing

with children, and going to church. The focus of these activities is

religious, family, and hotne oriented, and thus perhaps'meets some of

our _traditional expectations about the nature Of rural or small town

leisure activities.

On a more general plane, the most noticeable pattern in TABLE 3.26

is the point at which the most distinct differences occur across

community size groups. For six of the 14 activities where significant

differences occur, the grouping is between rural (farm and not farm-.

ing), on the one hand, and all others on the other hand. By adding

very small towns and suburbs of middle-sized cities, the remainder

are accounted for. Thus, generally differences occur between the

smallest communities and all others withan occasional grouping of

suburbs with the smaller communities. There is little difference

between large citiesand middle-sized cities (down to 10,000 people)

in terms of level of demand for increased participation in both arts

related and non-arts activities.

TABLE 3.27 presents the results for those with a strong desire to

increase participation. The pattern oligeTVd in the previous table

is only very faintly replicated. While some of the same differences

between very small and larger communities are still visible, for go-

ing to ballets or the theater, for example, most of the others are

either much less pronounced or not visible at all. Differences which

do occur seem more random and are very difficult to explain in terms

266
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TABLE 3.27
Percent With Strong Desire
to Increase Participation
By Community Size

Cammunity Size Groups

suburb suburb rural
more than 500000- 100000- 50000- 500000 100000- 10000- 2500- rural not
1000000 999999 499999 99999 or more or more 49999 9999 farm farming

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 6.1 4.3 3.0 3.0 0.7 4.1 7.2 2.5 2.3 2.3
18. Going to an opera. 2.8 5.4 2.2 4.3 1.6 0.4 6.3 0.3 1.6 1.8
13. Going to choral concerts. 1.3 7.7 3.8 10.8 5.7 0.0 '8.1 2.2 5.4 8.4
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.
3.9 15.0 3.6 3.9 7.7 0.0 5.9 3.1 7.7 7.7

14. Going to jazz concerts. 2.3 10.0 1.0 3.3 1.1 0.4 4.2 3.1 1.6 1.4
16.. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals. 4.0 5.4 0.9 1.4 4.2 0.8 2.1 2.6 2.3 3.2
24. Playing an instrument in a group or for

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

13.0 17.4 11.2 13.7 9.7 6.5 10.8 8.3 3.4 10.8

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs
15. 1 3.7 5.9 12.2 3.6 5.3 6.3 6.7 9.2 8.2

(as art) or making films yourself.
. .to 11. Doing crafts. 15.0 10.1 12.0 12.9 8.7 10.0 11.9 7.7 12.4,-., 14.9

IP. 12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.
11.5 3.8 5.0 12.6 6.0 5.0 5.3 2.9 5. 8-.- 5.5

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.
3. 6 5. 8 0 . 4 4.5 3.0 1.6 5.1 1.6 1.5.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 0. 3 1.7 0.5 0.3 2.4 2.6 3.4 0.5 0.5 3.1
26. Going to theater performances. 5.9 6.5 6.3 9.3 13.7 8.3 7.4 7.6 30. 5.127. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. 4 9.5 4.4 4.7 4.9 4.3 4.0 1.5 4:6 3...5 A"

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

10.4 4.0 5.0 7.1 0.5 2.2 5.6 3.3 3:2 1. 5

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.

graphy or sculpture exhibits.
5 . 2 4.5 0.6 4.9 6.5 0.4 6.3 4.0 3.2 1.6

8. Visiting craft exhibits. 0.6 4.2 3.9 5.6 3.0 1.4 4.6 3.5 7.4 10.1
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or 0. 9 7.8 2.9 7.7 7.5 3.2 7.6 7.6 7.6 6.5

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.
I ) i

-
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TABLE 3.27 Continued

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own
recordings or watching TV productions
of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literatureclub.

4. Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

32. ,Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

26j

Ccomunity Size Groups

more than
1000000

500000-
999999

100000-
499999

50000-
99999

suburb
500000
or more

'suburb
100000-
or more

10000 -

'49999

2500-
9999

rural
farm

rural
not
farming

2.3 4.1 1.7 2.0 2.8 1.0 4.5 4.5 2.9 0.0
0.0 1.7 1.0 2.7 - 0.0 1.8 4.5 2.4 1.1 1.0
2.1 2.2 0.9 3.6 . 1.2 1.8 4.2 3.2 0.5 1.6

4.0 2'.7 1.3 2.7 0.0 0.0 5.2 1.0 1.6 4.0

2.0 5.9 0.5 4.6 2.9 1.8 0.5 2.1 1.7 1.6
1.5 2.5' 3.9 7.4 ' 7.1 0.4 6.8- 8.6 '3.2

4.5 5.8 6.5 9.1 8r6, . 2.9 6.8 7.4 6.1 1.5
7.9 13.3 7.3 9.0 14.7 4.1 12.1 7.2 9.8 7.1
1.5 7.3 3.8 3.5 4.5 0.0 1.8 2.9 8:3 6.0
9.9 17.2 12.2 13.8 11.6 4.9 8.9 13.0, 11.7 13.3

2.9 3.7 3.4 9.2 6.1 3.0 4.6 3.7 5.8 6..1

11.8 18.7 5.8 7.8 14.0 9.4 X0.0 10.4 9.6 6.8
4.0 11.1 5.2 7.8 5.6 5.6 6.8 3.2 4.4 5.67\

15.3 24.0 9.5 13.6 13.1 4.5 13.7. 8.6 5.0 5.1

35.8 27.1 23.0 20.4 24.0 16.5 13.9 19.5 27.2 19.7

8.3 13.8 10.3 15.0 13.8 6.1 8.9 10.0 13.1 11.6

12



. TABLE 3.27 Continued

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

101 members, writing tatters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.
34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,.

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.
'I" 43. Doityourself activities or hobbies.ON

45. . Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

271

Ccrmnin.ity Size Groups

more than
1000000

500000-
999999

100000-
499999

50000-
99999

suburb
500000
or more

suburb
100000-
or more

10000-
49999

2500-
9999

rural
farm

rural
not
fanning

15.0 19.8 8.4. 23.1 15.2 15.3 15.0 14.4 23.5 22.1
3.8 11.0 4.7 4.I. 3.5 1.9 6.2 2.8 6.9 4.7

11.5 11.7 12.1 16.7 15.4 2.1 11.0 8.4 15.8 15.3

13.8 14.7 9.(7 17.4 11.8 13.5 17.0 11,2 17.4 15.9

4.3 3.5 3.2 4.2 2.5 0.4 2.1 3.5 4.0 1.5

24:1, 17.2 20.2 18.3 18.0 17.3 14.8 12.3 7.1 9.2

7.9 3.0 5.7 10.8 6.3 0.4 7.3 5.5 6.6 6.1

11.5 17.9 13.3 15.8 8.9 11.8 12.7 13.0 17.6 14.0
0.5 2.8 1.3 3.9 2.6 0.4 2.7 0.2 1.3 3.6

g 1

2.0 3.9 3.3 2.8 3.9 1.6 6.3 5.7' 2c/6 4.8

0.6 0.5 0.8 3.3 0.2 2.2 1.9 0.2 2.8 2.3

6.8 6.7 15.0 9.5 6.6 4.2 14.8 11.8 14.2 10.4



of community size variations. On the level of strong desire to in-

crease participation, then. there seems to be little systematic dif-

ference attributable to community size (for either arts or non-arts

activities).

Of three socio-economic status variables, included in thii analy-

sis, education, income and occupation, one (education) stands out as

the best overall predictor of both desire to increase participation

and current participation. A description'of these three variables

will constAute the next pait of the analysis of desire to increase

participation.

For 13 of 22 arts related activities the general pattern shows

that increasing education is positively associated witn the propor-

tion of individuals desiring to increase participation levels (TABLE

3.28). The 13 activities include nine passive and four active leisure

pursuits and tend to be concentrated in the performing arts. Ph.D.

holders, who are a small proportion of the total group, provide the

major 'exceptions to the general pattern. The specific activities

which give substance of this pattern are almost entirely the same as

those for which differences were found in the analysis of current

participation. Given the strong relationship between current parti-

cipation and desire to increase participation in individual activi-

ties, these results suggest that, across education groups, the pattern

of change; i.e., increased participation, will remain roughly the

same. One would not predict, based on these results, that those with

less education would increase their relative share of participation

in particular activities. Having provided this interpretation, we

',
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TABLE 3.28

Percent Who Desire to Increase Participation
for Each Education Group

17.. 'Going to symphony or chamber concern.
.18. Going to an opera.

13. - Going to cho7a1 concerts.

75. -4-Singing in or playing for.a chorus, choir,

orother singing groom'

14; Going to jazz concerts.

16. -Going to folk /ethnic concern or
festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group er

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Pcinting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

{as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking an classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to 1 folk dancing performance.

26; Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic ens, photo-
'spay or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to rsdio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lecturs on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

to 8th
grade

9-11
grade

HS 8

grad
some
col.

grad
4 yr
col.

post
grad PhD

10.2 11.5 13.8 31.1 34.2 46.6 34.4
9.7 10.8 8.2 21.4 26.6 31.2 29.2

26.3 29.7 33.7 28.8 30.2 28.7 9.0
11.5 30.2 21.6' 21.0 23.7 11.3 15.9

7.5 11.6 15.3 24.9 22.9 27.5 29.6
11.8 19,.2 18.3 .26.4 28.6 34.0 35.8

8.8 20.3 27.5 44.Q 41.0 36.8 38.2

21.8 36.1 32.4 34.6 40.1 41.0 55.4

20.4 49.1 47.2 51.2 , 44.8 48.7 23.1
14.6 24.9 22.3 31.7 39,8 3)6.4 12.4

12.3 12.7 12.0 24.3 21.1 38.4 20.6

16.0 11.5 16.5 22.8 28.1 37.4 17:,7

18.3 31.3 32.2 47.7 55.1 67.9 54.5'
5.6 16.1 11.1 17.0 24.7 16.1 32.8

13.2 17.2 13.1 23.2 29.3 18.9 19.7

15.4 29.7 27.2 47.5 50.5 52.0 62.7

19.1 '42.2 41.1 42.0 41.6 40.6 23.8
30.8 27.9 44.0 54.9 53.5 50.2 61.5

17.3 24.2 21.1 22.0 28.1 32.1 9.5

14.4 16.5 15.5 19.7 15.3 19.5 21.1

16.2 20.2 17.9 27.9 28.1 36.8 43.5

8.4 18.7 15.8 26.3 33.5 27.9 59.3
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.

35. Playing competitive sports.

37. Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for oleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrolated activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs cinIV cr lading in

newspapers and newsmagazines.

43. Ooitothelf activities'or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal'organization or club

activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

TABLE 3.28

grad
to 8th 9-11 HS some 4 yr post
grade grade grad col. col. grad PhD

31.1 42.1 24.1 22.0 16.9 13.3 3.8

25.4 40.6 37.1 31.2 25.8 19.6 28.7

26.3 42.4 40.4 44.9 45.5 44.3 42.3
21.4 36.8 45.7 40.7 37.8 40.2 14.5

30.2 51.6 42.1 38.2 41.3 32.4 13.6
36.5 58.3 57.8 61.4 57.2 60.0 57.5

14.0 29.5 24.9 28.2 20.1 17.4 19.5

27.5 44.7 51.8 49.1 4,7.9 60.2 57.0
10.3 19.0 24.2 31.6 28.4 33.0 36.0
26.0 39.6 41.0 51.3 59.0 53.2 57.9

.39.4 54.9 62.3 70.4 69.1 70.1 79.6

45.6 66.9 65.4 65.2 60.9 59.1 47.5

35.5 43.6 42.3 36.4 31.5 25.7 38.2
16.9 42.9 45.9 48.5 48.5 50.4 49.8

46.3 61.3 57.8 53.7 53.9 574 59.9

47.4 59.2 55.2 50.8 51.5 30.0 14.0

18.8 28.5 22.0 25.8 17.9 24.1 9.0

40.2 52.4 60.0 69.3 77.0 74.4 72.9

36.2 50.8 44.7 48.5 49.7 45.8 36.2

33.8 55.5 59.1 61.2 64.1 69.1 39.6
12.5 16.9 14.9 21.9 13.4 13.1 7.3

9.6 32.7 30.7 33.8 28.2 32.2 31.0

9.0 17.0 11.9 18.3 12.9 12.7 0.0

7.2 15.1 40.8 19.7 9.1 7.3 9.9



feel obligated to offer two qualifications. First, these projec-

tions are based on cross-sectional data and self report historical

participation levels. Second, the interpretation is based on general

desire to increase participation elvels. Our discussion of the next

table will focus on those with a strong desire.

There are seven non-arts activities which have identifiable

trends across the education level groups. Two of these, watching

regular television and going to church, have a decrease in the propor-

tion desiring to increase participation as education- increases. The

remaining five playing competitive sports, jogging, etc., camping,

etc., reading, and do-it-yourself activities, have the same positive

relationship that existed for the arts related activities. It is

perhaps interesting that among those activities where a positive re-

lationship exists are three 'active sports and outdoor related pur-

suiti. In contrast, there is little education associated difference,

in the desire to increase participation in passive sports activities.

TABLE 3.29 provides an education level breakdown in terms of

strong desire to increase participation. As with the previous analy-

sis of demographic variables, patterns which are strong for general

desire are somewhat weaker when considered in terms of strong desire.

For example, only seven arts related activities have a definite rela-

tionship with education level, going to symphony concerts, going to

choral concerts, going to jazz concerts, playing an instrument, tak-

ing art classes, going to the theater and writing. One of these,

going to choral concerts, is a negative relationship, i.e., the great-

er the amount of education, the lower is the proportion who have a



strong desire to increase participation. The remaining six, with

positive relationships, are not concentrated in the performing arts

as was previously the case. The results of this TABLE suggest an

alternative interpretation to that offered above. Several aspects

of the previous analyses are involved. First, education level is the

best socio-economic predictor of current participation levels.

Second, historical participation is the best overall kedictor of

current participation. Third, previous participation (historical and

current) is the best predictor of the desire to increase participa-

tion levels. Combining these factors would lead to a confirmation of

the results of TABLE 3.28, i.e., that desire to increase partic a-

tion for a majority of arts related activities should be positively

related to education level. The results of TABLE 3.29 suggest some-

thing different. For those with a strong desire to inc ease partici-

pation levels, the historical and current patterns seem to be some-

what less relevant or at least relevant in fewer instances. This

finding would suggest a possible change in the patterns which would

subsequently put more individuals in lower education groups into ac-

tivities that were more exclusively the domain of higher education

groups in the past. This logic is based on a choice of predictors

which affords more weight to the strong desire response than to the

general desire response. That is, we assume the strong desire choice

is a better indicator of future behavioral intent than the general

desire. As indicated previously, there is no current evidence which

makes this assumption necessarily true.
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TABLE 3.29

Percent With Strong Desike to Increase
Participation By Education Group

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing far a chorus, chair,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk /ethnic concerts or

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. ' Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.

9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

bf plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

to 8th
8+.P9t-.
'gra0(40-,.grad HS

,-, 40., :

some
college

grad
4 year
college

post
grad

3.5 -A"A' 1.2 4.1 5.9 9.4
4.7 3.8 0.8 3.5 3.9
8.8 11.1 5.5 3.5 4.4 3.3

11.5 30.2 21.6 21.0 23.7 11.3

2.2 2.3 2.0 3.0 3.3 6.0
2.2 4.1 2.1 2.1 2.9 2.8

4.4 9.0 10.0 13.9 12.1 14.3

2.1 9.0 7.6 9.9 10.6 9.6

4.7 16.6 11.1 12.8 12.8 11.5
0.0 6.5 4,4 9.1 8.8 10.7

5.6 2.3 2.3 2.1 2.2 5.2

3.1 0.9 1.2 1.2 2.5 1.8

5.6 5.4 6.4 7.3 9.8 13.0
4.4 6.0 4.2 3.9 6.4 1.7

3.5 3.3 2.9 6.6 7.9 4.3

1.3 6.3 2.7 3.4 6.6 6.3

4.3 8.5 5.5 3.3 3.8 3.5
9.7 8.5 5.1 5.3 10.4 4.1

5.6 3.1 2.6 1.0 3.9 2.3

2.2 0.0 2.6 0.9 1.6 1.2

3.5 5.7 1.1 2.3 1.2 2 . 0

2.6 2.4 1.7 4.4 2.9 2.9

25gTkS

PhD

12.79
5.9
O. 0

415.9

4.5
O. 0

17.7

15.1

7.7
4.1

10.8

O. 0

5.6
5.6

2.2

10.0

0.0

10.4



TABLE 3.29 Continued

to 8th
8+ not

grad HS grAa HS
sane

college

grad
4 year
college

post
grad PhD

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
2.2 4.1 1.9 2.6 0.7 0.0

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
3.1 12.1 5.0 3.3 2.5 1.7 0.0

22. Listening to recordings. 6.2 6.6 .k 5.0 8.6 3.1 7.9 2.2
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
7.9 12.9 9.6 7.7 3.6 7.0 0.0

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 3.9 9.8 3.7 3.1 2.7 2.8 0.0
-28. Going to the movies. 4.7 18.0 12.4 10.1 9.1 11.3 20.3

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

0 . 4 5.3 6.4 5.2 5.8 2.1 0.0
32. Going to watch sports in person. 3.1 7.8 10.9 10.9 11.2 12.8 0.0
35. Playing competitive sports. 0.0 3.8 , 4.9 7.8 8.6 12.0 2.5
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
4.6 8.2 9.3 13.8 16.9 14.1 32.1

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
18.2 21.3 19.3 25.5 31.9 29.6 26.5

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
10.5 14.9 12.2 10.2 6.5 10.8 0.0

42. Playing with your children. 11.7 20.7 18.7 14.4 16.3 12.0 9.3
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/Or family.
0.9 6.3 6.1 4.3 , 2.3 5.7 2.5

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

9.2 13.7 14.7 8.5 9.4 11.0 0.0

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.

7.2 202 16.0 12.8 12.1 4.9 2.2

44. Playing with pets. 1.2 5.0 3.3 3.9 0.5 4.1 0.0

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5.7 7.5 12.5 ,20.9 23.3 25.0 42.8

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or Tiding in

newspapers and newsmagazines.

6.4 5.8 4.9 8.5 7.8 8.6 0.0

43. Do-ityourself activities or hobbies. 7.4 14.6 15:2 13.3 16.7 18.3 1.8
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming, 4.4 1.6 1.0 5.2 1.7 0.0 0.0

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

4.0 5.2 5.0 3.1 0.8 3.2 0.0
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.
1.8 2.3 1.3 2.1 1.3 1.3 0.0

Weighted sample
percentages

7.2 15.1 40.8 19.7 9,1 7.3 0.9
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Among non-arts activities the tendency for higher education

groups to support sports/outdoor activities remains. So does: the

finding for reading. Otherwise there is little difference in the

proportions having a desire for increased participation across edu-

cation groups. This outcome is inconsistent with current behavior

where there are a number of activities whose participation level

has a linear relationship across education levels. Following the

logic used in the arts activity analysis, this would suggest poten-

tial changes in the educational mix of participants in the relevant

activities. (thOse where the strong desire for increasing demand does

not follow current behavior).

The relationship of income to desire for increased participation
CI

is, i anything, more complex than education level. TABLE 3.30.

shows the proportion in each.income group who desire an increase in

participation for each activity. There are perhaps seven arts rela-

ted activities where income seems to be a factor in the desire for

increased participation, those in higher income groups are more

likely to desire to increase going to symphonies, opeias, ballets,

folk dancing performances, the theater,' and visiting art exhibits

and/or less likely to desire to increasing going to choral concerts.

For some of these activities it may be argued that increased income

can be seen as a reason to want to increase activity - a kind of

social desirability or status need may explain the desire for in-

creases. On the other hand, the general absence of overall associa-

tions between the desire to increase participation and income level

suggest that there may be little real effect of income on this set of
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choices. The desire to increase participation seems not to be

dependent on any amount of money, but simply on prefeiences, however

they may be developed. Thus, the absence of association between

desire to increase participation and income might not be very sur-

prising. Those relationships which do exist may be as attributable

to common correlates, like education level, as to the independent

impact of income itself. However, if historical participation pat-

tern has some causal effect, as in the development of a habit, then

an earlier ability to pay may have helped create the habit which cur-
!

rent income supports. Attending performing arts activities and

going to watch sports events suggest this kind of relationship.

The examination of income groups with strong _desire to increase

participation does little to explicate the nature of the relationship.

As in previous instances, there are even fewer linear relationships

for strong desire than there were for general desire. Those which do

exist, like the inverse relationships between income and attending

choral and jazz concerts, listening to popular music.on the radio,

going'to popular music concerts, and going to the movies, suggest

other factors are playing a more dominant role than income in selec-

ting activities to increase (TABLE 3.31).
ti

Occupation is rela(tedto a slight degree to both income and edu-
,

cation level. This suggests certain kinds of patterns may be expected

in the results of the occupation by desire to increase participation

cross tabulation (TABLE 3.32). However, there is no strict hierarchy

of occupatiolls-o, ,White collar workers are generally better educated,

but a significant number of farmers, housewives and retired, persons
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TABLE 3.30

Percent Who Desire to Increase Particioation
for Each Income Group

to
5000

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 19 9
18. Going to an opera. 15.3
13. Going to choral concerts. 39.8
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, chair, 30.5

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz cancans. 16.3
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or 27.1

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group car 30.5
for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

34.7

43.3
23.3

30. Going to a ballet car modern dance 15.0
performance.

31, Going to a folk dancing performance. 18.4

26. Going to theater performance. 30.2
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing 18.7

in a dance group, taking lessons in either

or providing behind the scoria support.

2. Writing navels, stories, plays, or 24.8
pOttry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo- 27.2
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

$ Visiting craft exhibits. 40.2
9:,-, Touring buildings, etc. for design or 40.3'

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening an radio or watching an TV 32.3
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watchihg performances of jazz an TV 14.6
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your awn 23.3
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures an 23.0
art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

5001-
8000

8001-
10000

10001-
12000

12001-
15000

15001-
20000

20001- over
30000 30001

14.7 19.5 14.4 19.8 18.1 29.7 35.0
13.4 10.0 9.2 15.0 11.9 16.4 26.3
37.1 34.2 34.2 34.1 32.0 29.2 21.5
24.2 20.1 23.5 20.5 19.5 21.1 15.50

24.2 19..9 10.3 19.3 16.6 22.2 24.0
20.2 18.5 21.3 25.8 18.3 23.3 25.8

28.0 31.9 28.6 30.9 28.7 37.8 31.7

38.4 44.2 25.8 37.7 32.4 37.2 30.4

45.6 57.3 45.6 47.9 47.3 50.8 40.5
26.5 33.0 24.2 29.9 23.5 31.8 26.8

f

20.2 16.9 15.7 16.1 14.0 21.0 28.5

18.0 18.0 17.0 . 19.8 20.0 26.2 26.0

32.1 41.3 37.5 32.0 41.5 45.1 54.3
14.0 17.9 12.8 11.4 13.3 17.5 11.9

14.3 25.2 14.9
I

15.4 13.7 11.4 -25.0

32.4 39.4 31.3 31.8 36.3 42.0 43.1

37.3 50.9 34.0 38.7 39.2 40.6 38.2
41.8 47.8 41.0 46.6 49.8 53.0 47.8

,---

21.2 30.2 19.6 23.0 17.6 17.3 23.9

28.2 22.2 11.4 15.6 12.0 19.9 15.9

22.4 22.3 19.1 17.3 23.7 26.4 25.3

18 . 1 i2.5 16.5 . 20.3 17.2 19.9 28.8
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exorcise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Pichiciiig,iisits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for oltasura.

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

member`s, writing letters, talking

to friends-on the phone, etc.
34. Going to church or doing other

churchalated activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Rending (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching newt and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. 0o-ityourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Chair/, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

39. Rattail organization or club
activities.

Weighted sample
percentages

TABLE 3.30 Continued

c .--1

to 5001- 8001- 10001- 12001- 15001- 20001- over
5000 8000 10000 12000 15000 20000 30000 30900

31.8 31.2 36.0 22.4 27.4 24.7 13.3 16.4

34.0 36.3 43.3 34.1 38.7 30.8 31.1 24.5

41.2 45.4 50.9 42.3 42.1 35.-7 39.4 41.0
38.5 32.0 43.8 36:6 55.6 43.9 48.7 34.5

48.1 46.7 48.7 31.8 48.6 38.8 39.9 22.4
46.8 54.2 62.5 53.7 60.3 62.6 61.6 52.4

25.9 25.7 23.7 26.2 29.6 21.9 21.6 21.9

39.2 41.2 48.5 48.1 53.5 54.4 57.3 48.7
23.7 23.3 26.5 27.4 26.5 23.9 31.4 19.9,.
32.2 39.2 47.4 419..9 45.4 46.1 55.2 47.6

53.3 51.7 65.0 61.0 73.6 65.4 73.3 63.0

62.4 63.2 68.3 66.3 66.7 66.8 61.5 51.7

30.2 39.0 39.8 32.9 47.2" 43.6 44.2 34.4
41.1 38.4 49.9 42.5 46.5 .49.1 50.0 45.0

57.3 55.6 59.2 53.6
\

59.1' 6.2 55.3 49.6

60.4 58.8 49.9 48.7 52.5 51.3 44.8 44.6

30.3 21.5 24.9 20.0 28.3 17.8 23.0 19.1

55.5 54.6 63.7 59.6 66.1 63.0 66.8 74.6

45.5 47.7 49.0 47.8 50.0 38.4 50.4 45.0

58.2 51.4 66.2 57c.3 61.2 59.9 60.0 56.6
20.0 20.6 19.9 12.4 15.0 10.3 15.7 19.7

36.6 29.1 28.3 28.6 31.5 26.7 27.8 . 33.1

17.7 15.9 13.4 12.1 17.5 10..0 11.9 17.s1

t.
15.1 13.2 9.3 8.7 12.1 17.3 11.3 2.1

%
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TABLE 3.31

Percent With Strong3Desire to InCrease
Participation By Income Group

to 5001- 8001- 10001- 12001- 15001- 20001- over
SOOa 800b 10000 12000 15000 2Q000 30000 30001

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts: 5.0
18. Going to an opera. ' . 5.4
13. Going to choill concerts. 3.9
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir, 11.8

or other singinfgroup.

14. Going to jazz concerts. 3.4
16. Goiriv to folk/ethnic concerts or 3.3

feitival

24. Playing an instrument in a group or 15.2
for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10: Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographsx,

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts. 10(0
12. Taking art classes in painting, R . 1

sculpture, graphics, filth, or crafts.

30. Going.to a ballet or moderdance 2..8!
performante.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 0.8

26. Go.ing to theater performance. 5..1
27. 'kiting in plays or musicals, performing 8. 5

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or 8.4
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

1. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo. 5.2
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

, 8. Visiting craft exhibits. 7.3
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or 9.3

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV 8.0
classical music, opera, or dancing.

13. Watching performances of jazz on TV 1.8
or listening on the radio.

29. Listedifig to radio broadcasts, your own 3.5
recur ipgs.oz.itszching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on 4.2
art histor4, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

2.9 0.0 2.8 3.5: 2.3
4.1 0.0 0.6 0.4 2.2

10.5 4.7 4.4 5.7 4.7
3.4 7.8 4.5 4.8 7 3.9

6.4 1.7 1.0 2.5 1.9
6.3 0.9 2.6 ', 4.7 1.6

7.1 16.6 8.4 14.0 6.7

11.2 11.2 5.7 7.2 6.9
t/

20.0 16.2 7.6 15.0 9.7
5.6 5.5 3.5 7.1 6.1

3.6 1.0 2.1 0.4 3.1

2.4 0.7 0.2 2.7 1.1

6.0 13.1 5.0 5.5 5.8
3.3 7.2 0.9 3.6 2.3

1

6.2 4.8 417, 3.0 1.7

3.8 5.2 0.9 0.7 5.3

10.0 6.2 1.6 5.3 2.6
5.9 7.7 3.3 7.5 4.3

4.1 2.6 1.6 2.2 1.5

4.8 2.6 1.3 1.0 1.1

4.1 2.1 1.2 0.1 2.2

5.1 4.1 2.6 1.2 1.3
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2S4

3.7 5.2
1.8 5.9
a. 9 3.9
5.1 3.5

1.8 1.6
0.6 1.0

11.5 9.8

10.0 6.4

13.4 5.7
8. A 6.3

0.6 7.7

1.3 2.5

8.7 12.1
4.5 5.0

1.8 7.2

2.5 6.3

4.2 3.2
5.4 7.7

0.9 2.1

0.2 1.1

1.4 3.6

0.9 3.0



TABLE 3.31 Continued

to 5001- 8001- 10001- 12001- 15001- 20001- over
5000 8000 10000 12000 15000 20000 30000 30000

4. Watching regular TV programs day 6.8 2.0 3.6 0.8 1.5 1.7 0.5 0.0
and night except sports and news.

. Listening to radio broadcasts of all 8 . 8 9.1 8.8 4.1 6.6 2.5 1.1 2.3
other music.

22. Listening to recordings. 6.6 6.7 12.7 7.4 -8.4 3.8 4.5 2.6
15. Going to rock or country and western 15.5 10.9 10.7 7.8 10.6 6.2 6.0 7.3

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19.

,i
Going to fairs and carnivals. 6.6 5.4 \ 9.2 3.8 2.4 2.5 2. 7

28. Going to the movies. 10.9 14.4 N19.0 14.1 12.3 12.2 7.9 6.7
t

6. :hi tching sports on TV or listening 4.5 2.1 7.6 6.1 9.1 3.8 4.9 4.0
on radio.

32. Goingio witch sports in person. 8. 5 10.0 7.8 12.3 10.7 10.2 10.2 10.2
35. Playing competitive sports. 3.3 4.1 6.3 6.2 9.3 7.2 7.0 3.4
37. logging, weight lifting or other 5.9 9.3 11.2 9.8 15.2 10.6 14.0 14.2

exercise program.

kCamping, hiking, back-packing, 23.2 16.6 20.8 20.9 30.5 21.6 28.3 22.8
hunting, fishing, etc.

Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos', nature 15.1 9.4 13.0 14.9 16.9 10.9 7.1 4.6
walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children. 15.6 17.2 21.1 18.6 16.5 17.4 14.8 16.2
36. Playing indoor activities or games 1 . 9 8.1 8.8 1.5 5.5 7.8 2.7 3.8 .

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family 12.4 12.8 14.4 12.4 13.7 15.5 10.6 5.9

members, writing letters, talking
to friend; on the phone, etc.

Going to church or doing other 17.8 11.3 17.1 13.2 16.7 14.9 8.7 12.6
churchrelated activities.

44. Playing with pets. 6.0 3.8 4.3 1.4 5.5 1.3 1.4 1.5

Reading (fiction books, periodicals, 12.7 1U . 9 18.1 15.3 12.8 15.8 17.4 20.4
and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information 8.1 3,6 13.0 4.7 8.9 3.7 6.8 5.7
programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.
43. 0o-it-yourself activities or hobbies. 15.3 7.4 26.0 15.5 12.4 15.5 15.2 10.8
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 3.3 2.3 2.2 2.5 3.0 2.0 2.4 0.0

Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.

Fraternal organization or club , 4.1 2.4 1.1 0.6 1.7 0.7 0.9 1. 0
activities.

6.9 3.6 2.6 3.1 4.0 4.8 3.0 1.9

Weighted sample
percentages

15.5 13.2 9.8 3.7 12.1 17.3 11.8 12.0
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may.also hold higher degrees. 20
Further, there is little difference

on other hierarchical dimensions when comparing blue collar, farm and

service workers. Housewives and retired persons also cross most of

the other socio-economic and demographic dimensions. Students are a

roup unto themselves. This crossing and mixing suggests that the

results of these analyses will be the best indicator of how to clas-

sify occupations in terms of demand to increase participation levels.

The only other reliable predictors of occupational group choices seem

to be the results of earlier descriptions of current and historical

participation.

TABLE 3.32 exhibits the following general characteristics:

(1) Students are almost always the group with the highest pro-

portion who desire an increase in participation. This duplicates

the results for current participation levels. Exceptions include

attending choral concerts, doing crafts, visiting craft exhibits,

watching jazz on TV, and taking art history classes, among the arts

related activities, and watching regular TV programs, watching sports

cn TV, playing with your children, going to church, and watching news

on TV or reading newspapers and magazines among non-arts activities.

For the crafts activities and choral concerts, housewives are the

leading proponents for increasing activity levels, while for watching

jazz on TV and taking art history classes, farmers
21 have the largest

proportions. Increases in television related activities arci most in

demand among farmers and blue collar workers.

20See APPENDIX I for a list of specific jobs in each occupation
category.

21Because of the small subsample of 'farmers, 15% of the total,
data in this category are likely to b somewhat less reliable than
data in larger samples.
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(2) Farmers, despite relative high interest in increasing par-

ticipation in choral concerts, singing in a group, touring buildings

and museums, watching jazz on TV and taking art history classes,

have by far the lowest aver e demand for increased participation.

Retired persons are next lowest a d blue collar workers are next.

(3) WI(ite collar workers, service workers, and housewives have

`-approximately the flame average demand for increased participation in.

the arts related activities. This level is substantially above that

of the farmers, blile collar workers and retired persons, but still:

well behind students.
I

(4) For non-arts activities blue collar workers, white collar

workers, and farmers have the highest average demand for increases.

Service workers and housewives are not far behind this group anti,

very close together. Retired persons have substantially lower aver

age demand.

(5) The ratio of average desire to increase arts related parti-

cipation to non-arts participation is closest to one for housewives

(.705) and farthest from one for farmers (.318). This ratio provides

a rough approximation of the relative level of desire for arts aid

non-arts activities. A value of one would indicate that the c.-?.si.7:e to

increase participation in the two types of activities was about equal.

While there are Many significant differences among the occupation

categories, these difLerences do not scem to form obvious patterns

across activities. However, it is probably p .le for readers to

focus on specific groups of substantively or 1, .:,ionally similar

activ :ties whicl may sugcest partivaiar narrowly focused activity
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TABLE 3.32

Percent Who Desire to Increase Participation
for Each Occupation Group

white
colllr

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 27.6
18. Going to an opcni. 16.3
13. Going to choral concerts. 27.0'
25. Singing in or playing for a ohms, choir, 17.6

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts. 21.9
16. Going to folk /ethnic concerts cn 23.0

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or 35'. 3

for your awn entertainment or taking

music Iliattla.

10. Painting, drawing,, making uulptere, 33.3
doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art/ or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts. 46.7
-12. Taking art claws in painting, 26.6

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance 18.2
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 22 . 5

28. Going to theater performance. 46.4
27. Acting in playi or musicals. pi:forming 12.4

in a dance group. taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the seine support.

2. Writing.nevels, storievplays, or 19.1
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Viliting painting, graphic arts. photo.
camps:/ erscuicturt exhibits.

8. Visiting 4,, It eyhibits.
9. louring buildings. etc. for design er

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

36.7.

34.6

44.5

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV 23.2
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV 17.4
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own 24.0
recordings or watching TV prodictions

of plays or poetry.

3. Inking classes or attending lectdres on 19.5
art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

blue
collar farm service

house- re-
wives tired students

6.6 2.1 14.9 19.6 18.6 35.9
6.1 0.0 20.5 14.1 17.4 24.4

30.9 34.7 31.0 39.3 34.3 37.5
20.2 39.6 30.5 20.2 14.0 42.6

16.8 2.1 18.5 14.5 8.3 39.7
14.8 0.0 20.5 20.1 22.1 35.6

23.9 17.0 32.7 23.5 13.5 61.8

27.5 14.5 42.1 39.1 23.0 55.7

38.0 22.7 44.1 58.2 30.3 54.4
22.2 5.1 23.4 29.4 18.5 40.2

10.7 0.0 21.6 17.1 10.2 44.8

11.5 10.4 20.6 19.5 15.8 31.4

25.0 1.0 42.1 34.2 26.0 61.4
11.i 10.4 20.9 12.7 6.0 42..9

15.7 12.5 19.7 12.6 10.6 38.2

27.9 14.5 30.5 37.4 19.3 52.7

2'.7 12.4 -17.1 56.3 25.1 48.3
38.4 44.6 40.4 19.7 35.7 61.8

17.8 12.5 16.2 24.1 22.7 26.6

16.4 31.1 19.6 13.2 9.0 30.6

14.5 21.9 18.1 23.3 21.8 34.8

14.0 32.1 20.5 23.0 17.7 31' .8
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TABLE 3.32 Continued

white
collar

blue
collar farm service

house- re-
wives tired students

4. Watching regular TV pogroms day

and night except sports and news.

22.0 36.4 45.0 21.0 19.0 22.3 25.7

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

32.6 39.8 45.3 27.3 29.0 19.0 41.7

22. Listening to recordings. 42.1 41.8 43.1 39.2 34.3 25.4 59.6
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

42.1 50.5 49.2 36.9 36.2 16.0 62.4

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. 38.4 44.0 43.0 42.4 39.1 27.9 60.1
28. Going to the movies. 58.1 65.6 32.8 55.2 55.2 27.5 78.1-

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

24.1 36.6 44.5 22.7 20.5 20.0 33.9

32. doing to watch sports in person. 53.5 63.7 44.0 48.4 29.7 31.2 64.2
35. Playing competitive sports. 27.2 34.6 13.9 12.0 10.9 8.1 57.0
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

48.6 46.3 17.5 38.9 42.7 16.3 66.2

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
68.6 67.9 53.8 49.0 52.3 39.6 86.8

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

66.5 64.6 49.9 59.2 61.6 41.5 72.4

42. Playing with your children. 38.7 46.9 63.7 42.5 46.0 21.4 8.4
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family. 1
47.5 45.9 20.6 29.2 42.9 21.1 67.6

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

56.1 60.5 59.6 46.1 55.8 40.0 70.1

34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.

48.6 56:7 57.2 42.9 56.7 49.5 44.6

44. Playing with pets. 21.9 31.5 16.1 15.4 15.2 19.1 39.1

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
68.1 55.0 66.3 65.8 60.6 39.7 74.9

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

46.3 47.7 72.0 37.4 40.3 40.5 58.3

43. Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies. 62.0 58.7 34.8 57.9 56.5 45.2 60.6
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming. 16.5 16.8 33.1 15.7 10.0 9.8 26.9

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
29.9 29.6 10.4 35.8 28.3 21.1 47.6

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

13.6 15.2 0.0 19.7 8.7 17.1 25.2

Weighted sample
percentages

36.3 16.5 1.5 5.0 23.5 8'.3 8.5



%

patterns. Our analysis will not focus in that detail.

The.percent of each occupation group with a strong desire to in-

crease participation levels is presented in TABLE 3.33. We will again

describe the major characteristics of the table rather than try to

pinpoint specific differences for particular activities.

(1) Students are the group with the highest percentage of indivi-

duals who have a strong desire to increase participation across almost

all activities. With the exception of going to theater performances,

their highest interest seems to be in active leisure pursuits, such

as singing in a group, playing an instrument, painting, doing crafts,

taking art classes, and acting.

(2) Retired persons are least likely to have strong desires to

increase participation across all activities. They are also somewhat

less likely to focus on active pursuits.

(3) Blue collar and service workers also emphasize active pur-

suits (service workers somewhat more). Service workers are more

likely to indicate strong desires than are blue collar or farm workers.

(4) White collar workers are somewhat less likely to focus on

one type of leisure activity. Housewives have a similar pattern, al-

though they show most interest in crafts and painting.

There is really no way to adequately summarize the results of

the analysis of socio-economic and demographic variables. While

education remains, as it was for current participation, the single

best predictor (in this instance defined as the variable which showed

the most consistent patterns for the largest number of activities),

age, sex, race and occupation all seemed to add significantly to our

understanding of particular subsets of activities. Probably the most
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important findings relate to differences between general desire to

increase participatidh and strong desire to increase participation.

While the relative position of particular activities remained the

same, i.e., the correlation between position on general desire and

strong desire was relatively high, there were some important changes.

The most universal of these was the likelihood that active arts

related pursuits were more likely to be dominant when considering

strong desire to increase participation. It was not possible to

quantify strong desire, its exact meaning in terms of increased hours

of participation or a specific probability that an increase will

occur is unknown. But it seems likely that proportions selecting a

strong desire to increase participation are the single best indicator

of changes in the direction of more participation in the immediate

future.
22

The qualifier on the behavioral implication of these figu-

res is the barrier that kept increases from occurring earlier. These

barriers will be discussed in the next Chapter.

22
This analysis has not included declines in participation which

may also be taking place. Some of those not wanting any increase in
participation levels may have even wanted to reduce activity levels
for certain activities. Thus, any projection of future increases,
whether using general desire or strong desire figures, should include
some factor for likely decline. This is especially true for activi-
ties that are likely to occur only periodically, such as attending
performing arts performances.
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17.

18.

25.

14.

16.

24.

10.

11.

12.

30.

31.

26.

27.

2.

7.

8.

9:

20.

23.

29.

3.

o
TABLE- 3-.33

Percent With Strong Desire to Increase
Participation By Qctupation Group'

white
collar

blue
collar farm service

house-
wives

re-
tired students

Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 4.8 0.0 0.0 1.7 1.8 2.8 7.9
Going to an opera. 2.3 1.8 0.0 0.4 Z. 1 3.8 6.3
Going tothoral concerts. 3.8 4.7 10.4 10.6 7.6 4.4 5.5
Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

3.6 6.2 0.0 14.4 5.5 0.2 14.0

Going to jazz concerts. 3.5 3.1 0.0 2.4 0.9 0.0 8.9
Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festiVals.

Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

2.7

11.5

1.5

9.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

17.7

A.12.3

7.9

1.0

4.9

1.7

25.9

Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

7.2 5.8 10.4 15.2 10.7 5.0 11.7

Doing crafts. 10.9 8.4 20.7 lo. 0 13.3 7.4 :11.7
Taking art classes in painting, .

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

6.3 4.8 0.0 5.0 .7.6 2.1 14.5

Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.
1.5 0,9 0.0 2.6 2.0 3.3 11.2

Going to a folk dancing performance. 2.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.2 2.1
Going to theater performance. 7.1 1.4 0.0 5.4 7.6 5.2 20.1
Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2.9 2.9 0.0 9.4 4.6 0.0 12.1

Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.
3 . 3 5.8 0.0 7.3 2.9 4.4 8.6

Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

3.1 1.6 10.4 6.2 2.7 3.2 9.9

Visiting craft exhibits. 2.7 3.1 10.4 7.7 9.1 4.4 3.3
Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

4.9 2.6. 20.7 6.0 8.1 9.0 8.2

Listening an radio or watching an TV 2.4 1.8 0.0 0.3 3.8 4.0 3.7
clinical music, opera, or dancing.

.
Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listaning on the radio.
1.0 1.8 0.0 2.0 2.3 3.3 2.1

Listining to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

'1 . 1 2.1 0.0 0.0 3.1 1.1 5.3

Taking classes or attending lectures on

art hiitory, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

1.7 0.7, 20.7 4.9 2.2 0.7 5.1
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

,.. 6. Watching Sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35: Playing competitive sports.
37. . Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

-churclRilited activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities. '
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

Weighted sauple
percentages

TABLE 3.33'Continued

white blue house- re-
collar collar farm service wives tired students

1.8 2.1 0.0 0.4 3.0 1.0 0 . 0

3.6 4.6 0.0 4.6 6.8 1.0 10.3

5.3 5.0 0.0 12.0 5.2 1.9 12.8
8.2 11.4 0.0 6.7 7.9 1.0 19.2

1.6 5.8 10.4 4.2 5.3 3.2 11. a
11.3 9.1 0,0 11.1 15.4 2.5 19.9

4.4 7.4 18.8 44-8 1.2 9.2 4.8

10.0 12.4 18.8 11.8 5.3 7.7 16.4
7.3 6.1 0.0 4.0 2.8 3.6 13.5

13.4 10.4 0.0 11.1 10.7 0.7 14.5

25.2 25.2 25.3 15.8 20.9 14.1 32.0

10.2 11.0 -0.0 10.8 17.5 7.8 9.5

16.9 21.0 24.9 23.7 21.2 8.5 3.6
5.8 5.0 0.0 5.4 6.2 1.9 4.6

9.9 12.3 18.8 16.7 15.6 9.1 20.4

11.2 18.9 18.8 18.9 17.4 9.4 12.7

3.1 3.8 .5.8 . 1.0 2.6 5.0 2.8

17.3 9.0 10.4 16.8 17.7 5.4 21.2

5.5 4.4 10.4 9.0 7.0 5.7 6.5

,

14.3 12.9 10.4 15.8 20.2 10.1 6.1
2.6 1.1 10.4 2.6 0.4 1.9 0.8

3.0 1.'9 0.0 11.4 4.9 6.1 1.9

1.3 2.4 0.0 4.5 0.2 1.9 3.7

36.3 16.5 1.5 5.2 23.5 8.3 8.5
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Summary/Conclusions.

The demand for increased participation examined in thii Chapter

represents a desire to change current participation rates. For the

purpose of this analysis, desire to increase participation has been

classified in two ways: (1) general desire is defined by the pro-

portion of people indicating any interest in increasing participation;

and (2) strong desire is-defined by the proportion of people identi-

fying an activity as one of the four or five in which they would most

like to 'ncrease participation. The distinction, as interpreted here,

is betwe n a general level of interest in the activity and a rather

intense desire to increase participation levels. The question used

in the survey did not address the issue of how much increased parti-

cipation, the individual desired. In order to use either level of ex=

pressed desire as an indicator of the actual potential for future

participation, it must be assumed that other factors., such as exter-

nal barriers, do not intervene in the leisure activity participation

decisions. Although this assumption is obviously not true, it has

been used in the analysis described in this Chapter in order to pro-

vide a clearer picture of what people would like to do if other

factors were not considered.

The ability of these expressions of desire to predict future

behavior is probably best delimited by the relative position of the

activity vis-a-vis all other activities; i.e., its ranking. This

does not indicate the amount of increased participation to be expect-

ed or the number of people who will increase participation, but it
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describes the amount of increased participation to be expected rela-

tive to other activities. Thus, we can expect camping and other out-

door activities to increase much more than going to an opera, with

attending a symphony falling somewhere in between. If one were try-

ing to predict the actual number of people who will increase partici-

pation the best single indicator is probably the proportion who ex-
,

press a strong desire. 23
Finally, if one wanted to estimate the pro-

portion of individuals with any likelihood for increasing participa-

tion it would be possible to use the,general desire.: proportions. The

following summary/conclusions should be interpreted in this context.

1. The demand for increased participation in each activity

generally follows current participation patterns. Higher proportions

of the population want to increase non-arts participation than arts

related participation. However, the margin of difference between the

two broad types of leisure activity is smaller than for current par-

ticipation, i.e., the desire to increase arts related activities is

stronger than for non-arts activities relative to current participa-

tion (but not absolutely).

2. Historical participation level is the best predictor of an

expression of desire to increase future participation. While the

extent of this relationship varies from activity to activity, the

only major exception is watching regular television programs. The

pattern applies to both moderate and strong desire to increase par-

tidipation, but it is somewhat weaker for strong desire.

23
Less the proportion who will decrease participation; an unknown

number in terms of results available in this study.
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3. The structure of desire to increase participation is gener-

ally more clear than it was for current participation. Factor analy-

sis results showed groups with greater internal substantive similarity

and cluster analysis results had fewer undirected and more focused

individuals. The substance of factors, i.e., the activities with

the highest loadings, were similar for current participation and de-

sire for increased participation. The pattern of these differences

and similarities suggests: (1) that the pattern of current partici-

pation only partially reflects the desired participation of most

people; and (2) that most people think about leisure activities in

a substantively organized way, but that other factors intervene between

desired participation and actual participation. Another outcome of

the cluster analysis is the identification of a substantial number of

arts related clusters. This suggests that people may make finer dis-

tinctions among the arts than among other types of leisure activities.

However, this conclusion must be tempered because of the methodolo-

gical problem created by the greater specificity of arts activities

in the survey.

4. As was true for the prediction of current participation,
. _ . . . .

education is the single best SES/demographic predictor of differences

in the desire to increase participation in arts related activities.

Higher education generally means a higher probability of wanting to

increase arts related participation levels. The exceptions to thi3

relationship are active music, choral music, and activities consumed

on television. Sex, race, occupation, and community size show some

relationship to the desire to increase many arts related leisure

296
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activities also. All predictors, however, are not as effective in

predicting strong desire to increase participation as they are for

the more general desire to increase participation. Intense desire,

then, is less well defined than general desire. This means that the

prediction of actual increases in future participation is more diffi-

cult than the analysis of SES/demographic and historical participa-

tion predictors suggests.

In the next Chapter another set 9 f intervening variables, the

barriers to increased participation, will be examined.
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'CHAPTER 4

BARRIERS TO INCREASED PARTICIPATION
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The desire to increase participation is not necessarily equival-

ent to a future action in that area. On the assumption that differ-

ences between actual and preferred participation levels are explain-

able in terms of specific choices or external factors which inhibit

increased participation, and that information as to the nature and

distribution of such factors is crucial to both the understanding of

leisure activity decisions and the development of policy interventions,

a specific item addressing reasons for not increasing participation

was included in the leisure activity survey. 1
This item was address-

ed to only those individuals who said they wanted to increase parti-

cipation levels in that particular activity. Thus, respondents

answered for each activity in which they said they would like to in-

crease participation.

Based on previous research on barriers to increased participa-

tion and a pretest to the present study, a list of twelve reasons for

not increasing participation was developed. These reasons may be

divided into two types. The first type is defined in terms of speci-

fic factors or barriers which were,cited as limiting the respondent's

capacity to increase participation in a particular activity. These

barriers include: (1) lack of interest among family and/or friends;

(2.) inconvenience, no way to get there, too far, or unsafe; (3) the

quality of the performance or players is not very good; (4) don't

like to get dressed up to go out; (5) the facilities are not very good;

/See Column F of the questionnaire, APPENDIX A.
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(6) the crowds are too large; (7) don't like the programs that are

presented; (8) costs too much; (9) not available in my area; (10)

too old or physically handicapped; and (11) because of the children.

Most of these barriers are actionable in the sense that certai- .rinds

of policies or programs might be developed to make a variety of lei-

sure activities more accessible through a reduction in the effect of

the barrier. Costs could be lowered, security could be increased,

programs could be changed, availability could be increased, etc., to

change the impact of the barrier. .

The second type of reason reflects a more direct choice between

what the individual does (urrent behavior) and a desired level of

participation as indicated by the respondent. Because the pretest to

this study indicated a substantial proportion of the respondents were

likely to use this response, one version was included in the list of

reasons for not increasing participation in desired activities. This

alternative was "I like doing other things more.," A related response,

written in by many respondents, was "I don't have the time." In the

following analysis these responses have been grouped together because

they represent simple preferences of current activities over other

activities. They provide no actionable explanation of why the acti-

vities, where an increase in activity level was specified, have no

been pursued. The distinction between two types of reasons for not

increasing participation does not include an assumption that selec-

tion of any reason is, in itself, an indicator of greater likelihood

of future participation. Thus, lowered costs may be no more likely

to precipitate a change in behavior than a change in leisure priori-
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A final note about the methodology used in identifying barriers

to increased participation concerns the relative importance of barriers

for inhibiting specific activities. The necessity to ask simple,

straightforward questions dictated that only the most important reason

for not increasing participation be identified for each activity.

There are obviously many situations in which two or more reasons are

important barriers to not increasing participation. In these instances

reducing one of the barriers, e.g. cost, may not significantly incre-

ase the possibility of participation because some other barrier, e.g.

inconvenience, may still be operating. Our analysis will discuss

only "most important barriers" to increased participation. However,

an indication of the relative importance of secondary barriers may be

obtained from three indirect sources. The first is the relative

importance of all barriers. The second is the relative importance

of barriers among those with a strong desire to increase participation.

The third is the relative importance of barriers for each activity.

Although such indicators are less direct, they do provide some evi-

dence about the importance of secondary factors.

Analyses presented in this Chapter will include the overall

citation of barriers, barriers cited for substantively similar groups

of activities, barriers cited for individual activities, barriers

cited relative to historical participation, barriers cited by the

strength of desire to increase participation, and barriers cited by

different SES/demographic characteristics.



General Barriers to Increasing Participation

TABLE 4.1 presents the proportion of individuals -wanting to in-

crease participation who cite each of the barriers across all acti-

vities. Almost 40% of all citations relate to a simple preference

for doing other things more or not having the time within the context

of other necessary activities, e.g. work. About the same proportion

cite the next four most used barriers, family/friends, inconvenience,

cost and availability. Disinterest of family and friends is a social

function which does not easily lend itself to outside manipulation or

resulution. The next three, however, represent three of the basic

issues,in the provision of leisure services, particularly those invol-

ving away from home participation. Other activity characteristics,

quality, facilities, crowds, and programs, are infrequently cited as

the most important reason for not increasing desired activities.

In TABLE 4.2 an attempt is made to examine different types of

activities in terms of the reason cited for not increasing parti-

cipation. The three relevant dimensions in this analysis are arts/

non-arts, home/away from home, and active/passive, The hypothesis

implicit in this analysis is that activities in these dimensions

should have different types of .barriers. For example, crowds are not

likely to be much of a deterent to home activities and inconvenience

is a much more likely deterent in away from home activities.. The

forty-five activities are divided into ten groups .based on substan-
i

.-tive similarity and the three dimensions. Activities in each group
c-=

are listed at the bottom of the TABLE.
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TABLE 4.1

Proportion Who Cite Each Reason for not
Increasing Activity As Most Important

Across All Activities *

Reasons for not Mean Proportion
Increasing Who .Cite as
Participation Most Important

My family and friends are not 11.61
interested (Family/Friends)

It is inconvenient, no way to
get there, too far or unsafe
to attend (Inconvenient)

The quality of performances
or players is not very good
(Quality)

I don't like to get dressed up
to go out (Clothes)

The facilities are not very
good (Facilities)

The crowds are too large
(Crowds)

I don't like the programs they
present (Programs)

It costs too much (Cost)

I like doing other things more,
I don't have the time, not
interested (Time)

They are not available in my
area (Availability)

I am too old or physically
handicapped (Handicaps)

Because of the children
(Children)

Other

3.06

1.81

.95

2.06

2.49

2.13

9.49

38.26

10.74

2.42

4.12

5.06

*All TABLES in this Chapter refer to participation during_
the 12 month period immediately preceding response to the
questionnaire.
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TABLE 4.2

Reasons for Not
Increasing
Participation

Family/Friends

Inconvenient

Quality

Clothes

Facilities

Crowds

Programs

Cost

Time

Availability

Handicaps

Children

Other

Proportion Who Cite Each Reason for not Increasing Activity
as Most Important for Arts Related Activity Types

(1)

Arts Related
Home Passive

20.70%

1.67

1.97

0.00

1.37

.03

4.33

1.10

40.63

16.03

1.00

3.63

5.57

(1) Radio or TV classical music,
opera or dancing

Radio or TV jazz
Radio or TV plays

(3) Going to choral concerts
Going to classical concerts
Going to opera
Going to jazz concerts
Going to folk concerts
Going to ballet
Going to folk dancing
Going to theater
Visiting art exhibits
Visiting craft exhibits
Visiting museums and historic buildings

3 u

(2)

Arts Related
Home Active

(3)

Arts Related
Away Passive

(4)

Arts Related
Away Active

5.73% 15.75% 8.36%

5.56 14.25 9.48

.85 2.86 1.40

.05 1.39 .78

2.30 2.27 2.22

.20 2.65 .78

.33 .96 1.00

18.23 9.60 13.36

45.38 18.69 27.80

5.18 .23.48 10.02

2.93 1.85 2.84

3.40 1.95 3.92

7.53 2.83 6.62

(2) Doing art
Doing crafts
Writing fiction plays or poetry
Playing instrument

(4) Singing in group
Taking art classes
Acting in plays or dancing in group
Taking classes in art history or

literature
Playing instrument in a group



TABLE 4.2 Continued Proportion Who Cite Each Reason for not Increasing Activity
As Most Important for Six Types of Non-Arts Leisure Activity

Mean Proportion for Each Activity Type

(5)
Reasons for Not Sports
Increasing Participation Passive

Family/Friends 13.45

Inconvenient 8.50

',Quality 1.45

Clothes .55

Facilities 1.40
,

Crowds

*Programs
fu,

Cost

5.55

.65

14.05

Time 38.70

Availability 6.95

Handicaps .55

Childre'n 4.40

Other 2.15

(6)

Sports
Active

- (7)
,.

Family/Friends
Active Home

(8)

Information/
Educational

(9)

Popular Culture
Home Passive

(10)

Pop Culture
Away Passive

12.43 11.64 5.63 3.93 7.83

7.50 6.52 1.58 2.33 10.57

.53 .92 1.10 3.47 2.10

.18 3.45 .15 .20 1.17

4.33 1.32 .73 .50 3.70

1.43 .80 .38 .03 10.30

.53 .80 1.28 '12.20 3.37

, 7.20 3.20 7.35 5.33 27.37

42.60 54.28 63.13 52.53 14.40

6.28 2.64 1.65 2.00 11.80

5.68 3.02 1.83 1.00 .80

4.13 3.42 7.78 6.00 3.20

6.20 8.10 6.00 4.00 2.80

(5) Watch sports on TV (6) Outdoor camping, etc. (7) Church related activities
Watch sports in person Play competitive sports Games indoors

Do exercise program Visiting family and friends
Picnicking, nature, etc. Playing with children

Playing with pets

(8) Reading (9) Watching TV (10) Pop concerts
Newspapers or news programs Listening to radio Fairs

2

Dd-it-yourself , .Listening to records Movies 30/
Thinking
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Time is the'most cited factor for all but two of the activity

groups, arts related away passive (3) and pop culture away passive

(10). Overall, it is less likely to be mentioned as a factor for

arts related activities than for non-arts activities. It is also sub-:

stantially, more likely to be mentioned for home activities than for

away activities. One possible explanation for this distribution is

the perception of greater choice latitude in home activities. A second

is the smaller number of real barriers. For example, inconvenience

and crowds are less likely to apply. Finally, away activities are

generally done less often than home activities, thus the time factor

is less likely to be relevant.

At =Ale other extreme, facilities, crowds, clothing, quality and

programs are not very likely to be mentioned as primarydeterents to

arts related activities. Only programs (4.33%) exceeds 3% of the

population for any of the arts related activity groups. Among non-

arts groups, crowds are a somewhat larger factor for Sports Passive

(3.55%) and Pop Culture Away Passive (10.3%) groups. Inconvenience

is most important for away from home activities, where Arts-Related

Passive (14.25%) and Active (9.48%), and Pop Culture Passive (10.57%)

are the most likely to-be affected. There are no surprises in these

results, although when the high percentage for Arts Related Passive

is added to an even higher percentage who cite availability (23.48%),

the results suggest perhaps the major factor involved in increasing

participation in these activities - put the activities closer to

those desiring to increase participation.
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Handicaps and children are not widely cited as barriers to in-

creased participation, although they may be more intensely felt in

terms of real impact. The perceived impact of cost, on the other

hand, varies widely across activity types. Among the arts-related

activity types it is somewhat surprisingly most important for the

active leisure pursuits (18.69% and 13.36% compared to 1.1% and 9.6%).

Among non-arts types, Sports Passive (14.05%) and Pop Culture Away

Passive (27.37%) are the highest. One possible explanation for the

results among arts related activities that the Away Passive type in-

cludes some activities, e.g. visiting art and craft exhibits, and

museums, which have little or no cost.

TABLE 4.3 presents an individual activity breakout of the barriers

which demonstrates the varying impact on Arts Related Away Passive

Activities.
2

Cost is cited by more than 10% of individuals desiring

to increase symphony, opera, jazz concert, ballet and theater atten-

dance. Costs are cited by a much smaller percentage of those desir-

ing to visit art and craft exhibits, and tour buildings and museums.

Overall, the results shown in TABLE-4.3 provide a more detailed

2
On this table the figure's for each activity total to 100%. They

are 100% of those desiring an increase. Thus, if 50% desire an in-
crease for the activity the real number base is about 800 (discount-
ing missing data). If 20% desire an increase the base is about 320.
Using the lower figure, which approximates the lowest number in the
data, a "statistically significant" difference between two proportions
would be about 8 percentage points (depending on whether the numbers
are'closer to or farther from the 50-50 break even point).. With an
N of 900 the difference needed for "statistical significance" is less
than 5 percentage points. At this level "statistical significance"
must give way to a more subjective judgment of what is important to
the policy maker.
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TABLE 4.3
. Reasons Cited For Not Increasing Participation For

Those Desiiingan Increase in Current Participation Levels*

Family/
Time Friends

Incon-
venient Cost

Availa-
bility Crowds

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 17.8 20.7 14.3 12.4 20.4 0.3
18. Going to an opera. 13.1 19.5 15.1 13.0 26.9 2.0
13. Going to choral concerts. 27.8 17.3 15.4 5.3 12.6 3.7
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir, 48.2 15.2

or other singing group.

7.3 1.0 10.0

14. Going to jazz concerts. 11.2 14.4 13.0 14.6 31.3 6.4.
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or 18.2 12.0

festivals.
18.2 10.8 23.9 8.6

24. Playing an instrument in a group or 45.4 5.7
for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

4.1 31.1 2.7 0.6

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture, 46.0 4.4
doing graphic art, taking photographs

6.8 21.6 7.6 0.1

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts. 45.6 4.7 6.0 20.6 6.0 0.2
12. Taking art classes in painting, 30.9 3.4

sculpture, graphics; film, or crafts.
11.6 27.8 9.8 0.6

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance 12.4 23.8
performance.

11.3 10.2 32.3 0.2

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 16.2 17.0 9.2 12.4 37.7 1..2

26. Going to theater performance. 15.1 13.0 14.5 22.4 17.4 1.1
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing 39. 2 9.3

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support..

8.1 6.9 18.4 0.5

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or 61.5 9.1
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

6.1 7.5 6.2

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo- 26.5 14.4
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

- ,
1.1 1.6 24.1 1.0

8. Visiting craft exhibits. 28.2 13.3' j 18.2 3.7 20.7 4.7
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or 27.8 .11.8

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

15.9 6.4 25.4 1.9

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV 44.8 22:2
classical music, opera, or dancing.

1.5 1.6 14.2

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV 45.1 "19.2
or listening on the radio.

0.7 21.9

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own 42.9 24.0
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry. e

1.7 2.0 16.2 0.1

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on 36 . 3 8.8
art history, literature, Itc.or belonging
to a literature club.

19.0 7.6 14.9

A dash (-) indicates values of 0.
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17.

18.

13.

25.

14.

16.

24.

Going to symphony or chamber concerts.

Going to an opera.,

Going to choral concerts.

Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other Singing group.

Going to jazz concerts.

Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

festivals.

Playing an instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.
12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or liking classes in writing.

7.

8.

9.

20.

23.

29.

3.

Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.

MO/ or sculpture exhibits.
Visiting craft exhibits.

Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

TABLE 4.3 Continued

Quality Clothes
Facil-
.ities Programs

Haridi -

caps Children

3.7 3.9 2.0 1.3 2.9 0.4
3.6 1.4 2.9 2.3 0.2
3.5 4.6 1.7 2.1 3.0 3.1.
0.9 3.7 2.9 1.6 4.0 5.7

3.1 0.4 3.9 0.5 0.1 0.4
2.1 1.0 2.2 0.9 1.7 1.0

1.3 2.2 0.5 3.6 2.5

4.2 0.4 3.0 5.1

0.2 2.8 0.5 3.1 9.7
0.1 3.0 1.8 2.1 8.2

5.1 0.1 1.1 0.6 0.7 2.3

0.9 0.1 1.6 0.4 0.8 2.1

5.4 2.3 2.3 1.8 2.0 2.5
1.8 - 3.5 - 4.7 5.5

0:9 0.2 2.9 4.4

1.1 0.4 3.0 1.7 2.1 4.6

0.2 1.1 2.8 0.8 2.3 3.2
0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 3.4 2.9

2.5 1.7 5.1 1.1 4.8

1.8 1.1 4.5 1.1 4.5

2.7 1.7 4.4 0.5 2.8

0.9 0.5 0.9 '1.9 2.3 6.0
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. , Picnicing, visitsio parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.

36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. , Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. Ocrityourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking - day dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

TABLE 4.3 Continued

Family/ Incon- Availa- I

Friends venient Cost bility Crowds

!6.6 1.6, 2.6 -

10.1

10.0' 1.5 3.0

1.5 17.5 0.9 0.1
9.9 15.7 24.4 14.8 13.0

4.4 11.4 23.6 18.8 16.6
8.8 .5.1 37.9 3.3 2.9

Time

44.3

65.8

60.6
10.7

16.2
17.7

62.1

19.0
40.5
57.3

41.7

45.5

19.7 0.4 3.2 5.2 1.0

8.4 16.7 26.2 9.3 16.6
12.7 5.0 5.91 11.9 1.5
10.3 6.5 3.1 3.3 0.9

.15.4

13.6

8.9 12.5 6.0

11.0 9.8

0.6

6.1 3.1

75.3 5.2 5.4 0.7 3.9 0.2
49.8 27.9 2.8 2.8 3.9 1.2

46.0 6.5

44.2 17.3

7516. 3.7

75.5 5.5

61.0 12.0

57.1
83.7

55.7

53.7

2.8
1.2

10.1

12.0

284

13.8 9.1

7.6

3.3

1.3

3'_24,

2 . 2

0.4

4.9

4.2

0.6

2.5 0.4

1.5 1.0

2 . 3

0.5

4.4

1.3 26.2 1.2
1.3 0.2 0.4

7.3 1.2

4.9 4.3

3. 0

6.4

OM

'1.9

2.1

1.4



4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.
28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.
32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, tithing, etc.
40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36, Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.
44: Playing with pets.

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and nrsys/magazines.

43. 0oit-yourseif activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking - daydreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization lub
activities.

TABLE 4.3 Continued

Facil- Handl-
Quality Clothes ities Programs caps Children

6.5 0.4 30.1 1.4 7.5

2.0 0.1 1.1' 9.3 1.1 5.5
1.4 0.1 0.5 0.3
1.9 1.5 3.8 1.5

0.5
0.5

0.3 5.0 0.7 1.4
3.6 2.1 3.0 8.2 0.6

0.5 0.4 0.8 0.8

1.8
0.6
0.1

0.7

0.2

2.2
4.8
4.7

0.2 0.1 3.5

0.4 5.8

0.3 0.9 1.4
0.6 1.1 3.4

0.3 2.3

1.0 11.0 1.0

0.1 1.5

0.4

2.0 0.6 0.6

0.3
0.9
1.3

0 . 1
0.5

3.8

5.5

1.0
10.7
6.7

6.2
2.4

1.2
6.4

5.9

3.4
4.8
5.1

4.6 6.2

2.6 1.9

3.2
1.5

1.7

4.9

5.6

2.2

2.4
4.3

3.4

5.9'
3.0,

10.4

1.3 9.0

1.7 4.4 4.4
10.70.5

0.2 1.2 0.8

1.4 2.1 2.1

32t

5.5

3.2

6.0 6.0

4.3 4.1



perspective of the collapsed results from TABLE 4.2. Time is of much

greater importance for activities done on a daily or weekly basis than

for activities done periodically. This is true for both arts and non-

arts activities. The interest of family and friends is somewhat more

likely to be a factor for arts than non-arts pursuits, although the

higher percentages are likely to be for passive activities among the

arts and active pursuits among the non-arts activities: Inconveineice

is substantially more likely to be mentioned by those desiring to in-

crease arts related activities. It is cited by more than 10% of

those desiring an increase in almost all of the performing arts and

most of the passive visual arts activities as being the major deterrent

to increased participation.

For arts related activities cost is more important for active

pursuits, playing ifiNinstrument, painting, doing crafts, and taking

art classes, than for most of the passive pursuits. For non-arts

activities both passive and active pursuits are among the most fre-

quently cited. Availability, is the factor which most clearly distin-

guishes between arts and non-arts activities. The lack of availability

is significantly more likely to be cited by those desiring to increase

participation in arts activities than those desiring to increase non-

arts participation.

Crowds are relatively inconsequential as a deterrent to increased

participation for arts related activities. They are rdted by more

than 4% only three times for arts activities, and three times for

non-arts activities. Quality, also, is not an important factor, al-

though it is most likely to be mentioned in reference to performing
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arts among the arts related activities and for television and movies

among the non-arts activities. Programs are most likely to be impor-

tan,. as factors among media related activities, both arts and non-

arts. Regular television leads in this area (30.1%), followed by

radio music and the movies.

Children are more likely to be cited as deterrents to doing

active things than for doing passive things. This is especially true

for the arts related activities, e.g. painting, doing crafts, taking

art-classes. Apparently it is more difficult to sit down and do

thingt at home with children present than it is to get away to do

things. Part of the difference, however, is the frequency of the

activities. The active pursuits are likely to be more time demand-

ing than most of the away from home passive pursuits. It is easier

to find a babysitter for a night at the opera than it is to occupy

the children while you paint or rehearse for your role in the local

theater.

TABLE 4.4 carries the analysis a step further by presenting re-

sults of reasons for not increasing participation for those with a

strong desire to increase participation. 3
The expectation was that

this analysis would show a reduced reliance on the time and a rela-

tive increase in the more substantive barriers. Generally this

expectation was supported for arts activities, although not without

considerable variance and some reversals. Among arts related acti-

3
The N problem is severe here because of the small number who

have a strong desire to increase participation in each case. For is
reason analyses are restricted to general comparisons.



TABLE 4.4

Reasons Cited-For Not Increasing Participation
For Those Expressing a Strong Desire to-Increase

Current Participation Levels*

Family/
Time Friends

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. 9..6 12.0
18. Going to an opera. 2.0 6.0
13. Going to choral concerts. 29.5 13.2
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir, 39.3 12.4

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts. 2.9 0.7
16. Going to folk/ethhic concerts or 9.4 8.2

festivals

24. .Playing an instrument in a group or 40.9 4.8
for your own entertainment or taking

music lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking phOtographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11.. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

37.6 5.7

41.7 3.5
19.6 4.9

30. Going to a hallo or modem dance 7.8 12.3
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. 17.1 14.8

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

10.4 12.3
37.6 5.4

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or 6 5 . 0 9 ..2

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo- 18.1 10.3
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits. 27.9 15.2
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or 20.6 9.6

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listtning on the radio.
29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your awn

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

46.0

27.6

38.7

14.2

14.9

23.0

42.1 2.4

* A dash (-) indicates values of 0.

.298:

Incon-
venient Cost

Avail-
ability

18.3 14.0 36.0
25.5 1.7 53.6
20.8 8.6 7.7
12.2 3.6 11.9

9.4 37.0 40.2
22.2 12.7 34.2

5.2 34.1 2.7

7.9 20.3 12.5

7.1 16.8 9.6
12.4 32.7 11.8

22.2 2.0 39.2

7.6 10.8 36.0

11.7 26.1 23.4
6.2 1.6 26.3

6.4 5.6

.22.0 2.3 30.3

13.5 6.2 20.0
18.7 10.5 28.3

\
22.2

31.5

41
21.7

15.8 7.1 20.8

Crowds

-
4.2
-
...,

4.1
12.2

1.7

0.5

4WD

1.1

6.3
1.2

1



17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
N. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

M. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or
festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or

fosyour own entertainment or taking
music lesson's

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, takingphotographs

(Hart) or making films yourself..
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

Oaf
31. to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the sceneuIPPort

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-
graphy oisculpture exhibits.

4. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildinmetc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. ,WatchingPerformances of jazz on TV
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio bioadcans, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

TABLE 4.4 Continued

Facil- Handi-

Auality Clothes ities Programs caps Children'

4. 9

1 . 3
2. 3

1 . 5

0 . 7

-
8 . 8
5. 0

-

-

_

1 . 9
0 . 7

4 . 2
1. 0

3 . 4

-

3 ..8
3. 7

-
-

-

4.8
6 . 9
2 . 2
4.7
-
_

3 . 2

1.6 2.3.

411110

1.2 1.5 2.1
411111

2.1 0.7 1.4

8.7 0.7 3.5 3.7

1.9 1.9 4.9

7.1 1.4 0.9 3.6
0. 7 3.1 - 7.1

5.5

5.2 0 1.6 7.8

1.9 0.6 3.3
0.9 9.3

9.9 . 5.7

0. 5

2 . 4
4.1

-

2 . 6

12.1

1.6.4

13.0

5.1

3.2
8.4

8.2

.3

1.0

2.0

r 10.0 15.8

1.6 5.9 9.1

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on L - - 1 . 1 3.5 7.2
art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

..
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4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

Other music.

27. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

TABLE 4.4 Continued

Family/
Time Friends

45.9 23.2

53.3 5.0

48.6 5.0
6.6 7.0

10.3
9.8 9.4

6. Watchingloorts on TV or listening 52.4
on radio.

21.0

32. Going to witch sports in person. 19.8 7.9
35. Playing competitive sports. 32.3' 16.0
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other 55.2 7.6

exercise program.

33 Camping, hiking, back-packing, 42.1 11.6
hunting, fishing, etc.

40. Piclicint visits to parks, zoos, nature 41.1 11.7
Wilks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children. 81.6 3.4
36. Playing indoor activities or games 39 3. 3 4.3

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting With friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other 42.5 19.2
church-rolated activities.

44 Playing with pets.
..

72.5 0.9

56,1 5.0

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals, 77.2 3.3
and nonfiction).

5. Watching news and information 60.5 14.7
programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and nras/magazines.

43. Go-ityourself activities or hobbies. 56.4 0.7
45. Sitting and thinking-day-druming. 89. 8 -

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or 31.6 10.1
political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club 52.5 2.8
activitiis.

.1

3kcs

290

Inccn-

venient Cost
Avail-
ability

13.6

Ctowds

8.1 5.0

32.3 2.1 0.5
18.3 30.4 20.4 7.7

14.7 30.6 27.2 10.7
4.4 50.0 4.3 3.0

9.6 14.0 0.7

13.8 30..0 17.7 5.8
5.0 . 3.1 16.2 3.7
9.9 2.4 4.0 1.5

7.9 14.3 12.2 0.2

13.5 10.0 8 . 8 2.6

4 - 1. 2
3 42 5.4 6.2

/
15.7. 10.7 4.4 1.7

9.0 1.2 0.7

11.5
_

3.6 0 . 8

- - 4.5

1.9 27.6 1.0
5.3 - 2.1

10.9 4.0 4.1 '7.0,

- 13.1 6.0 18.6



4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues Concerts.

19: Going to fairs and carnivals.

-28: Going to the movies.

. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.

-. 32. Going to watch sports in person.

15. Playing competitive sports.
)7. Jogging, weight lifting or other

,11XIMISil piinfi.).' -
-----

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

'hunting, fishing, etc.

, 40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reeding (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and novn/magezints.

43. 0o-ityourself activities or hobbies.
45.". Sitting and thinking-day-dreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.

4 . 4,

1.9

TABLE 4.4 Continued

Facil- Handi-
Quality Clothes ities Programs caps Children:

- - 16.1 1.2-
- - _

4..4 4 . 3 16.5

2.1 - - - - 9.3
1 . 8 4 . 4 1.9 1.5

4

0.8 -
0. °5 - 5.3

2.5 0 . 1 2 . 0 5.5 - 9 . 0

11 ;6 - - - - 2.3t'7"

0.3 0.3 2..3 0.8 1 . 3
2.6 6.''5'..,i '1'.'*-- 0.8 12.3 1.3
0. 2 ,

-
4 . 8 .1. t...7... -, : 7.0 5.5

0.1 0.1 3.1 - 3.2 5.2

- ,- 7.3, 4.1 0.2

0.7 1.4 1.4 2.9 1.9
1.0 4 . 2 2.8 - 1.6 2.2

0.2 1.0 - - 2 . 7 2.6

1.7 10.0 0.3 - 4.3 9.3

- - . c - - 12.2 2.9

- - - - 2.4 12. 6

- - - 1.8 - 18.5

- - 1.8 - 4 . 3 6.4- - 2.7 - -

-
15.8 2.1

3.2 1.9



vities mentioning time was greatly reduced for passive away from hoMe

activities, such as concert attendance, and declined least for active

pursuits and passive home activities. The reductions in citing time

are most likely to be made up in increases in citing inconvenience and

availability. Cost remains relatively equal for those with general

.and strong desires to increase participation.

Those with a strong desire to increase participation and non-arts

activities were more like those with a general desire. Where changes

did, occur, they were more likely to be in the direction of citing

cost as the most important deterrent.

As in the last Chapter, the importance of these differences

depends on the significance of differences between strong desire to

increase participation and the expression of any desire to increase

participation. Insofaratthe former position indicates a greater

likelihood that change will take place, then the results on TABLE 4.4

are more relevant for making policy decisions4 which reduce appro-
,

pritate barriers and increase participation in target activitiesin

the South. In terms of the outcomes shown on the two previous tables,

however, the issue could be moot, since the differences are a matter

of degree and the major foci on barriers does not change. A more

imp° :"nt question may be the identification of differences (if any)

between major population subgroups which mould facilitate more focused

policies. These differences will be examined in the next Section.

4
In this case,''a policy decision which is designed to increase

-- participation among those who express'some desire to increase cur-
rent participation levels. This is in contrast to or in addition to
other types of policies which might be considered.
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Predictors of the Selection of

Barriers to Increased Participation

As in the prior Chapters, two types of barrier selection pre-

dictors will be examined: (1) those based on historical participa-

tion,patterns; and (2) those based on SES/demographic variables.

Both are important in targeting specific population subgroups rele-

vant to possible policy changes.
.,

TABLE 4.5 presents results of the historical analysis'using

grouped activities. In TABLE 4.2 the analysis focused on differences

among the groups. In-the present TABLE the focus is on differences

among historical participation patterns within groups. The question

of interest is whether individuals with different historical parti-

cipation patterns cite different barriers to desired increased par-

ticipation. The four groups used in this analysis are: (1) never

participated before; (2) participated previously, but not in the last

12 months (3) participated in the last 12 months, but never prior

to that (new participants); and (4) participated in the last 12 months

and prior to that (steady participants).

While there are specific instances where large differences

across groups occur, there seems to be no regular pattern which

clearly distinguishes the different historical participation patterns

in terms of barriers to increased participation. Most-notable in

this `regard is the absence of a discernable pattern for those who have

never participated in the activity group before. They identify bar-

riers to new participation in roughly the same distribution pattern as

the three participant groups. The conclusion drawn from this Table is
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Table 4.5

Proportion From Each Historic Partic
Cite Each Reason for not Increasing

(Using Substantively Similar

ipation Pattern Who
Participation Levels.
Activity Groups) ,

Partie. Partic.

Group 1 Barriers

Never
Partic .

Prior to
Last 12 mo.

Only in
Last 12 mo.

Steady
Partic.

Radio or TV class- Family/Friends 18.0 19.0 24.5 24.1
ical music,
opera or dance

Inconvenient
Quality

0.5
0.7

0.3
18.7

1.9
4.9

1.6
2.1

Radio or TV Jazz Clothes
Ridio or TV Plays Facilities 1.0 2.9 1.7

Crowds 0.0 0.1
Programs 3.6 3.0 3.1 6.0
Cost 1.3 1.7
Time 50.2 48.8 42.8 39.7
Availability 17.9 9.9 15.3 17.5
Handicaps 1.8 1.5 0.6
Children 4.7 0.3 3.0 4.2
Other 0.2 PIO

0.8

Group 2 Barriers
Doing. Art Family/Friends 6.8 7.2 10.3 3.8
Doing Crafts Inconvenient 6.2 4.3 6.3

,Writing Fiction Quality 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0
Plays or Clothes 0.2
Poetry Facilities 3.5 1.2 0.4 2.8

Playing an Crowds 0.2 2.4
Instrument Programs 0.7 0.1 0.4

Cost 20.8 24.9 24.4 15,4
Time 46.1 48.3 43.9 . 55.9
Availability 6.4 3.8 9.9 4.8
Handicaps 3.0 6.4 2.2 1.9
Children 4.7 3.6 2.5 7.3
Other 1.1 0.2 0.6

Group 3 Barriers.
,Going to Choral Family /Friends 17.7 18.6 9.4 14.0
, Concerts Intonvenient 14.5 16.7 14.9 13.3
Going to Classical Quality 3.2 3.1 2.5 3.2

Concerts Clothes 1.7 1.6 1.3 1.1
Going to Opera . Facilities 3.0 1.6 2.2 0.6
Going to Jazz Programs 1.6 0.7 0.8 0.7

Concerts Cost 8.6 9.3 12.3 13.0
:Going to Folk Time 16.0 18.5 21.4 22.7

Concerts Availability 27.4 24.2 25.8 22.0
Going to Theater Handicaps 1.9 1.7 1.3 1.6
Going to Ballet Children 1.8 2.0 1.7 2.3
,Going to Folk Others 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.2

Dancing
Visiting Art

Exhibits
Visiting Craft

Exhibits
Visiting Museums

4,
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`.Grow? 4.
:,Singing in Group
Taking Art Classes
Acting in Plays
or dancing in
Group

aking Classes in.
Art History or
Literature

Playing instrument
in a group

?Group 5
'Watch sports on

TV
Watch 'sports in

PersOn

Group 6
Outdoor Camping,

etc.
Play Competitive
Sport

Do II.:ercise
Program

Picnicking,
Nature, etc.

TABLE 4.5

Barriers

Continued'

Partic.
Never Prior to
Partic. Last 12

Partic.
Only in

mo. Last 12 mo.
Steady
Partic.

Family Friends 10.4 7.3 10.6 10.1
Inconvenient 9.6 . 9.0 14.9 9.2
Quality 1.4 2.0 4.2 0.2
Clothes 1.0 1.2 0.7
Facilities 2.6 0.7 7.8 1.9
Crowds 0.2 0.4 2:0 0.4
Programs 0.8 0.6 _. 1.6
Cost 15.8 15.3 13.4 12.8

.Time 37.4 -42.6 28.7 . 48.6
Availability 12.1 8.0 9.1 9.6
Handicaps 3.5 5.3 1.5
Children 4.4 6.6 3.6 8.0
Other 1.3 - 0.8 -

Barriers
Family/Friends 14.5 7.1 16.2 13.1
Inconvenient 14.5 - 9.2 7.9 7.5
Quality - 0.4 4.0 2.0
Clothes 0.7 - 0.7
Facilities. 0.4 29.1 0.2 0.6
Crowds 13.3 4.0 6.8 4.3
Programs 0.9
Cost 14.3 10.7 14.7 15.1
Time 32.0 32.1 39.9 42.6
Availability 2.9 4.4 9.3 7.9
Handicaps 1.1 2.2 - 0.1
Children 6.5 1.1 1.2 4.9
Other - - - 0.6

Barriers
Family/Friends 16.7 . 13.1 17.4 12.7
Inconvenient 8.9 5.9 7.6 7.6
Quality 1.8 0.5 1.9 0.4
Clothes 0.1 0.4 0.2
Facilities 5.7 3.9 3.9 4.5
Crowds 0.2 0.6 0.4 2.3
'Programs .0.9 0.8 - 0.8
Cost 7.7 6.9 10.9 7.1
Time 35.3 40.1 45.9 52.3
Availability 9.7 7.5 7.1 5.2
Handicaps 6.8 14.7 2.9 3.5
Children 6.3 3.2 2.1 3.8
Other 0.5 1.7 - 0.2
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TABLE 4.5 Continued
Partic. Partic.

Never Prior to Only in Steady
Partic. Last 12 mo. Last 12 mo. Partic.

Barriers
urc Related Family/ friends 16.6 29.6 11.4 10.6
ActiVities Inconvenient 7.9 12.0 6.1 5.9

:Games indoors Quality 1.9 3.3 1.7 - 1.1
Visiting Family Clothes 1.1 3.6 1.6 3.1

& Friends Facilities 1.1 0.7 1.2 .1.5
`:Playing with Crowds 0.4 0.1 1.5 0.5

Children Programs 2.4 0.6 0.6 0.7
Playing with Cost 6.0 1.3 2.9

Pets Time 48.6 38.1 55.3 64.2
Availability 8.3 7.1 5.5 1.7
Handicaps 3.4 4.8 5.7 3.0
Children 1.4 0.1 5.4 4.3
Other 0.3 0.5

,'Grou? 8 Barriers
' :Reading Family Friends 10.6 8.7 .6.3 4.9
Newspapers.or Inconvenient 4.5 1.8 1.0 1.5

News Programs Quality 3.0 3.6 1.1 1.0
Aft-It-Yourself Clothes 0.2
Thinking Facilities 0.7 0.2 1.7 0.8

Crowds 0.6
Programs 0.3 2.5 1.4
Cost 7.1 4.2 2.9 8.6
Time 64.5 - 65.9 52.1 68.1
Availability 3.8 3.2 2.4 1.3
Handicaps 1.6 2.9 1.8 1.9
Children 3.4 6.1 5.9 9.6
Other 0.7 3.6 0.9 0.2

Group 9 Barriers
Watching ,TV Family/Friends 7.1 5.2 13.2 9.7
Listening to Inconvenient 8.1 11.2. 2.3 0.7

Radio Quality 7.3 9.0 2.9
;Listening to Clothes 0.4 0.2

Records Facilities 0.6 0.6
Crowds
Programs 11.0 9.4 14.4 13.2
Cost 9.3 8.2 5.3 4.9
Time 48.0 . 52.7 49.4 57.7
Availability 1.7 6.7 1.8 2.0
Handicaps 2.7 2.8 0.8

v-,Children 2.8 4.0 4.8 7.0
Other 0.4
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'.Group 10.

.Pop Concertd
'Fairs
Movies,

....a......,

1

TABLE 4.5

Barriers

Continued

Partic.
Never Prior to
Partic. Last 12 mo.

Partic.
Only in
Last 12 mo.

Steady
Partic.

Family/Friends 14.7 9.7 7.7 5.8
Inconvenient 16.8 13.4 7.4 9.0
Quality 1.7 1.6 2.6 2".2
Clothes 1.2 1.4 0.9 0.9
Facilities 2.9 3.9 4.4 3.9
Crowds 11.0 11.7 9.9 10.6
Programs 2.4 7.3 2.7 3.0
Cost 24.4 24.2 31.0 30.5
Time 11.0 13.0 18.0 16.5
Availability 12.7 10.4 12.2 12.5
Handicaps 0.9 1.6 0.8
Children 0.3 1.8 6.0 3.9
Other 0.3
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1

that knowing previous pattern does little to increase our ability to

predict the selection of barriers to increasing participation.

TABLE 4.6 presents a description of the impact of previous parti-

cipation from a more short range perspective, participation and non-

participation during the past year. The initial noticeable difference

is in the selection of time as the most important barrier. In 18 of 22

arts related activities current participants are more likely to perceive
_-/

time as their most important deterrent to increased participation

(going to jazz concerts, taking art classes, watching jazz on TV or

listening on the radio, and listening to or watching TV performances of

plays and poetry are the exceptions). Twenty' of 23 non-arts activities

have the same pattern. Apparently, the act of participatibn is a major

factor in reducing the significance of other barriers; availability is

the logically best example. However, most of the differences do not

detract from the basic pattern for the activity, i.e., if time is a

major factor (as in writing, playing an instrument or acting) It is

likely to be important for both participants and nonparticipants. If

time is not important, as for going to fairs and carnivals and going

to ballet or modern dance, it is likely to be unimportant for both

groups. In other words, the correlation between partiCipants and non-

participants is relatively high. I-

'There are other differences between participants and nonpartici-

pants, but these are not as consistent across all activities as was

true for the time barrier. For example, cost is more important for cur-

rent participants for passive away-from-home performing arts .activities,

but about equal in importance for the active arts related pursuits.
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TABLE 4.6

7. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.,
18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going toollciethnic concerts or festivals.
24. Playing an instrument in agroup or for

your own entertainment or taking music

lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,
. doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
ko 11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art daises in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.'

31. Going to a folldancing performance.

26. Going to theater performances.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

Or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, pr
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting; graphic arts, photo-
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

Reasons Cited for not Increasing Participation
by Previous Participation*

Time Friends Inconvenient Cost Availability Crowds
P NP P NP

1 21.4 10.7 20.0'
14.9 i1:0 19.6
28.9 24.0 15.6.
46.4 51.2 14.5

9.4 13.1 9.6
19.3 16.4 9.1
48'. 2 42.8 5.9

48.6 41.9 5.1

47.1 40.6 4.8
30.1 30.4 2.1

15.4 10.7 22.1

21.5 13.9 10.2

18.5 9.8 14.2
48:6 33.6 8.9

61.9 53.9 7.5

27.2 73.7 15.6

30.1 23.0 14.T
22.8. 19.2 13.3

24.4
18.6
21-.9

17.8

22.1
18.2
6.4

P 4.' NP P NP

14.6 12.9 13,6 9.3
12-5 16.0 15.7 9.0
17.0 11.8 6.1 2.7
9.6 3.2 0.1 2.2

12.0 14.7 17.9 10.3
23.0 12.9 13.9 7.2
6.1 2.9 75.1 35.5

P

17.7
27.8
12.3
11.1

32.0
19.6
2.1

3.8 4.9 9.1 22.1 20 7.0

4.3 6.2 5.4 20.1 21.3 5.1
4.2 .8 30. 25.1 16.6

25.5 10.2 11.9 10.3

22.0 12.1 8.5 13.0

11.4 11.8 18.8 23.9
11.5 8.0 9.2 3.9

12.6 8.0 5.1 7.9

12.3. 19.1 19.5 1.5

11.0 18.9 15.9 2.4
7.3 15.2 17.1 5.9

9'.7 31.4

11.2 34.8

18.6 14.2
7.8 7.7

6.0 6.2

1.8 20.9

7.1 18.0
7.2 22.3

Proportion Citing Each Reason Among Participants (P) and Non-Participants (NP)
32'd

NP P NP

25.0 0.2 0.3
26.5 1.4 2.4
13.1 3.4 4.3
7.9

28.6 9.9 2.1
27.1 8.2 8.7
3.2 1.2 0.0

8.2 0.1 0.0

3.6 0.0 0.8
10.3 2.1 0.3

32.9 0.0 0.4

37.9 1.1 1.2-

22.7 0.8 1.7
22.0 0.6 7.8

5.1

29.5 1.4 0.2

27.1 4.6 4.6
31:1 1.6 2,.7
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TABLE 4.6 Continued

17. Goirig to symphony or chamber concerts.

18. Going to an opera.

13. Going to choral concerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chdrus, choir,

or other Singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals.
24. Playing an instrument in a group or for

your dwn entertainment or taking music
lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

to {as art) or making films yourself.
0 11. Doing crafts.° 12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

26. Going to theater performances.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scone suppn.

2. Writ' novels, stories, plays, or
'poetry, aking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Tduring-buildings; etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

3 ? r)

Quality

P NP

Clothes

P NP

Facilities

P NP

Programs

P NP

Handicaps

P NP

Children

P NP

Other

P NP
3.8 3.2 2.8 5.9 1.5 2.8 0.7 2.3 2.9 3.3 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.0
4.1 5.7 2.7 0.0 0.9 6.5 - - 0.0 4.3 0.4 0.0
'2.6 6.0 3.9 6.5 1.4 2.3 0.9 6.2 3.9 0.4 3.9 0:7
0.9 0.8 3.7, 3.5 1.7 4.5 1.9 -0.0 5.0 2.7 5.2 6.2

,

1.8 '4.2 0.7 0.0 4.7 2.9 0.0 1.5 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 1.1 0.0
1.8 2.4 0.9 1.0 1.2 3.2 0.0 1.7 2.0 0.6 1.2 0.7 -
1.0 1.6 4.1 0.3 0.9 0.0 2.7 4.6 '2.6 2.2 0.0 0.6

0.7 1.2 - _ 2.1 6.9 0.0 0.9 3..5 2.9 5.4 4.4 1.2 -0.3

0.4 1.3. 0.0 0.6 1.7 5.3 0.1 1.6 3.7 1.5 10.5 7.4. 0.2 1.3
1.3 1.1 0.0 0.1 1.8 3.6 0.2 3.1 1.9 2.7 11.8 5.6 0.6 0.8

8.2 2.3 0.2 C.0 0.0 2.1 0.2 0.9 0.0, 1.3 2.0 2.4

1.9 0.2 0.3 0.0 1.9 1.3 0.3 0.5 0.0 1.1 2.9 1.5 0.0 0.7

6. 2 5.3 1.9 3.1 1.7. 3;5 2.4 0.8 2.1 -1.6 2.3 2.7 0.2 0.0
3. 7 2. 1 2.2 3.3 _

5.2 3.4 2.4 2.2 1.8

_ - -
0.4 1.6 0.0 0.4 2.8 3.1 4.0 4.6 0.0 2.3

1.5 2.8 0.7 0.0 3.2 1.4 1.6 2.0 3.0 0.5 3.5 6.2 0.3 0.0

0.8 1.5 1.1 1.1 2.7 3.2 0.5 1.5 2.3 2.5 3.9 1.4 0.8 0.0
0.9 1.9 1.0 1.1 1.4 3.4 0.7 0.0 2.9 4.9 2.3 4.1 0.6 0.0



TABLE 4.6 Continued

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.
23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening oil the radio.
29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions
of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature,-etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

4. Watching regular TV programi day and

Lo night except sports and news.
21. Listening to radio Woodcuts of allco

t--.
other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western
Of rhythm and blues concerts.

19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.
,

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

32. Going to welch sports in person.
35. &yin, competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
40. Noticing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.walks,

4.

Time Friends Inconvenient
P NP P NP P

45.0 42.5 24.2 19.0 2.1

37.2 58.5 20.6 13..7 0.3

40.1 49.6 26.7 16.2 2.3

45.7 28.8 6.0 12.2 16.5

42.4 46.6 7.6 3.3 0.9

65.6 54.6 11.1 6.2 1.6

62.4 42.7 -10.4 11.9 1.2
11.6 8.4 8.0 16.0 13.5

17.9 2.3 4.6 7,8 10.4
17.2 22.4 7.7 20.2 5.0

62.4 52.0 19.1, 20.9 0.0

20.5 12.0 8.8 8.1 15.9
45.3 26.6 13.4 12.3 2.7
61.3 40.9 10.4 12.6 6.2

43.3 29.2 14.7 20.9 8.8

45.0 44.3 13.0 20.3 11.9

NP.

0.0

1.6

0.0

20.0

11.1

9.4
.

, 3.7
21.3

21.5
7.7

8.0

21.0
11.1
8.5

12.6

3.3

331- l (---'
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Cost Availability Crowds
P NP P NP P NP

0.7 3.8 13.7 16.7

- 25.3 10.6

2.7 8.0 12.0 26.4 0.2 0.0

6.1 8.4 11.0 17.1

- - 2.9. 0.0

- 3.3 0.0

15.5 27.9 0.3 5.1 0.1 0.0
26.3 19.1 14.3 15.8 14.0 10.1'

22.3 29.3 13.3 19.2 16.3 16.3
39.9 24.8 3.3 3.0 2.4 6.5

3.4 0.0 5.7 0.0 0.1 3.6

25.5 28.5 9.9 5.3 9.0 18.0
4.1 10.4 9.7 17.2 2.1 0.0
2.9 3.7 2.0 7.4 0.9 0.7

17.4 7.2 5.7- 7.2 0.6 0.4)

9.6 9.3 6.0 .6.9 3.2 0.0



TABLE 4.,6 Continued

20.

23.

29.

3.

4.

21.

22.

15.

19.

,28.

6.

32.

35.

37.

33.

40.

Quality

P NP

Clothes

P NP

Facilities

P NP

PrograMs

P NP

Handicaps

P NP

Children

P NP

. Other

P NP
Listening on radio or watching on TV
classical music, opera, or,dancing.

3.1 0.6 _
1.1 3.0 4.9 4.9 1.5 0.5 3.0 9.0 0.6 0.0

Watching performances if jazz on TV
or listening on the radio:

4.9 0.6 1.5 0.0 6.1 1.0 0.0 4.3 , 4.1 4.7 -

Listening to radio broadcasts, your own
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

4.2 1.0 _ _ 2.3 0.0 4.1 '5:0 0.7 0.6 3.6 0.4 1.0 0.7.

Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

- 0.8 0.3 0.9 0.9 2.6 1.3 3.1 2.3 5.9 5.8 0.0 1.4

Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.
5.8 10.9 0.4 0.0

_
5.8 21.0 1.6 1.3 8.0 5.8

Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

2.2 5.1 0.1 0.0 1.'0 1.9 8.6 11.6 0.5 6.0 5.3 5.1 0.7 0.0

Listening to recordings. 1.6 6.0 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 6.7 0.5 0.3 0.0
Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm end blues concerts.
17.5 2.1 1.3 1.9 3.5 4.3 2.0 0.0 0.6 0.3 3.0 0.7 0.0 0.1

Going to fairs and carnivals. 1.0 0.0 5.3 1.6 0.8 0.0 1.4 2.0 1.3 0.0 0.3 0.0
Going-to the movies. 3.9 3.1 2.1 1.7 3.0 2.8 8.5 7.1 .0.5 0.5 7.1 0.3 0.3 0.0

Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

1.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.9 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.4 5.4 9.2

Going to watch sports in person. 2.1 0.0 0.6 1.4 2.4 0.8 0.3 0.0 1.1 0.8 3.3 3.7 0.7 0.0
Playing competitive sports. 1.3' 0.0 4.9 4.,2 1.3 0.0 11.4 3.5 2.9 9.7 0.9 0.0
Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

0.5 0. 0 0. 3 0. 0 2.9 10.2 0.6 3.5 6.3 7.7 5.3 4.1 0.3 0.6

Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
0.2 1.2 0.1- 0.4 3 . 5 3 . 0 4.4 5.7 5.4 11.4 0.3 1.2

Picnicing, vWts to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
0.2 4.8 0.5 0.0 5.7 5.5 2.4 5.1 2.1 0.0 0.3 0.0
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TABLE 4.6 Continued

Time

P NP

Friends

P NP

Inconvenient

P NP

Cost

P NP

Availability

P NP

Crowds

NP
42. Playing with your children., 76.1 47.4 5.8 4.9 4.9 3.7 0.8 0.0 1.9 28.4 0.2 0.0
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
49.9 44.7 28.2 24.7 2.8 9.8 2.9 1.6 3.0 10.5 1.3 0.0

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

53.9 54.0 5.2 '28.3 14.8. 0.9 8.9 9.2 2.6 0.0 0.4 0.0

34.' Going to church or doing other.

churchrelated activities.
44.3 39.8 17.1 20.0 7.6 10..6 0.5 0.0 1.5 1.6 0..8 2.1

44. Playing with pets. 77.4 56.9 4.3 9.2 3.9 9.4 1.2 19.0 2.5 6.8

1. Reading Diction books, periodicals, 75.8 67.1 4.2 19.6 1.3 2;9 4.6 .0.6 0.7 1.9
and nonfiction). - _

t...)
o
Li

5.

43.

Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies.

61.0

57.9

54.1

44.5

12.0

2.6

10.4

7.0

1.7'

1.6

14.1

0.0

0.7

25.8

0.0

27.8

4.3

2.6

5.5

6.8
45. Sitting and thinking-ditdreaming. 73.8 92.1 3.0 5.2 1.3 0.9 0.3 0.0 3.0 0.9 2.1 0.0

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
56.9 52.3 9.2 10.9 5.3 11.4 0.9 1.6 2.3 4.0 0.0 5.2

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

53.7 50.1 7.6 20.5 5.5 9.9 6.4 0.0 3.9 10.1 2.1 0.13
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TABLE 4.6 Continued

42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friendiand/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.
34. 6oing to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

, programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

43. Doityourself activities or hobbies.
45. Sitting and thinking - daydreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

1.4

Quality

P

1.4
0.7

1.0

1.4

0.1

2.3

,--,

0.3
1.6

1.1

2.1

NP

Clothes

P

1.0
1.0

2.4

11.6

0.7

-
_

1.5

2.1

NP

Facilities

P

1.3
3.6

0.9

1.8

0.5

0.6

1.6
0.6

1.3

2.1

NP

Programs

P

0.1
0..5

_

2.9

_

_

5.7

_

_

5.3

4.7

NP

Handicaps'

P NP

3.1 3.8
1.7 1.5

1.8 1.0

4.7 6.0

5.5 4.7

1.9 2.1

1.3 1.1

4.5 3.3

7.2 4.1

5.5 2.5

Children

P MP

2.4 1.2
4.3 3.6

3.6 1.2

6.3 1.0

3.5 0.0

10.8 5.7

9.2 5.2

4.7 1.5
11.8 1.0

8.9 1.9

4.2 3.4

Other

P

1.1
0.1

0.4

0.4

0.6

0.6
0.2

0.0

UP
3.8
0.0

4.7

1.1

0.0

8.4

3.6
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
1.4

0.0

3.9

_

0.0

-
_

0.6

1.7

1.9
1.5

_

1.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.9
0.0

0.0

1.9

0.0
0.0

12.0

0.0

1.0

_

5.4

0.0

0.0
0.7

0.8

0.0

0.0

2.9
0.0

2.3

N
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For arts related activities neither the interest of friends and family

nor inconvenience d'istinghish between participants and nonparticipants

in a systematic way. Aviilability is Slightly more likely to be cited

by nonparticipants for most passive away-from-home activities, but

notably not for attending operas. As with previous predictors of both

participation and desire to increase participation, the predictor

variable is less likely to identify 'systematic differences among the

non=arts activities.

The absence of strong differences between participants and non-

participants on actionable barriers has the effect of reducing the

policy makers' dilemma. On the basis of these first order compari-

sons different appeals to each group do not seem to be in order. Un-

fortunately the small number of nonparticipants who desire to increase

participation does not permit a further reliable subdivision of these

groups to test for second order relationships.

In the following seven tables results from :he analysis of barriers

cited by various SES and demographic groups will be presented. Because

these analyses require a three-way cross tabulation, activity by SES/

demographic characteristic by barrier, a presentation of the complete

tables in the text is not practical. 5 For this reason only the most

frequently cited barrier for each category of the variable will be pre-

sented in the table along 'with the proportion in the category that cited

that barrier as the most important deterrent. The complete tables (acti-

vity by barrier by SES/demographic subgroup) are reported in APPENDIX K.

5In addition to the complexity of the TABLES, cell size becomes
an important factor in the analyses of these results. For this reason,
analyses described in the text will be at a general level of speci-
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TABLE 4.7 shows differences in the most frequently cited barrier

for men and women. For arts related activities women are much less

likely to.cite time as the primary deterrent to increased participa-

tion than men (12 times to 18 times). The difference is acounted for .

in the increased frequency that availability, cost and fa ily/friends

are cited. For non-arts activities there is no difference between

the groups beyond occasional percentage differences. The most fre-

quently cited. barrier is the same for each activity.

TABLE 4.8 shows more differences across age groups than was true

for sex differences, but still no consistent pattern. Of 22 arts relat-

ed activities, ten show total agreement or agreement in four of the

five age groups that time is the most important barrier to desire$

increased participation. Greatest agreement occurs for the active

pursuits, including singing, playing an instrument, acting, painting

and doing crafts. Disagreement occurs among the passive performing

arts activities, but there are a variety of factors cited across age

groups.

The youngest age group (18 to 29 years old) is more likely to

cite availability (9 times) than any of the other groups. As age

increases both time and availability level out (12 for the former, 4

or 5 for the latter) and a more diverse set of barriers is likely to

be the most frequently cited. The 18-29 group cites three different

barriers; the 30-39 group cited 4; the 40-49 group cites 4; the 50-64

group cites 5; and the 65+ group'cites 5.

Again, there appear to be no systematic differences in the propor-.

.tions who cite each barrier as most important. Even when several

,,t. 3 ,,f.!
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TABLE 4.7

Most Frequently Cited Reason for not Increasing
Participation for Each Sex Group

11. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
1$. Going to in opera.

13. Going to chorarconcerts.

25. Singing in or playing fora chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

15. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or

futivels.
24. Playing an instrument in a grouP or

for your own entertainment-or taking

music lemons. -

Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photogriphs

Wert/or making films Yourself-
11. Going Ugh*.

12. Taking art classes in painting, '

sculpture, jraphics, film, or crafts.

35.- Going to I ballet or modern dance

performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

25.- Going to theater performance.
. .

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in e.dance equp, taking lessons in eithert

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Vhitlig pointing, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

IL, Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Iodine buildings, etc. for design or

histric value or visiting history,

science or technical, museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or,an:Ing.
23. Watching Performances Of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking claims or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

.male female

time (27) family /friends (25)
availability (24) availability (27)

. time (32) time (24).
'time , (5,2) time (38)

availability (30) availability (28)
time (26) availability (22)

time (48) time (35)

time (39) time ,(44)

time (46) time (43)
time (37),

J.+cost (30)

availability (29) availability (32)

availability (40) availability (34)

time (22) cost (23)
time (45) time (29)

time (54) time (57)

time (30) availability (23)

time. ,e (39) time (24)
time (31) availability (26)

time (41) time (43)

time (41) time (51)

time - (40) time ) (36)

time (51) time (29)
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4. Watching regular TV Programillav
and night except sports and news.

21. Listening to radio breadcasts of all
mho /music ')

22. Listeiting to 'KIROV:.
15. Going sci rock or country and.western

or rhythm and blues concerts.-
19: Going to fsirs and tonivals.
2$. Going to the moviss.

IL, Watching sports onni or listening
. _ on iedio.

32. Going to watch sports in penon.
35.. Playing competitive Worn.

, 37. Joggiri, weight lifting or other
. exercise pro rim.

33. Camping, hiking, hsckpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
'40. Making, visits to pork:, toot noon

walks, or diking a car for pleasure.,

42, Playing with your children.
31. Playing Indovactivities or games.

with Mind:and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

membersovriting letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to chutch or doing other

church-releted activities.,,.
44. Playing with' pets.

1. heeding (fiction books, periodicals,

z
and nonfiction!.

5. Wstriltng news and information

.V., propos on TV or reading in
heispapers and news/map:Ines.

.4.i -00-it yourself activities or hobbies.
45 : +Sitting and thinkingdaydresming.

\
311: ' charity

'
volunteer, social 'entice, or

.''.-
political organization activities.

39. kFmternal orpnitation or club
...:,

; levities.

I

;

"err

TABLE 4.7 Continued

time

male

r
(36) time

female

(47)

time (62) time (60)

time (56) time (56)
cost (24) cost (23)

c qst (22) cost (23)
cost (37) cost (35)

tittle (58) time (61)

i
cost (28) cost (20)
time (44) time (27)
time (58) time (46)

time (43) time (34)

time (47) time (40)

time ' (58) time (71)
time (49) time (45)

time (52) time (57)

time (45) time (36)

time (58) time (73)

time (74) time (68 )

time (61) time (45)

time (53) time s (55)
time (71) time (71)

time (52) time (37)

time (47) tirne (49)
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TABLE 4.3
Most Frequently Cited.Reasom
for Not Increasing Participation
for Each Age Gtoup

18 -29

17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts, avail
18. Going to an opera. avail
13. Going to choral concerts. time
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.
time

14. Going to jazz Concerts. avail
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals. a va i 1
14. Playing an instrument in a group or for

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

time

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photograph:
time

(as art) or making films yourself.
to0
to

11.

12.

Doing crafts.

Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

time
cost

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.
avail

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. avail

26. Going to theater perforinances. avail
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,
or providing behind the scene support.

time

2. Writing novels; stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.
time

, -7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

avail

8. Visiting craft exhibits. time
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

avail

343

(25 )

(29)

(24)
( 45 )

(28)
(26)

(44)

(44)

(45)
(31)

(39)

(42)

(20)
(40.)

(65)

(25)

(29)

(28)

,

time (22)
time (25)
time (36)

.time (56)

avail (34)
time (27)
time (53)

time (59)

time (53)
time (40)

fam/friends

avail (30)

cost (26)
time (32)

time (77)

time (40)

time (38)
time (37)

(35)

40-49

fam/friends (43)
fam/friends (44)

time (26)
time (50)

avail (35)
fam/friends (29)

time (48)

time (38)

time (39)
time (33)

avail (40)

avail (37)

cost (24)
time (41)

time (46)

time (29)

time (26)
avail (28)

50-64

_avail (25)
avail 126)
time (27)

time (52)

avail (32)
inconven (29)

time (42)

time (40)

time (48)

cost (25)

fam/friends (31)

avail (37)

cost (21)
time (34)

time (36)

avail (26)

time (25)

time (30)

65 +

time (28)
avail (22)
time (24)
time (47)

quality (26)
inconven (30),

time (50)

time (38)

time (42)
time (36)

cost (28)

avail (36)

cost (47)
time (55)

time (47)

avail (23)

inconven (25)
avail (25)
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TABLE 4.8 Contihued

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-64

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.
time (53) time (47) fam/friends (45) time (39)

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.
time (45) time (28) time (37) time (60)

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

time (4 7 ) time (50) fam/friends (41) time (47)

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

time (36) time (49) time (47) inconven (33)

4. Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.
time (46) time (59) time (37) time (37)

21N (4 Listening to radio broadcasts of all time (65) time (71) time (62) time (60)o other music.

22. Listening to recordings. time (59) time (65) time (61) time (57)
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
cost (27) cost (28) fam/friends (22) _inconven (22)

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. cost (25) cost (29) avail (21) time (23)
28. Going to the movies. cost (43) cost (43) cost (30) avail (30)

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

time (67) time (68). time (50Y time (55)

32. Going to watch sports in person. cost (23) cost (30) cost (26) cost (28)
35. Playing competitive sports. time (43) time (46) time (32) handicaps (60 )
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

t exercise program.
time (57) time (64) time (60) time (52),

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
time (41) time (49) time (35) time (45)

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature time (49) time (46). time (50) time (38)
walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

345

65 +

time (50)

time (67)

time (32)

inconven (37)

programs (52)

time (48)

time (61)
inconven (35)

crowds (22)
cost (33)

time (66)

cost (27)
fam/friend (54

time (45)

handicaps (27)

time (28)

( ) i 0'
) : 0
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TABLE 4.8 Continued

18-29 30-39 40-49 50 -64 . 65 +

42. Playing with your children. time (84) time (88) time (68) .ime (52) inconven (42)
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
time (52) time (52) time (55) fam/friand (45) fam/friend (33)

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends -in the phone, etc.

time _(57) time (71) time (65) time (58) time (34)

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
time (43) time (57) time (48) time (42) time (32)

44. Playing with pets. time (80) time (82) time (59) time (60) handicaps (39)

to

1.

5.

Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction). ,

Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

time

time

(70)

(65)

time

time

(78)

(55)

time

time

(82)

(52)

time .(76)

time (67)

time

.time

(76)

(52)..

43. Doityourself activities or hobbies. time (51) time (62) time (70) time (60) time (38)45. Sitting and thinkingday.dreaming. time (al) time (79) time (90) time (79) time (59)

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or
political organization activities.

time (50) time (68) time (53) time (68) handicaps (43)

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

time (66) time (48) time (52) time (47) time
-;..-

(38)
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different barriers are cited by the different groups, they tend

to be mentioned by approximately the same proportion of individuals.

The lack of variance for either the particular barrier or the pro-

portion citing it is again more pronounced for the non-arts acti-

vities. It is only among the two oldest groups that the impact of

time and cost begin to be overcome by other factors, particularly

inconvenience and family/friends.

TABLE 4.9 shows the most frequently cited barrier across number

of children categories. Among arts-related activities time is less

likely to be the most jmportant factor as the number of children in-

creases. Time is most important for 15 of 22 activities for those

With no children, and only 9 of 22 for those with three or more child-

ren. Most of the difference is accounted for in the increase of

family and friends (f/f) as the most important factor. Thus, respon-

dents with more children are more likely to cite family barriers,

although not specifically children, as the primary reasons for not

increasing desired activity levels in arts-related activities.
6

TABLE 4.10 shows differences between Blacks and Whites. Unlike

the previous variables, race seems to make a substantial difference

in the selection of barriers to increased participation. For arts

6The reader should bear in mind that most frequently cited is
not always the same as being cited by a majority of respondents.
Many of those barriers-which are most frequently cited account for
only 20-30% of the respondents and, in those instances, there are
likely to be one or two other barriers which are cited almost as
frequently. Usually, time is one of the important secondary factors
if it is not the most important. Other factors can often be identi-
fied by looking at what is most important in other categories.

34j
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TABLE 4.9

Most Frequently Cited Reason for not
Increasing Participation by Number of Children

None

7. Going to simphony Of chamber concerts. t ime
18. Going to an opera. avail
13. Going to choral concern. time
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir, time

or otheesinging group.

14. Going to jazz concerts. avail
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or time

festivals.

24. Playing an instrument in a group or time
for your own entertainment or taking

music limns.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture, time
doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Going crafts. time
12. Taking art claws in painting, time

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modem dance avail
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. avail

26. Going to theater performance. *incon
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing time

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the sane support.

2. Writing noveli, stories, plays, or time
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

avail

time
avail

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV time
classical music, opera, or dancing.

4. Watching performances of jazz on TV time
or listening on the radio. .

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own time
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on time
art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

*f/f = family & friends avail = available incon = inconvenient
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Three
One Two or More

(23)
*f/f

(31)
*
avail (25) f/f (56)

(29) f/f (30) f/f (23) f/f (26)
(26) time (32) time (27) f/f (21)
(56) time (31) time (31) time (38 )

(35) f/f (27) f/f (23) avail (28)
120) avail (25) avail (27) f/f (20)

(40) time (34) cost' (46) time (30)

(54) time (43 ) time (35) time (28)

(56) time (35) time (53) time (32)
(35) cost (33) cost (28) cost (24)

(38) f/f (36) avail (30) avail (29)

(40) avail (30) avail (38) f/f (32)

(19) f/f (24) cost (28) avail (22)
(43) f/f (27) time (28) incon (20)

(67 ) time (45) time (46 ) time (60)

(25) time (24) time (26) time (29)

(28) time (27) time (30) time (31)
(25) time (24) time (32) time (31)'

(46) time (47) time (39) f/f (27)

(57) time (26) time (33) f/f (54)

(49) time (32) f/f (33) f/f (28)

(38) time (42) time (48) time (38)
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TABLE 4.9 Continued

None One Two
Three

or More

4. Watching regular TV programs day

annight except sports and news.
*progr (39), time (32) time (38) time (48)

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
time (68) time (72) time (60) time (54)

22. Listening to recordings. time (59) time (73) time (48) time (30)
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
cost (26) cost (21) cost (26) cost (23)

19. Going to fairs and carni..31s. avail (19) cost (27) cost (34) cost (22)
28. Going to the movies. cost (38) cost (28) cost (38) cost (25)

6. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio.
time ,(71) time (59) time (51) time (55)

32. Going to watch sports in person. cost (25) cost (25) cost (27) cost (17)
35. Playing competitive sports. time (35) time (33) time (50) time (40)
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
time (55) time (53) time (48) time (43)

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, ate.
time (45) time (39) .time (35) time (38)

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

time (49) time (40) time (37) time (34)

42. Playing with your children. time (33) time (73) time (79) time (72)
38. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
time (50) time (40) time (56) time (40)

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking
to friends on the phone, etc.

tiMe (57) time (56) time (61) time (48).

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
time (39) time (38) time (46) time (28)

44. Playing with pets. time (65) time (62) time (83) time (59)

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
time (77) time (69) time (59) time (60)

5. Watching news and-information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and newsmagazines.

time (72) t'me (52) time (58) time (66)

43, Octyounelf activities or hobbies. time (55) time (51) time (56) time (55)
45. Sitting and thinking-detdreaming. time (72) time (67) time (63) time (70)

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
time (62) time (45) time (50) time (40)

39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.
time (59) time (43) time (35) time (41)

* progr = programs
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TABLE 4.10

Most Frequently Cited Reason for not Increasing
Participation for Each Racial Group

J
17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts.
18. Going to an opera. .
13. Going to choralconcerts.

25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts.

16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or
festivals.

24. Playing to instrument in a group or

for your own entertainment or taking

music lemons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance..'

26. Going.to theeter performance.

27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-

graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits.
9. Touring buildings, etLf or design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature club.

black white

family/friends (30) family/friends (21)
availability (27) availability (29)
inconvenient (27) time (30)
'time (24) time (53)

availability (21) availability (34)
family/friends (22) availability (26)

ost (31) time (50)

time (36)

.,

time (47)

time (32) time (47)
cost (26) time (31)

availability ,(49) availability (32)

availability (32) availability (38)

inconvenient (29) cost (25)
inconvenient (23) time (41)

time '(39) time (65)

inconvenient (28) time (27)

time (33) time (29)
availability (30) time (28)

family/friends (31) time (46)

family/friends (37) time (51)

family/friends (28) time (47)

inconvenient (32) time (39)
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TABLE 4.1k Continued

black white

4. Watching regular TV programs day

and night except sports and news.
time (36) time (45)

21. Littering to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
time (48) time (66)

22. Listening to recordings. time (55) time (61)
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.

fami,ly/friends (25) .cost (25 )'

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. cost (29) cost (23)
28. Going to the movies. cost (32) cost (39)

8. Watching sports on TV or listening

on radio. .
time (61) time (62)

32. Going to watch sports in person. crowds (24) cost (28)
35. Pitying competitive sports. time (46) time ( 3 9 )
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.
time (57) time (59)

33. Campine, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.
time (35) time (43)

40. Picnicing, visits to perks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
time (39) time (46)

42. Playing with your children. time (62) time (76)
38. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
time (44) time (50)

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

time (45) time (60)

34. Going to church or doing other

churchiated activities.
time (26) time ( 4 7 )

44. Playing with pets. time (48) .. time (74)

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
time. (43) time (79)

5. Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and newsmagazines.

time (39) time (64)

43. Gaityourself activities or hobbies. time (49) time (58)
45. Sitting and thinkingdaydreaming. time (60) time (84)

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
time (44) time (59)

38. Fraternal organization or club time (61) time (53)
, activities.
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related activities there is disagreement on the most important

barrier on 12 of the 22 activities. Most of the disagreement is

accounted for by the tendency of Blacks to cite family/friends and

inconvenient more often than Whites (f/f 5 times and inconvenient 5

times for Blacks to f/f once for Whites). Whites cite time as most

important 15 times to only 6 times for Blacks. The basic modal

approach to the resolution of problems which Blacks have in increas-

ing activity levels in many areas, then, would seem to be much dif-

ferent than for Whites.

The same differences do not exist for non-arts activities. Both

groups select time as the most important barrier 19 of 23 times.

There is, however, a difference in the average proportion who select

that alternative. Blacks, on the average, have a much smaller pro-
;

portion who select time as a major barrier than Whites. Thus, other

factors play a somewhat larger role for Blacks among non-arts acti-

vities also, but not to the extent they ao for arts related activities.

TABLE 4.11 presents differences based oh community size. In this

TABLE five size categories are used to distinguish communities of

different sizes. Since many of the arts related activities are

generally associated with larger cities, it was expected that availa-

bility would play a major role in both participation levels and as

barriers to increased participation. Participation was addressed in

TABLE 2.26, and the outcome generally confirmed the hypothesis. Indi-

viduals from small towns are much more likely to cite availability as

the major reason for not increasing participation than are individuals

from larger cities. In the most simple comparison: Availability is
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Most Frequently Cited Reason,
for_tiot Increasing Participation
for Each Community Size Group

500,000 +

!TABLE 4.11

100,000-
499,999'

10,000-
99,999

2,500-
9,999 rural

't 17. Going to symphony or chamber concerts. time (29) fam/friends (29) avail (26) avail (36) avail (34)
18. Going to an opera. fam/friends (33) cost (22) avail (40) avail (57) avail (25)
13. Going to choral concerts. time (36) time (28) time (23) avail (36) time (25)
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir,

or other singing group.
' time (4 8) time (47) time (45) time (56) time (32)

14. Going to jazz concerts. cost (22) avail (33) avail (30) avail (33) avail (38)
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivals. time (19) avail (24) avail (25) avail (33) avail (32)
24. Playing an instrument in a group or for

your own entertainment or tilting music
lessons.

time (55) cost (33) = time (37) time (44) time (37)

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, tilting photographs
time (51) time (44) time (24) time (35)

(as art) or making films yourself.
4-4 11. Doing crafts. time (48) time (48) time (4'3) time (38) time (41)
co 12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.
time (43) cost (33) time (29) avail (28.) cost (26)

30. Going to a billet or modern dance
performance.

fam /friends (29) fam/friends (32) avail (35) avail (77) avail (35)

31. Going to a follt'dancing performance. avail (26) fam/friends (28) avail (40) avail (59) avail (39)
26. Going to theater performances. cost (24) cost (31) avail (23) avail (38) avail (22)
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, tilting leuons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

time (53) time (37) time (30) avail (46) avail (30)

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

time (67) time (60) time (50) time (21) time 45)

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

time (41) time (28) avail (26) avail (38) avail (33)

8. Visiting craft exhibits. time (38) time (27) trite (28) avail (27) inconven (24)
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

time (34) time (33) time (26) avail (42) avail (37)

.0
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Z1

TABLE 4.11Continued

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

clauical music, opera, or dancing.
23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions
of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging

to a literature dub.

4. Watching regular TV programs day and

night except spons and news.
21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs end carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio. ,

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back-packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

3 ... i

500,000 + 100,000-
499,999

10,000-
99,999

2,500-
. 9;999

,

rural

time (36) time (49) time (50) time- (13) time (33)

time (48) time (5l) time (42) time (59) fam/friends (45)

time (44) time (44) time (43) time (52) avail (32)

4

time (50) time (38) time (38) inconven (28) avail (23)

time (42) time (43) time (41) time -(56; time (35)

time (71) time (64) time (64) time (70) time (46)

time (60) time (54) time (61) time (73) time (40)
crowds (24) cost (35) cost (19) avail (24) cost (25)

cost (24) cost (24) cost (24) time (21) avail (19)
cost (44) cost (44) cost (32) cost (26) cost (29)

time (57) time (71) time (56) time (69) time (50)

cost (32) cost' (29) cost (26) time (25) inconven (22)
time (42) time (38) time (38) time (54) time (23)
time (55) time (52) time (54) time (49) time (46)

time (40) time (4.6) time (29) time (48) time (38)

time (52) time (48) time (41) time (39) time (34)
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TABLE -4..11 Contihued

500,000 + 100,000-
499,999

10,000-
99,999

2,500-
9,999*

rural

42. Playing with your children. time (67) time (68) time (64) time (64) time (64)
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
time (49) time (52) time (44) time (55)' time (39)

.41. Visiting with blends or family

members, writing letters, talking
time (59) time (61) time (52)' time (58) _time (48)

to friends on the phone, etc.

34. Going to church or doing other

churchelated activities.
time (42) time (39) time (43) time (45)

r--

time (36)

44. Playintwith pets. time (69) time (65) time (68) time (71) time (54)
.

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and 'nonfiction).
time (75) time (72) time (71) time (77) ' time

(

(62)

(...i
t..)c,

5.

43.

Watching news and information

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

Doityourself activities or hobbies.

time

time

(64)

(60)

time

time

(61)

(55)

time

time

(58)

(52)

time

time

(53)

(51)

time

time

(50)

(52)
45. Sitting and thinking daydreaming.

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
time (55) time (43) time (57) time (60) time (46)

39. Fraternal organization or club

activities.
time (64) time (56) time (45) time (71) time (34)



the most important barrier for only one activity in the largest j

cities; it is most important twice in the next largest cities

(100,000-499,999); it is most important 8 times in medium-sized towns

(10,000 - 99,999); and it is most important 13 and 12 times for small

towns (2,500-9,999) and rural communities respectively. In addition,

the pattern of activities for which availability is the most important

deterrent to increased participation-is almost a perfect scale, i.e.,

if availability is most important for the larger community, it is also

most important for each subsequent smaller community in all but three

of 24 possible instances. In most cases, availability supplants time

as the most important factor.

The second major component of availability as a deterrent to in-

creased participation is the type of activities to which it is applied.

As would be expected, it is concentrated on the performing arts and

those visual arts most likely to be done away frolli home. Thus, the

single most important factor in getting small town and rural people to

increase participation in these activities would seem to be to make

the activities available!

7 Iwo factors must be considered before a pronouncement such asthis can be.acted'upon. The first is that people in small towns and
rural areas were the least likely to be seeking to increase partici-
pation _in these activities. This means that the impact of an in-
creased availability, even under the best circumstances, would be mini-mal. Second, there is no way to test the validity of perceptions ofunavailability. It is possible that communications was the major
problem and not actual availability. Some test of that possibility
would have to be made before any plan were designed.
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4/0

Education level, which had served as the best SES predftctor

variable for both current participation and desired increase in parti-

cipation, does not fill the same role in predicting most frequently

cited barriers to increased participation. An inspection of TABLE

4.12 reveals that, while there are some education associated differ-

ences, knowledge of education level does very little to increase our

ability of predict tie selection of most important barriers tn

creased participation. Differences for arts related activities in-

clude the following:

(1) In the four groups of individuals with some college, fewer

different barriers are likely to be cited (an average of 3 versus an

average of 4.5 for the lower education groups).

(2) .Those with some college are more likely to cite time as a

barrier to increased participation by an average of 14.75 to.9.

(3) In the two lowest education groups the lack of interest by

family and friends is much more likely to be the most common barrier

than for higher education groups. In fact, these are the only groups

where this barrier is relatively common. Most of the activities

where faRily/friends is the most cited barrier are performing 'arts,

although the specific activities vary across classical, folk and jazz

expressions.

3t 2,
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TABLE 4.12 Most Frequently Cited Reason for not Increasing Participation
for Each Education Group

8+ not
to 8th grad HS grad HS

17. Going to symphony or chamber concertY.f/f
18. Going to an opera. avail
13. Going to choral concerts. f/f
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir, time

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts. f/f
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivalsavail
24. Playing an inshiument in a group or for time

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.
11. Going crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance.

time

time
time

time

f/f

26. Going to theater performances, cost
27. Acting in plays or musicals, performing time

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

2. Writing novels, stories, plays, or
poetry, or taking classes in writing.

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo-
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits. -
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

f/f - family/friends
progs - programs

363

(31) f/f
(31) f/f
(22) cost
(63) time

(32) cost
(42) inconv
(63) cost

(33) time

paT cost
(34) cost

(33) f/f

(01) f/f

(67)
33

time (89) time

f/f (17) inconv

avail (35) inconv
cost (29) avail

(50)*avail
(28) avail
(16) time
(35) time

(27)
(33)
(27)

avail
avail
cost

(27)

(36)
(29)

(45)

(25)

(21)
(40)

(30) time (43)

(27) time
(43) cost

(29) avail

(26) avail

f383 =11

(41) time

(33) avail

(28) time
(42) time

avail - availability
qual - quality

(46)

(32)

(36)

(44)

(56)

(29)

(26)
(23)

some grad 4 yr post
college college grad PhD

f/f (23) time (32) avail (21) f/f (33)
f/f (23) f/f (27) avail (36) f/f (37)
time (34) time (38) time (40) avail (52)
time (62) time (56) time (77) time (100)

avail (26) avail (45) avail (45) avail (45)
avail (23) time (29) avail (30) time (77)
time (50) time (53) time (67) time (83)

time (54) time (65) time (51) time (34)

time (54) time (59) time (64) time (100)
time (34) time (52) time (46) time (67)

avail (34) avail (42) avail (33) f/f (45)

avail (36) avail (43) avail (42) avail (52)

avail
time

(21) time
(46) time

(20) time
(60) time

(21)
(3

tef (:1'8(01

time (64) time (74) time (63) time (100)

time (34) time (41) avail (41) time (49)

time (32) time (55) time (34) avail (58)
time (31) time (39) time (33) time (40)

inconv - inconvenience
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to 8th

TABLE 4. 12 Continued

8+ not
grad HS grad HS

some
college

grad 4 yr
college

post
grad PhD

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

time (65) f/f (43) time (41) time (48) time (52) time (39) incon

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV

or listening on the radio.

time (66) f/f (57) time (47) time (44) avail (48) time (55) avail

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

time (51) time (45) time (36) time (43) time (41) time (63) avail

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

time (4 8) time (21) inconv (31) time (47) time (47) time (50) time

4. Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.
time (51) time (33) time (44) time (50) progs (43) time (68)

LA,
Iv
as

21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
time (64) time (71) time (63) time (64) time (72) time (69) time

22. Listening to recordings. time (65) time (58) time (59) time (60) time (74) time (69) time
15. Going to rock or country and western

or rhythm and blues :oncerts.
incon (23) cost (23) cost (27) cost (23) time (26) cost (24) incon

19. Going to fairs and carnivals. crowds(21) cost (34) cost (29) time (22) time (32) avail (42) avail
28. Going to the movies. cost (28) cost (33) cost (37) cost (39), cost (40) cost (38) time

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

time (56) time (56) time (61) time (65) time (75) time (55) time

32.

35.

Going to watch sports in person.

Playing competitive sports.

cost
time

(27)

(34)

time
time

(27)

(37)
cost
time

(29)

(36)
cost
time

(24)

(41)
time
time

(29)

(50)
cost
time

(36)

(47)

time

37. Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

time. (41) time (42) time (54) time (64) time (67) time (69) time

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
time (39) time (32) time (38) time (47) time (53) time (40) time

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.
time (38) time (29) time (42) time (55) time (60) time (47) time

3 .r, (
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(49)

(46)

(52)

(73)

(100)

(74)

(39)

(47)
(57)

(100)

(373))

(63)

(75)
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TABLE 4.1 2 Continued

to 8th
8+ not
grad H S grad HS

some
college

grad 4 yr
college

post
grad PhD

42. Playing with your children. time (23) time (67) time (79) time (76) time (78) time (80) time (100)
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
time (26) time (44) time (49) time (51) time (60) time (57) f/f (46)

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

time (27) time (43) time (62) time (62) time (70) time (76) time (53)

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
incon (21) time (26) time (47) time (53) time (62) time (44) time (70)

44. Playing with pets. f/f (37) time (75) time (81) time (75) time (59) time (91) time (75).

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
time (66) time (57) time (77) time (79) time (83) time (84) time (71)

5. Watching news and information

programs oniTV or reading in

newspapers a)td news/magazines.

time (46) time (53) time (61) time (62) time (69) time (71)*qual. (64)

43. Ooityourself activities or hobbies. cost (53) time (48) time (51) time (64) time (68) time (70) time (100)
45. Sitting and thinking daydreaming. time (48) time (84) time (82) time (84) time (80) time (100) time (100)

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
crowds (36) time (46) time (49) time (60) time (72) time (77) time (88)

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

incon (60) time (42) time (59) time (44) time (81) time (63)

ttlf..37
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There is no discernable pattern across education groups for the
I

selection of barriers to increased participation in non-arts activi-

ties. Almost all subgroups select either cost or time as the most

chosen barrier.

TABLE 4.13 shows the distribution of.most important barriers

across eight income groups. The intuitively expected pattern is a

decreased likelihood for Cost to be a factor as income increases.

For arts related activities this expectiticin is mildly, supported. In

the $5,001 to $8,000 group there are five activities in which cost

is the most cited barrier. In the $8,001 to $10,000 group there are

three activities. In the $10,001 to $15,000 group there is one

activity. In the $15,001 to $20,000 group there are two activities,

and in the 'two highest income groups there are none. The $5,000 and

below group has only one activity in which cost is most important;

however, this group also contains many students and retirees which

could reflect a different set of perspectives on barriers (see TABLE

4.14).

Again, the most important barriers to increasing non-arts activi-

ties are unrelated to the predictor variable, income.

Time.is the largest single barrier for more than half of the

arts related activities for white collar workers, blue collar workers,

service workers, and students. (TABLE 4.14). However, it is most

important for farmers, housewives, and retired persons only 3, 7, and

8 times respectively. For farmers availability is most likely to be

the major barrier (10 times). This compliments the finding for rural

areas in TABLE 4.11. 3ify housewives the absence of interest by family
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TABLE 4.13 Most Frequently Cited Reason for not Increasing Participation
for Each Income Group Over All Activities

to 5000
5001-
8000

8001 --

10000
10601-
12000

12001-
15000

15001
20000

20001-
30000

over
30000

* .
17. Going to symphony or chamber concertanC
18. Going to an opera. avl
13. Going to choral concerts. a inc
25. Singing in or playing for a chorus, chair, time

or other singing group.

14. Going to jazz concerts. avl
16. Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivalanc
24. raying an instrument in a group or for time

your own entertainment or taking music
lessons.

. 10. Painting, drawing, making sculpture, time
doing graphic art, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

11. Doing crafts.

12. Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.

time
cost

30. Going to a ballet or modern dance avl,
performance.

31. Going to a folk dancing performance. inc

26. Going to theater performances. time
21. Acting in plays or musicals, performing time

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

Writing novels, stories, plays, or

poetry, or taking classes in writing.
time

7. Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo. time
graphy or sculpture exhibits.

8. Visiting craft exhibits. time
9. Touring buildings, etc. for design or time

historic value or visiting history,

science or technical museums.

*

3
inc - inconvenience

(19) cost (50)*avl (31) *f /f (46) avl (25) avl (20) f/f (27) f/f (33
(26) avl (40) avl (32) avl (49) time (23) avl (33)1 f/f (34) f/f (33
(30) f/f .(29) time (30) inc (28) time (33) time (26).time (44) time(42
(54) time (35) time (30) time (45) time (50) time (53) time (51) time(66

(30) f/f (27) cost (25) f/f (38) avl (33) avl (29) avl (34) avl (45
(26) cost (36) avi (55) f/f (32) avl (24) avl (23) inc (26) time(25
(40) time (52) cost (67) cost (32) time (51) cost (39) time (58) time(68

(43) time (38) time (36) time (47) time (42) time (44) time (49) time(64

(39) cost (38) time (39) time (39) time (45) time (52) time (48) time(71
(43) inc (31) time (27) cost (28) cost (32) time (40) time (30) time(48

(38) f6;
ga

(22) avl (50) avl (33) f/f (2S) fjf (29) f/f (23) f/f (33

(28) avl (34) avl (37) f/f (30) avl (42) avl (48) avl (36) avl (35

(27) cost (37) cost (24) inc (26) f/f (18) cost (27) time (26) avl (24(39) avl (33) time (27) f/f (29) time (64) time (39) time (44) time(58

(57) time (70) time (64) time (54) time (36) time (73) time (59) time(70

(27) avl (34) time (26) inc (32) time (26) time (30) avl (27) time(42

(31) time (26) time (28) inc (31) time (26) time (28) time (33) time(40
(25) avl (45) inc (27) time (32) avl (33) avl (29) time (31) time(39

avl - availability f/f - family/friends 3 7



20.. Listening on radio or watching on TV

classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jan on TV

or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own

recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.

3. Taking classes as attending lectures on

art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

4. Watching regular TV programs day and

night except sports and news.

ki 21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all
co other music.

22. Listening to recordings.

15. Going to rogk or country and western

or rhythm and bliss concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.

37. Jogging, weight lifting or other
exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, back.packing,

hunting, fishing, etc.

40. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for pleasure.

* prog - program

3 '71 14 4

to 5000

TABLE 4.13 Continued

5001- 8001-
8000 10000

10001 -
12000

12001 --

15000
15001-
20000

20001-
30000

over
30000

time (49) 'time (42) time (31) time (42) time (57) time (34) time (63) time (48)1

time (42) time (40) avl (32) time (48) time (49) f/f (42) time (57) time(59

time (45) time (40) time (41) time (36) time (55) f/f (31) time (52) time(54

time (24) time (37) time (39) time (29) inc (28) time (40) time (35) time(54

time (40) time (38) time (37) time (46) time (47)*prog (42) time (42) time(55

time (54) time (48) time (53) time (76) time (64) time (69) time (80) time(66.

time (51) time (46) time (53) time (60) time (66) time (60) time (68) time(81
cost ( 32 ) cost (53) avl (32) crowd(22) avl (16), avl {20) cost (25) cost(27

cost (22) cost (51) cost (32) cost (27) crowd(24) time (30) time (25) crowd27
cost (30) cost (44) cost (52) cost (50) cost (35) cost (31) cost (33) cost(30

time (61) time (53) time (68) time (66) time (62) time (54) time (53) time(71

cost (24) cost (44) cost (21) cost (25) cost (20) cost (27) cost (31) time(29
time (55) time (30) time (38) time (45) time (45) time (33) time (34) time(46
time (45) time (64) time (42) time (46) time (42) time (55) time (74) time(75

time (30) time (39) time (35) time (41) time (41) time (44) time (43) time(58

time (33) time (42) time (46) time (47) time (39) time (43) time (50) time(67



42. Playing with your children.
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friendi on the phone, etc.
34. Going to church or doing other

church-related activities.
44. Playing with pets.

1. Reading (fiction books, pefiodicals,

and nonfiction).
5. Watching news and information

prosiams on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.
10 43. Do-it-yourself activities or hobbies.

45. Sitting and thinking day- dreaming.

Charity, volunteer, social service, or

political organization activities.
39. fraternal organization or club.

activities.
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to 50'00

TABLE 4.13 Continued

5001- 8001-
8000 10000

10001-
12000

12001-
15000 %,

15001-
20000

20001- -over
30000 30000

time (34) time (65) time (75) time (83) time (76) time (73) time (88) time(81
time (53) time (43) time (39) f/f (47) time (49) time (43) time (56) time(63

time (45) time (42) time (58) time (51) time (69) time (62) time (70) time(72

time (31) time (35) time (48) f/f (29) time (44) time (57) time (52) time(63:

time (52) time (54) time (78) time (73) time (73) time (30) time (81) time(91:

time (66) time (62) time (78) time (73) time (61) time (79) time (79) time(94:

time (56) time (55) time (54) time (63) time (59) time (52) time (64) time(78

time (47) time` (43) time (61) time (44) time (55) time (59) time (55) time(8'3
.time (75) time (75) time (79) time (85) time (70 time (95) time (77) time(91

time (44) time (62) time (43) time (67) time (41) time (53) time (54) time(73

time (40) time (53) time (71) time (38) time (55) time (46) time (66) tiMe(53
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TABLE 4.14

17.

18.

13.

25.

14.

16.

24.

26.

27.

2.

7.

8.

9.

3 77 6

* avail availability
child - children

Most Frequently Cited Reason for not Increasing Participation
for Each Occupation Group Over All Activities

white
collar

*

blue
collar farm

house-
service wives retired students

Going to symphony or chamber conc.erts.avail (19) time (35) avail (100) time (24) *f /f (30) time (34) avail (23)
Going to an opera. avail (25) avail (41) time (30) f/f (33) avail (33) avail (34)
Going to choral concerts. time (38) time (27) avail ( 57) time (25) f/f (24) *h/cap (35) *incon (26)
Singing in or playing for a chorus, choir, time
or other singing group.

(51) time (48) avail ( 71) time (45) time (23) time (59) time (41)

Going to jazz concerts. avail (33) avail (26) avail (100) cost (33) f/f (31) avail (35) avail (39)
Going to folk/ethnic concerts or festivalt.dVa (24) f/f (26) time (37) avail (22) incon (33) avail (27)
Playing an instrument in a group or for

your own entertainment or taking music

lessons.

time (47) time (47) cost (61) time (33) time (23) h/cap (23) time (44)

Painting, drawing, making sculpture,

doing graphic an, taking photographs

(as art) or making films yourself.

time (49) time (37) time (51) time (79) time (34) h/cap (32) time (37)

Doing crafts: time (53) time (41) cost (84) time (70) time '(32) time (29) time (40)
Taking art classes in painting,

sculpture, graphics, film, or crafts.
time (34) cost (35) avail ( 67) time (51) cost (27) time (28) time (26)

Going to a ballet or modern dance

performance.
avail (30) avail,. ( 24 ). avail (46) f/f (40) avail (44) avail (36;

Going to a folk dancing performance. avail 4 0 ) avail (40) cost (100) avail (42) f/f 137) avail (49) avail (62)

Going to theater performances. cost (23) time (20) time (100) cpst (28) cost (27) 'h/cap (24) time (19)Acting in plays or musicals, performing

in a dance group, taking lessons in either,

or providing behind the scene support.

time (39) time (30) cost (100) time (43) time (20) time (38) time (40)

Writing novels, stones, plays, or

poet)y, or taking classes in writing.

time (55) time (48) avail (100) time (75) time (44) h/cap (45) time (73)

Visiting painting, graphic arts, photo.

graphy or sculpture exhibits.
time, (30) time (28) avail (100) time (45) incon (24) h/cap (36) avail (30)

Visiting craft exhibits. time (39) time (30)*child (100) time (54) incon (23) incon (27) avail (34)
Touring buildings, etc. for design or time (35) time (31) avail (67) time (49) avail (26) h/cap (43) avail (32)
historicvalue or visiting history,
science or technical museums. J I

f/f family/friends h/cap - handicaps incon - inconvenient
p/t ea - part time each prog - programs



TABLE 4.14 Continued

white blue
. collar collar farm

20. Listening on radio or watching on TV time
classical music, opera, or dancing.

23. Watching performances of jazz on TV time
or listening on the radio.

29. Listening to radio broadcasts, your own time
recordings or watching TV productions

of plays or poetry.,

3. Taking classes or attending lectures on time
art history, literature, etc., or belonging
to a literature club.

4. Watching regular TV'programs day and

night except sports and news.
t...) 21. Listening to radio broadcasts of all

other music.
22. Listening to recordings.
15. Going to rack or country and western

or rhythm and blues concerts.
19. Going to fairs and carnivals.

28. Going to the movies.

6. Watching sports on TV or listening
on radio.

32. Going to watch sports in person.
35. Playing competitive sports.
37. Jogging, weight lifting or other

exercise program.

33. Camping, hiking, backpacking,

hunting, fishing, etc.
AO. Picnicing, visits to parks, zoos, nature

walks, or driving a car for. pleasure.

33

time

time

time
cost

cost
cost

time

cost
time
time

time

time

house-
service wives retired students

(39) f/f (39) time (100) time (52) time (43) time (58) time (46)

(46) time (25) p/t ea ( 50) time (70) time (45) time (37) time (42)

.(47) time (42) avail ( 91) E /f (36.) f/f (34) time (41) time (48)

(45) time (40) avail ( _ 4$) time (51) incon (27) incon (32) time (43)

(44) time (43) time ( 67) time (75) time (36) progs (58) time (49)

(63) time (62) time (100) time (64) time (53) time (31) time (58)

(57) time (61) time (100) time (47) other (29) other (29) time (50)
(22) avail (23) time ( 39) cost (24) cost (23) cost (24) cost (35)

(20) cost (28) time ( 49) time (25) cost (25) crowds(31) avail. (23)
(34) cost' (34) time ( 58) cost (41) cost (40) cost (31) cost (39)

(62) time (65) time "( 96) time (54) time (50) f/f (55) time (59)

(26) cost ('24) cost ( 73) crowds(26) Cdst (19) cost (36) incon (31)
(40) time (46) avail ( 82) time (47) child h/cap (35) time (39)
(58) time (57) time ( 60) time (68)

,(33)

time (35) time (32) time (53)

(44) time (47) time ( 69) time (43) time (29) h/cap (31) time (33)

(49) time (49) time ( 59) time (55) time (28) h/cap (20) time (45)
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white
collar

TABLE 4. 1 4 Continued

blue
collar farm service

house-
wives retired

'42. Playing with your children. time (62) time (72) time ( 79) time (90) time (68) time (31)
36. Playing indoor activities or games

with friends and/or family.
time (51) time (53) f/f ( 50) time (59) f/f (39) f/f (44)

41. Visiting with friends or family

members, writing letters, talking

to friends on the phone, etc.

time (64) time (52) time ( 79) time (82) time (46) incon (28)

34. Going to church or doing other

churchrelated activities.
time (49) time (44) time ( 56) time (62) time (27) time (30)

44. Playing with pets. time (74) time (60) time (100) time (76) time (70) h/cap (71)

1. Reading (fiction books, periodicals,

and nonfiction).
time (74) time (74) time (100) time (81) time (83) time (59)

5. Watching news and information time (65) time (59) time) ( 60) time (64) time (41) time (50)

La
%,..,

t,) 43.

programs on TV or reading in

newspapers and news/magazines.

Doityourself activities or hobbies. time (64) time (49) time ( 70) time (79) time

. ..

(45) h/cap (36)
45. Sitting and thinking daydreaming. time (76) time (72) time ( 54) time (85) time (70) time (34)

38. Charity, volunteer, social service, or

p.alitical organization activities.

time (58) time (60) time (100) time (94) time (30) h/cap (41)

39. Fraternal organization or club
activities.

time (42) time (72) time (73) time (34) time (23)

300

.t;

'-: 1
t,..., 1

1-

students

time (42)
time (59)

time (53)

time (27)

time (63)

time (71)

time (61)

time (45)
time (58)

time (53)

time (56)



and friends is the mbst important factor for not increasing seven

different activities: Retired persons cite age and handicaps as

being most important for seven activities also.

There are several aspects to the distribution of the less com-

monly selected barriers. For example, the activities where age and

handicaps are the most important barriers are confined neither to

away nor active pursuits as might have been predicted. Rather they

are spread among a variety of arts related leisure activities.

Similarly, the lack of interest by family and friends perceived by

housewives applies to a variety of performing arts activities.

While all but one require travel away froM home, they seem not neceS-
r.

sarily pursued by the same group of people. The activities include

symphony concerts, choral concerts, jazz doncerts, ballets, and folk

dance performances.
8

Another example of the diversity created by examining barriers

in terms of occupation groups is the fact that for no activity is

there`a totally consistent most important barrier among the art.s

related activities (although time is the almost unanimous choice inf

several cases). There is considerably less inconsistency among the

non-arts activities. Time and cost dominate across occupation grotps

to almost the same extent they have for all other SE3/demographic

variables.

9c:1.4

8
One key is the proportion who cite the most in :ant barriers.

If it is low, then the opportunity for otter barrie be "almost"
as important a factor for the entire g:oup is highe .nterpreta-
tions of results rt.ported her2 are genizral because ,. cell size.
See APPENDIX X for more detailed re iiti suppcting this interpreta-
tion.
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Summary/Conclusions

In many ways this short Chanter is the most important for futpre

policy considerations because it focuses directly on the factors which

are reportedly keeping people from increasing participation levels

to the extent they desire. However, the results themselves suggest

that this problem cannot be resolved with a simple question asking

people to identify the most important barrier to their increased par-

ticipation. The results of this question have provided an ordering

of barriers and suggested the most ii.kely areas for policy attention

(assuming the goal is to increase participation levels in the popula-

tion). It has also suggested, in a crude way, some of the specific

areas and groups which might be targeted in programs. The

relationship of community size and perceived availability, and some

specific relationships between barrier selection on the one hand, and

race and occupation on the other, are the most notable examples

However, the important role of the combined tire barrier and our

inability to identify the relative importance of all barriers for

each activity leave may unanswered questions if our goal is to pre-

dict the precise (or even approximat6) impact ipf a particular program.

Furthermore, seems unlikely that, even if it had been p ssihle to

order the barriers for each respondent and then aggregate those oraer-

ings over all respondents, a satisfactory answer would have been

produced. The first difficulty is that noone knows how to weigh the

impact of "not enough time" or "like other things better" in an equa-

sion of possible change. It is perhaps even more disturbing that

individuals with a strong desire to increase participation are almost
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as likely to cite time as a barrier to that increase as those with

only a general interest in increasing participation. Beyond what

our historical analysis told us about the pattern of participation

over time and the limited prediction capability supplied by educa-

tion level-and some of the other SES/demographic variables (on a

limited number of arts related activities) there is little help in

sorting out these possible changes in behavior. Indeed, it is diffi-

cult to determine if 15eople, who cite time as the most important bar-

rier to increased participation are more or less likely to change

their future behavior.

The second diffiCulty is that we do not know enough about the

genesis of a particular leisure behavior pattern to understand which

predictor variables need to be considered and which are subject to

outside manipulation (not pejoratively). This study has suggested

some of the factors which predict leisure behavior and, in the

historical analysis, may have identified a line of future research

that will help to explain how people choose a leisure behavior pat-

tern. This information will be useful in the projection of short-

range changes and in pinpointing certain target groups where some

narrowly defined types of leisure behavior changes are more likely

to take place. But in not being able to focus on potentially impor-

tant environmental and psychological issues, our ability to address

even relatively simple policy and prediction issues may have been

severely limited.

Part of the solution to these problems will be to continue to

address basic questions about leisure patterns, long-term changes.
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,s

and factors which keep people from doing what they say they want to

do. HoWever, another part of the future research activity must ad-

dress leisure behavior in considerably more detail with a focus on

why choices are made rather than just what choices are made. With-

out such basic research to complement the market research-type find-

ings provided by this study and others, the complex individual beha-

vior and social questions raised in the goals of this study are un-

likely to be satisfactorily answered.

1
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